
Re: Step I Appeal Repeat Rescheduled 
 
 
Mr McNett: 
 
Thanks for the professed sentiments and concern. As soon as I got the call from Dean that he 
and his wife were down with Flu I called and sent an email to you to ensure warning to allow 
change of schedules of those involved. We fully plan to be there on Jan 22 but I had to notify 
you that I got the flu and it developed into pneumonia that has taken a toll on me due to my 
medical condition. I am on antibiotics and other medications but until a couple of days ago I 
was unable to stay awake, focus or function more than 2 or 3 hours a day. I am seeing my 
doctor for blood work tomorrow and Dean, also a disabled veteran is seeing the VA this 
week. This is a heads up to the present situation and reiteration of my previous requests and 
legal reasons/authorities  for them. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Jim Craven 
 
 
 
Sent from Surface 
 
From: Mike McNett [WA] 
Sent: Monday, January 12, 2015 10:12 AM 
To: James Craven 
Cc: Kelly Wishkoski [WA] 
 
Mr. Craven, 
  
I am sorry to hear that you and Mr. Lookinghawk continue to struggle with illness. I am 
not certain from the message below if you indicating that you will not be present on 
January 22nd. Please let us know. 
  
Thank you. 
  
  
Mike McNett 
Hearing and Appeals Board Staff Consultant 
Washington Education Association 
(253) 765-7098 office 
mmcnett@washingtonea.org  
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From: Kelly Wishkoski [WA]  
Sent: Monday, January 12, 2015 6:45 AM 
To: Mike McNett [WA] 
Subject: Fwd: Step I Appeal Repeat Rescheduled 
  
Hi Mike,  
  
Below is Mr. Craven's response to the scheduling notice. 
  
Kelly 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: James Craven <omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com> 
Date: January 12, 2015 at 12:48:50 AM PST 
To: "Kelly Wishkoski [WA]" <KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org> 
Cc: Dean Lookinghawk <lookinghawk@hotmail.com>, Kevin Saito <kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov>, 
"dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov" <dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov>, "office of inspector general DOJ (fraud, waste 
etc)" <oig.hotline@usdoj.gov> 
Subject: Re: Step I Appeal Repeat Rescheduled 

Thank you for the notice. I came down with the same FLU as Dean and his wife that caused him 
not to be able to come at the last minute and presently still recovering and under medical care 
for severe pneumonia. Dean’s testimony is critical as he is a direct witness, a trained and 
experienced former police officer, not only to all my interactions with Ms Olney from the 
beginning, but to all my hearings and interactions with Mr. Knight and his hench-people, law 
enforcement including FBI,  and he also attempted to do his duty under 18 USC 4 Misprision of 
a Felony to report knowledge of the commission of felony crimes (a felony crime of failure of 
legal duty that members of WEA, possibly NEA as well as various members of stated and judicial 
agencies will be held accountable for in future criminal, OPR, OIG, and civil actions) serial 
perjury of Bob Knight and related felonies first exposed by sworn and unrebutted testimonies 
of WEA and AHE officers Lynn Davidson and Dr. Marcia Roi respectively, now still unreported 
and perjury still suborned after there fact; this will not go away.  
  
Because I do not engage in entrapment or abuse of judicial process, I have given fair warning of 
my intentions, supporting evidence and even purported evidence against my 
allegations,  repeated opportunities for rebuttals in writing, notice of real damages from your 
conduct and opportunities to mitigate and cease and desist, with medical evidence of the 
damages to my health and family. All I have received from WEA, after membership since 1986, 
is this kind of apparent and even psychopathic level of callousness, cover-ups, rank 
incompetence and possibly worse in insisting on then not competently providing a legally 
usable record for phase 1 to go to NEA and other venues as well as refusing to provide answers 
to legitimate questions. 
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I have asked over and over in writing for the names and addresses, for purposes of legal service, 
of all those involved in the last phase 1 that was wrecked not by me (yet you allowed my 
termination without legal counsel with an appeal for new counsel  pending) and where false 
statements were made in the submissions by the attorney for WEA. I have asked if NEA knows 
about this case because I am not a scab or snitch or union wrecker and they need to know what 
is coming next and why: that perjury and related crimes, along with the backroom hiring in 
public employment of unvested and  anti-union scabs and management snitches,  exposed by 
courageous sworn testimonies of WEA and AHE union officers, are apparently being covered-
up, aided and abetted,  suborned by executive elements of WEA. They may named in civil 
litigation but my responsibility updraft law is first to try to report and stop crimes (offenses 
against all of society) , including by law enforcement element if involved, before civil action for 
serious torts. 
  
I will be tasking all of this, along with evidence submitted to various agencies of crimes  that 
remain uninvestigated, covered-up and suborned, personally to Washington DC to there FBI 
director James Comey and to the Attorney General and to the public. I cannot lose because as 
you know I cannot be bought or bullied or coopted away from my legal duty and duty as a 
teacher. 
  
It is a fact to which I have sworn under penalty of perjury, that a PDX FBI special agent 
unnamed for now, when hearing of the last minute $100,000 hush money offer and its terms 
(to avoid the hearing where Knight would have had no choice but to either expose and 
repudiate previous perjury in there ESD appeal hearing or do what he did commit perjury again 
this time in there same hearing as the sworn testimonies exposing his perjury again) asked me 
to bring down the offer in writing to Vancouver FBI (which objected to at the time due to 
previous experience with them) along with Ms Olney and she refused to come after being asked 
in writing repeatedly. Dean came with me to local FBI and now Special Agent Rollins will be 
answering for his false renditions of a phone conversation (witnessed by my wife who is fluent 
in English) he tried to avoid giving in writing  to an OPR/OIG investigation when my health 
improves. 
  
.Bob Knight  had his chance not to commit perjury again, you have all had your chance to do 
your duty under law, local FBI, Vancouver Police, Clark County Sheriff's office, and others all 
have had their chance to act on the clear predicate evidence they have of serious predicate 
crimes, and the continual cover-ups and playing obstructionist games while abiding going to 
paper  only expose real mens rea. 
  
I did not just present rants and allegations; I presented hard evidence of serious felony 
crimes  that remain unaddressed, uninvestigated and suborned with real people suffering real 
harms. 
  
“Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive.” Sir Walter Scott. How is 
Petraeus doing these days? He thought he was untouchable too. Look at how he was uncovered  
  



https://jimcraven10.wordpress.com/2014/05/04/hush-money-and-sealed-settlements-to-
cover-up-crimes-are-crimes-not-torts-no-need-to-cover-up-what-is-clean-only-what-is-dirty/ 

https://jimcraven10.wordpress.com/2012/12/19/attempts-to-report-felony-crimes-per-18-usc-
4-28-usc-1361-exchanges-with-clark-county-sheriff-gary-lucas/ 

  
  
Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 
  
Sent from Surface 

  
From: Kelly Wishkoski [WA] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 7, 2015 4:13 PM 
To: James Craven 
Cc: mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

  
Dear Mr. Craven: 
  
Good afternoon. Attached please find a letter of today’s date confirming the rescheduling of your Step 1 
Appeal repeat for January 22, 2015, as well as the Hearing and Appeals Procedure and Legal Defense 
Policy. Hard copies of these documents are being sent to you via U.S. Mail, Certified with Return Receipt 
Requested.  
  
Thank you, 
  
Kelly Wishkoski, Paralegal  
Office of the General Counsel 
Washington Education Association 
P.O. Box 9100 
Federal Way, WA 98063-9100 
253-765-7025 (direct) 
253-946-7232 (fax) 

 
  
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  THIS COMMUNICATION MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION SUBJECT TO 

ATTORNEY PRIVILEGES &/OR OTHERWISE BE OF A CONFIDENTIAL NATURE.  IF YOU HAVE 

RECEIVED THIS MESSAGE IN ERROR, PLEASE ADVISE THE SENDER BY REPLY E-MAIL & 

IMMEDIATELY DELETE THE MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS WITHOUT COPYING OR DISCLOSING 

THE CONTENTS.  THANK YOU. 
  

Thank you I just got the call at 5:13 am and immediately sent this to you so that others would not 

be inconvenienced. He has direct evidence I need to be presented for the record plus he helps to drive 
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as the long distance I cannot drive alone due to my health and medications I am on. Thanks for the 

understanding 

  

Jim  

  

What is this about? I was standing right there when they brought the tape of the hearing that they said 

they could not get to play with audio, I said we would try to see if we could do something, I 

recommended a wide codec package called K-Lite free to download from the internet website, in an 

attempt to try to recover the audio, and it was the chairwoman who said if they and we could not get a 

working copy of the tape the meeting had to be redone and would be redone as to get a audio copy for 

the record. She stated and agreed that audio recording  is critical to have a full record. Including my own 

reporting within the hearing of the many things I have seen personally witnessed; Including  terms of 

cover-ups and more, plus there were several false statements made by the lawyer opposing your 

petition there that I know to be false directly. They need to be repeated or captured on tape. I cannot 

restore it and they now ask us to send them a copy of their own tape that they were responsible to 

making sure was properly made and usable. 

  

As for the charge that you did not fully assist your attorney, I am a direct witness to all your interactions, 

I have read all your exchanges with her and that is a flat-out untruth and there is not one piece of 

evidence to support such statements as you failed to support your attorney. I have also, received all 

correspondence  between you and your attorney as  not only you CC myself as a CC: recipient , but so 

did your attorney. You definitely gave an unquestionable warning that if she did not come with you to 

FBI as I did, and as she was requested by them, to bring the hush money offer and discuss it and the 

perjury by Bob Knight, you would have no choice, as a matter of your understanding of the law 

(continuing a legal defense that involves cover-up and subornation of perjury and other felonies and 

refusal to report felony perjury that has occurred the second time an on her watch?) to terminate her 

representation. And I was present the first time you met her, and again in her office when you stated 

emphatically...  No settlements, sealed or otherwise, no hush money because there are crimes and 

others involved not just you. 

Dean 

  

 

From: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: Re: URGENT! Step I Appeal Repeat 

Date: Thu, 18 Dec 2014 14:40:55 +0000 



Mr Craven, 

 

I am in receipt of your email and the hearing will be rescheduled. We wish Mr. Lookinghawk a speedy 

recovery. 

 

Kelly 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

On Dec 18, 2014, at 5:34 AM, "James Craven" <omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com> wrote: 

Mr McNett: 

 

I just got a call 5:12 am from Dean Lookinghawk who is ill with severe flu. He is a critical direct witness 

for me and also needed to help me drive to the hearing due to my own disabilities. This has to be 

rescheduled due to the issues involved, Dean’s own knowledge and background . 

 

I am calling your number also 

 

Jim Craven 

 

 

Sent from Surface 

 

From: mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

Sent: Wednesday, December 17, 2014 4:43 PM 

To: James Craven 

Cc: Kelly Wishkoski [WA] 

 

Professor Craven, 

  

Thank you for confirming your attendance at tomorrow morning’s hearing. I will briefly 
answer your procedural questions below.  
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I am not aware of any change in the timeframes. At your previous appearance before 
the Hearing and Appeals Board, the representative from WEA’s Office of the General 
Counsel was offered 45 minutes, but did not choose to use that entire length of time. 
You and Mr. Gawley will again be offered equal lengths of time to state your positions, 
and you will have an opportunity for rebuttal.  

  

Members of the Hearing and Appeals Board will introduce themselves at the beginning 
of the hearing, as they did at your previous appearance. 

  

Your question regarding NEA was asked and answered at the previous meeting. As I 
said at that time, NEA has a record that you have accessed legal defense funds. I am 
uncertain whether they have additional detail about the specifics of your case. The 
guidelines which you have received describe the appeals process, including your right 
to appeal to NEA, if you are dissatisfied with decisions at the levels of the Hearing and 
Appeals Board and the WEA Board.    

  

  

Mike McNett 

Advocacy Specialist 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org  

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, December 17, 2014 7:40 AM 
To: Kelly Wishkoski [WA] 
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Cc: Mike McNett [WA] 
Subject: Re: Step I Appeal Repeat 

  

I will be there.  Please note for the record and future venues that you have now changed the 
terms of time and presentations from 45 minutes from me, 15 minutes from opposition 15 
minutes response to 45 minutes me, 45 minutes response and 15 minutes rebut. Further I have 
asked for the names of the last Stage I participating and got no answers. I asked for proof that 
this has been sent to NEA (it all will get there with the whole paper trail that preceded it) as 
well as proof of your reporting your own knowledge of perjury and other crimes by Bob Knight, 
exposed by the sworn testimonies twice of your own officers,  per your duties under 18 USC 4, 
73 and RCW 42.30 for AHE officials. 

  

I am coming up again, due to your incompetence (and perhaps deliberate trashing of a 
problematic tape with false statements by the Counsel opposing) from Vancouver and you set it 
for 10 am this time. If we are late due to traffic or whatever we will be there. 

  

This is but again a good-faith effort to apprise you of ongoing damages and giver you an 
attempt to mitigate. 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

Sent from Surface 

  

From: Kelly Wishkoski [WA] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 16, 2014 2:28 PM 
To: James Craven 
Cc: mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

  

Dear Mr. Craven, 
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Good afternoon.  Please let this email serve as a reminder for your presence at the Step 1 
Appeal repeat hearing this Thursday, December 18, 2014 at 10:00 a.m. at Washington 
Education Association located at 32032 Weyerhaeuser Way S., Federal Way, WA 98001-9687. 

  

Thank you, 

  

Kelly Wishkoski, Paralegal  

Office of the General Counsel 

Washington Education Association 

P.O. Box 9100 

Federal Way, WA 98063-9100 

253-765-7025 (direct) 

253-946-7232 (fax) 

<image001.jpg> 

  

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  THIS COMMUNICATION MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION SUBJECT 

TO ATTORNEY PRIVILEGES &/OR OTHERWISE BE OF A CONFIDENTIAL NATURE.  IF YOU HAVE 

RECEIVED THIS MESSAGE IN ERROR, PLEASE ADVISE THE SENDER BY REPLY E-MAIL & 

IMMEDIATELY DELETE THE MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS WITHOUT COPYING OR 

DISCLOSING THE CONTENTS.  THANK YOU. 

  

  

  

From: Kelly Wishkoski [WA]  
Sent: Tuesday, November 25, 2014 1:55 PM 
To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


Cc: Mike McNett [WA] 
Subject: Step I Appeal Repeat 

  

Dear Mr. Craven, 

  

Attached please find a letter of today’s date confirming the scheduling of your Step 1 Appeal 
repeat for December 18, 2014, as well as the Hearing and Appeals Procedure and Legal Defense 
Policy. Hard copies of these documents are being sent to you via U.S. Mail, Certified with 
Return Receipt Requested.  

  

Thank you and happy holidays to you and yours,  

  

Kelly Wishkoski, Paralegal  

Office of the General Counsel 

Washington Education Association 

P.O. Box 9100 

Federal Way, WA 98063-9100 

253-765-7025 (direct) 

253-946-7232 (fax) 
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  THIS COMMUNICATION MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION SUBJECT 

TO ATTORNEY PRIVILEGES &/OR OTHERWISE BE OF A CONFIDENTIAL NATURE.  IF YOU HAVE 

RECEIVED THIS MESSAGE IN ERROR, PLEASE ADVISE THE SENDER BY REPLY E-MAIL & 

IMMEDIATELY DELETE THE MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS WITHOUT COPYING OR 

DISCLOSING THE CONTENTS.  THANK YOU. 

  



  

 Mr. McNett: 

 
Thank you for your written response. What you said with respect to time frames per submission 
was witnessed by Dean Lookinghawk, who has been a witness to all hearings at Clark College as 
well as my conversation with you, said nothing about 45 minutes allocated and he would take 
only 15 minutes, you said he was allowed 15 minutes response and me the same to rebut him. 
Thus you are changing the terms in an arbitrary and capricious fashion relative to the original 
hearing’s terms and conditions. 
 
Further, I asked for the names and addresses for purposes of legal service of all those involved 
in the last hearing that did not manage to produce a legally useable record as was your 
responsibility. I was asked by Portland FBI if I had the hush money offer in writing and if so to 
bring it and my attorney to see them about it. They knew it was direct and predicate evidence 
of attempts to use public monies for me to repudiate or neutralize an existing criminal 
complaint and other possible federal crimes. All of this is being sent to FBI director Comey and 
the DOJ beyond the locals, as anyone who has knowledge (has seen direct evidence) of a felony 
crime like perjury, whether law enforcement or not (bigger legal burden on those who carry a 
badge and gun) must report it asap per 18 USC 4, RCW 10.37.140 (Perjury and Subornation of 
Perjury) and other laws cited to all of you with no response (eventually non responses to 
legitimate questions become probative with serial refusals to even acknowledge let alone 
answer them). 
 
Further they are witnesses and participants in a process that has been riddled with attempts to 
structure and limit rather than discover relevant evidence on serious issues and dangerous 
precedents being allowed of interest to NEA. As this will go to EEOC and other venues, again 
please regard this as a good-faith attempt to apprise and give opportunity to mitigate ongoing 
torts as well as felony crimes the predicate evidence of which was exposed in the sworn 
testimonies and submissions of WEA and AHE officers themselves. 
 
Do not take comfort in failures of various agencies to act to investigate as they will also 
answer at other venues that await actions on criminal and civil rights complaints. All those who 
have been given direct evidence of crimes and torts and who have turned a blind eye or even 
colluded to obstruct their discovery and legal action on will answer for their conclusions and 
actions in the face of evidence presented to them or that they actively and willfully refused to 
consider or review. 
 
All my submissions in the first hearing are to be entered for this one. 
 
Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 
 
 



 
 
Sent from Surface 
  
From: mmcnett@washingtonea.org 
Sent: Wednesday, December 17, 2014 4:43 PM 
To: James Craven 
Cc: Kelly Wishkoski [WA] 
 
Professor Craven, 
  
Thank you for confirming your attendance at tomorrow morning’s hearing. I will briefly 
answer your procedural questions below.  
  
I am not aware of any change in the timeframes. At your previous appearance before 
the Hearing and Appeals Board, the representative from WEA’s Office of the General 
Counsel was offered 45 minutes, but did not choose to use that entire length of time. 
You and Mr. Gawley will again be offered equal lengths of time to state your positions, 
and you will have an opportunity for rebuttal.  
  
Members of the Hearing and Appeals Board will introduce themselves at the beginning 
of the hearing, as they did at your previous appearance. 
  
Your question regarding NEA was asked and answered at the previous meeting. As I 
said at that time, NEA has a record that you have accessed legal defense funds. I am 
uncertain whether they have additional detail about the specifics of your case. The 
guidelines which you have received describe the appeals process, including your right 
to appeal to NEA, if you are dissatisfied with decisions at the levels of the Hearing and 
Appeals Board and the WEA Board.    
  
  
Mike McNett 
Advocacy Specialist 
Washington Education Association 
(253) 765-7098 office 
mmcnett@washingtonea.org  
  
  
  
From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, December 17, 2014 7:40 AM 
To: Kelly Wishkoski [WA] 
Cc: Mike McNett [WA] 
Subject: Re: Step I Appeal Repeat 
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I will be there.  Please note for the record and future venues that you have now changed the 
terms of time and presentations from 45 minutes from me, 15 minutes from opposition 15 
minutes response to 45 minutes me, 45 minutes response and 15 minutes rebut. Further I have 
asked for the names of the last Stage I participating and got no answers. I asked for proof that 
this has been sent to NEA (it all will get there with the whole paper trail that preceded it) as 
well as proof of your reporting your own knowledge of perjury and other crimes by Bob Knight, 
exposed by the sworn testimonies twice of your own officers,  per your duties under 18 USC 4, 
73 and RCW 42.30 for AHE officials. 
  
I am coming up again, due to your incompetence (and perhaps deliberate trashing of a 
problematic tape with false statements by the Counsel opposing) from Vancouver and you set it 
for 10 am this time. If we are late due to traffic or whatever we will be there. 
  
This is but again a good-faith effort to apprise you of ongoing damages and giver you an 
attempt to mitigate. 
  
Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 
  
Sent from Surface 

  
From: Kelly Wishkoski [WA] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 16, 2014 2:28 PM 
To: James Craven 
Cc: mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

  
Dear Mr. Craven, 
  
Good afternoon.  Please let this email serve as a reminder for your presence at the Step 1 Appeal repeat 
hearing this Thursday, December 18, 2014 at 10:00 a.m. at Washington Education Association located at 
32032 Weyerhaeuser Way S., Federal Way, WA 98001-9687. 
  
Thank you, 
  
Kelly Wishkoski, Paralegal  
Office of the General Counsel 
Washington Education Association 
P.O. Box 9100 
Federal Way, WA 98063-9100 
253-765-7025 (direct) 
253-946-7232 (fax) 
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  THIS COMMUNICATION MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION SUBJECT TO 

ATTORNEY PRIVILEGES &/OR OTHERWISE BE OF A CONFIDENTIAL NATURE.  IF YOU HAVE 

RECEIVED THIS MESSAGE IN ERROR, PLEASE ADVISE THE SENDER BY REPLY E-MAIL & 

IMMEDIATELY DELETE THE MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS WITHOUT COPYING OR DISCLOSING 

THE CONTENTS.  THANK YOU. 
  
  
  
From: Kelly Wishkoski [WA]  
Sent: Tuesday, November 25, 2014 1:55 PM 
To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
Cc: Mike McNett [WA] 
Subject: Step I Appeal Repeat 
  
Dear Mr. Craven, 
  
Attached please find a letter of today’s date confirming the scheduling of your Step 1 Appeal repeat for 
December 18, 2014, as well as the Hearing and Appeals Procedure and Legal Defense Policy. Hard copies 
of these documents are being sent to you via U.S. Mail, Certified with Return Receipt Requested.  
  
Thank you and happy holidays to you and yours,  
  
Kelly Wishkoski, Paralegal  
Office of the General Counsel 
Washington Education Association 
P.O. Box 9100 
Federal Way, WA 98063-9100 
253-765-7025 (direct) 
253-946-7232 (fax) 

 
  
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  THIS COMMUNICATION MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION SUBJECT TO 

ATTORNEY PRIVILEGES &/OR OTHERWISE BE OF A CONFIDENTIAL NATURE.  IF YOU HAVE 

RECEIVED THIS MESSAGE IN ERROR, PLEASE ADVISE THE SENDER BY REPLY E-MAIL & 

IMMEDIATELY DELETE THE MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS WITHOUT COPYING OR DISCLOSING 

THE CONTENTS.  THANK YOU. 
  
  
 Response on Stage II and  Ill With Flu cannot make Stage II hearing  

 

Dear WEA: 

 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


I am unable to come to Olympia for my allocated 15 minute presentation for Stage II appeal due to the 

fact that I am suffering an extreme flu and I was hoping to be over it to be able to come tomorrow for 

my submission; even as Stage I has not been completed with a proper record that can be used in future 

venues. Because of my known and documented to you medical disabilities, and because I do not want to 

pass flu on to others, I simply cannot make the trip to Olympia. Further, I have asked over and over for 

documentation that this had been passed to NEA as there are serious issues of precedents being 

allowed that will be used against other union members and indeed to attempt to smash the union with 

apparent scabs and snitches hired through non-standardized, non-transparent and non-accountable 

hiring and promotions as has occurred in this case. 

 

Finally, WEA has the submissions of Ms Terada and others for Clark College and knows or should know 

that the submissions contain sworn submissions, statements and representations that are in direct 

contradiction to the sworn submissions, statements and representations of WEA, AHE and their officers 

and thus has direct knowledge and evidence  of the commission of several different felony crimes that 

still have not been reported per your duty under law 18 USC 4. It was not I but WEA and AHE officers 

whose sworn testimonies, followed by other supporting evidence and serial non-rebuttals by Mr. Knight, 

that exposed perjury and other felonies from the predicate crime of perjury in the context of public 

employment and quasi-judicial hearings, that exposed felonies that continue to be covered-up, not 

reported and suborned thus emboldening the Clark College admin to go after me and my family as they 

have and defraud the students as they have. I have made no secret that I am documenting all stages and 

interactions with all those who have been given solid evidence of crimes and the law on duty to report 

and have failed to do so; that includes law enforcement. Two men were just released from 40 years in 

prison for murder they did not commit convicted on the basis of perjury, police and prosecutorial 

misconduct, subornation of perjury, serial cover-ups of perjury; this is not some joke and it is WEA and 

AHE officers who have exposed it and yes must own up to why it has not been reported even to date. 

The same goes for law enforcement in Clark County who have been given direct evidence of perjury by 

Bob Knight (and others during the hearing as Jace Borba, like Dean Lookinghawk,  was a direct witness to 

the "investigation" by Joseph Vance and thus knows that the statements by Vance on how he conducted 

his investigation and my responses were perjury. 

 

Please arrange another Stage II hearing, please give me the names of those present at the Stage I 

hearing you did not manage to properly provide a record of (that burden is on you for chain of custody 

and evidence reasons in future venues) and please do your duty under law that has been cited to you 

over and over. There is also the issue that was exposed in the hearing of concrete attempts to get me to 

sign off on fraudulent submissions for medical benefits for John Fite while on unpaid leave as his first 

submission was made without knowing he would lose the benefits while on unpaid leave. These were all 

exposed during the hearing along with the perjury, again, this time in the same hearing, by Bob Knight 

who hired the hearing examiner, who made the last minute $100,000 hush money offer (signed off by 

the Clark Board of Trustees and the AG) to prevent the hearing where he knew he would either have to 

expose and repudiate his previous perjury in the ESD appeal hearing or commit perjury once again but 

this time opposed by the sworn testimonies of Dr. Roi and Ms Davidson (who courageously testified 

against interest) in the same hearing. These are facts and this is some of the law that will not go away. 



 

Sincerely, 

 

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

         US Code 

         Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.  

  

Please forward this to NEA and please give me the mailing addresses (for legal service) of all those 

at WEA involved in the appeal process. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically) 

 

RCW 10.37.140  
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Perjury — Subornation of perjury — 

Description of matter. 

In an indictment or information for perjury, or subornation of perjury, it is sufficient to set forth the substance of the 

controversy or matter in respect to which the crime was committed, and in what court or before whom the oath 

alleged to be false was taken, and that the court or person before whom it was taken had authority to administer it, 

with proper allegations of the falsity of the matter on which the perjury is assigned; but the indictment or information 

need not set forth the pleadings, record or proceedings with which the oath is connected, nor the commission or 

authority of the court or person before whom the perjury was committed. 

[1891 c 28 § 36; Code 1881 § 1021; 1873 p 228 § 204; 1869 p 243 § 199; 1854 p 112 § 67; RRS § 2072.] 

Notes: 

  

 

Print Version | [No disponible en español] 

9A.72.010  <<  9A.72.020 >>   9A.72.030 

RCW 9A.72.020 

Perjury in the first degree. 

 

(1) A person is guilty of perjury in the first degree if in any official proceeding he or she makes a materially false 

statement which he or she knows to be false under an oath required or authorized by law. 

 

     (2) Knowledge of the materiality of the statement is not an element of this crime, and the actor's mistaken belief 

that his or her statement was not material is not a defense to a prosecution under this section. 

 

     (3) Perjury in the first degree is a class B felony. 

[2011 c 336 § 391; 1975 1st ex.s. c 260 § 9A.72.020.] 
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RCW 9A.72.030  
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Perjury in the second degree. 

(1) A person is guilty of perjury in the second degree if, in an examination under oath under the terms of a contract of 

insurance, or with intent to mislead a public servant in the performance of his or her duty, he or she makes a 

materially false statement, which he or she knows to be false under an oath required or authorized by law. 

 

     (2) Perjury in the second degree is a class C felony. 

[2001 c 171 § 3. Prior: 1995 c 285 § 31; 1975 1st ex.s. c 260 § 9A.72.030.] 

Notes: 

     Purpose -- Effective date -- 2001 c 171: See notes following RCW 9A.72.010. 

     Effective date -- 1995 c 285: See RCW 48.30A.900. 

  

18 U.S. Code Chapter 79 - PERJURY 

Current through Pub. L. 113-185. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

        US Code 

        Notes 

prev | next 

 § 1621. Perjury generally 
 § 1622. Subornation of perjury 
 § 1623. False declarations before grand jury or court 

  

 18 U.S. Code § 1505 - Obstruction of proceedings before departments, 

agencies, and committees 
Current through Pub. L. 113-185. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

        US Code 

        Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, with intent to avoid, evade, prevent, or obstruct compliance, in whole or in part, with any civil 

investigative demand duly and properly made under the Antitrust Civil Process Act, willfully withholds, 
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misrepresents, removes from any place, conceals, covers up, destroys, mutilates, alters, or by other means 

falsifies any documentary material, answers to written interrogatories, or oral testimony, which is the 

subject of such demand; or attempts to do so or solicits another to do so; or 

Whoever corruptly, or by threats or force, or by any threatening letter or communication influences, 

obstructs, or impedes or endeavors to influence, obstruct, or impede the due and proper administration of 

the law under which any pending proceeding is being had before any department or agency of the United 

States, or the due and proper exercise of the power of inquiry under which any inquiry or investigation is 

being had by either House, or any committee of either House or any joint committee of the Congress— 

Shall be fined under this title, imprisoned not more than 5 years or, if the offense involves international or 

domestic terrorism (as defined in section 2331), imprisoned not more than 8 years, or both. 

  

LII has no control over and does not endorse any external Internet site that contains links to or references 
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 18 U.S. Code § 1510 - Obstruction of criminal investigations 

Current through Pub. L. 113-185. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

        US Code 

        Notes 

prev | next 

(a) Whoever willfully endeavors by means of bribery to obstruct, delay, or prevent the communication of 

information relating to a violation of any criminal statute of the United States by any person to a criminal 

investigator shall be fined under this title, or imprisoned not more than five years, or both. 

(b) 

(1) Whoever, being an officer of a financial institution, with the intent to obstruct a judicial proceeding, 

directly or indirectly notifies any other person about the existence or contents of a subpoena for records of 

that financial institution, or information that has been furnished in response to that subpoena, shall be fined 

under this title or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both. 

(2) Whoever, being an officer of a financial institution, directly or indirectly notifies— 

(A) a customer of that financial institution whose records are sought by a subpoena for records; or 

(B) any other person named in that subpoena; 

about the existence or contents of that subpoena or information that has been furnished in response to that 

subpoena, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than one year, or both. 

(3) As used in this subsection— 
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(A) the term “an officer of a financial institution” means an officer, director, partner, employee, agent, or 

attorney of or for a financial institution; and 

(B) the term “subpoena for records” means a Federal grand jury subpoena or a Department of Justice 

subpoena (issued under section 3486 of title 18), for customer records that has been served relating to a 

violation of, or a conspiracy to violate— 

(i) section 215, 656, 657, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1014, 1344, 1956, 1957, orchapter 53 of title 31; or 

(ii) section 1341 or 1343 affecting a financial institution. 

(c) As used in this section, the term “criminal investigator” means any individual duly authorized by a 

department, agency, or armed force of the United States to conduct or engage in investigations of or 

prosecutions for violations of the criminal laws of the United States. 

(d) 

(1) Whoever— 

(A) acting as, or being, an officer, director, agent or employee of a person engaged in the business of 

insurance whose activities affect interstate commerce, or 

(B) is engaged in the business of insurance whose activities affect interstate commerce or is involved (other 

than as an insured or beneficiary under a policy of insurance) in a transaction relating to the conduct of 

affairs of such a business, 

with intent to obstruct a judicial proceeding, directly or indirectly notifies any other person about the 

existence or contents of a subpoena for records of that person engaged in such business or information that 

has been furnished to a Federal grand jury in response to that subpoena, shall be fined as provided by this 

title or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both. 

(2) As used in paragraph (1), the term “subpoena for records” means a Federal grand jury subpoena for 

records that has been served relating to a violation of, or a conspiracy to violate, section 1033 of this title. 

(e) Whoever, having been notified of the applicable disclosure prohibitions or confidentiality requirements of 

section 2709(c)(1) of this title, section 626(d)(1) or 627(c)(1) of the Fair Credit Reporting Act 

(15 U.S.C. 1681u (d)(1) or 1681v (c)(1)),section 1114(a)(3)(A) or 1114(a)(5)(D)(i) of the Right to Financial 

Privacy Act  [1] (12 U.S.C. 3414 (a)(3)(A) or 3414(a)(5)(D)(i)), orsection 802(b)(1) of the National Security 

Act of 1947 (50 U.S.C. 436 (b)(1)), [2] knowingly and with the intent to obstruct an investigation or judicial 

proceeding violates such prohibitions or requirements applicable by law to such person shall be imprisoned 

for not more than five years, fined under this title, or both. 

 

 

[1]  So in original. Probably should be followed by “of 1978”.  

 

[2]  See References in Text note below.  
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18 U.S. Code § 1511 - Obstruction of State or local law enforcement 

Current through Pub. L. 113-185. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

        US Code 

        Notes 

prev | next 

(a) It shall be unlawful for two or more persons to conspire to obstruct the enforcement of the criminal laws 

of a State or political subdivision thereof, with the intent to facilitate an illegal gambling business if— 

(1) one or more of such persons does any act to effect the object of such a conspiracy; 

(2) one or more of such persons is an official or employee, elected, appointed, or otherwise, of such State 

or political subdivision; and 

(3) one or more of such persons conducts, finances, manages, supervises, directs, or owns all or part of an 

illegal gambling business. 

(b) As used in this section— 

(1) “illegal gambling business” means a gambling business which— 

(i) is a violation of the law of a State or political subdivision in which it is conducted; 

(ii) involves five or more persons who conduct, finance, manage, supervise, direct, or own all or part of 

such business; and 

(iii) has been or remains in substantially continuous operation for a period in excess of thirty days or has a 

gross revenue of $2,000 in any single day. 

(2) “gambling” includes but is not limited to pool-selling, bookmaking, maintaining slot machines, roulette 

wheels, or dice tables, and conducting lotteries, policy, bolita or numbers games, or selling chances therein. 

(3) “State” means any State of the United States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto 

Rico, and any territory or possession of the United States. 

(c) This section shall not apply to any bingo game, lottery, or similar game of chance conducted by an 

organization exempt from tax under paragraph (3) of subsection (c) ofsection 501 of the Internal Revenue 

Code of 1986, as amended, if no part of the gross receipts derived from such activity inures to the benefit of 

any private shareholder, member, or employee of such organization, except as compensation for actual 

expenses incurred by him in the conduct of such activity. 
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(d) Whoever violates this section shall be punished by a fine under this title or imprisonment for not more 

than five years, or both. 
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18 U.S. Code § 1512 - Tampering with a witness, victim, or an informant 

Current through Pub. L. 113-185. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

        US Code 

        Notes 

        Authorities (CFR) 

prev | next 

(a) 
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(1) Whoever kills or attempts to kill another person, with intent to— 

(A) prevent the attendance or testimony of any person in an official proceeding; 

(B) prevent the production of a record, document, or other object, in an official proceeding; or 

(C) prevent the communication by any person to a law enforcement officer or judge of the United States of 

information relating to the commission or possible commission of a Federal offense or a violation of 

conditions of probation, parole, or release pending judicial proceedings; 

shall be punished as provided in paragraph (3). 

(2) Whoever uses physical force or the threat of physical force against any person, or attempts to do so, 

with intent to— 

(A) influence, delay, or prevent the testimony of any person in an official proceeding; 

(B) cause or induce any person to— 

(i) withhold testimony, or withhold a record, document, or other object, from an official proceeding; 

(ii) alter, destroy, mutilate, or conceal an object with intent to impair the integrity or availability of the 

object for use in an official proceeding; 

(iii) evade legal process summoning that person to appear as a witness, or to produce a record, document, 

or other object, in an official proceeding; or 

(iv) be absent from an official proceeding to which that person has been summoned by legal process; or 

(C) hinder, delay, or prevent the communication to a law enforcement officer or judge of the United States 

of information relating to the commission or possible commission of a Federal offense or a violation of 

conditions of probation, supervised release, parole, or release pending judicial proceedings; 

shall be punished as provided in paragraph (3). 

(3) The punishment for an offense under this subsection is— 

(A) in the case of a killing, the punishment provided in sections 1111 and 1112; 

(B) in the case of— 

(i) an attempt to murder; or 

(ii) the use or attempted use of physical force against any person; 

imprisonment for not more than 30 years; and 

(C) in the case of the threat of use of physical force against any person, imprisonment for not more than 20 

years. 
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(b) Whoever knowingly uses intimidation, threatens, or corruptly persuades another person, or attempts to 

do so, or engages in misleading conduct toward another person, with intent to— 

(1) influence, delay, or prevent the testimony of any person in an official proceeding; 

(2) cause or induce any person to— 

(A) withhold testimony, or withhold a record, document, or other object, from an official proceeding; 

(B) alter, destroy, mutilate, or conceal an object with intent to impair the object’s integrity or availability for 

use in an official proceeding; 

(C) evade legal process summoning that person to appear as a witness, or to produce a record, document, 

or other object, in an official proceeding; or 

(D) be absent from an official proceeding to which such person has been summoned by legal process; or 

(3) hinder, delay, or prevent the communication to a law enforcement officer or judge of the United States 

of information relating to the commission or possible commission of a Federal offense or a violation of 

conditions of probation  [1] supervised release,, [1] parole, or release pending judicial proceedings; 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both. 

(c) Whoever corruptly— 

(1) alters, destroys, mutilates, or conceals a record, document, or other object, or attempts to do so, with 

the intent to impair the object’s integrity or availability for use in an official proceeding; or 

(2) otherwise obstructs, influences, or impedes any official proceeding, or attempts to do so, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both. 

(d) Whoever intentionally harasses another person and thereby hinders, delays, prevents, or dissuades any 

person from— 

(1) attending or testifying in an official proceeding; 

(2) reporting to a law enforcement officer or judge of the United States the commission or possible 

commission of a Federal offense or a violation of conditions of probation  [1] supervised release,, [1] parole, or 

release pending judicial proceedings; 

(3) arresting or seeking the arrest of another person in connection with a Federal offense; or 

(4) causing a criminal prosecution, or a parole or probation revocation proceeding, to be sought or 

instituted, or assisting in such prosecution or proceeding; 

or attempts to do so, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 3 years, or both. 
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(e) In a prosecution for an offense under this section, it is an affirmative defense, as to which the defendant 

has the burden of proof by a preponderance of the evidence, that the conduct consisted solely of lawful 

conduct and that the defendant’s sole intention was to encourage, induce, or cause the other person to 

testify truthfully. 

(f) For the purposes of this section— 

(1) an official proceeding need not be pending or about to be instituted at the time of the offense; and 

(2) the testimony, or the record, document, or other object need not be admissible in evidence or free of a 

claim of privilege. 

(g) In a prosecution for an offense under this section, no state of mind need be proved with respect to the 

circumstance— 

(1) that the official proceeding before a judge, court, magistrate judge, grand jury, or government agency 

is before a judge or court of the United States, a United States magistrate judge, a bankruptcy judge, a 

Federal grand jury, or a Federal Government agency; or 

(2) that the judge is a judge of the United States or that the law enforcement officer is an officer or 

employee of the Federal Government or a person authorized to act for or on behalf of the Federal 

Government or serving the Federal Government as an adviser or consultant. 

(h) There is extraterritorial Federal jurisdiction over an offense under this section. 

(i) A prosecution under this section or section 1503 may be brought in the district in which the official 

proceeding (whether or not pending or about to be instituted) was intended to be affected or in the district 

in which the conduct constituting the alleged offense occurred. 

(j) If the offense under this section occurs in connection with a trial of a criminal case, the maximum term 

of imprisonment which may be imposed for the offense shall be the higher of that otherwise provided by law 

or the maximum term that could have been imposed for any offense charged in such case. 

(k) Whoever conspires to commit any offense under this section shall be subject to the same penalties as 

those  

  

18 U.S. Code § 1513 - Retaliating against a witness, victim, or an 

informant 

Current through Pub. L. 113-185. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

        US Code 

        Notes 

prev | next 

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1503
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http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1514


(a) 

(1) Whoever kills or attempts to kill another person with intent to retaliate against any person for— 

(A) the attendance of a witness or party at an official proceeding, or any testimony given or any record, 

document, or other object produced by a witness in an official proceeding; or 

(B) providing to a law enforcement officer any information relating to the commission or possible 

commission of a Federal offense or a violation of conditions of probation, supervised release, parole, or 

release pending judicial proceedings, 

shall be punished as provided in paragraph (2). 

(2) The punishment for an offense under this subsection is— 

(A) in the case of a killing, the punishment provided in sections 1111 and 1112; and 

(B) in the case of an attempt, imprisonment for not more than 30 years. 

(b) Whoever knowingly engages in any conduct and thereby causes bodily injury to another person or 

damages the tangible property of another person, or threatens to do so, with intent to retaliate against any 

person for— 

(1) the attendance of a witness or party at an official proceeding, or any testimony given or any record, 

document, or other object produced by a witness in an official proceeding; or 

(2) any information relating to the commission or possible commission of a Federal offense or a violation of 

conditions of probation, supervised release, parole, or release pending judicial proceedings given by a 

person to a law enforcement officer; 

or attempts to do so, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both. 

(c) If the retaliation occurred because of attendance at or testimony in a criminal case, the maximum term 

of imprisonment which may be imposed for the offense under this section shall be the higher of that 

otherwise provided by law or the maximum term that could have been imposed for any offense charged in 

such case. 

(d) There is extraterritorial Federal jurisdiction over an offense under this section. 

(e) Whoever knowingly, with the intent to retaliate, takes any action harmful to any person, including 

interference with the lawful employment or livelihood of any person, for providing to a law enforcement 

officer any truthful information relating to the commission or possible commission of any Federal offense, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 10 years, or both. 

(f) Whoever conspires to commit any offense under this section shall be subject to the same penalties as 

those prescribed for the offense the commission of which was the object of the conspiracy. 

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1111
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1112


(g) A prosecution under this section may be brought in the district in which the official proceeding (whether 

pending, about to be instituted, or completed) was intended to be affected, or in which the conduct 

constituting the alleged offense occurred. 

  

LII has no control over and does not endorse any external Internet site that contains links to or references 

LII. 

  

18 U.S. Code § 1518 - Obstruction of criminal investigations of health 

care offenses 

Current through Pub. L. 113-185. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

        US Code 

        Notes 

prev | next 

(a) Whoever willfully prevents, obstructs, misleads, delays or attempts to prevent, obstruct, mislead, or 

delay the communication of information or records relating to a violation of a Federal health care offense to 

a criminal investigator shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both. 

(b) As used in this section the term “criminal investigator” means any individual duly authorized by a 

department, agency, or armed force of the United States to conduct or engage in investigations for 

prosecutions for violations of health care offenses. 

  

LII has no control over and does not endorse any external Internet site that contains links to or references 

LII. 

  

18 U.S. Code § 371 - Conspiracy to commit offense or to defraud United 

States 

Current through Pub. L. 113-185. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

        US Code 

        Notes 

prev | next 
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If two or more persons conspire either to commit any offense against the United States, or to defraud the 

United States, or any agency thereof in any manner or for any purpose, and one or more of such persons do 

any act to effect the object of the conspiracy, each shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more 

than five years, or both. 

If, however, the offense, the commission of which is the object of the conspiracy, is a misdemeanor only, 

the punishment for such conspiracy shall not exceed the maximum punishment provided for such 

misdemeanor. 

  

LII has no control over and does not endorse any external Internet site that contains links to or references 

LII. 

  

  

 UNITED STATES CODE  

TITLE 18 - CRIMES AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE  

PART I - CRIMES  

CHAPTER 13 - CIVIL RIGHTS  

§ 241. Conspiracy against rights 

If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate any 

inhabitant of any State, Territory, or District in the free exercise or enjoyment of any 

right or privilege secured to him by the Constitution or laws of the United States, or 

because of his having so exercised the same; or 

If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway, or on the premises of another, 

with intent to prevent or hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or 

privilege so secured - 

They shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years, or 

both; and if death results, they shall be subject to imprisonment for any term of 

years or for life. 

 

§ 242. Deprivation of rights under color of law 



Whoever, under color of any law, statute, ordinance, regulation, or custom, willfully 

subjects any inhabitant of any State, Territory, or District to the deprivation of any 

rights, privileges, or immunities secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of 

the United States, or to different punishments, pains, or penalties, on account of 

such inhabitant being an alien, or by reason of his color, or race, than are prescribed 

for the punishment of citizens, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned 

not more than one year, or both; and if bodily injury results shall be fined under this 

title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both; and if death results shall be 

subject to imprisonment for any term of years or for life. 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 
From: CBonnell@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KMead@WashingtonEA.org; ATiberio@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Response to Your Step II Appeal 

Date: Tue, 4 Nov 2014 22:43:50 +0000 

Hello Mr. Craven, This email is being sent to you on behalf of Kim Mead. Cindy 

  

Dear Mr. Craven, 

  

I will ask for the Hearing and Appeals Committee to schedule another hearing for you.  You will 
be contacted shortly with a meeting date. 

  

Sincerely, 



  

Kim Mead 

Washington Education Association President 

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, November 4, 2014 6:34 AM 
To: Kim Mead [WA]; Armand Tiberio [WA]; Jay Inslee; Info PERC; Jace Borba [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; 
Aimee Iverson [WA]; Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Cindy Bonnell [WA] 
Subject: FW: Response to Your Step II Appeal 

  

  

 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: Your Step II Appeal 
Date: Tue, 4 Nov 2014 06:06:50 -0800 

Dear Ms or Mr. Mead: 

  

The promises made and witnessed by Dean Lookinghawk (working tape or new hearing) are 
clear, the reasons for the imperative of a hearing with a full record are clear, the law is clear on 
duty to report knowledge of commission of felony crimes (18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242) especially 
when the AG's office is involved, my requests, allegations and submissions along with 
supporting evidence for them have been clear and still unacknowleged or rebutted,  the issues 
and dangerous precedents for WEA and its membership are clear, and my reasons under law 
for refusing the $100,000 hush money offer that could have shut this whole farce down are 
clear, and my requests below are very clear. You have had control of the scheduling and timing 
of the hearings all along relative to the timeline for getting "rid of professor Craven' so this 
newfound concern and protestations of my intent or requests being unclear (see below one 
more time) are pure disingenuousness.  

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


  

New Stage 1 hearing immediately, no going to an insulting and sandbagging 15 minutes before 
the Executive yet. We will play this all out because I have not committed perjury or lied, I have 
not conspired in backrooms against anyone, thus I have no lies to remember and which ones 
covered which other ones, I have no tangled webs of deceit coming unraveled, I have no cover-
ups coming unraveled.  

  

Look at what I just got today AFTER my termination on Oct 22, 2014: they are trying to clean 
house and only making it worse "Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to 
deceive." Sir Walter Scott. I have a long trail of obstructed public records requests and this is 
pure evidence of more. They claim they just got this request from me AFTER my termination? I 
have made all my submissions and will continue to do so to law enforcement and I have the 
whole paper trail, and now thanks to the union finally, I have six boxes of very revealing 
documents, the subjects of repeated obstructed public records requests, only through 
subpoena. I will be releasing them to the public because they show pattern, mens rea, 
networks and connections, timings of emails and other facts that paint a portrait of massive 
sums of public monies, coordination and collusion among various state agencies, all that the 
hush money offer and last minute motion to limit, along with serial WEA/AHE refusals to 
document and come clean on allowing past serial denials of due process and protect the 
contract under previous stages of progressive discipline were intended never to be discovered 
and examined closely. 

  

Finally, why is WEA so intent on front loading the hearing with time limits and more narrowing 
of the issues presented? Your duty is to seek the truth as your decisions affect the whole 
membership as well as WEA and AHE as institutions that may be sued as whole institutions 
independent of lawsuits against named individuals as individuals within them. And by the way, 
the documents submitted on the thumb drive and others I presented are still part of the official 
record of documents submitted as evidence in support of my allegations and basis for appeal 
for new union legal representation. Also I have not seen one formal complaint from Margaret 
Olney of any allegations of my not having supported her as a client or taken her advice; no 
specific allegations and supporting evidence for me to respond to (as has been allowed all along 
by WEA and AHE). 

  

Please also give me the names of those present at the Stage I hearing and their mailing 
addresses for purposes of legal service. Please also give me the name of the man who was 
outside the hearing room and with whom one of the members of the hearing left the room 
several times to confer and his mailing address. I was slandered by the attorney from the 



general counsels office who characterized me as merely waving around some documents and 
texts of laws with no substance (I noted also that the tape would be going to law enforcement 
prior to being told that there was a problem with the tape and being handed the unusable 
copy) 

  

thank you and I trust this makes my requests, intentions and evidence and law for my requests 
clear. This is being sent to law enforcement. 

  

sincerely, 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

  

  

RE: BW717 Public Records Request - Dated October 29, 2014 

 

RE: BW717 Public Records Request - Dated October 29, 2014 

kimberly Baker 

  

  

 
  

11/03/14 

  



 
 Documents 

To: James Craven (omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com) 

Cc: Heaton, Theresa 

  

 

  

Outlook.com Active View  

  

1 attachment (823.4 KB) 

  

 

BW717 CRAVEN 11-3-14.pdf 

View online 

Download as zip 

Dear Mr. Craven: 

  

Please see the attached in regard to your public records request received in our 
office on October 29, 2014.  Sign and date and return to me at your earliest 
convenience.  Thank you and have a nice day! 

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?rru=inbox
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?rru=inbox
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?rru=inbox
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?rru=inbox
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?rru=inbox
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?rru=inbox


  

Sincerely,  

  

Kimberly Baker 

Clark College 

Office of the Vice President 

Administrative Services 

(360) 992-2706 

(360) 992-2884 Fax 

Mail Stop: BRD-160 

  

Vision Statement: Administrative Services: Innovative team solutions that support the future of 

Clark College. 

  

Purpose Statement: Administrative Services is a proud team driven by integrity that delivers 
consistent, reliable, innovative, flexible, and responsive support services to all constituents 
within the framework of best practices – resulting in mission fulfillment for Clark College.   

  

Plus  

 

From: CBonnell@WashingtonEA.org 
To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
CC: KMead@WashingtonEA.org; ATiberio@WashingtonEA.org 
Subject: RE: Your Step II Appeal 
Date: Tue, 4 Nov 2014 00:17:04 +0000 

mailto:CBonnell@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:KMead@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:ATiberio@WashingtonEA.org


Hello Mr. Craven, This email is being sent to you on behalf of Kim Mead. Cindy 

  

Mr. Craven, 

  

It was my understanding that after the Step 1 hearing on September 26, 2014 when you were notified 
that we were unable to produce a recording of the hearing, the Committee Chair offered you the option 
of holding the hearing again where it would hopefully have been possible to fix the recording issues. You 
did not wish to pursue that option at that time. I would like to extend you the option of scheduling 
another Step 1 hearing before the Hearing and Appeals Committee where we will be sure to have a 
functional recording of the proceedings.  

  

Please note that it may not be possible to schedule another Step 1 hearing before the date of the next 
WEA Board of Directors meeting. In the alternative, you may proceed instead with a Step 2 hearing 
before the full WEA Board of Directors on November 22, 2014 in the absence of a recording of the 
proceedings from the Step 1 hearing held on September 26, 2014. 

  

Please let me know which option you would like to pursue. 

 
Sincerely, 

  

Kim Mead 

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, October 31, 2014 2:46 PM 
To: Cindy Bonnell [WA]; Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Info PERC; Jay Inslee; Lisa 
Lewison [WA]; Jace Borba [WA]; Mike McNett [WA]; Kevin Saito 
Subject: FW: Your Step II Appeal 

  

  

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov


 

From: CBonnell@WashingtonEA.org 
To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
Subject: Your Step II Appeal 
Date: Fri, 31 Oct 2014 16:34:02 +0000 

Good morning Mr. Craven, 

  

Please find attached a courtesy copy of the letter from Kim Mead that is being sent to you 
today via certified mail. Also included is a copy of the Hearing and Appeals Procedure. 

  

Thank you. 

Cindy 

  

Cindy Bonnell 

Secretary to the President and Board of Directors 

Washington Education Association 

v. 253-765-7035 

  

Dear Mr or Ms Mead: 

  

First of all if we are to argue only from what was presented at the hearing, then WEA has a 
responsibility to provide me a working tape or a new hearing producing a working tape, along 
with the written record of the hearing, as I have requested from Mr. McNett over and over with 
no response. WEA's contempt for basic due process, the importance of the precedents being 
allowed and that will be used against other members, the contempt for my own service 
including to the union is breathtaking and will be brought to account in other venues. 

  

mailto:CBonnell@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


Meanwhile, again, you play games with timing, I have been terminated and with the clear and 
open active coordination and collusion of the union charged with supposed to be protecting my 
rights, those of the membership, the contract and the law (again see 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242, 
RCW 42.20, RCW 42.30 etc) All this has done is send a green light and enabled as well as 
covered-up the serial denials of due process that have taken place, the felony crimes that your 
own officers exposed that you continue to refuse to report as under your duty under 18 USC 4; 
this will not go away and it is why I would and could never take that $100,000 hush money offer 
that itself was a crime of criminal solicitation for me to repudiate and or neutralize and obstruct 
previous whistle-blower and other submissions to law enforcement about which the union, 
AG's office and college were well aware; submissions made under penalty of perjury and for 
which I can be held and should be held accountable for their veracity, supporting evidence, law 
and my own motives and intentions. 

  

So please provide me the written record of that hearing or a new hearing, as was agreed with 
witnesses, that will produce an official record for future use and venues, and also, as I 
requested, please provide proof that these issues and my submissions have been sent to NEA. 
Please also acknowledge and address if refusing to answer, the legitimate questions posed to 
WEA and AHE below. No answer to legitimate questions, especially serial non responses 
become tacit non-rebuttal and legal verities later. 

  

This is for the record and continued intransigence, sandbagging, contrivances with timelines 
and the rest is all being kept for a record and only causes me and my family more and more 
distress and damages as well as suborns and covers-up perjury and other felonies that WEA and 
AHE sworn testimonies have exposed. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

James Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically)  

  

  

Please address these issues as they have been sent and will be sent to law enforcement per 18 
USC 4, 73, 241, 242, 28 USC 455, 28 USC 1361 



  

Mr McNett: 

  

First of all you keep avoiding the fact that WEA and AHE have knowledge of a felony crime exposed 

twice in the sworn testimonies of WEA and AHE officers plus you have direct knowledge, or should 

have, of serial falsehoods and false representations in the submissions of Ms Terada and others that 

directly contradict the sworn submissions by WEA and AHE officers. Further, I have asked that Jace 

Borba be interviewed as he, along with Dean Lookinghawk, are direct witnesses that expose perjury 

in the submissions and testimony of Joseph Nash and others. WEA also has direct knowledge as to 

why my arbitration on one year off was not funded and it had nothing to do with my proved guilt; it 

had to do, and still has to do with any serious defense by WEA now exposes the serial denials of due 

process, lack of predicate Laudermills in earlier stages, and lack of effective representation that I 

and the membership (via precedents set) suffered at the hands of some treacherous individuals in 

both WEA and AHE--acquired "mutuality of interests". the proof of that is what is missing in all the 

submissions by WEA and AHE: the previous reprimand, 7 days off, 8 days off all with no hearings, no 

union representation, no appeals, all summarily imposed while I was on medical leave and critically 

ill and/or off contract and all for protected conversations on an intra-union list that management is 

not supposed to have access to let alone control over. Plus the fact that none of my statements 

when looked in totality and not by a perjurer with malicious intent, it is clear that I was and am 

guilty of nothing other than caring deeply about the students and proper hiring and vetting for all 

teachers. 

  

Then take this to NEA as these delays smell of coordination and collusion with Clark College and the 

AG's office that you are supposed to be representing me and the membership against when these 

kinds of issues are at stake. This will not go away and this is why I do not take phone calls. 

  

In any case, your duty under law is clear and you folks continue to ignore 18 USC 4 and your duty 

under law to report felony crimes especially when it was your own officers, acting in the course of 

their duties, dealing with public employment, and when the consequences of your failure to act are 

irreversible; plus real people are being defrauded right now by individuals hired through backdoor 

hiring and no vetting that the union has opposed and must oppose to protect the membership 

interest against anti-union snitches and scabs undermining the very union-won conditions and 

contracts they take for themselves and their own protection. 

  



This will go to law enforcement and I need the names and mailing addresses of all persons involved 

in the appeal hearing and am still waiting for a usable copy of the tape of that hearing because as 

Dean Lookinghawk noted there were provably false statements made by the representative from 

the general counsel of WEA made and this intransigence and refusal to do even your basic duties 

under law and as WEA employees will be played back to you and you will answer in other venues. 

The facts are clear, the law is clear, your duty under law is clear; that is why I did not take the 

$100,000, even as I have a professorship of economics offered to me in China at Tsinghua 

University, even as my name and credentials have been trashed by those whose own resumes in 

economics and education I am told would not make a footnote on my own resume, because I 

cannot walk way from crimes and see them not reported; Knight's perjury, obstruction of justice 

and conspiracy against rights at a minimum stand independent of my case in a fundamental sense. 

  

Either the appeal process is already fixed, just like all that has transpired up to this point, that going 

further in appeal is pointless, or if the appeal process is valid, then your decision to let this go on 

knowing that felony crimes have been committed and are at the heart of the whole process and 

those administrating it, refusing to challenge and expose it, then this is pure criminal conduct and 

cover-up, as well as aiding and abetting and emboldening an unjust and felony tainted process 

according to WEA and AHE own sworn testimonies and submissions not my supposed rants and 

allegations. All of this will be played out in future venues and I am doing all I can not to damage 

WEA as an institution due to the apparent derelictions of duty and worse by some of its officers 

now in an inherent conflict of interest position in any involvement in the appeal process. 

  

I have given this union every chance to act like a union before having to go to PERC. I waived 

conflict with Margaret Olney even as she had been the attorney on the Watson case on which I was 

one of two whistle-blowers. To say that I did not assist her is a lie and a contemptible one as well. 

Why would FBI immediately ask me if that hush money offer was in writing when they heard the 

terms? Why did they ask for me to bring Margaret Olney and the offer down to their office? Why 

did Margaret not accompany me and how could I keep her on as a my attorney if she would not 

come down to report felony crimes that she had knowledge of and as requested by FBI as well as 

per 18 USC 4 and also concern for me and my family? Was she worried that she might also expose 

crimes by WEA employees as well and was in conflict as she was representing me but through 

WEA? These are but some of the questions ahead for all of you.  

  

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 



Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

         US Code 

         Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.  

  

Please forward this to NEA and please give me the mailing addresses (for legal service) of all those 

at WEA involved in the appeal process. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically) 

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org; JHardie@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

Date: Mon, 27 Oct 2014 19:51:10 +0000 

Professor Craven: 

  

Your appeal concerning the denial of WEA legal services funding is still pending at the 

WEA Board of Directors level. Notice regarding that appeal is forthcoming. However, 

WEA will not be providing you with legal representation until such time, if any, that the 

WEA Board or NEA determine on the basis of your appeal to reverse the decision of the 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ163/html/PLAW-113publ163.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
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http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/3
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/5
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WEA General Counsel and restore funding of legal services to you. WEA will not be 

taking any action to appeal the Clark College Board of Trustees Findings of Fact, 

Conclusions of Law, and Final Order issued on October 21, 2014 within the related time 

frame. Thus, you should not expect, nor rely upon, WEA to do so. 

  

Mike McNett 

Hearing and Appeals Board Staff Consultant 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2014 8:57 PM 

To: Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Bonnie 

Terada; Lisa Lewison [WA]; Jace Borba [WA]; Aimee Iverson [WA]; Info PERC; Mike McNett [WA] 

Subject: FW: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

  

Mr. McNett: 

  

Please see the attached termination order for October 22, 2014. This is despite my having a 

valid appeal for legal assistance pending and my legal reasons for demanding that this 

corrupted process be terminated. This is the order from the same Board of Trustees and AG's 

office that authorized the last minute $100,000 hush money offer that the FBI wanted to see in 

writing and the last minute motion to limit and hide the serial denials of due process and the 

failure of the union to document and stop it, as well as the perjury, obstruction of justice and 

serial violations of duty under law to report knowledge of felonies having been committed on 

the part of union officers, lawyers and members of the AG's office. 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
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mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov


  

I will be taking this to FBI tomorrow to file formal criminal complaint. We now have the final 

brief of Ms Terada that is riddled with falsehoods and misrepresentations directly contradicted 

by the sworn submissions of WEA/AHE briefs as well as in a hearing with conflicting sworn and 

very material testimonies in the same hearing as well as previously in separate  venues. This will 

not go away no matter what anyone thinks of the charges against me; the perjury and other 

crimes stand unexposed and unacknowledged and even suborned  by WEA and AHE refusal to 

do your duty under law as well as fiduciary as well for individual members as well as for the 

membership in not allowing these kinds of serial railroading of people out of public 

employment for doing their duty under law which is all I am guilty of as WEA itself once 

asserted and with the authorization of legal representation in this case. 

  

I expect the union to file for an immediate injunction against the imposition of this order, I have 

due process and stages of appeal pending, this act also serves to cover-up crimes that were 

exposed not by me but by sworn and unrebutted testimonies of Dr. Roi and Mr. Davidson 

acting for WEA and AHE.   I expect the union to take this to PERC as I will be taking it there as 

well. Over and over I have given this union every chance to act like a union and have made 

good-faith notice and evidence of and chances to mitigate, real and ongoing damages to me, 

my family and to the students and institution. Please regard this as the same. 

  

This will be sent to law enforcement as real time crimes going on. 

 

From: lkent@clark.edu 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com; BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV 

CC: SWilliams@clark.edu; DerekE@ATG.WA.GOV 

Subject: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

Date: Wed, 22 Oct 2014 16:08:29 +0000 

Good morning, 

  

Please see the attached Final Order from the Clark College Board of Trustees. 

mailto:lkent@clark.edu
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV
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Hard copies will be sent to you via USPS today. 

  

  

  

Leigh Kent 

Executive Assistant to the President 

Clark College 

1933 Fort Vancouver Way 

Vancouver, WA  98663 

P:  360-992-2101 

F:  360-992-2871 

  

  

  

Mr. Mc Nett: 

  

Please see the above sent to me today. I am terminated as of October 22,, 2014. 

  

Professor Craven, 

  



I am not in a position to advise you regarding the matter below, nor am I able to access 

the linked files. 

  

Your appeal regarding the denial of continued legal services is now pending at level of 

the WEA Board of Directors. In accordance with the appeal policy and procedures, the 

WEA Board should hear the appeal at their next scheduled meeting. 

  

The next meeting of the WEA Board is slated for November 21st and 22nd at the WEA 

headquarters building in Federal Way. I have been in communication with the WEA 

President’s assistant regarding the specific time and date and hope to be able to give 

you that information soon. The information will be sent to you via certified mail and, per 

your request, by email. 

  

Mike McNett 

Hearing and Appeals Board Staff Consultant 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, October 21, 2014 8:09 AM 

To: Dean Lookinghawk; Mike McNett [WA]; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; Aimee 

Iverson [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Bonnie Terada 

Subject: RE: Response to Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still 

Unaddressed 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov
mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov


  

Dear Mr. Mc Nett: 

  

I just got received this sent to me today  (see AG motion against termination or postponement) on legal representation pending. That this was not 

apparently sent to the union, is indicative of contempt for it and/or coordination and collusion between the union and administration. But the fact is that 

the serial falsehoods, omissions, in this brief and motion the union is in a position to know and has in past sworn submissions provided the evidence of 

some of the falsehoods in the brief. Further, some of the representations conflict directly with those made by WEA and AHE under oath thus there are 

implications here in terms of possible future criminal and civil complaints against the union and named persons acted on behalf of the union. Further, 

refusal to address my pending appeal (and as far as I know I still have a valid pending appeal with WHR and my complaint was supposed to be sent to EEOC 

by WHR as well) as well as formal criminal complaints against those who had knowledge of the evidence of perjury by Bob Knight and not only refused to 

report it per 18 USC 4, but continue, as with this motion, to try to conceal from legal scrutiny and accountability, evidence of serial perjury and obstruction 

of justice by the very person who appointed the investigators to deliver the cover-ups he sought; the very person who acted as "judge" his (words), 

assessor of discipline on complaints he initiated; the very person who initiated and/or recruited complainants and rewarded them with unprecedented 

course loads for which they were not qualified and vetted; the very person who even acted as appeal authority on his own charges, investigations, findings, 

and assessments of discipline through recruited proxies that the WEA and AHE produced evidence of and asked to be reported on the intra-union list. The 

very evidence they say was not provided was in fact provided even with attempts to prevent a record for future use with the last minute hush money offer 

followed by the motion to limit any rebuttal or evidence against allegations repeated over and over as either supposed evidence of themselves and or 

properly adjudicated "findings" of "facts." And in no cases were the original and complete documents considered from which partial and shaped quotes 

were taken as somehow self-evidently indicative of charges and conclusions never made in any formal complaints when there were any formal complaints. 

The specifics of my criminal complaint, which includes the Board of Trustees for signing off on the hush money offer based on only one-sided 

representations of the issues and without one word from me, along with their own refusal to act on their acquired knowledge of perjury and obstruction of 

justice evident on the part of Knight or on the part of Dr. Roi and Ms Davidson, make them unfit, and in direct and material conflicts of interest  to continue 

this corrupted process and act on the issue of my termination.   

  

This will be sent to law enforcement as they are being allowed and enabled with union non-responses to all of this, to stack-up and pile on all the 

allegations of the past as somehow proved and stipulated to by the union with non-arbitration, the very stuff the hush money off and motion to limit were 

designed to prevent any rebuttal of--more serial denials of basic due process. 

  

But this process has been corrupted from the beginning and this will not go away not matter what happens. Please read this motion and just look even at 

the brief written by Lisa Lewison to see some of the outright falsehoods and misrepresentations in this motion. Further, I would ask both Dean 

Lookinghawk and Jace Borba to review the transcripts of the hearing on termination with particular reference to the testimony of Joseph Vance as they 

were witnesses to my repeated objections to only two hours allotted for three complaints and cross-complaints and they are witnesses that none of my 



ADA and cross-complaints were ever addressed by Sievert or by Nash and thus witnesses to possible perjury in the testimonies of Joseph Vance and others 

as well. 

  

Please get back to me on this as I just received this today and I know they are intent on a Oct 22 deadline for their own agenda. 

There is no way this process can be saved or the body of corrupted "findings" accepted to be argued from. This is fruit of a highly, serially and intentionally 

poisoned tree that can yield no usable legal fruit except as evidence of conspiracy to obstruct justice, suborn and cover-up perjury, conspiracy to pervert, 

corrupt and engineer the course, outcomes and potential future precedents of justice. 

  

The sworn submissions of WEA and AHE portions of which are in my petition in Appendix 4, directly refute, with supporting evidence and transcripts, many 

representations and assertions of fact in this and other motions submitted on behalf of Clark College and WEA and AHE are well aware of it and have been 

made well aware of falsehoods exposed by their own sworn submissions and evidence. Failure to report these contradictions in sworn testimonies, as in 

the most recent case of conflicting sworn testimonies in the same hearing, constitutes at least two major felonies (18 USC 4 and 73) with each act of willful 

disregard for petitions such as this one to do your duty under law a separate act of contempt for the law and the union's duty.  

  

I expect WEA and AHE to act on my valid appeal for legal representation immediately. Anyone who questions my medical status without taking the due 

diligence to check with my physicians who have been given release to discuss my health, is engaging in reckless and depraved disregard for my health 

condition and showing reckless disregard for facts available but not sought. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

  

  

  



  

James has files to share with you on OneDrive. To view them, click the links below. 

 AG Motion Against Termination or Postponement WEA Notice of Com.pdf 

 AG Motion Against Termination or Postponement WEA Notice of Com.pdf 

 

To Jim and Mr. McNett: 

  

What is this about? I was standing right there when they brought the tape of the hearing that they said 

they could not get to play with audio, I said we would try to see if we could do something, I 

recommended a wide codec package called K-Lite free to download from the internet website, in an 

attempt to try to recover the audio, and it was the chairwoman who said if they and we could not get a 

working copy of the tape the meeting had to be redone and would be redone as to get a audio copy for 

the record. She stated and agreed that audio recording  is critical to have a full record. Including my own 

reporting within the hearing of the many things I have seen personally witnessed; Including  terms of 

cover-ups and more, plus there were several false statements made by the lawyer opposing your 

petition there that I know to be false directly. They need to be repeated or captured on tape. I cannot 

restore it and they now ask us to send them a copy of their own tape that they were responsible to 

making sure was properly made and usable. 

  

As for the charge that you did not fully assist your attorney, I am a direct witness to all your interactions, 

I have read all your exchanges with her and that is a flat-out untruth and there is not one piece of 

evidence to support such statements as you failed to support your attorney. I have also, received all 

correspondence  between you and your attorney as  not only you CC myself as a CC: recipient , but so 

did your attorney. You definitely gave an unquestionable warning that if she did not come with you to 

FBI as I did, and as she was requested by them, to bring the hush money offer and discuss it and the 

perjury by Bob Knight, you would have no choice, as a matter of your understanding of the law 

(continuing a legal defense that involves cover-up and subornation of perjury and other felonies and 

refusal to report felony perjury that has occurred the second time an on her watch?) to terminate her 

representation. And I was present the first time you met her, and again in her office when you stated 

emphatically...  No settlements, sealed or otherwise, no hush money because there are crimes and 

others involved not just you. 

  

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx


Perhaps it takes a special kind of fool to ignore or not even question the many things the many things i 

have witnessed at your many "Hearings" that were later called and referred to just "Meetings" I have 

also been to Law Enforcement with you to report such crimes of perjury, interfering with witnesses, 

abuse of power, etc.. And yet not once have I been interviewed or questioned within any kind of 

investigation or inquiry to determine all possible facts.   

  

Dean Lookinghawk 

  

  

To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.

saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com;aiverson@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org

; dereke@atg.wa.gov; bonniet@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: RE: Response to Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still 

Unaddressed 

Date: Mon, 13 Oct 2014 17:47:59 -0700 

Mr. McNett, 

  

Thanks for your response and also for your clarification as to the identity of the attorney as 

from the general counsel for WEA not the AG but the effect was the same as having the AG's 

argument represented. If you have a working copy of the tape I asked for it to be sent. There 

was not agreement to proceed without it; in fact it was the chairperson of this hearing that 

suggested that without the record which I had insisted on waiting for, there was no basis for me 

to appeal and I indicated I would be appealing as that hearing had all the spontaneity and 

impartiality of a bad Gilbert and Sullivan. And I did not get a copy of any written submissions by 

that person. Why was Ms Iverson not present? 

  

I have asked over and over for proof that this has been sent to NEA because of the issues 

involved and that WEA is up to its neck in material conflicts of interest just as Bob Knight was in 

acting as investigator, judge, jury, assessor of punishment and even appeal authority on his own 

charges or those through proxies. 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
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mailto:bonniet@atg.wa.gov


  

But you still refuse to mention the word perjury and the fact that it was the sworn testimonies 

of two union officers, in two different venues, that exposed the statement "There is no morale 

problem. There will be no morale problem when we get rid of professor Craven." (not reported 

to me for over a year while his plan was being carried out and I--and the membership via 

precedents being set--was serially being denied due process and union representation, all of 

which has been covered-up and is still being covered-up because WEA and AHE are simply in 

the position that Bob Knight was overheard bragging about and counting on: you investigate 

him and his perjury, the better the job the more they expose WEA and AHE lawyers, never mind 

rank-and-file union reps, not only failing to report felony crimes they have evidence of in their 

possession, failing to file against disciplines without Laudermills even, but also actively colluding 

to prevent full examination and final due process in my termination and exposure of perjury by 

the central ringleader in all charges against me, due to acquired "mutuality of interests". This is 

what happens when any form of corruption and dereliction of duty goes on: those who do 

corruption or are derelict in duty to expose and stop it acquire a mutuality of interests in that 

each can and will take down the other if taken down. That is the situation in which the WEA 

and AHE have placed themselves and a whole lot of sunlight and transparency will be coming to 

WEA and AHE for sure. 

  

In any case, I am still a public employee, my pay is still being assessed for membership dues to 

help pay your salary, none of you at WEA own WEA, it is an institution that has seen others 

fired and sued for dereliction of duty and worse in the past, I have a valid appeal pending, there 

are critical union issues and precedents involved in this case, my case was accepted for legal 

assistance, no one has given me one statement from Margaret or anyone, no evidence, no 

specifics of my having failed to assist  her (the opposite is this case), and in any case I expect 

you and WEA to notify the College of my status, that I have been operating without counsel due 

to no fault of my own in terms of timing of WEA appeal procedures, I have definite medical 

disabilities, and any move to push this process forward is more serial denials of due process but 

also more 18 USC 4 and 73 and RCW 42.20. 

  

Further, it is even worse because Dr. Roi and Lynn Davidson, at considerable legal risk to 

themselves, nonetheless testified a second time, this time with awareness (before they, like 

Lisa Lewison during the Whalen hearing were unaware that their sworn testimonies directly 

opposed the sworn testimony of Knight and thus wither their testimonies or Knight's were 

perjury and obstruction of justice per se) that their testimonies would oppose the sworn 



testimony of Knight in the same hearing; they had the courage to do their duty while WEA 

proposes to shut down and refuse to report these serious felonies and aid and abet the position 

of the opposing counsel to do it. 

  

You have evidence of perjury by Bob Knight, what is the language of 18 USC 4 or 73 or the other 

statutes cited that is unclear to you. all at WEA? Finally there are statements made by the WEA 

legal rep that were false and I need a working copy of that tape that I indicated to your 

chairperson would be turned over to law enforcement. You demanded the tape, your 

responsibility was to make sure that I had a working copy of that tape prior to my leaving. Dean 

was unable to do anything with it, where is your copy? If you do not have one, how and on 

what basis did you proceed to make a decision on my appeal without even resolving the issue 

and when you knew I would be appealing? Dean Lookinghawk was a witness to all our 

conversations as well as all my interactions with Margaret.   

  

You see how it gets worse and worse? So far you all appear to be actively colluding and 

coordinating for an Oct 22 deadline and I do apologize that my due process and other legal 

rights are in the way. Bottom line: no need for pretexts and star chambers, prejury, obstruction 

of justice, cover-ups, procedural sandbagging, hush money offers, motions to limit, and the like 

if the case is clean; only if it is dirty; 

  

This  is why I only operate on paper. You give your version, I give mine, you bring your evidence 

and witnesses, I bring mine, and we will see whose accounts survive scrutiny by truly 

independent, dispassionate, disinterested and competent arbiters of facts and law. 

  

Every day you refuse to report to law enforcement the knowledge of felony crimes like perjury 

and obstruction of justice that you have in your possession, in fact generated from the sworn 

testimonies of your own union officers is no more an act of omission but an overt act of 

concealment of the commission of a felony crime and the language of the law is clear which is 

why all of you who have received the materials I submitted and still  persist with this theater 

and refusing to do your duty under law and to the membership will be named personally in civil 

action following being named in criminal complaints after being given chance after chance to 

recognize and obey the law. 



  

Please address these concerns and the questions I have posed not the ones you might have 

preferred to be asked. This will go to law enforcement per my duties under the statute cited 

below--ASAP reporting mandated by law. 

  

James Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

         US Code 

         Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 

  

  

  

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Mon, 13 Oct 2014 19:48:08 +0000 
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http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=0#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=1#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/3
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/5
mailto:MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org


Professor Craven, 

  

You were provided a copy of the recording file following the hearing. As we discussed in 

the lobby that afternoon, we were unfortunately unable to play back the recording from 

that file. We do not know what malfunction caused the recording file to be unusable and 

were surprised by that outcome. Our IT staff person was unable to solve the problem 

and, when we parted company, my understanding was that all parties were satisfied 

with Mr. Lookinghawk’s offer to make an attempt to repair the file. Subsequent to that 

discussion, the Hearing and Appeals Board made a decision, sent you notification, and 

you have appealed that decision to the WEA Board. Your appeal is now pending at that 

level of the process. 

  

We have provided you with a copy of the only recording file that we have from the 

hearing. If Mr. Lookinghawk or others produce a useable file, we will welcome that 

outcome and ask that you send us a functional copy. 

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, October 13, 2014 10:59 AM 

To: Mike McNett [WA]; Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; Jace Borba 

[WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; dereke@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

  

To WEA et al: 

  

I still have not been provided a copy of the tape of the hearing that led to the hearing decision 

against which I have filed a formal appeal as I have with respect to the whistle-blower decision 

by WHR as well as formal notice of referral of my complaint to EEOC per duty of Washington 

Human Rights when federal issues and crimes are also alleged and supporting evidence and law 

given. 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov
mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov


  

This denies me a record, made at the insistence of WEA from which to appeal as well as a 

record I believe, of further evidence of coordinated and collusive conduct between Clark 

College, the AG's office, possibly WHR and WEA who are supposed to be independent and 

impartial in the processing and review of my complaints and those against me. I have requested 

a viable copy of the tape, to repeat the process even, but now it appears to me that the tape 

was made unusable purposely absent evidence to the contrary due to the apparent intrigue 

and serial refusals to even acknowledge let alone answer my legitimate questions. 

  

Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive. 

  

Please provide a written statement as to what happened with the tape of the hearing on my 

WEA representation and why WEA refuses to take legal action stop a dismissal process riddled 

with corruption and felony crimes by the key players according to WEA's own sworn 

submissions in the past, when it knows well I have valid appeals on WEA as well as WHR 

decisions pending as well as formal criminal complaints,that are  longstanding and being 

unaddressed so far not of my doing or fault. 

  

Again, this will be sent to law enforcement. 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.

saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com; jborba@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org; 

dereke@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 16:08:32 -0700 

Dear Mr. McNett: 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
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It is Professor not Dr. Craven. I just got this letter today (I have a public post box and registered 

letters should be sent to be signed for by me personally and/or also sent email as they are time-

sensitive and I have known and documented medical disabilities that this union appears to be 

willfully blind to if not at the level of depraved indifference to the known effects of induced 

toxic stress (such as that which accompanies serial denials of basic due process aided and 

abetted by the union supposed to represent you and not allow precedents clearly intended to 

be used against others) on human health and longevity. 

  

This is to constitute a formal appeal against this decision and to document for the record the 

particulars of this process and decision making: 

  

1) At the suggestion of WEA, and witnessed, I was to be provided a correct and full copy of the 

tape of the hearing, requested at the insistence of WEA, and without it and a record to use for 

appeal and to take to law enforcement that I indicated I would send a copy to, and failing that, 

the hearing was to be redone so that a full-record could be obtained for appeal and law 

enforcement uses. This was not done, my repeated inquires on the status of the hearing with 

the tape not having been provided serially ignored, this decision was made again without a 

record to allow me to use to appeal from and for other venues including PERC.  

2) I have never been provided, and none was given at the hearing, of any written allegations 

and supporting specifics, evidence and citations of policy and law, by Margaret Olney or 

anyone, of my having failed to assist her and comply with her directives even once. Just like 

Clark College, with their demonstrated contempt for the law and elementary due process,  WEA 

appears to think that merely restating an allegation is somehow intrinsic evidence of some sort 

for the allegation. Over and over complainants have been allowed to make allegations with no 

transparency, evidence, accountability or even record of who they were and what the said. This 

union is furthering this contempt for due process and serial denial of duty of fair 

representation. 

  

3) It was the sworn testimonies of two WEA and AHE union officers, in two different venues, 

and in one case in the same venue, that exposed the repeated perjury, obstruction of justice, 

declared intent to "get rid" of me by Robert Knight, and every person with knowledge of that 



perjury and related felonies (WEA and AHE members had such knowledge a full year before 

passed on to me), all contained within the materials submitted to the hearing and to be used on 

appeal, contained not simply my allegations, but supporting evidence (tapes and documents I 

had no hand in originating, no prior knowledge of, no influence on the content or timing), texts 

of laws, with invitations to rebuttal in writing and yet none of that has been reported to law 

enforcement  per your duties under law cited to WEA and AHE over and over. 

  

4) Your letter does not mention the opposing general counsel from the AG's office allowed not 

only to be present, but to present provably false statements (another reason why the missing 

tape is very troubling and all of you will be asked about it in future extended depositions in 

other venues) in opposition to funding that the hush money offer alone shows would reveal 

more crimes and cover-ups in any fair and impartial hearing not run by those with "mutuality of 

interests" that I predicted and have come to pass as predicted and when predicted: a serious 

examination of the whole process, each of the stages of progressive discipline, shows not only 

calculated, coordinated, serial denials of due process, obstructions of ADA complaints, and 

more, but also elements of WEA and AHE in active coordination and collusion with those 

against whom they are supposed to be representing not only me, but the whole membership as 

my case is about a lot more than  me. The more serious any investigation, the more WEA and 

AHE are exposed for past serial acts of failure of duty of fair representation, misprision of a 

felony, obstruction of justice, subornation of perjury through cover-up and concealment, 

conspiracy against rights and under color of law and more. The exact "mutuality of interests" 

that Mr. Knight was overhead bragging about and that was reported to Mr. Boyer long ago. 

  

5) I have asked and ask again, what is the legal authority and reasoning behind the union, any 

union, allowing opposing counsel in a current case of dismissal to have any standing or reason 

to be allowed to make such submissions. What is his full name and title as well as the names of 

any persons, in any capacity, whether present in the hearing room or not (one person was 

outside the room but one of the hearing members went out of the room to speak with him 

periodically). 

  

6) Where in writing was I ever given specifics of any alleged failure to assist counsel? What 

about Margaret Olney's own praise of my commitment to education and the like in her last 

message? What about the fact that on the Sunday night before going to the hearing (not 

knowing that a motion to limit was waiting to be "ruled" on orally) I was in her officer putting 



together the files of documents for the case? This merely making an allegation then when 

asked for supporting evidence and law to support it merely repeating the allegation as if 

repeating it now gives evidence for itself, the Clark College modus operandi, along with 

summarily declaring time limits and narrow scopes of allowable evidence and appeal, these are 

all tactics of those who fear any real examination of their allegations and non-specifics and non-

evidence to support them.     

  

7) I asked over and over if this has gone to NEA.. Unions are not the property of labor 

aristocrats who often run them. Just like community colleges, their resources and jobs belong 

to the People, so it is that unions belong to the membership. When locals go rogue or are 

captured by cloistered and self-serving/protecting elites, they compromise the standing, 

reputation, resources, and even survival of the wider unions of which they  are a part. This case 

for sure will go to NEA, but the delays, which only embolden Clark College to more cover-up, 

intransigence and future crimes, are causing real harm to myself, my family, my health and to 

the standing and effectiveness of the union to deal with the just cases of others. 

  

8) These delays in responding to my appeal, setting up the process of appeal and hearing, the 

non-provision of a usable copy of the tape of the hearing, the lack of any due process or 

specificity of charges or what of my responses and evidence to them were even considered, all 

serve to not only serially deny me due process, and cover-up WEA/AHE past dereliction of duty 

to fair representation, but emboldens them to continue a corrupt and corrupted process from 

which and within which only more corruption, more perjury, more subornation of perjury, 

obstruction of justice and cover-ups can follow. 

  

This will go to law enforcement as this decision is but more cover-up and I believe an example 

of coordination between WHR, WEA, AHE, Clark College and the AG's office and I believe more 

discovery and  intrigue like this will only sadly compromise the union that I have tried over and 

over to keep out of this as an institution. 

  

Please accept this as a formal appeal against this decision and notice of my intent to file formal 

criminal complaints against all those present in this decision who will be also named personally 

in civil complaints. and the signed pdf will follow. 



  

I have a long paper trail of legitimate questions posed, laws and evidence cited, all in writing 

with no responses from WEA, AHE and others. This will now for sure all go to PERC and other 

agencies; since elements in this union appear to have such contempt for the law and refuse to 

go to it when it is being serially broken, now it is time for the law (Icivil and criminal) to be 

brought to this union as well as to the Clark College administration and the AG's office. No need 

for perjury and subornation cover-ups, refusal to go to paper, leaving fingerprints and thus 

accountability off of decisions, serial denials of due process if the case against me is clean; only 

if it is dirty.  

  

Sincerely, 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

Professor of Economics 

  

  

  

  

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 18:33:58 +0000 

Dr. Craven, 

  

mailto:MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org
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I noted in your message below that you have now requested that any documents sent to 

you by mail also be provided via email. In response to this request, I am attaching an 

electronic copy of my letter to you dated Sept. 30, 2014. This letter was sent by certified 

mail on that date to the address that you provided to us, and you confirmed that address 

at the close of the hearing when it was announced that the decision of the Hearing and 

Appeals Board would be transmitted by mail within six days per the established 

procedures of the Board. We received a USPS return receipt indicating delivery of the 

letter on Oct. 2, 2014. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Mike McNett 

Staff Consultant, Hearing and Appeals Board 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 753-7192 cell 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

mcnettm@gmail.com 

Skype: mike_mcnett 

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, October 09, 2014 10:24 AM 

To: Aimee Iverson [WA]; Mike McNett [WA]; Jay Inslee; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Dean Lookinghawk; 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
mailto:mcnettm@gmail.com
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Kevin Saito; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Jace Borba [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA] 

Subject: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

  

To WEA, Washington Human Rights, Washington Attorney General's Office and Clark College 

Board of Trustees: 

  

The following formal requests, with supporting evidence and law, along with requests for 

rebuttal in writing remain unanswered and even unacknowledged. (see attached previous 

submissions). Further, I attended the hearing on my appeal for new counsel to be funded by 

WEA, I allowed taping per WEA request and yet no usable tape was provided of the hearing. I 

indicated that I needed that tape and that I would be turning it over to law enforcement as I 

believe it contained evidence of crimes as well as coordination and collusion between WEA and 

the Attorney General's Office as well as with Washington Human Rights to deny my clear status 

as a whistle-blower in order to avoid timelines as well as hard physical evidence of felony 

crimes having been committed and thus the duty to report them under 18 USC 4 and 73. 

  

I stand unrepresented, with serious medical disabilities, and with a thoroughly corrupt and 

corrupted process being continued with clear evidence of serious and serial felonies by the 

central ringleader of all complaints against me as well as the "judge", assessor of discipline and 

even "appeal" authority on two of three possible levels of appeal (when I ever even got a 

Laudermill hearing to appeal). 

  

The hush money offer, with public monies and resources expended already, especially in the 

context of my having made repeated and sworn submissions to law enforcement (about crimes 

not torts or even gross misdemeanors per 18 USC 4 and 73), all of which preceded the the 

pilings-on of charges and kangaroo courts that followed, represented a criminal solicitation to 

obstruct justice and repudiate or compromise my previous submissions to law enforcement, to 

sign away my free speech and other Constitutional rights, as well as duties under law in 

perpetuity not to disparage or file any kind of legal action or complaint against  any employee 

or  agent of Clark College ever for anything even with cause. This is not only more than one 

affirmative material step in furtherance of objectives and conduct that amount to obstruction 

of justice per se, but this represents more than that: this represents conspiracy not only to 
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obstruct justice, but to pervert the course and cause of justice by attempting to create a record 

of contrived and engineered falsehoods and decisions that act as precedent and findings to be 

used against other whistle-blowers as well as to inoculate the participants against future civil as 

well as criminal charges and prosecution. Otherwise why the last minute hush money offer with 

21 days to consider (all of a sudden no time pressures) and why no "ruling" on the motion to 

limit all evidence or stages of progressive discipline until the morning of the hearing and after 

the hush money offer made? 

  

This will be going to EEOC, PERC, Washington DOP, Governor Inslee, Washington Ethics and law 

enforcement. There is no need to fear going to paper with and explaining the law and reasoning 

behind, decisions if they they are clean and defensible; only if they are not. There is no need for 

hush money, perjury, obstruction of justice, motions to limit (hide), displacing fingerprints and 

accountability, lack of transparency and accountability  if the case is clean only if it is dirty. I also 

asked for proof that this case has been sent to NEA because of the precedents and issues 

involved. 

  

The FBI at PDX asked me to bring the hush money offer and attorney Margaret Olney to their 

office. That was their request once they knew the terms of the offer and when it was made, 

they only wanted to know if it was in writing. When Margaret could not or would not 

accompany me, I had not only a right but a duty under law not to continue her representation 

knowing that it would build on more obstruction of justice and perjury to continue. None of 

these issues have been addressed. This hush money offer could not have been made without 

the active sign-off by the Clark College Board of Trustees, Mr. Knight, the AG's Office, Mr. 

Stonier and thus they have all impeached themselves and their fitness to sit and pass on any 

aspect of this case by their own conduct. I have no doubt the three trustees I did not know 

were spoon-fed what the other two (also with material conflicts of interest to sit as "judges" on 

whether I am guilty or not). 

  

Finally, because of the medications I am on, I cannot drive sometimes and thus do not get me 

mail except once a week. Please send a copy of anything sent in the mail also to my email and 

the snail-mail game, if played as it has been on me in the past, also reveals patters which reveal 

connections, intentions as well as mens rea. All of these machinations and attempt to escape 

contradictions and webs of deceit and cover-ups will simply not work; the more the avoidance 

and refusal to recognize and follow the laws cited to you the worse it will be in the other 



venues that will come. Please regard this as a good-faith attempt to apprise of and attempt to 

mitigate, real damages and threats to me health and life,  not only to myself and family, but to 

students who are being defrauded and handed unqualified and unvetted faculty being kept on 

as those who act unlawfully with others become beholden on each other as one goes down can 

and will take down the others. This is a recipe for more cover-ups and serial denials of basic due 

process that the union itself has alleged in past submissions now being taken as the union 

having "stipulated" to previous stages of progressive discipline as duly conducted and charges 

duly made. 

  

sincerely 

  

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically) 

Professor of Economics       

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

  

  

  

 

  

Response to  Your Step II Appeal 

 

Thank you for your response and finally acknowledging the simple logic and imperative for following 

proper procedures. Please also consider the impacts of these delays not only on my health and my 

family, but more importantly on the serious issues and precedents being raised here and the simple fact 

that the sworn submissions and testimonies by WEA/AHE officers directly, serially and materially 

contradict the sworn submissions and testimonies of Clark College and their agents without one word 

from me. In Illinois, 13 men on death row, out of a total of 127 at the time, one 45 minutes away from 

execution, were released as innocent and in all 13 cases the real perps were found and convicted and in 
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all cases perjury, prosecutorial misconduct, law enforcement misconduct, as well as many appeals, were 

involved. The governor,  Ryan, now in prison himself for corruption, ran on a pro-death-penalty 

platform, was forced to suspend the death penalty on others due to the serious issues involved. Perjury, 

obstruction of justice, conspiracy to pervert the cause and findings of justice, conspiracy against rights 

and under color of law are not some joke; they are serious crimes with serious implications as are the 

crimes involved in cover-ups and refusals to report acquired knowledge of the commission of felony 

crimes. 

 

Further, now please address the other questions that I have posed to you. I have had to order 

transcripts of the Whalen hearing that WEA/AHE never bothered to order where the perjury by 

Mr.Knight in a previous ESD appeal hearing was first exposed in the sworn testimonies of Dr. Roi and Ms 

Davidson (repeated and opposed again in the sworn testimony of Mr. Knight in the termination 

hearing). I have simply asked for the names and mailing addresses of all those involved in any way in 

your first Stage I hearing we now have to repeat, please give me the names involved and authority in 

contract or procedures for setting a one hour limit on stage I and 15 minute limit on presentations on 

Stage II. Please respond to the legitimate questions I have posed including proof of this case having been 

sent to NEA and if not why not? 

 

Finally I just found out a new trustee was appointed for Clark College and this was the reason for the 

rush to fire me before Oct 22 and also the refusal to recognize my right to legal representation by the 

union in my case especially with the issues and precedents involved, the fact that there are crimes 

alleged in the sworn testimonies of WEA/AHE officers, plus the fact that serial dereliction of duty and 

worse by elements of WEA/AHE (who have the same "mutuality of interests" with Clark College in my 

taking the hush money offer or being slimed to such an extent that civil or criminal action on my 

complaints will not be taken seriously and/or estopped from being examined de novo) and the fact that 

no person or cloistered back-room cult speaks for WEA or AHE hence the reasons for appeal procedures 

within WEA and AHE (and of course again, like Clark College, the appeal will be heard by those, or their 

proxies, whose own actions, decisions, unsubstantiated claims of my not having aided the attorney 

provided--and clear dereliction of duty in not being able to even put together a credible Stage I and 

worse--are being appealed to; that is priceless and pure contempt for fairness, impartiality and due 

process as well as for the rights and interests of the unions and their members). 

 

You have documentation as to my medical state and issues. Any reasonable and prudent person knows 

or should know what these kinds of machinations and intrigue are doing to my health, longevity and on 

my family. You all also have been made fully aware of the legal mandate on all of us to report felony 

crimes that we have gained knowledge of. 

 

Sincerely. 

 



Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 

 

From: CBonnell@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KMead@WashingtonEA.org; ATiberio@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Response to Your Step II Appeal 

Date: Tue, 4 Nov 2014 22:43:50 +0000 

Hello Mr. Craven, This email is being sent to you on behalf of Kim Mead. Cindy 

  

Dear Mr. Craven, 

  

I will ask for the Hearing and Appeals Committee to schedule another hearing for you.  You will 
be contacted shortly with a meeting date. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Kim Mead 

Washington Education Association President 

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, November 4, 2014 6:34 AM 
To: Kim Mead [WA]; Armand Tiberio [WA]; Jay Inslee; Info PERC; Jace Borba [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; 
Aimee Iverson [WA]; Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Cindy Bonnell [WA] 
Subject: FW: Response to Your Step II Appeal 

  



  

 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: Your Step II Appeal 
Date: Tue, 4 Nov 2014 06:06:50 -0800 

Dear Ms or Mr. Mead: 

  

The promises made and witnessed by Dean Lookinghawk (working tape or new hearing) are 
clear, the reasons for the imperative of a hearing with a full record are clear, the law is clear on 
duty to report knowledge of commission of felony crimes (18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242) especially 
when the AG's office is involved, my requests, allegations and submissions along with 
supporting evidence for them have been clear and still unacknowleged or rebutted,  the issues 
and dangerous precedents for WEA and its membership are clear, and my reasons under law 
for refusing the $100,000 hush money offer that could have shut this whole farce down are 
clear, and my requests below are very clear. You have had control of the scheduling and timing 
of the hearings all along relative to the timeline for getting "rid of professor Craven' so this 
newfound concern and protestations of my intent or requests being unclear (see below one 
more time) are pure disingenuousness.  

  

New Stage 1 hearing immediately, no going to an insulting and sandbagging 15 minutes before 
the Executive yet. We will play this all out because I have not committed perjury or lied, I have 
not conspired in backrooms against anyone, thus I have no lies to remember and which ones 
covered which other ones, I have no tangled webs of deceit coming unraveled, I have no cover-
ups coming unraveled.  

  

Look at what I just got today AFTER my termination on Oct 22, 2014: they are trying to clean 
house and only making it worse "Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to 
deceive." Sir Walter Scott. I have a long trail of obstructed public records requests and this is 
pure evidence of more. They claim they just got this request from me AFTER my termination? I 
have made all my submissions and will continue to do so to law enforcement and I have the 
whole paper trail, and now thanks to the union finally, I have six boxes of very revealing 
documents, the subjects of repeated obstructed public records requests, only through 
subpoena. I will be releasing them to the public because they show pattern, mens rea, 
networks and connections, timings of emails and other facts that paint a portrait of massive 
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sums of public monies, coordination and collusion among various state agencies, all that the 
hush money offer and last minute motion to limit, along with serial WEA/AHE refusals to 
document and come clean on allowing past serial denials of due process and protect the 
contract under previous stages of progressive discipline were intended never to be discovered 
and examined closely. 

  

Finally, why is WEA so intent on front loading the hearing with time limits and more narrowing 
of the issues presented? Your duty is to seek the truth as your decisions affect the whole 
membership as well as WEA and AHE as institutions that may be sued as whole institutions 
independent of lawsuits against named individuals as individuals within them. And by the way, 
the documents submitted on the thumb drive and others I presented are still part of the official 
record of documents submitted as evidence in support of my allegations and basis for appeal 
for new union legal representation. Also I have not seen one formal complaint from Margaret 
Olney of any allegations of my not having supported her as a client or taken her advice; no 
specific allegations and supporting evidence for me to respond to (as has been allowed all along 
by WEA and AHE). 

  

Please also give me the names of those present at the Stage I hearing and their mailing 
addresses for purposes of legal service. Please also give me the name of the man who was 
outside the hearing room and with whom one of the members of the hearing left the room 
several times to confer and his mailing address. I was slandered by the attorney from the 
general counsels office who characterized me as merely waving around some documents and 
texts of laws with no substance (I noted also that the tape would be going to law enforcement 
prior to being told that there was a problem with the tape and being handed the unusable 
copy) 

  

thank you and I trust this makes my requests, intentions and evidence and law for my requests 
clear. This is being sent to law enforcement. 

  

sincerely, 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  



  

  

RE: BW717 Public Records Request - Dated October 29, 2014 

 

RE: BW717 Public Records Request - Dated October 29, 2014 

kimberly Baker 

  

  

 
  

11/03/14 

  

 
 Documents 

To: James Craven (omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com) 

Cc: Heaton, Theresa 

  

 

  

Outlook.com Active View  
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1 attachment (823.4 KB) 

  

 

BW717 CRAVEN 11-3-14.pdf 

View online 

Download as zip 

Dear Mr. Craven: 

  

Please see the attached in regard to your public records request received in our 
office on October 29, 2014.  Sign and date and return to me at your earliest 
convenience.  Thank you and have a nice day! 

  

Sincerely,  

  

Kimberly Baker 

Clark College 

Office of the Vice President 

Administrative Services 

(360) 992-2706 

(360) 992-2884 Fax 

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?rru=inbox


Mail Stop: BRD-160 

  

Vision Statement: Administrative Services: Innovative team solutions that support the future of 

Clark College. 

  

Purpose Statement: Administrative Services is a proud team driven by integrity that delivers 
consistent, reliable, innovative, flexible, and responsive support services to all constituents 
within the framework of best practices – resulting in mission fulfillment for Clark College.   

  

Plus  

 

From: CBonnell@WashingtonEA.org 
To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
CC: KMead@WashingtonEA.org; ATiberio@WashingtonEA.org 
Subject: RE: Your Step II Appeal 
Date: Tue, 4 Nov 2014 00:17:04 +0000 

Hello Mr. Craven, This email is being sent to you on behalf of Kim Mead. Cindy 

  

Mr. Craven, 

  

It was my understanding that after the Step 1 hearing on September 26, 2014 when you were notified 
that we were unable to produce a recording of the hearing, the Committee Chair offered you the option 
of holding the hearing again where it would hopefully have been possible to fix the recording issues. You 
did not wish to pursue that option at that time. I would like to extend you the option of scheduling 
another Step 1 hearing before the Hearing and Appeals Committee where we will be sure to have a 
functional recording of the proceedings.  

  

Please note that it may not be possible to schedule another Step 1 hearing before the date of the next 
WEA Board of Directors meeting. In the alternative, you may proceed instead with a Step 2 hearing 
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before the full WEA Board of Directors on November 22, 2014 in the absence of a recording of the 
proceedings from the Step 1 hearing held on September 26, 2014. 

  

Please let me know which option you would like to pursue. 

 
Sincerely, 

  

Kim Mead 

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, October 31, 2014 2:46 PM 
To: Cindy Bonnell [WA]; Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Info PERC; Jay Inslee; Lisa 
Lewison [WA]; Jace Borba [WA]; Mike McNett [WA]; Kevin Saito 
Subject: FW: Your Step II Appeal 

  

  

 

From: CBonnell@WashingtonEA.org 
To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
Subject: Your Step II Appeal 
Date: Fri, 31 Oct 2014 16:34:02 +0000 

Good morning Mr. Craven, 

  

Please find attached a courtesy copy of the letter from Kim Mead that is being sent to you 
today via certified mail. Also included is a copy of the Hearing and Appeals Procedure. 

  

Thank you. 
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Cindy 

  

Cindy Bonnell 

Secretary to the President and Board of Directors 

Washington Education Association 

v. 253-765-7035 

  

Dear Mr or Ms Mead: 

  

First of all if we are to argue only from what was presented at the hearing, then WEA has a 
responsibility to provide me a working tape or a new hearing producing a working tape, along 
with the written record of the hearing, as I have requested from Mr. McNett over and over with 
no response. WEA's contempt for basic due process, the importance of the precedents being 
allowed and that will be used against other members, the contempt for my own service 
including to the union is breathtaking and will be brought to account in other venues. 

  

Meanwhile, again, you play games with timing, I have been terminated and with the clear and 
open active coordination and collusion of the union charged with supposed to be protecting my 
rights, those of the membership, the contract and the law (again see 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242, 
RCW 42.20, RCW 42.30 etc) All this has done is send a green light and enabled as well as 
covered-up the serial denials of due process that have taken place, the felony crimes that your 
own officers exposed that you continue to refuse to report as under your duty under 18 USC 4; 
this will not go away and it is why I would and could never take that $100,000 hush money offer 
that itself was a crime of criminal solicitation for me to repudiate and or neutralize and obstruct 
previous whistle-blower and other submissions to law enforcement about which the union, 
AG's office and college were well aware; submissions made under penalty of perjury and for 
which I can be held and should be held accountable for their veracity, supporting evidence, law 
and my own motives and intentions. 

  

So please provide me the written record of that hearing or a new hearing, as was agreed with 
witnesses, that will produce an official record for future use and venues, and also, as I 
requested, please provide proof that these issues and my submissions have been sent to NEA. 



Please also acknowledge and address if refusing to answer, the legitimate questions posed to 
WEA and AHE below. No answer to legitimate questions, especially serial non responses 
become tacit non-rebuttal and legal verities later. 

  

This is for the record and continued intransigence, sandbagging, contrivances with timelines 
and the rest is all being kept for a record and only causes me and my family more and more 
distress and damages as well as suborns and covers-up perjury and other felonies that WEA and 
AHE sworn testimonies have exposed. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

James Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically)  

  

  

Please address these issues as they have been sent and will be sent to law enforcement per 18 
USC 4, 73, 241, 242, 28 USC 455, 28 USC 1361 

  

Mr McNett: 

  

First of all you keep avoiding the fact that WEA and AHE have knowledge of a felony crime exposed 

twice in the sworn testimonies of WEA and AHE officers plus you have direct knowledge, or should 

have, of serial falsehoods and false representations in the submissions of Ms Terada and others that 

directly contradict the sworn submissions by WEA and AHE officers. Further, I have asked that Jace 

Borba be interviewed as he, along with Dean Lookinghawk, are direct witnesses that expose perjury 

in the submissions and testimony of Joseph Nash and others. WEA also has direct knowledge as to 

why my arbitration on one year off was not funded and it had nothing to do with my proved guilt; it 

had to do, and still has to do with any serious defense by WEA now exposes the serial denials of due 

process, lack of predicate Laudermills in earlier stages, and lack of effective representation that I 

and the membership (via precedents set) suffered at the hands of some treacherous individuals in 

both WEA and AHE--acquired "mutuality of interests". the proof of that is what is missing in all the 



submissions by WEA and AHE: the previous reprimand, 7 days off, 8 days off all with no hearings, no 

union representation, no appeals, all summarily imposed while I was on medical leave and critically 

ill and/or off contract and all for protected conversations on an intra-union list that management is 

not supposed to have access to let alone control over. Plus the fact that none of my statements 

when looked in totality and not by a perjurer with malicious intent, it is clear that I was and am 

guilty of nothing other than caring deeply about the students and proper hiring and vetting for all 

teachers. 

  

Then take this to NEA as these delays smell of coordination and collusion with Clark College and the 

AG's office that you are supposed to be representing me and the membership against when these 

kinds of issues are at stake. This will not go away and this is why I do not take phone calls. 

  

In any case, your duty under law is clear and you folks continue to ignore 18 USC 4 and your duty 

under law to report felony crimes especially when it was your own officers, acting in the course of 

their duties, dealing with public employment, and when the consequences of your failure to act are 

irreversible; plus real people are being defrauded right now by individuals hired through backdoor 

hiring and no vetting that the union has opposed and must oppose to protect the membership 

interest against anti-union snitches and scabs undermining the very union-won conditions and 

contracts they take for themselves and their own protection. 

  

This will go to law enforcement and I need the names and mailing addresses of all persons involved 

in the appeal hearing and am still waiting for a usable copy of the tape of that hearing because as 

Dean Lookinghawk noted there were provably false statements made by the representative from 

the general counsel of WEA made and this intransigence and refusal to do even your basic duties 

under law and as WEA employees will be played back to you and you will answer in other venues. 

The facts are clear, the law is clear, your duty under law is clear; that is why I did not take the 

$100,000, even as I have a professorship of economics offered to me in China at Tsinghua 

University, even as my name and credentials have been trashed by those whose own resumes in 

economics and education I am told would not make a footnote on my own resume, because I 

cannot walk way from crimes and see them not reported; Knight's perjury, obstruction of justice 

and conspiracy against rights at a minimum stand independent of my case in a fundamental sense. 

  

Either the appeal process is already fixed, just like all that has transpired up to this point, that going 

further in appeal is pointless, or if the appeal process is valid, then your decision to let this go on 



knowing that felony crimes have been committed and are at the heart of the whole process and 

those administrating it, refusing to challenge and expose it, then this is pure criminal conduct and 

cover-up, as well as aiding and abetting and emboldening an unjust and felony tainted process 

according to WEA and AHE own sworn testimonies and submissions not my supposed rants and 

allegations. All of this will be played out in future venues and I am doing all I can not to damage 

WEA as an institution due to the apparent derelictions of duty and worse by some of its officers 

now in an inherent conflict of interest position in any involvement in the appeal process. 

  

I have given this union every chance to act like a union before having to go to PERC. I waived 

conflict with Margaret Olney even as she had been the attorney on the Watson case on which I was 

one of two whistle-blowers. To say that I did not assist her is a lie and a contemptible one as well. 

Why would FBI immediately ask me if that hush money offer was in writing when they heard the 

terms? Why did they ask for me to bring Margaret Olney and the offer down to their office? Why 

did Margaret not accompany me and how could I keep her on as a my attorney if she would not 

come down to report felony crimes that she had knowledge of and as requested by FBI as well as 

per 18 USC 4 and also concern for me and my family? Was she worried that she might also expose 

crimes by WEA employees as well and was in conflict as she was representing me but through 

WEA? These are but some of the questions ahead for all of you.  

  

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

         US Code 

         Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.  
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Please forward this to NEA and please give me the mailing addresses (for legal service) of all those 

at WEA involved in the appeal process. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically) 

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org; JHardie@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

Date: Mon, 27 Oct 2014 19:51:10 +0000 

Professor Craven: 

  

Your appeal concerning the denial of WEA legal services funding is still pending at the 

WEA Board of Directors level. Notice regarding that appeal is forthcoming. However, 

WEA will not be providing you with legal representation until such time, if any, that the 

WEA Board or NEA determine on the basis of your appeal to reverse the decision of the 

WEA General Counsel and restore funding of legal services to you. WEA will not be 

taking any action to appeal the Clark College Board of Trustees Findings of Fact, 

Conclusions of Law, and Final Order issued on October 21, 2014 within the related time 

frame. Thus, you should not expect, nor rely upon, WEA to do so. 

  

Mike McNett 

Hearing and Appeals Board Staff Consultant 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mailto:MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:JHardie@WashingtonEA.org


mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2014 8:57 PM 

To: Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Bonnie 

Terada; Lisa Lewison [WA]; Jace Borba [WA]; Aimee Iverson [WA]; Info PERC; Mike McNett [WA] 

Subject: FW: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

  

Mr. McNett: 

  

Please see the attached termination order for October 22, 2014. This is despite my having a 

valid appeal for legal assistance pending and my legal reasons for demanding that this 

corrupted process be terminated. This is the order from the same Board of Trustees and AG's 

office that authorized the last minute $100,000 hush money offer that the FBI wanted to see in 

writing and the last minute motion to limit and hide the serial denials of due process and the 

failure of the union to document and stop it, as well as the perjury, obstruction of justice and 

serial violations of duty under law to report knowledge of felonies having been committed on 

the part of union officers, lawyers and members of the AG's office. 

  

I will be taking this to FBI tomorrow to file formal criminal complaint. We now have the final 

brief of Ms Terada that is riddled with falsehoods and misrepresentations directly contradicted 

by the sworn submissions of WEA/AHE briefs as well as in a hearing with conflicting sworn and 

very material testimonies in the same hearing as well as previously in separate  venues. This will 

not go away no matter what anyone thinks of the charges against me; the perjury and other 

crimes stand unexposed and unacknowledged and even suborned  by WEA and AHE refusal to 

do your duty under law as well as fiduciary as well for individual members as well as for the 

membership in not allowing these kinds of serial railroading of people out of public 

employment for doing their duty under law which is all I am guilty of as WEA itself once 

asserted and with the authorization of legal representation in this case. 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
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I expect the union to file for an immediate injunction against the imposition of this order, I have 

due process and stages of appeal pending, this act also serves to cover-up crimes that were 

exposed not by me but by sworn and unrebutted testimonies of Dr. Roi and Mr. Davidson 

acting for WEA and AHE.   I expect the union to take this to PERC as I will be taking it there as 

well. Over and over I have given this union every chance to act like a union and have made 

good-faith notice and evidence of and chances to mitigate, real and ongoing damages to me, 

my family and to the students and institution. Please regard this as the same. 

  

This will be sent to law enforcement as real time crimes going on. 

 

From: lkent@clark.edu 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com; BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV 

CC: SWilliams@clark.edu; DerekE@ATG.WA.GOV 

Subject: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

Date: Wed, 22 Oct 2014 16:08:29 +0000 

Good morning, 

  

Please see the attached Final Order from the Clark College Board of Trustees. 

  

Hard copies will be sent to you via USPS today. 

  

  

  

Leigh Kent 

Executive Assistant to the President 

mailto:lkent@clark.edu
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV
mailto:SWilliams@clark.edu
mailto:DerekE@ATG.WA.GOV


Clark College 

1933 Fort Vancouver Way 

Vancouver, WA  98663 

P:  360-992-2101 

F:  360-992-2871 

  

  

  

Mr. Mc Nett: 

  

Please see the above sent to me today. I am terminated as of October 22,, 2014. 

  

Professor Craven, 

  

I am not in a position to advise you regarding the matter below, nor am I able to access 

the linked files. 

  

Your appeal regarding the denial of continued legal services is now pending at level of 

the WEA Board of Directors. In accordance with the appeal policy and procedures, the 

WEA Board should hear the appeal at their next scheduled meeting. 

  

The next meeting of the WEA Board is slated for November 21st and 22nd at the WEA 

headquarters building in Federal Way. I have been in communication with the WEA 

President’s assistant regarding the specific time and date and hope to be able to give 



you that information soon. The information will be sent to you via certified mail and, per 

your request, by email. 

  

Mike McNett 

Hearing and Appeals Board Staff Consultant 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, October 21, 2014 8:09 AM 

To: Dean Lookinghawk; Mike McNett [WA]; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; Aimee 

Iverson [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Bonnie Terada 

Subject: RE: Response to Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still 

Unaddressed 

  

Dear Mr. Mc Nett: 

  

I just got received this sent to me today  (see AG motion against termination or postponement) on legal representation pending. That this was not 

apparently sent to the union, is indicative of contempt for it and/or coordination and collusion between the union and administration. But the fact is that 

the serial falsehoods, omissions, in this brief and motion the union is in a position to know and has in past sworn submissions provided the evidence of 

some of the falsehoods in the brief. Further, some of the representations conflict directly with those made by WEA and AHE under oath thus there are 

implications here in terms of possible future criminal and civil complaints against the union and named persons acted on behalf of the union. Further, 

refusal to address my pending appeal (and as far as I know I still have a valid pending appeal with WHR and my complaint was supposed to be sent to EEOC 

by WHR as well) as well as formal criminal complaints against those who had knowledge of the evidence of perjury by Bob Knight and not only refused to 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
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report it per 18 USC 4, but continue, as with this motion, to try to conceal from legal scrutiny and accountability, evidence of serial perjury and obstruction 

of justice by the very person who appointed the investigators to deliver the cover-ups he sought; the very person who acted as "judge" his (words), 

assessor of discipline on complaints he initiated; the very person who initiated and/or recruited complainants and rewarded them with unprecedented 

course loads for which they were not qualified and vetted; the very person who even acted as appeal authority on his own charges, investigations, findings, 

and assessments of discipline through recruited proxies that the WEA and AHE produced evidence of and asked to be reported on the intra-union list. The 

very evidence they say was not provided was in fact provided even with attempts to prevent a record for future use with the last minute hush money offer 

followed by the motion to limit any rebuttal or evidence against allegations repeated over and over as either supposed evidence of themselves and or 

properly adjudicated "findings" of "facts." And in no cases were the original and complete documents considered from which partial and shaped quotes 

were taken as somehow self-evidently indicative of charges and conclusions never made in any formal complaints when there were any formal complaints. 

The specifics of my criminal complaint, which includes the Board of Trustees for signing off on the hush money offer based on only one-sided 

representations of the issues and without one word from me, along with their own refusal to act on their acquired knowledge of perjury and obstruction of 

justice evident on the part of Knight or on the part of Dr. Roi and Ms Davidson, make them unfit, and in direct and material conflicts of interest  to continue 

this corrupted process and act on the issue of my termination.   

  

This will be sent to law enforcement as they are being allowed and enabled with union non-responses to all of this, to stack-up and pile on all the 

allegations of the past as somehow proved and stipulated to by the union with non-arbitration, the very stuff the hush money off and motion to limit were 

designed to prevent any rebuttal of--more serial denials of basic due process. 

  

But this process has been corrupted from the beginning and this will not go away not matter what happens. Please read this motion and just look even at 

the brief written by Lisa Lewison to see some of the outright falsehoods and misrepresentations in this motion. Further, I would ask both Dean 

Lookinghawk and Jace Borba to review the transcripts of the hearing on termination with particular reference to the testimony of Joseph Vance as they 

were witnesses to my repeated objections to only two hours allotted for three complaints and cross-complaints and they are witnesses that none of my 

ADA and cross-complaints were ever addressed by Sievert or by Nash and thus witnesses to possible perjury in the testimonies of Joseph Vance and others 

as well. 

  

Please get back to me on this as I just received this today and I know they are intent on a Oct 22 deadline for their own agenda. 

There is no way this process can be saved or the body of corrupted "findings" accepted to be argued from. This is fruit of a highly, serially and intentionally 

poisoned tree that can yield no usable legal fruit except as evidence of conspiracy to obstruct justice, suborn and cover-up perjury, conspiracy to pervert, 

corrupt and engineer the course, outcomes and potential future precedents of justice. 

  



The sworn submissions of WEA and AHE portions of which are in my petition in Appendix 4, directly refute, with supporting evidence and transcripts, many 

representations and assertions of fact in this and other motions submitted on behalf of Clark College and WEA and AHE are well aware of it and have been 

made well aware of falsehoods exposed by their own sworn submissions and evidence. Failure to report these contradictions in sworn testimonies, as in 

the most recent case of conflicting sworn testimonies in the same hearing, constitutes at least two major felonies (18 USC 4 and 73) with each act of willful 

disregard for petitions such as this one to do your duty under law a separate act of contempt for the law and the union's duty.  

  

I expect WEA and AHE to act on my valid appeal for legal representation immediately. Anyone who questions my medical status without taking the due 

diligence to check with my physicians who have been given release to discuss my health, is engaging in reckless and depraved disregard for my health 

condition and showing reckless disregard for facts available but not sought. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

  

  

  

  

James has files to share with you on OneDrive. To view them, click the links below. 

 AG Motion Against Termination or Postponement WEA Notice of Com.pdf 

 AG Motion Against Termination or Postponement WEA Notice of Com.pdf 

 

To Jim and Mr. McNett: 

  

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx


What is this about? I was standing right there when they brought the tape of the hearing that they said 

they could not get to play with audio, I said we would try to see if we could do something, I 

recommended a wide codec package called K-Lite free to download from the internet website, in an 

attempt to try to recover the audio, and it was the chairwoman who said if they and we could not get a 

working copy of the tape the meeting had to be redone and would be redone as to get a audio copy for 

the record. She stated and agreed that audio recording  is critical to have a full record. Including my own 

reporting within the hearing of the many things I have seen personally witnessed; Including  terms of 

cover-ups and more, plus there were several false statements made by the lawyer opposing your 

petition there that I know to be false directly. They need to be repeated or captured on tape. I cannot 

restore it and they now ask us to send them a copy of their own tape that they were responsible to 

making sure was properly made and usable. 

  

As for the charge that you did not fully assist your attorney, I am a direct witness to all your interactions, 

I have read all your exchanges with her and that is a flat-out untruth and there is not one piece of 

evidence to support such statements as you failed to support your attorney. I have also, received all 

correspondence  between you and your attorney as  not only you CC myself as a CC: recipient , but so 

did your attorney. You definitely gave an unquestionable warning that if she did not come with you to 

FBI as I did, and as she was requested by them, to bring the hush money offer and discuss it and the 

perjury by Bob Knight, you would have no choice, as a matter of your understanding of the law 

(continuing a legal defense that involves cover-up and subornation of perjury and other felonies and 

refusal to report felony perjury that has occurred the second time an on her watch?) to terminate her 

representation. And I was present the first time you met her, and again in her office when you stated 

emphatically...  No settlements, sealed or otherwise, no hush money because there are crimes and 

others involved not just you. 

  

Perhaps it takes a special kind of fool to ignore or not even question the many things the many things i 

have witnessed at your many "Hearings" that were later called and referred to just "Meetings" I have 

also been to Law Enforcement with you to report such crimes of perjury, interfering with witnesses, 

abuse of power, etc.. And yet not once have I been interviewed or questioned within any kind of 

investigation or inquiry to determine all possible facts.   

  

Dean Lookinghawk 

  

  



To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.

saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com;aiverson@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org

; dereke@atg.wa.gov; bonniet@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: RE: Response to Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still 

Unaddressed 

Date: Mon, 13 Oct 2014 17:47:59 -0700 

Mr. McNett, 

  

Thanks for your response and also for your clarification as to the identity of the attorney as 

from the general counsel for WEA not the AG but the effect was the same as having the AG's 

argument represented. If you have a working copy of the tape I asked for it to be sent. There 

was not agreement to proceed without it; in fact it was the chairperson of this hearing that 

suggested that without the record which I had insisted on waiting for, there was no basis for me 

to appeal and I indicated I would be appealing as that hearing had all the spontaneity and 

impartiality of a bad Gilbert and Sullivan. And I did not get a copy of any written submissions by 

that person. Why was Ms Iverson not present? 

  

I have asked over and over for proof that this has been sent to NEA because of the issues 

involved and that WEA is up to its neck in material conflicts of interest just as Bob Knight was in 

acting as investigator, judge, jury, assessor of punishment and even appeal authority on his own 

charges or those through proxies. 

  

But you still refuse to mention the word perjury and the fact that it was the sworn testimonies 

of two union officers, in two different venues, that exposed the statement "There is no morale 

problem. There will be no morale problem when we get rid of professor Craven." (not reported 

to me for over a year while his plan was being carried out and I--and the membership via 

precedents being set--was serially being denied due process and union representation, all of 

which has been covered-up and is still being covered-up because WEA and AHE are simply in 

the position that Bob Knight was overheard bragging about and counting on: you investigate 

him and his perjury, the better the job the more they expose WEA and AHE lawyers, never mind 

rank-and-file union reps, not only failing to report felony crimes they have evidence of in their 

possession, failing to file against disciplines without Laudermills even, but also actively colluding 

to prevent full examination and final due process in my termination and exposure of perjury by 
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the central ringleader in all charges against me, due to acquired "mutuality of interests". This is 

what happens when any form of corruption and dereliction of duty goes on: those who do 

corruption or are derelict in duty to expose and stop it acquire a mutuality of interests in that 

each can and will take down the other if taken down. That is the situation in which the WEA 

and AHE have placed themselves and a whole lot of sunlight and transparency will be coming to 

WEA and AHE for sure. 

  

In any case, I am still a public employee, my pay is still being assessed for membership dues to 

help pay your salary, none of you at WEA own WEA, it is an institution that has seen others 

fired and sued for dereliction of duty and worse in the past, I have a valid appeal pending, there 

are critical union issues and precedents involved in this case, my case was accepted for legal 

assistance, no one has given me one statement from Margaret or anyone, no evidence, no 

specifics of my having failed to assist  her (the opposite is this case), and in any case I expect 

you and WEA to notify the College of my status, that I have been operating without counsel due 

to no fault of my own in terms of timing of WEA appeal procedures, I have definite medical 

disabilities, and any move to push this process forward is more serial denials of due process but 

also more 18 USC 4 and 73 and RCW 42.20. 

  

Further, it is even worse because Dr. Roi and Lynn Davidson, at considerable legal risk to 

themselves, nonetheless testified a second time, this time with awareness (before they, like 

Lisa Lewison during the Whalen hearing were unaware that their sworn testimonies directly 

opposed the sworn testimony of Knight and thus wither their testimonies or Knight's were 

perjury and obstruction of justice per se) that their testimonies would oppose the sworn 

testimony of Knight in the same hearing; they had the courage to do their duty while WEA 

proposes to shut down and refuse to report these serious felonies and aid and abet the position 

of the opposing counsel to do it. 

  

You have evidence of perjury by Bob Knight, what is the language of 18 USC 4 or 73 or the other 

statutes cited that is unclear to you. all at WEA? Finally there are statements made by the WEA 

legal rep that were false and I need a working copy of that tape that I indicated to your 

chairperson would be turned over to law enforcement. You demanded the tape, your 

responsibility was to make sure that I had a working copy of that tape prior to my leaving. Dean 

was unable to do anything with it, where is your copy? If you do not have one, how and on 

what basis did you proceed to make a decision on my appeal without even resolving the issue 



and when you knew I would be appealing? Dean Lookinghawk was a witness to all our 

conversations as well as all my interactions with Margaret.   

  

You see how it gets worse and worse? So far you all appear to be actively colluding and 

coordinating for an Oct 22 deadline and I do apologize that my due process and other legal 

rights are in the way. Bottom line: no need for pretexts and star chambers, prejury, obstruction 

of justice, cover-ups, procedural sandbagging, hush money offers, motions to limit, and the like 

if the case is clean; only if it is dirty; 

  

This  is why I only operate on paper. You give your version, I give mine, you bring your evidence 

and witnesses, I bring mine, and we will see whose accounts survive scrutiny by truly 

independent, dispassionate, disinterested and competent arbiters of facts and law. 

  

Every day you refuse to report to law enforcement the knowledge of felony crimes like perjury 

and obstruction of justice that you have in your possession, in fact generated from the sworn 

testimonies of your own union officers is no more an act of omission but an overt act of 

concealment of the commission of a felony crime and the language of the law is clear which is 

why all of you who have received the materials I submitted and still  persist with this theater 

and refusing to do your duty under law and to the membership will be named personally in civil 

action following being named in criminal complaints after being given chance after chance to 

recognize and obey the law. 

  

Please address these concerns and the questions I have posed not the ones you might have 

preferred to be asked. This will go to law enforcement per my duties under the statute cited 

below--ASAP reporting mandated by law. 

  

James Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  



18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

         US Code 

         Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 

  

  

  

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Mon, 13 Oct 2014 19:48:08 +0000 

Professor Craven, 

  

You were provided a copy of the recording file following the hearing. As we discussed in 

the lobby that afternoon, we were unfortunately unable to play back the recording from 

that file. We do not know what malfunction caused the recording file to be unusable and 

were surprised by that outcome. Our IT staff person was unable to solve the problem 

and, when we parted company, my understanding was that all parties were satisfied 

with Mr. Lookinghawk’s offer to make an attempt to repair the file. Subsequent to that 

discussion, the Hearing and Appeals Board made a decision, sent you notification, and 
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you have appealed that decision to the WEA Board. Your appeal is now pending at that 

level of the process. 

  

We have provided you with a copy of the only recording file that we have from the 

hearing. If Mr. Lookinghawk or others produce a useable file, we will welcome that 

outcome and ask that you send us a functional copy. 

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, October 13, 2014 10:59 AM 

To: Mike McNett [WA]; Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; Jace Borba 

[WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; dereke@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

  

To WEA et al: 

  

I still have not been provided a copy of the tape of the hearing that led to the hearing decision 

against which I have filed a formal appeal as I have with respect to the whistle-blower decision 

by WHR as well as formal notice of referral of my complaint to EEOC per duty of Washington 

Human Rights when federal issues and crimes are also alleged and supporting evidence and law 

given. 

  

This denies me a record, made at the insistence of WEA from which to appeal as well as a 

record I believe, of further evidence of coordinated and collusive conduct between Clark 

College, the AG's office, possibly WHR and WEA who are supposed to be independent and 

impartial in the processing and review of my complaints and those against me. I have requested 

a viable copy of the tape, to repeat the process even, but now it appears to me that the tape 

was made unusable purposely absent evidence to the contrary due to the apparent intrigue 

and serial refusals to even acknowledge let alone answer my legitimate questions. 

  

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
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Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive. 

  

Please provide a written statement as to what happened with the tape of the hearing on my 

WEA representation and why WEA refuses to take legal action stop a dismissal process riddled 

with corruption and felony crimes by the key players according to WEA's own sworn 

submissions in the past, when it knows well I have valid appeals on WEA as well as WHR 

decisions pending as well as formal criminal complaints,that are  longstanding and being 

unaddressed so far not of my doing or fault. 

  

Again, this will be sent to law enforcement. 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.

saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com; jborba@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org; 

dereke@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 16:08:32 -0700 

Dear Mr. McNett: 

  

It is Professor not Dr. Craven. I just got this letter today (I have a public post box and registered 

letters should be sent to be signed for by me personally and/or also sent email as they are time-

sensitive and I have known and documented medical disabilities that this union appears to be 

willfully blind to if not at the level of depraved indifference to the known effects of induced 

toxic stress (such as that which accompanies serial denials of basic due process aided and 

abetted by the union supposed to represent you and not allow precedents clearly intended to 

be used against others) on human health and longevity. 
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This is to constitute a formal appeal against this decision and to document for the record the 

particulars of this process and decision making: 

  

1) At the suggestion of WEA, and witnessed, I was to be provided a correct and full copy of the 

tape of the hearing, requested at the insistence of WEA, and without it and a record to use for 

appeal and to take to law enforcement that I indicated I would send a copy to, and failing that, 

the hearing was to be redone so that a full-record could be obtained for appeal and law 

enforcement uses. This was not done, my repeated inquires on the status of the hearing with 

the tape not having been provided serially ignored, this decision was made again without a 

record to allow me to use to appeal from and for other venues including PERC.  

2) I have never been provided, and none was given at the hearing, of any written allegations 

and supporting specifics, evidence and citations of policy and law, by Margaret Olney or 

anyone, of my having failed to assist her and comply with her directives even once. Just like 

Clark College, with their demonstrated contempt for the law and elementary due process,  WEA 

appears to think that merely restating an allegation is somehow intrinsic evidence of some sort 

for the allegation. Over and over complainants have been allowed to make allegations with no 

transparency, evidence, accountability or even record of who they were and what the said. This 

union is furthering this contempt for due process and serial denial of duty of fair 

representation. 

  

3) It was the sworn testimonies of two WEA and AHE union officers, in two different venues, 

and in one case in the same venue, that exposed the repeated perjury, obstruction of justice, 

declared intent to "get rid" of me by Robert Knight, and every person with knowledge of that 

perjury and related felonies (WEA and AHE members had such knowledge a full year before 

passed on to me), all contained within the materials submitted to the hearing and to be used on 

appeal, contained not simply my allegations, but supporting evidence (tapes and documents I 

had no hand in originating, no prior knowledge of, no influence on the content or timing), texts 

of laws, with invitations to rebuttal in writing and yet none of that has been reported to law 

enforcement  per your duties under law cited to WEA and AHE over and over. 

  

4) Your letter does not mention the opposing general counsel from the AG's office allowed not 

only to be present, but to present provably false statements (another reason why the missing 

tape is very troubling and all of you will be asked about it in future extended depositions in 



other venues) in opposition to funding that the hush money offer alone shows would reveal 

more crimes and cover-ups in any fair and impartial hearing not run by those with "mutuality of 

interests" that I predicted and have come to pass as predicted and when predicted: a serious 

examination of the whole process, each of the stages of progressive discipline, shows not only 

calculated, coordinated, serial denials of due process, obstructions of ADA complaints, and 

more, but also elements of WEA and AHE in active coordination and collusion with those 

against whom they are supposed to be representing not only me, but the whole membership as 

my case is about a lot more than  me. The more serious any investigation, the more WEA and 

AHE are exposed for past serial acts of failure of duty of fair representation, misprision of a 

felony, obstruction of justice, subornation of perjury through cover-up and concealment, 

conspiracy against rights and under color of law and more. The exact "mutuality of interests" 

that Mr. Knight was overhead bragging about and that was reported to Mr. Boyer long ago. 

  

5) I have asked and ask again, what is the legal authority and reasoning behind the union, any 

union, allowing opposing counsel in a current case of dismissal to have any standing or reason 

to be allowed to make such submissions. What is his full name and title as well as the names of 

any persons, in any capacity, whether present in the hearing room or not (one person was 

outside the room but one of the hearing members went out of the room to speak with him 

periodically). 

  

6) Where in writing was I ever given specifics of any alleged failure to assist counsel? What 

about Margaret Olney's own praise of my commitment to education and the like in her last 

message? What about the fact that on the Sunday night before going to the hearing (not 

knowing that a motion to limit was waiting to be "ruled" on orally) I was in her officer putting 

together the files of documents for the case? This merely making an allegation then when 

asked for supporting evidence and law to support it merely repeating the allegation as if 

repeating it now gives evidence for itself, the Clark College modus operandi, along with 

summarily declaring time limits and narrow scopes of allowable evidence and appeal, these are 

all tactics of those who fear any real examination of their allegations and non-specifics and non-

evidence to support them.     

  

7) I asked over and over if this has gone to NEA.. Unions are not the property of labor 

aristocrats who often run them. Just like community colleges, their resources and jobs belong 

to the People, so it is that unions belong to the membership. When locals go rogue or are 



captured by cloistered and self-serving/protecting elites, they compromise the standing, 

reputation, resources, and even survival of the wider unions of which they  are a part. This case 

for sure will go to NEA, but the delays, which only embolden Clark College to more cover-up, 

intransigence and future crimes, are causing real harm to myself, my family, my health and to 

the standing and effectiveness of the union to deal with the just cases of others. 

  

8) These delays in responding to my appeal, setting up the process of appeal and hearing, the 

non-provision of a usable copy of the tape of the hearing, the lack of any due process or 

specificity of charges or what of my responses and evidence to them were even considered, all 

serve to not only serially deny me due process, and cover-up WEA/AHE past dereliction of duty 

to fair representation, but emboldens them to continue a corrupt and corrupted process from 

which and within which only more corruption, more perjury, more subornation of perjury, 

obstruction of justice and cover-ups can follow. 

  

This will go to law enforcement as this decision is but more cover-up and I believe an example 

of coordination between WHR, WEA, AHE, Clark College and the AG's office and I believe more 

discovery and  intrigue like this will only sadly compromise the union that I have tried over and 

over to keep out of this as an institution. 

  

Please accept this as a formal appeal against this decision and notice of my intent to file formal 

criminal complaints against all those present in this decision who will be also named personally 

in civil complaints. and the signed pdf will follow. 

  

I have a long paper trail of legitimate questions posed, laws and evidence cited, all in writing 

with no responses from WEA, AHE and others. This will now for sure all go to PERC and other 

agencies; since elements in this union appear to have such contempt for the law and refuse to 

go to it when it is being serially broken, now it is time for the law (Icivil and criminal) to be 

brought to this union as well as to the Clark College administration and the AG's office. No need 

for perjury and subornation cover-ups, refusal to go to paper, leaving fingerprints and thus 

accountability off of decisions, serial denials of due process if the case against me is clean; only 

if it is dirty.  



  

Sincerely, 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

Professor of Economics 

  

  

  

  

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 18:33:58 +0000 

Dr. Craven, 

  

I noted in your message below that you have now requested that any documents sent to 

you by mail also be provided via email. In response to this request, I am attaching an 

electronic copy of my letter to you dated Sept. 30, 2014. This letter was sent by certified 

mail on that date to the address that you provided to us, and you confirmed that address 

at the close of the hearing when it was announced that the decision of the Hearing and 

Appeals Board would be transmitted by mail within six days per the established 

procedures of the Board. We received a USPS return receipt indicating delivery of the 

letter on Oct. 2, 2014. 
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Sincerely, 

  

Mike McNett 

Staff Consultant, Hearing and Appeals Board 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 753-7192 cell 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

mcnettm@gmail.com 

Skype: mike_mcnett 

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, October 09, 2014 10:24 AM 

To: Aimee Iverson [WA]; Mike McNett [WA]; Jay Inslee; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Dean Lookinghawk; 

Kevin Saito; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Jace Borba [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA] 

Subject: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

  

To WEA, Washington Human Rights, Washington Attorney General's Office and Clark College 

Board of Trustees: 

  

The following formal requests, with supporting evidence and law, along with requests for 

rebuttal in writing remain unanswered and even unacknowledged. (see attached previous 
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submissions). Further, I attended the hearing on my appeal for new counsel to be funded by 

WEA, I allowed taping per WEA request and yet no usable tape was provided of the hearing. I 

indicated that I needed that tape and that I would be turning it over to law enforcement as I 

believe it contained evidence of crimes as well as coordination and collusion between WEA and 

the Attorney General's Office as well as with Washington Human Rights to deny my clear status 

as a whistle-blower in order to avoid timelines as well as hard physical evidence of felony 

crimes having been committed and thus the duty to report them under 18 USC 4 and 73. 

  

I stand unrepresented, with serious medical disabilities, and with a thoroughly corrupt and 

corrupted process being continued with clear evidence of serious and serial felonies by the 

central ringleader of all complaints against me as well as the "judge", assessor of discipline and 

even "appeal" authority on two of three possible levels of appeal (when I ever even got a 

Laudermill hearing to appeal). 

  

The hush money offer, with public monies and resources expended already, especially in the 

context of my having made repeated and sworn submissions to law enforcement (about crimes 

not torts or even gross misdemeanors per 18 USC 4 and 73), all of which preceded the the 

pilings-on of charges and kangaroo courts that followed, represented a criminal solicitation to 

obstruct justice and repudiate or compromise my previous submissions to law enforcement, to 

sign away my free speech and other Constitutional rights, as well as duties under law in 

perpetuity not to disparage or file any kind of legal action or complaint against  any employee 

or  agent of Clark College ever for anything even with cause. This is not only more than one 

affirmative material step in furtherance of objectives and conduct that amount to obstruction 

of justice per se, but this represents more than that: this represents conspiracy not only to 

obstruct justice, but to pervert the course and cause of justice by attempting to create a record 

of contrived and engineered falsehoods and decisions that act as precedent and findings to be 

used against other whistle-blowers as well as to inoculate the participants against future civil as 

well as criminal charges and prosecution. Otherwise why the last minute hush money offer with 

21 days to consider (all of a sudden no time pressures) and why no "ruling" on the motion to 

limit all evidence or stages of progressive discipline until the morning of the hearing and after 

the hush money offer made? 

  

This will be going to EEOC, PERC, Washington DOP, Governor Inslee, Washington Ethics and law 

enforcement. There is no need to fear going to paper with and explaining the law and reasoning 



behind, decisions if they they are clean and defensible; only if they are not. There is no need for 

hush money, perjury, obstruction of justice, motions to limit (hide), displacing fingerprints and 

accountability, lack of transparency and accountability  if the case is clean only if it is dirty. I also 

asked for proof that this case has been sent to NEA because of the precedents and issues 

involved. 

  

The FBI at PDX asked me to bring the hush money offer and attorney Margaret Olney to their 

office. That was their request once they knew the terms of the offer and when it was made, 

they only wanted to know if it was in writing. When Margaret could not or would not 

accompany me, I had not only a right but a duty under law not to continue her representation 

knowing that it would build on more obstruction of justice and perjury to continue. None of 

these issues have been addressed. This hush money offer could not have been made without 

the active sign-off by the Clark College Board of Trustees, Mr. Knight, the AG's Office, Mr. 

Stonier and thus they have all impeached themselves and their fitness to sit and pass on any 

aspect of this case by their own conduct. I have no doubt the three trustees I did not know 

were spoon-fed what the other two (also with material conflicts of interest to sit as "judges" on 

whether I am guilty or not). 

  

Finally, because of the medications I am on, I cannot drive sometimes and thus do not get me 

mail except once a week. Please send a copy of anything sent in the mail also to my email and 

the snail-mail game, if played as it has been on me in the past, also reveals patters which reveal 

connections, intentions as well as mens rea. All of these machinations and attempt to escape 

contradictions and webs of deceit and cover-ups will simply not work; the more the avoidance 

and refusal to recognize and follow the laws cited to you the worse it will be in the other 

venues that will come. Please regard this as a good-faith attempt to apprise of and attempt to 

mitigate, real damages and threats to me health and life,  not only to myself and family, but to 

students who are being defrauded and handed unqualified and unvetted faculty being kept on 

as those who act unlawfully with others become beholden on each other as one goes down can 

and will take down the others. This is a recipe for more cover-ups and serial denials of basic due 

process that the union itself has alleged in past submissions now being taken as the union 

having "stipulated" to previous stages of progressive discipline as duly conducted and charges 

duly made. 

  

sincerely 



  

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically) 

Professor of Economics       

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

  

  

  

 

  

FW: Response to  Your Step II Appeal  

 

FW: Response to  Your Step II Appeal  

 

 

 
From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: Your Step II Appeal 

Date: Tue, 4 Nov 2014 06:06:50 -0800 

Dear Ms or Mr. Mead: 

 

The promises made and witnessed by Dean Lookinghawk (working tape or new hearing) are clear, the 

reasons for the imperative of a hearing with a full record are clear, the law is clear on duty to report 

knowledge of commission of felony crimes (18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242) especially when the AG's office is 

involved, my requests, allegations and submissions along with supporting evidence for them have been 

clear and still unacknowleged or rebutted,  the issues and dangerous precedents for WEA and its 

membership are clear, and my reasons under law for refusing the $100,000 hush money offer that could 

have shut this whole farce down are clear, and my requests below are very clear. You have had control 

of the scheduling and timing of the hearings all along relative to the timeline for getting "rid of professor 
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Craven' so this newfound concern and protestations of my intent or requests being unclear (see below 

one more time) are pure disingenuousness.  

 

New Stage 1 hearing immediately, no going to an insulting and sandbagging 15 minutes before the 

Executive yet. We will play this all out because I have not committed perjury or lied, I have not conspired 

in backrooms against anyone, thus I have no lies to remember and which ones covered which other 

ones, I have no tangled webs of deceit coming unraveled, I have no cover-ups coming unraveled.  

 

Look at what I just got today AFTER my termination on Oct 22, 2014: they are trying to clean house and 

only making it worse "Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive." Sir Walter 

Scott. I have a long trail of obstructed public records requests and this is pure evidence of more. They 

claim they just got this request from me AFTER my termination? I have made all my submissions and will 

continue to do so to law enforcement and I have the whole paper trail, and now thanks to the union 

finally, I have six boxes of very revealing documents, the subjects of repeated obstructed public records 

requests, only through subpoena. I will be releasing them to the public because they show pattern, 

mens rea, networks and connections, timings of emails and other facts that paint a portrait of massive 

sums of public monies, coordination and collusion among various state agencies, all that the hush 

money offer and last minute motion to limit, along with serial WEA/AHE refusals to document and come 

clean on allowing past serial denials of due process and protect the contract under previous stages of 

progressive discipline were intended never to be discovered and examined closely. 

 

Finally, why is WEA so intent on front loading the hearing with time limits and more narrowing of the 

issues presented? Your duty is to seek the truth as your decisions affect the whole membership as well 

as WEA and AHE as institutions that may be sued as whole institutions independent of lawsuits against 

named individuals as individuals within them. And by the way, the documents submitted on the thumb 

drive and others I presented are still part of the official record of documents submitted as evidence in 

support of my allegations and basis for appeal for new union legal representation. Also I have not seen 

one formal complaint from Margaret Olney of any allegations of my not having supported her as a client 

or taken her advice; no specific allegations and supporting evidence for me to respond to (as has been 

allowed all along by WEA and AHE). 

 

Please also give me the names of those present at the Stage I hearing and their mailing addresses for 

purposes of legal service. Please also give me the name of the man who was outside the hearing room 

and with whom one of the members of the hearing left the room several times to confer and his mailing 

address. I was slandered by the attorney from the general counsels office who characterized me as 

merely waving around some documents and texts of laws with no substance (I noted also that the tape 

would be going to law enforcement prior to being told that there was a problem with the tape and being 

handed the unusable copy) 

 



thank you and I trust this makes my requests, intentions and evidence and law for my requests clear. 

This is being sent to law enforcement. 

 

sincerely, 

 

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 

 

 

RE: BW717 Public Records Request - Dated October 29, 2014 

 

RE: BW717 Public Records Request - Dated October 29, 2014 

kimberly Baker 

  

  

 
  

11/03/14 

  

 
 Documents 

To: James Craven (omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com) 

Cc: Heaton, Theresa 
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1 attachment (823.4 KB) 

 

 

BW717 CRAVEN 11-3-14.pdf 

View online 

Download as zip 

Dear Mr. Craven: 

  

Please see the attached in regard to your public records request received in our 
office on October 29, 2014.  Sign and date and return to me at your earliest 
convenience.  Thank you and have a nice day! 

  

Sincerely,  

  

Kimberly Baker 

Clark College 

Office of the Vice President 
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Administrative Services 

(360) 992-2706 

(360) 992-2884 Fax 

Mail Stop: BRD-160 

  

Vision Statement: Administrative Services: Innovative team solutions that support the future of 

Clark College. 

  

Purpose Statement: Administrative Services is a proud team driven by integrity that delivers consistent, 

reliable, innovative, flexible, and responsive support services to all constituents within the framework of 

best practices – resulting in mission fulfillment for Clark College.   

 

Plus  

 
From: CBonnell@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KMead@WashingtonEA.org; ATiberio@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Your Step II Appeal 

Date: Tue, 4 Nov 2014 00:17:04 +0000 

Hello Mr. Craven, This email is being sent to you on behalf of Kim Mead. Cindy 

  

Mr. Craven, 

  

It was my understanding that after the Step 1 hearing on September 26, 2014 when you were notified 
that we were unable to produce a recording of the hearing, the Committee Chair offered you the option 
of holding the hearing again where it would hopefully have been possible to fix the recording issues. You 
did not wish to pursue that option at that time. I would like to extend you the option of scheduling 
another Step 1 hearing before the Hearing and Appeals Committee where we will be sure to have a 
functional recording of the proceedings.  

  



Please note that it may not be possible to schedule another Step 1 hearing before the date of the next 
WEA Board of Directors meeting. In the alternative, you may proceed instead with a Step 2 hearing 
before the full WEA Board of Directors on November 22, 2014 in the absence of a recording of the 
proceedings from the Step 1 hearing held on September 26, 2014. 

  

Please let me know which option you would like to pursue. 

 
Sincerely, 

  

Kim Mead 

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, October 31, 2014 2:46 PM 
To: Cindy Bonnell [WA]; Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Info PERC; Jay Inslee; Lisa 
Lewison [WA]; Jace Borba [WA]; Mike McNett [WA]; Kevin Saito 
Subject: FW: Your Step II Appeal 

  

  

 

From: CBonnell@WashingtonEA.org 
To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
Subject: Your Step II Appeal 
Date: Fri, 31 Oct 2014 16:34:02 +0000 

Good morning Mr. Craven, 

  

Please find attached a courtesy copy of the letter from Kim Mead that is being sent to you 
today via certified mail. Also included is a copy of the Hearing and Appeals Procedure. 
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Thank you. 

Cindy 

  

Cindy Bonnell 

Secretary to the President and Board of Directors 

Washington Education Association 

v. 253-765-7035 

  

Dear Mr or Ms Mead: 

  

First of all if we are to argue only from what was presented at the hearing, then WEA has a 
responsibility to provide me a working tape or a new hearing producing a working tape, along 
with the written record of the hearing, as I have requested from Mr. McNett over and over with 
no response. WEA's contempt for basic due process, the importance of the precedents being 
allowed and that will be used against other members, the contempt for my own service 
including to the union is breathtaking and will be brought to account in other venues. 

  

Meanwhile, again, you play games with timing, I have been terminated and with the clear and 
open active coordination and collusion of the union charged with supposed to be protecting my 
rights, those of the membership, the contract and the law (again see 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242, 
RCW 42.20, RCW 42.30 etc) All this has done is send a green light and enabled as well as 
covered-up the serial denials of due process that have taken place, the felony crimes that your 
own officers exposed that you continue to refuse to report as under your duty under 18 USC 4; 
this will not go away and it is why I would and could never take that $100,000 hush money offer 
that itself was a crime of criminal solicitation for me to repudiate and or neutralize and obstruct 
previous whistle-blower and other submissions to law enforcement about which the union, 
AG's office and college were well aware; submissions made under penalty of perjury and for 
which I can be held and should be held accountable for their veracity, supporting evidence, law 
and my own motives and intentions. 

  



So please provide me the written record of that hearing or a new hearing, as was agreed with 
witnesses, that will produce an official record for future use and venues, and also, as I 
requested, please provide proof that these issues and my submissions have been sent to NEA. 
Please also acknowledge and address if refusing to answer, the legitimate questions posed to 
WEA and AHE below. No answer to legitimate questions, especially serial non responses 
become tacit non-rebuttal and legal verities later. 

  

This is for the record and continued intransigence, sandbagging, contrivances with timelines 
and the rest is all being kept for a record and only causes me and my family more and more 
distress and damages as well as suborns and covers-up perjury and other felonies that WEA and 
AHE sworn testimonies have exposed. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

James Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically)  

  

  

Please address these issues as they have been sent and will be sent to law enforcement per 18 
USC 4, 73, 241, 242, 28 USC 455, 28 USC 1361 

  

Mr McNett: 

  

First of all you keep avoiding the fact that WEA and AHE have knowledge of a felony crime exposed 

twice in the sworn testimonies of WEA and AHE officers plus you have direct knowledge, or should 

have, of serial falsehoods and false representations in the submissions of Ms Terada and others that 

directly contradict the sworn submissions by WEA and AHE officers. Further, I have asked that Jace 

Borba be interviewed as he, along with Dean Lookinghawk, are direct witnesses that expose perjury 

in the submissions and testimony of Joseph Nash and others. WEA also has direct knowledge as to 

why my arbitration on one year off was not funded and it had nothing to do with my proved guilt; it 

had to do, and still has to do with any serious defense by WEA now exposes the serial denials of due 



process, lack of predicate Laudermills in earlier stages, and lack of effective representation that I 

and the membership (via precedents set) suffered at the hands of some treacherous individuals in 

both WEA and AHE--acquired "mutuality of interests". the proof of that is what is missing in all the 

submissions by WEA and AHE: the previous reprimand, 7 days off, 8 days off all with no hearings, no 

union representation, no appeals, all summarily imposed while I was on medical leave and critically 

ill and/or off contract and all for protected conversations on an intra-union list that management is 

not supposed to have access to let alone control over. Plus the fact that none of my statements 

when looked in totality and not by a perjurer with malicious intent, it is clear that I was and am 

guilty of nothing other than caring deeply about the students and proper hiring and vetting for all 

teachers. 

  

Then take this to NEA as these delays smell of coordination and collusion with Clark College and the 

AG's office that you are supposed to be representing me and the membership against when these 

kinds of issues are at stake. This will not go away and this is why I do not take phone calls. 

  

In any case, your duty under law is clear and you folks continue to ignore 18 USC 4 and your duty 

under law to report felony crimes especially when it was your own officers, acting in the course of 

their duties, dealing with public employment, and when the consequences of your failure to act are 

irreversible; plus real people are being defrauded right now by individuals hired through backdoor 

hiring and no vetting that the union has opposed and must oppose to protect the membership 

interest against anti-union snitches and scabs undermining the very union-won conditions and 

contracts they take for themselves and their own protection. 

  

This will go to law enforcement and I need the names and mailing addresses of all persons involved 

in the appeal hearing and am still waiting for a usable copy of the tape of that hearing because as 

Dean Lookinghawk noted there were provably false statements made by the representative from 

the general counsel of WEA made and this intransigence and refusal to do even your basic duties 

under law and as WEA employees will be played back to you and you will answer in other venues. 

The facts are clear, the law is clear, your duty under law is clear; that is why I did not take the 

$100,000, even as I have a professorship of economics offered to me in China at Tsinghua 

University, even as my name and credentials have been trashed by those whose own resumes in 

economics and education I am told would not make a footnote on my own resume, because I 

cannot walk way from crimes and see them not reported; Knight's perjury, obstruction of justice 

and conspiracy against rights at a minimum stand independent of my case in a fundamental sense. 



  

Either the appeal process is already fixed, just like all that has transpired up to this point, that going 

further in appeal is pointless, or if the appeal process is valid, then your decision to let this go on 

knowing that felony crimes have been committed and are at the heart of the whole process and 

those administrating it, refusing to challenge and expose it, then this is pure criminal conduct and 

cover-up, as well as aiding and abetting and emboldening an unjust and felony tainted process 

according to WEA and AHE own sworn testimonies and submissions not my supposed rants and 

allegations. All of this will be played out in future venues and I am doing all I can not to damage 

WEA as an institution due to the apparent derelictions of duty and worse by some of its officers 

now in an inherent conflict of interest position in any involvement in the appeal process. 

  

I have given this union every chance to act like a union before having to go to PERC. I waived 

conflict with Margaret Olney even as she had been the attorney on the Watson case on which I was 

one of two whistle-blowers. To say that I did not assist her is a lie and a contemptible one as well. 

Why would FBI immediately ask me if that hush money offer was in writing when they heard the 

terms? Why did they ask for me to bring Margaret Olney and the offer down to their office? Why 

did Margaret not accompany me and how could I keep her on as a my attorney if she would not 

come down to report felony crimes that she had knowledge of and as requested by FBI as well as 

per 18 USC 4 and also concern for me and my family? Was she worried that she might also expose 

crimes by WEA employees as well and was in conflict as she was representing me but through 

WEA? These are but some of the questions ahead for all of you.  

  

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

         US Code 

         Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.  

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ163/html/PLAW-113publ163.htm
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http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/3
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/5


  

Please forward this to NEA and please give me the mailing addresses (for legal service) of all those 

at WEA involved in the appeal process. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically) 

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org; JHardie@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

Date: Mon, 27 Oct 2014 19:51:10 +0000 

Professor Craven: 

  

Your appeal concerning the denial of WEA legal services funding is still pending at the 

WEA Board of Directors level. Notice regarding that appeal is forthcoming. However, 

WEA will not be providing you with legal representation until such time, if any, that the 

WEA Board or NEA determine on the basis of your appeal to reverse the decision of the 

WEA General Counsel and restore funding of legal services to you. WEA will not be 

taking any action to appeal the Clark College Board of Trustees Findings of Fact, 

Conclusions of Law, and Final Order issued on October 21, 2014 within the related time 

frame. Thus, you should not expect, nor rely upon, WEA to do so. 

  

Mike McNett 

Hearing and Appeals Board Staff Consultant 

Washington Education Association 

mailto:MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:JHardie@WashingtonEA.org


(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2014 8:57 PM 

To: Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Bonnie 

Terada; Lisa Lewison [WA]; Jace Borba [WA]; Aimee Iverson [WA]; Info PERC; Mike McNett [WA] 

Subject: FW: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

  

Mr. McNett: 

  

Please see the attached termination order for October 22, 2014. This is despite my having a 

valid appeal for legal assistance pending and my legal reasons for demanding that this 

corrupted process be terminated. This is the order from the same Board of Trustees and AG's 

office that authorized the last minute $100,000 hush money offer that the FBI wanted to see in 

writing and the last minute motion to limit and hide the serial denials of due process and the 

failure of the union to document and stop it, as well as the perjury, obstruction of justice and 

serial violations of duty under law to report knowledge of felonies having been committed on 

the part of union officers, lawyers and members of the AG's office. 

  

I will be taking this to FBI tomorrow to file formal criminal complaint. We now have the final 

brief of Ms Terada that is riddled with falsehoods and misrepresentations directly contradicted 

by the sworn submissions of WEA/AHE briefs as well as in a hearing with conflicting sworn and 

very material testimonies in the same hearing as well as previously in separate  venues. This will 

not go away no matter what anyone thinks of the charges against me; the perjury and other 

crimes stand unexposed and unacknowledged and even suborned  by WEA and AHE refusal to 

do your duty under law as well as fiduciary as well for individual members as well as for the 

membership in not allowing these kinds of serial railroading of people out of public 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
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employment for doing their duty under law which is all I am guilty of as WEA itself once 

asserted and with the authorization of legal representation in this case. 

  

I expect the union to file for an immediate injunction against the imposition of this order, I have 

due process and stages of appeal pending, this act also serves to cover-up crimes that were 

exposed not by me but by sworn and unrebutted testimonies of Dr. Roi and Mr. Davidson 

acting for WEA and AHE.   I expect the union to take this to PERC as I will be taking it there as 

well. Over and over I have given this union every chance to act like a union and have made 

good-faith notice and evidence of and chances to mitigate, real and ongoing damages to me, 

my family and to the students and institution. Please regard this as the same. 

  

This will be sent to law enforcement as real time crimes going on. 

 

From: lkent@clark.edu 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com; BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV 

CC: SWilliams@clark.edu; DerekE@ATG.WA.GOV 

Subject: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

Date: Wed, 22 Oct 2014 16:08:29 +0000 

Good morning, 

  

Please see the attached Final Order from the Clark College Board of Trustees. 

  

Hard copies will be sent to you via USPS today. 

  

  

  

mailto:lkent@clark.edu
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Leigh Kent 

Executive Assistant to the President 

Clark College 

1933 Fort Vancouver Way 

Vancouver, WA  98663 

P:  360-992-2101 

F:  360-992-2871 

  

  

  

Mr. Mc Nett: 

  

Please see the above sent to me today. I am terminated as of October 22,, 2014. 

  

Professor Craven, 

  

I am not in a position to advise you regarding the matter below, nor am I able to access 

the linked files. 

  

Your appeal regarding the denial of continued legal services is now pending at level of 

the WEA Board of Directors. In accordance with the appeal policy and procedures, the 

WEA Board should hear the appeal at their next scheduled meeting. 

  



The next meeting of the WEA Board is slated for November 21st and 22nd at the WEA 

headquarters building in Federal Way. I have been in communication with the WEA 

President’s assistant regarding the specific time and date and hope to be able to give 

you that information soon. The information will be sent to you via certified mail and, per 

your request, by email. 

  

Mike McNett 

Hearing and Appeals Board Staff Consultant 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, October 21, 2014 8:09 AM 

To: Dean Lookinghawk; Mike McNett [WA]; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; Aimee 

Iverson [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Bonnie Terada 

Subject: RE: Response to Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still 

Unaddressed 

  

Dear Mr. Mc Nett: 

  

I just got received this sent to me today  (see AG motion against termination or postponement) on legal representation pending. That this was not 

apparently sent to the union, is indicative of contempt for it and/or coordination and collusion between the union and administration. But the fact is that 

the serial falsehoods, omissions, in this brief and motion the union is in a position to know and has in past sworn submissions provided the evidence of 

some of the falsehoods in the brief. Further, some of the representations conflict directly with those made by WEA and AHE under oath thus there are 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
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implications here in terms of possible future criminal and civil complaints against the union and named persons acted on behalf of the union. Further, 

refusal to address my pending appeal (and as far as I know I still have a valid pending appeal with WHR and my complaint was supposed to be sent to EEOC 

by WHR as well) as well as formal criminal complaints against those who had knowledge of the evidence of perjury by Bob Knight and not only refused to 

report it per 18 USC 4, but continue, as with this motion, to try to conceal from legal scrutiny and accountability, evidence of serial perjury and obstruction 

of justice by the very person who appointed the investigators to deliver the cover-ups he sought; the very person who acted as "judge" his (words), 

assessor of discipline on complaints he initiated; the very person who initiated and/or recruited complainants and rewarded them with unprecedented 

course loads for which they were not qualified and vetted; the very person who even acted as appeal authority on his own charges, investigations, findings, 

and assessments of discipline through recruited proxies that the WEA and AHE produced evidence of and asked to be reported on the intra-union list. The 

very evidence they say was not provided was in fact provided even with attempts to prevent a record for future use with the last minute hush money offer 

followed by the motion to limit any rebuttal or evidence against allegations repeated over and over as either supposed evidence of themselves and or 

properly adjudicated "findings" of "facts." And in no cases were the original and complete documents considered from which partial and shaped quotes 

were taken as somehow self-evidently indicative of charges and conclusions never made in any formal complaints when there were any formal complaints. 

The specifics of my criminal complaint, which includes the Board of Trustees for signing off on the hush money offer based on only one-sided 

representations of the issues and without one word from me, along with their own refusal to act on their acquired knowledge of perjury and obstruction of 

justice evident on the part of Knight or on the part of Dr. Roi and Ms Davidson, make them unfit, and in direct and material conflicts of interest  to continue 

this corrupted process and act on the issue of my termination.   

  

This will be sent to law enforcement as they are being allowed and enabled with union non-responses to all of this, to stack-up and pile on all the 

allegations of the past as somehow proved and stipulated to by the union with non-arbitration, the very stuff the hush money off and motion to limit were 

designed to prevent any rebuttal of--more serial denials of basic due process. 

  

But this process has been corrupted from the beginning and this will not go away not matter what happens. Please read this motion and just look even at 

the brief written by Lisa Lewison to see some of the outright falsehoods and misrepresentations in this motion. Further, I would ask both Dean 

Lookinghawk and Jace Borba to review the transcripts of the hearing on termination with particular reference to the testimony of Joseph Vance as they 

were witnesses to my repeated objections to only two hours allotted for three complaints and cross-complaints and they are witnesses that none of my 

ADA and cross-complaints were ever addressed by Sievert or by Nash and thus witnesses to possible perjury in the testimonies of Joseph Vance and others 

as well. 

  

Please get back to me on this as I just received this today and I know they are intent on a Oct 22 deadline for their own agenda. 

There is no way this process can be saved or the body of corrupted "findings" accepted to be argued from. This is fruit of a highly, serially and intentionally 

poisoned tree that can yield no usable legal fruit except as evidence of conspiracy to obstruct justice, suborn and cover-up perjury, conspiracy to pervert, 

corrupt and engineer the course, outcomes and potential future precedents of justice. 



  

The sworn submissions of WEA and AHE portions of which are in my petition in Appendix 4, directly refute, with supporting evidence and transcripts, many 

representations and assertions of fact in this and other motions submitted on behalf of Clark College and WEA and AHE are well aware of it and have been 

made well aware of falsehoods exposed by their own sworn submissions and evidence. Failure to report these contradictions in sworn testimonies, as in 

the most recent case of conflicting sworn testimonies in the same hearing, constitutes at least two major felonies (18 USC 4 and 73) with each act of willful 

disregard for petitions such as this one to do your duty under law a separate act of contempt for the law and the union's duty.  

  

I expect WEA and AHE to act on my valid appeal for legal representation immediately. Anyone who questions my medical status without taking the due 

diligence to check with my physicians who have been given release to discuss my health, is engaging in reckless and depraved disregard for my health 

condition and showing reckless disregard for facts available but not sought. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

  

  

  

  

James has files to share with you on OneDrive. To view them, click the links below. 

 AG Motion Against Termination or Postponement WEA Notice of Com.pdf 

 AG Motion Against Termination or Postponement WEA Notice of Com.pdf 

 

To Jim and Mr. McNett: 

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx


  

What is this about? I was standing right there when they brought the tape of the hearing that they said 

they could not get to play with audio, I said we would try to see if we could do something, I 

recommended a wide codec package called K-Lite free to download from the internet website, in an 

attempt to try to recover the audio, and it was the chairwoman who said if they and we could not get a 

working copy of the tape the meeting had to be redone and would be redone as to get a audio copy for 

the record. She stated and agreed that audio recording  is critical to have a full record. Including my own 

reporting within the hearing of the many things I have seen personally witnessed; Including  terms of 

cover-ups and more, plus there were several false statements made by the lawyer opposing your 

petition there that I know to be false directly. They need to be repeated or captured on tape. I cannot 

restore it and they now ask us to send them a copy of their own tape that they were responsible to 

making sure was properly made and usable. 

  

As for the charge that you did not fully assist your attorney, I am a direct witness to all your interactions, 

I have read all your exchanges with her and that is a flat-out untruth and there is not one piece of 

evidence to support such statements as you failed to support your attorney. I have also, received all 

correspondence  between you and your attorney as  not only you CC myself as a CC: recipient , but so 

did your attorney. You definitely gave an unquestionable warning that if she did not come with you to 

FBI as I did, and as she was requested by them, to bring the hush money offer and discuss it and the 

perjury by Bob Knight, you would have no choice, as a matter of your understanding of the law 

(continuing a legal defense that involves cover-up and subornation of perjury and other felonies and 

refusal to report felony perjury that has occurred the second time an on her watch?) to terminate her 

representation. And I was present the first time you met her, and again in her office when you stated 

emphatically...  No settlements, sealed or otherwise, no hush money because there are crimes and 

others involved not just you. 

  

Perhaps it takes a special kind of fool to ignore or not even question the many things the many things i 

have witnessed at your many "Hearings" that were later called and referred to just "Meetings" I have 

also been to Law Enforcement with you to report such crimes of perjury, interfering with witnesses, 

abuse of power, etc.. And yet not once have I been interviewed or questioned within any kind of 

investigation or inquiry to determine all possible facts.   

  

Dean Lookinghawk 

  



  

To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.

saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com;aiverson@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org

; dereke@atg.wa.gov; bonniet@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: RE: Response to Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still 

Unaddressed 

Date: Mon, 13 Oct 2014 17:47:59 -0700 

Mr. McNett, 

  

Thanks for your response and also for your clarification as to the identity of the attorney as 

from the general counsel for WEA not the AG but the effect was the same as having the AG's 

argument represented. If you have a working copy of the tape I asked for it to be sent. There 

was not agreement to proceed without it; in fact it was the chairperson of this hearing that 

suggested that without the record which I had insisted on waiting for, there was no basis for me 

to appeal and I indicated I would be appealing as that hearing had all the spontaneity and 

impartiality of a bad Gilbert and Sullivan. And I did not get a copy of any written submissions by 

that person. Why was Ms Iverson not present? 

  

I have asked over and over for proof that this has been sent to NEA because of the issues 

involved and that WEA is up to its neck in material conflicts of interest just as Bob Knight was in 

acting as investigator, judge, jury, assessor of punishment and even appeal authority on his own 

charges or those through proxies. 

  

But you still refuse to mention the word perjury and the fact that it was the sworn testimonies 

of two union officers, in two different venues, that exposed the statement "There is no morale 

problem. There will be no morale problem when we get rid of professor Craven." (not reported 

to me for over a year while his plan was being carried out and I--and the membership via 

precedents being set--was serially being denied due process and union representation, all of 

which has been covered-up and is still being covered-up because WEA and AHE are simply in 

the position that Bob Knight was overheard bragging about and counting on: you investigate 

him and his perjury, the better the job the more they expose WEA and AHE lawyers, never mind 

rank-and-file union reps, not only failing to report felony crimes they have evidence of in their 
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possession, failing to file against disciplines without Laudermills even, but also actively colluding 

to prevent full examination and final due process in my termination and exposure of perjury by 

the central ringleader in all charges against me, due to acquired "mutuality of interests". This is 

what happens when any form of corruption and dereliction of duty goes on: those who do 

corruption or are derelict in duty to expose and stop it acquire a mutuality of interests in that 

each can and will take down the other if taken down. That is the situation in which the WEA 

and AHE have placed themselves and a whole lot of sunlight and transparency will be coming to 

WEA and AHE for sure. 

  

In any case, I am still a public employee, my pay is still being assessed for membership dues to 

help pay your salary, none of you at WEA own WEA, it is an institution that has seen others 

fired and sued for dereliction of duty and worse in the past, I have a valid appeal pending, there 

are critical union issues and precedents involved in this case, my case was accepted for legal 

assistance, no one has given me one statement from Margaret or anyone, no evidence, no 

specifics of my having failed to assist  her (the opposite is this case), and in any case I expect 

you and WEA to notify the College of my status, that I have been operating without counsel due 

to no fault of my own in terms of timing of WEA appeal procedures, I have definite medical 

disabilities, and any move to push this process forward is more serial denials of due process but 

also more 18 USC 4 and 73 and RCW 42.20. 

  

Further, it is even worse because Dr. Roi and Lynn Davidson, at considerable legal risk to 

themselves, nonetheless testified a second time, this time with awareness (before they, like 

Lisa Lewison during the Whalen hearing were unaware that their sworn testimonies directly 

opposed the sworn testimony of Knight and thus wither their testimonies or Knight's were 

perjury and obstruction of justice per se) that their testimonies would oppose the sworn 

testimony of Knight in the same hearing; they had the courage to do their duty while WEA 

proposes to shut down and refuse to report these serious felonies and aid and abet the position 

of the opposing counsel to do it. 

  

You have evidence of perjury by Bob Knight, what is the language of 18 USC 4 or 73 or the other 

statutes cited that is unclear to you. all at WEA? Finally there are statements made by the WEA 

legal rep that were false and I need a working copy of that tape that I indicated to your 

chairperson would be turned over to law enforcement. You demanded the tape, your 

responsibility was to make sure that I had a working copy of that tape prior to my leaving. Dean 



was unable to do anything with it, where is your copy? If you do not have one, how and on 

what basis did you proceed to make a decision on my appeal without even resolving the issue 

and when you knew I would be appealing? Dean Lookinghawk was a witness to all our 

conversations as well as all my interactions with Margaret.   

  

You see how it gets worse and worse? So far you all appear to be actively colluding and 

coordinating for an Oct 22 deadline and I do apologize that my due process and other legal 

rights are in the way. Bottom line: no need for pretexts and star chambers, prejury, obstruction 

of justice, cover-ups, procedural sandbagging, hush money offers, motions to limit, and the like 

if the case is clean; only if it is dirty; 

  

This  is why I only operate on paper. You give your version, I give mine, you bring your evidence 

and witnesses, I bring mine, and we will see whose accounts survive scrutiny by truly 

independent, dispassionate, disinterested and competent arbiters of facts and law. 

  

Every day you refuse to report to law enforcement the knowledge of felony crimes like perjury 

and obstruction of justice that you have in your possession, in fact generated from the sworn 

testimonies of your own union officers is no more an act of omission but an overt act of 

concealment of the commission of a felony crime and the language of the law is clear which is 

why all of you who have received the materials I submitted and still  persist with this theater 

and refusing to do your duty under law and to the membership will be named personally in civil 

action following being named in criminal complaints after being given chance after chance to 

recognize and obey the law. 

  

Please address these concerns and the questions I have posed not the ones you might have 

preferred to be asked. This will go to law enforcement per my duties under the statute cited 

below--ASAP reporting mandated by law. 

  

James Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 



  

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

         US Code 

         Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 

  

  

  

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Mon, 13 Oct 2014 19:48:08 +0000 

Professor Craven, 

  

You were provided a copy of the recording file following the hearing. As we discussed in 

the lobby that afternoon, we were unfortunately unable to play back the recording from 

that file. We do not know what malfunction caused the recording file to be unusable and 

were surprised by that outcome. Our IT staff person was unable to solve the problem 

and, when we parted company, my understanding was that all parties were satisfied 
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with Mr. Lookinghawk’s offer to make an attempt to repair the file. Subsequent to that 

discussion, the Hearing and Appeals Board made a decision, sent you notification, and 

you have appealed that decision to the WEA Board. Your appeal is now pending at that 

level of the process. 

  

We have provided you with a copy of the only recording file that we have from the 

hearing. If Mr. Lookinghawk or others produce a useable file, we will welcome that 

outcome and ask that you send us a functional copy. 

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, October 13, 2014 10:59 AM 

To: Mike McNett [WA]; Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; Jace Borba 

[WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; dereke@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

  

To WEA et al: 

  

I still have not been provided a copy of the tape of the hearing that led to the hearing decision 

against which I have filed a formal appeal as I have with respect to the whistle-blower decision 

by WHR as well as formal notice of referral of my complaint to EEOC per duty of Washington 

Human Rights when federal issues and crimes are also alleged and supporting evidence and law 

given. 

  

This denies me a record, made at the insistence of WEA from which to appeal as well as a 

record I believe, of further evidence of coordinated and collusive conduct between Clark 

College, the AG's office, possibly WHR and WEA who are supposed to be independent and 

impartial in the processing and review of my complaints and those against me. I have requested 

a viable copy of the tape, to repeat the process even, but now it appears to me that the tape 

was made unusable purposely absent evidence to the contrary due to the apparent intrigue 

and serial refusals to even acknowledge let alone answer my legitimate questions. 
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Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive. 

  

Please provide a written statement as to what happened with the tape of the hearing on my 

WEA representation and why WEA refuses to take legal action stop a dismissal process riddled 

with corruption and felony crimes by the key players according to WEA's own sworn 

submissions in the past, when it knows well I have valid appeals on WEA as well as WHR 

decisions pending as well as formal criminal complaints,that are  longstanding and being 

unaddressed so far not of my doing or fault. 

  

Again, this will be sent to law enforcement. 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.

saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com; jborba@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org; 

dereke@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 16:08:32 -0700 

Dear Mr. McNett: 

  

It is Professor not Dr. Craven. I just got this letter today (I have a public post box and registered 

letters should be sent to be signed for by me personally and/or also sent email as they are time-

sensitive and I have known and documented medical disabilities that this union appears to be 

willfully blind to if not at the level of depraved indifference to the known effects of induced 

toxic stress (such as that which accompanies serial denials of basic due process aided and 

abetted by the union supposed to represent you and not allow precedents clearly intended to 

be used against others) on human health and longevity. 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
mailto:lookinghawk@hotmail.com
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This is to constitute a formal appeal against this decision and to document for the record the 

particulars of this process and decision making: 

  

1) At the suggestion of WEA, and witnessed, I was to be provided a correct and full copy of the 

tape of the hearing, requested at the insistence of WEA, and without it and a record to use for 

appeal and to take to law enforcement that I indicated I would send a copy to, and failing that, 

the hearing was to be redone so that a full-record could be obtained for appeal and law 

enforcement uses. This was not done, my repeated inquires on the status of the hearing with 

the tape not having been provided serially ignored, this decision was made again without a 

record to allow me to use to appeal from and for other venues including PERC.  

2) I have never been provided, and none was given at the hearing, of any written allegations 

and supporting specifics, evidence and citations of policy and law, by Margaret Olney or 

anyone, of my having failed to assist her and comply with her directives even once. Just like 

Clark College, with their demonstrated contempt for the law and elementary due process,  WEA 

appears to think that merely restating an allegation is somehow intrinsic evidence of some sort 

for the allegation. Over and over complainants have been allowed to make allegations with no 

transparency, evidence, accountability or even record of who they were and what the said. This 

union is furthering this contempt for due process and serial denial of duty of fair 

representation. 

  

3) It was the sworn testimonies of two WEA and AHE union officers, in two different venues, 

and in one case in the same venue, that exposed the repeated perjury, obstruction of justice, 

declared intent to "get rid" of me by Robert Knight, and every person with knowledge of that 

perjury and related felonies (WEA and AHE members had such knowledge a full year before 

passed on to me), all contained within the materials submitted to the hearing and to be used on 

appeal, contained not simply my allegations, but supporting evidence (tapes and documents I 

had no hand in originating, no prior knowledge of, no influence on the content or timing), texts 

of laws, with invitations to rebuttal in writing and yet none of that has been reported to law 

enforcement  per your duties under law cited to WEA and AHE over and over. 

  



4) Your letter does not mention the opposing general counsel from the AG's office allowed not 

only to be present, but to present provably false statements (another reason why the missing 

tape is very troubling and all of you will be asked about it in future extended depositions in 

other venues) in opposition to funding that the hush money offer alone shows would reveal 

more crimes and cover-ups in any fair and impartial hearing not run by those with "mutuality of 

interests" that I predicted and have come to pass as predicted and when predicted: a serious 

examination of the whole process, each of the stages of progressive discipline, shows not only 

calculated, coordinated, serial denials of due process, obstructions of ADA complaints, and 

more, but also elements of WEA and AHE in active coordination and collusion with those 

against whom they are supposed to be representing not only me, but the whole membership as 

my case is about a lot more than  me. The more serious any investigation, the more WEA and 

AHE are exposed for past serial acts of failure of duty of fair representation, misprision of a 

felony, obstruction of justice, subornation of perjury through cover-up and concealment, 

conspiracy against rights and under color of law and more. The exact "mutuality of interests" 

that Mr. Knight was overhead bragging about and that was reported to Mr. Boyer long ago. 

  

5) I have asked and ask again, what is the legal authority and reasoning behind the union, any 

union, allowing opposing counsel in a current case of dismissal to have any standing or reason 

to be allowed to make such submissions. What is his full name and title as well as the names of 

any persons, in any capacity, whether present in the hearing room or not (one person was 

outside the room but one of the hearing members went out of the room to speak with him 

periodically). 

  

6) Where in writing was I ever given specifics of any alleged failure to assist counsel? What 

about Margaret Olney's own praise of my commitment to education and the like in her last 

message? What about the fact that on the Sunday night before going to the hearing (not 

knowing that a motion to limit was waiting to be "ruled" on orally) I was in her officer putting 

together the files of documents for the case? This merely making an allegation then when 

asked for supporting evidence and law to support it merely repeating the allegation as if 

repeating it now gives evidence for itself, the Clark College modus operandi, along with 

summarily declaring time limits and narrow scopes of allowable evidence and appeal, these are 

all tactics of those who fear any real examination of their allegations and non-specifics and non-

evidence to support them.     

  



7) I asked over and over if this has gone to NEA.. Unions are not the property of labor 

aristocrats who often run them. Just like community colleges, their resources and jobs belong 

to the People, so it is that unions belong to the membership. When locals go rogue or are 

captured by cloistered and self-serving/protecting elites, they compromise the standing, 

reputation, resources, and even survival of the wider unions of which they  are a part. This case 

for sure will go to NEA, but the delays, which only embolden Clark College to more cover-up, 

intransigence and future crimes, are causing real harm to myself, my family, my health and to 

the standing and effectiveness of the union to deal with the just cases of others. 

  

8) These delays in responding to my appeal, setting up the process of appeal and hearing, the 

non-provision of a usable copy of the tape of the hearing, the lack of any due process or 

specificity of charges or what of my responses and evidence to them were even considered, all 

serve to not only serially deny me due process, and cover-up WEA/AHE past dereliction of duty 

to fair representation, but emboldens them to continue a corrupt and corrupted process from 

which and within which only more corruption, more perjury, more subornation of perjury, 

obstruction of justice and cover-ups can follow. 

  

This will go to law enforcement as this decision is but more cover-up and I believe an example 

of coordination between WHR, WEA, AHE, Clark College and the AG's office and I believe more 

discovery and  intrigue like this will only sadly compromise the union that I have tried over and 

over to keep out of this as an institution. 

  

Please accept this as a formal appeal against this decision and notice of my intent to file formal 

criminal complaints against all those present in this decision who will be also named personally 

in civil complaints. and the signed pdf will follow. 

  

I have a long paper trail of legitimate questions posed, laws and evidence cited, all in writing 

with no responses from WEA, AHE and others. This will now for sure all go to PERC and other 

agencies; since elements in this union appear to have such contempt for the law and refuse to 

go to it when it is being serially broken, now it is time for the law (Icivil and criminal) to be 

brought to this union as well as to the Clark College administration and the AG's office. No need 

for perjury and subornation cover-ups, refusal to go to paper, leaving fingerprints and thus 



accountability off of decisions, serial denials of due process if the case against me is clean; only 

if it is dirty.  

  

Sincerely, 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

Professor of Economics 

  

  

  

  

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 18:33:58 +0000 

Dr. Craven, 

  

I noted in your message below that you have now requested that any documents sent to 

you by mail also be provided via email. In response to this request, I am attaching an 

electronic copy of my letter to you dated Sept. 30, 2014. This letter was sent by certified 

mail on that date to the address that you provided to us, and you confirmed that address 

at the close of the hearing when it was announced that the decision of the Hearing and 

Appeals Board would be transmitted by mail within six days per the established 

mailto:MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


procedures of the Board. We received a USPS return receipt indicating delivery of the 

letter on Oct. 2, 2014. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Mike McNett 

Staff Consultant, Hearing and Appeals Board 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 753-7192 cell 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

mcnettm@gmail.com 

Skype: mike_mcnett 

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, October 09, 2014 10:24 AM 

To: Aimee Iverson [WA]; Mike McNett [WA]; Jay Inslee; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Dean Lookinghawk; 

Kevin Saito; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Jace Borba [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA] 

Subject: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

  

To WEA, Washington Human Rights, Washington Attorney General's Office and Clark College 

Board of Trustees: 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
mailto:mcnettm@gmail.com
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov
mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov


  

The following formal requests, with supporting evidence and law, along with requests for 

rebuttal in writing remain unanswered and even unacknowledged. (see attached previous 

submissions). Further, I attended the hearing on my appeal for new counsel to be funded by 

WEA, I allowed taping per WEA request and yet no usable tape was provided of the hearing. I 

indicated that I needed that tape and that I would be turning it over to law enforcement as I 

believe it contained evidence of crimes as well as coordination and collusion between WEA and 

the Attorney General's Office as well as with Washington Human Rights to deny my clear status 

as a whistle-blower in order to avoid timelines as well as hard physical evidence of felony 

crimes having been committed and thus the duty to report them under 18 USC 4 and 73. 

  

I stand unrepresented, with serious medical disabilities, and with a thoroughly corrupt and 

corrupted process being continued with clear evidence of serious and serial felonies by the 

central ringleader of all complaints against me as well as the "judge", assessor of discipline and 

even "appeal" authority on two of three possible levels of appeal (when I ever even got a 

Laudermill hearing to appeal). 

  

The hush money offer, with public monies and resources expended already, especially in the 

context of my having made repeated and sworn submissions to law enforcement (about crimes 

not torts or even gross misdemeanors per 18 USC 4 and 73), all of which preceded the the 

pilings-on of charges and kangaroo courts that followed, represented a criminal solicitation to 

obstruct justice and repudiate or compromise my previous submissions to law enforcement, to 

sign away my free speech and other Constitutional rights, as well as duties under law in 

perpetuity not to disparage or file any kind of legal action or complaint against  any employee 

or  agent of Clark College ever for anything even with cause. This is not only more than one 

affirmative material step in furtherance of objectives and conduct that amount to obstruction 

of justice per se, but this represents more than that: this represents conspiracy not only to 

obstruct justice, but to pervert the course and cause of justice by attempting to create a record 

of contrived and engineered falsehoods and decisions that act as precedent and findings to be 

used against other whistle-blowers as well as to inoculate the participants against future civil as 

well as criminal charges and prosecution. Otherwise why the last minute hush money offer with 

21 days to consider (all of a sudden no time pressures) and why no "ruling" on the motion to 

limit all evidence or stages of progressive discipline until the morning of the hearing and after 

the hush money offer made? 



  

This will be going to EEOC, PERC, Washington DOP, Governor Inslee, Washington Ethics and law 

enforcement. There is no need to fear going to paper with and explaining the law and reasoning 

behind, decisions if they they are clean and defensible; only if they are not. There is no need for 

hush money, perjury, obstruction of justice, motions to limit (hide), displacing fingerprints and 

accountability, lack of transparency and accountability  if the case is clean only if it is dirty. I also 

asked for proof that this case has been sent to NEA because of the precedents and issues 

involved. 

  

The FBI at PDX asked me to bring the hush money offer and attorney Margaret Olney to their 

office. That was their request once they knew the terms of the offer and when it was made, 

they only wanted to know if it was in writing. When Margaret could not or would not 

accompany me, I had not only a right but a duty under law not to continue her representation 

knowing that it would build on more obstruction of justice and perjury to continue. None of 

these issues have been addressed. This hush money offer could not have been made without 

the active sign-off by the Clark College Board of Trustees, Mr. Knight, the AG's Office, Mr. 

Stonier and thus they have all impeached themselves and their fitness to sit and pass on any 

aspect of this case by their own conduct. I have no doubt the three trustees I did not know 

were spoon-fed what the other two (also with material conflicts of interest to sit as "judges" on 

whether I am guilty or not). 

  

Finally, because of the medications I am on, I cannot drive sometimes and thus do not get me 

mail except once a week. Please send a copy of anything sent in the mail also to my email and 

the snail-mail game, if played as it has been on me in the past, also reveals patters which reveal 

connections, intentions as well as mens rea. All of these machinations and attempt to escape 

contradictions and webs of deceit and cover-ups will simply not work; the more the avoidance 

and refusal to recognize and follow the laws cited to you the worse it will be in the other 

venues that will come. Please regard this as a good-faith attempt to apprise of and attempt to 

mitigate, real damages and threats to me health and life,  not only to myself and family, but to 

students who are being defrauded and handed unqualified and unvetted faculty being kept on 

as those who act unlawfully with others become beholden on each other as one goes down can 

and will take down the others. This is a recipe for more cover-ups and serial denials of basic due 

process that the union itself has alleged in past submissions now being taken as the union 

having "stipulated" to previous stages of progressive discipline as duly conducted and charges 

duly made. 



  

sincerely 

  

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically) 

Professor of Economics       

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

  

  

  

 

  

Dear Ms or Mr. Mead: 

 

The promises made and witnessed by Dean Lookinghawk (working tape or new hearing) are clear, the 

reasons for the imperative of a hearing with a full record are clear, the law is clear on duty to report 

knowledge of commission of felony crimes (18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242) especially when the AG's office is 

involved, my requests, allegations and submissions along with supporting evidence for them have been 

clear and still unacknowleged or rebutted,  the issues and dangerous precedents for WEA and its 

membership are clear, and my reasons under law for refusing the $100,000 hush money offer that could 

have shut this whole farce down are clear, and my requests below are very clear. You have had control 

of the scheduling and timing of the hearings all along relative to the timeline for getting "rid of professor 

Craven' so this newfound concern and protestations of my intent or requests being unclear (see below 

one more time) are pure disingenuousness.  

 

New Stage 1 hearing immediately no going to 15 minutes before the Executive yet. We will play this all 

out because I have not committed perjury or lied, I have no conspired in backrooms against anyone, 

thus I have no lies to remember and which ones covered which other ones, I have no tangled webs of 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


deceit coming unraveled. Look at what I just got today AFTER my termination on Oct 22, 2014: they are 

trying to clean house and only making it worse: 

 

RE: BW717 Public Records Request - Dated October 29, 2014 

 

RE: BW717 Public Records Request - Dated October 29, 2014 

kimberly Baker 

  

  

 
  

11/03/14 

  

 
 Documents 

To: James Craven (omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com) 

Cc: Heaton, Theresa 

 

 

 

 

 

Outlook.com Active View  

 

 

1 attachment (823.4 KB) 
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BW717 CRAVEN 11-3-14.pdf 

View online 

Download as zip 

Dear Mr. Craven: 

  

Please see the attached in regard to your public records request received in our 
office on October 29, 2014.  Sign and date and return to me at your earliest 
convenience.  Thank you and have a nice day! 

  

Sincerely,  

  

Kimberly Baker 

Clark College 

Office of the Vice President 

Administrative Services 

(360) 992-2706 

(360) 992-2884 Fax 

Mail Stop: BRD-160 

  

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?rru=inbox


Vision Statement: Administrative Services: Innovative team solutions that support the future of 

Clark College. 

  

Purpose Statement: Administrative Services is a proud team driven by integrity that delivers consistent, 

reliable, innovative, flexible, and responsive support services to all constituents within the framework of 

best practices – resulting in mission fulfillment for Clark College.   

 

Plus  

 
From: CBonnell@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KMead@WashingtonEA.org; ATiberio@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Your Step II Appeal 

Date: Tue, 4 Nov 2014 00:17:04 +0000 

Hello Mr. Craven, This email is being sent to you on behalf of Kim Mead. Cindy 

  

Mr. Craven, 

  

It was my understanding that after the Step 1 hearing on September 26, 2014 when you were notified 
that we were unable to produce a recording of the hearing, the Committee Chair offered you the option 
of holding the hearing again where it would hopefully have been possible to fix the recording issues. You 
did not wish to pursue that option at that time. I would like to extend you the option of scheduling 
another Step 1 hearing before the Hearing and Appeals Committee where we will be sure to have a 
functional recording of the proceedings.  

  

Please note that it may not be possible to schedule another Step 1 hearing before the date of the next 
WEA Board of Directors meeting. In the alternative, you may proceed instead with a Step 2 hearing 
before the full WEA Board of Directors on November 22, 2014 in the absence of a recording of the 
proceedings from the Step 1 hearing held on September 26, 2014. 

  

Please let me know which option you would like to pursue. 



 
Sincerely, 

  

Kim Mead 

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, October 31, 2014 2:46 PM 
To: Cindy Bonnell [WA]; Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Info PERC; Jay Inslee; Lisa 
Lewison [WA]; Jace Borba [WA]; Mike McNett [WA]; Kevin Saito 
Subject: FW: Your Step II Appeal 

  

  

 

From: CBonnell@WashingtonEA.org 
To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
Subject: Your Step II Appeal 
Date: Fri, 31 Oct 2014 16:34:02 +0000 

Good morning Mr. Craven, 

  

Please find attached a courtesy copy of the letter from Kim Mead that is being sent to you 
today via certified mail. Also included is a copy of the Hearing and Appeals Procedure. 

  

Thank you. 

Cindy 

  

Cindy Bonnell 

Secretary to the President and Board of Directors 

mailto:CBonnell@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


Washington Education Association 

v. 253-765-7035 

  

Dear Mr or Ms Mead: 

  

First of all if we are to argue only from what was presented at the hearing, then WEA has a 
responsibility to provide me a working tape or a new hearing producing a working tape, along 
with the written record of the hearing, as I have requested from Mr. McNett over and over with 
no response. WEA's contempt for basic due process, the importance of the precedents being 
allowed and that will be used against other members, the contempt for my own service 
including to the union is breathtaking and will be brought to account in other venues. 

  

Meanwhile, again, you play games with timing, I have been terminated and with the clear and 
open active coordination and collusion of the union charged with supposed to be protecting my 
rights, those of the membership, the contract and the law (again see 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242, 
RCW 42.20, RCW 42.30 etc) All this has done is send a green light and enabled as well as 
covered-up the serial denials of due process that have taken place, the felony crimes that your 
own officers exposed that you continue to refuse to report as under your duty under 18 USC 4; 
this will not go away and it is why I would and could never take that $100,000 hush money offer 
that itself was a crime of criminal solicitation for me to repudiate and or neutralize and obstruct 
previous whistle-blower and other submissions to law enforcement about which the union, 
AG's office and college were well aware; submissions made under penalty of perjury and for 
which I can be held and should be held accountable for their veracity, supporting evidence, law 
and my own motives and intentions. 

  

So please provide me the written record of that hearing or a new hearing, as was agreed with 
witnesses, that will produce an official record for future use and venues, and also, as I 
requested, please provide proof that these issues and my submissions have been sent to NEA. 
Please also acknowledge and address if refusing to answer, the legitimate questions posed to 
WEA and AHE below. No answer to legitimate questions, especially serial non responses 
become tacit non-rebuttal and legal verities later. 

  

This is for the record and continued intransigence, sandbagging, contrivances with timelines 
and the rest is all being kept for a record and only causes me and my family more and more 



distress and damages as well as suborns and covers-up perjury and other felonies that WEA and 
AHE sworn testimonies have exposed. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

James Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically)  

  

  

Please address these issues as they have been sent and will be sent to law enforcement per 18 
USC 4, 73, 241, 242, 28 USC 455, 28 USC 1361 

  

Mr McNett: 

  

First of all you keep avoiding the fact that WEA and AHE have knowledge of a felony crime exposed 

twice in the sworn testimonies of WEA and AHE officers plus you have direct knowledge, or should 

have, of serial falsehoods and false representations in the submissions of Ms Terada and others that 

directly contradict the sworn submissions by WEA and AHE officers. Further, I have asked that Jace 

Borba be interviewed as he, along with Dean Lookinghawk, are direct witnesses that expose perjury 

in the submissions and testimony of Joseph Nash and others. WEA also has direct knowledge as to 

why my arbitration on one year off was not funded and it had nothing to do with my proved guilt; it 

had to do, and still has to do with any serious defense by WEA now exposes the serial denials of due 

process, lack of predicate Laudermills in earlier stages, and lack of effective representation that I 

and the membership (via precedents set) suffered at the hands of some treacherous individuals in 

both WEA and AHE--acquired "mutuality of interests". the proof of that is what is missing in all the 

submissions by WEA and AHE: the previous reprimand, 7 days off, 8 days off all with no hearings, no 

union representation, no appeals, all summarily imposed while I was on medical leave and critically 

ill and/or off contract and all for protected conversations on an intra-union list that management is 

not supposed to have access to let alone control over. Plus the fact that none of my statements 

when looked in totality and not by a perjurer with malicious intent, it is clear that I was and am 

guilty of nothing other than caring deeply about the students and proper hiring and vetting for all 

teachers. 



  

Then take this to NEA as these delays smell of coordination and collusion with Clark College and the 

AG's office that you are supposed to be representing me and the membership against when these 

kinds of issues are at stake. This will not go away and this is why I do not take phone calls. 

  

In any case, your duty under law is clear and you folks continue to ignore 18 USC 4 and your duty 

under law to report felony crimes especially when it was your own officers, acting in the course of 

their duties, dealing with public employment, and when the consequences of your failure to act are 

irreversible; plus real people are being defrauded right now by individuals hired through backdoor 

hiring and no vetting that the union has opposed and must oppose to protect the membership 

interest against anti-union snitches and scabs undermining the very union-won conditions and 

contracts they take for themselves and their own protection. 

  

This will go to law enforcement and I need the names and mailing addresses of all persons involved 

in the appeal hearing and am still waiting for a usable copy of the tape of that hearing because as 

Dean Lookinghawk noted there were provably false statements made by the representative from 

the general counsel of WEA made and this intransigence and refusal to do even your basic duties 

under law and as WEA employees will be played back to you and you will answer in other venues. 

The facts are clear, the law is clear, your duty under law is clear; that is why I did not take the 

$100,000, even as I have a professorship of economics offered to me in China at Tsinghua 

University, even as my name and credentials have been trashed by those whose own resumes in 

economics and education I am told would not make a footnote on my own resume, because I 

cannot walk way from crimes and see them not reported; Knight's perjury, obstruction of justice 

and conspiracy against rights at a minimum stand independent of my case in a fundamental sense. 

  

Either the appeal process is already fixed, just like all that has transpired up to this point, that going 

further in appeal is pointless, or if the appeal process is valid, then your decision to let this go on 

knowing that felony crimes have been committed and are at the heart of the whole process and 

those administrating it, refusing to challenge and expose it, then this is pure criminal conduct and 

cover-up, as well as aiding and abetting and emboldening an unjust and felony tainted process 

according to WEA and AHE own sworn testimonies and submissions not my supposed rants and 

allegations. All of this will be played out in future venues and I am doing all I can not to damage 

WEA as an institution due to the apparent derelictions of duty and worse by some of its officers 

now in an inherent conflict of interest position in any involvement in the appeal process. 



  

I have given this union every chance to act like a union before having to go to PERC. I waived 

conflict with Margaret Olney even as she had been the attorney on the Watson case on which I was 

one of two whistle-blowers. To say that I did not assist her is a lie and a contemptible one as well. 

Why would FBI immediately ask me if that hush money offer was in writing when they heard the 

terms? Why did they ask for me to bring Margaret Olney and the offer down to their office? Why 

did Margaret not accompany me and how could I keep her on as a my attorney if she would not 

come down to report felony crimes that she had knowledge of and as requested by FBI as well as 

per 18 USC 4 and also concern for me and my family? Was she worried that she might also expose 

crimes by WEA employees as well and was in conflict as she was representing me but through 

WEA? These are but some of the questions ahead for all of you.  

  

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

         US Code 

         Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.  

  

Please forward this to NEA and please give me the mailing addresses (for legal service) of all those 

at WEA involved in the appeal process. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ163/html/PLAW-113publ163.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=0#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=1#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
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Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically) 

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org; JHardie@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

Date: Mon, 27 Oct 2014 19:51:10 +0000 

Professor Craven: 

  

Your appeal concerning the denial of WEA legal services funding is still pending at the 

WEA Board of Directors level. Notice regarding that appeal is forthcoming. However, 

WEA will not be providing you with legal representation until such time, if any, that the 

WEA Board or NEA determine on the basis of your appeal to reverse the decision of the 

WEA General Counsel and restore funding of legal services to you. WEA will not be 

taking any action to appeal the Clark College Board of Trustees Findings of Fact, 

Conclusions of Law, and Final Order issued on October 21, 2014 within the related time 

frame. Thus, you should not expect, nor rely upon, WEA to do so. 

  

Mike McNett 

Hearing and Appeals Board Staff Consultant 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2014 8:57 PM 

mailto:MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:JHardie@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


To: Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Bonnie 

Terada; Lisa Lewison [WA]; Jace Borba [WA]; Aimee Iverson [WA]; Info PERC; Mike McNett [WA] 

Subject: FW: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

  

Mr. McNett: 

  

Please see the attached termination order for October 22, 2014. This is despite my having a 

valid appeal for legal assistance pending and my legal reasons for demanding that this 

corrupted process be terminated. This is the order from the same Board of Trustees and AG's 

office that authorized the last minute $100,000 hush money offer that the FBI wanted to see in 

writing and the last minute motion to limit and hide the serial denials of due process and the 

failure of the union to document and stop it, as well as the perjury, obstruction of justice and 

serial violations of duty under law to report knowledge of felonies having been committed on 

the part of union officers, lawyers and members of the AG's office. 

  

I will be taking this to FBI tomorrow to file formal criminal complaint. We now have the final 

brief of Ms Terada that is riddled with falsehoods and misrepresentations directly contradicted 

by the sworn submissions of WEA/AHE briefs as well as in a hearing with conflicting sworn and 

very material testimonies in the same hearing as well as previously in separate  venues. This will 

not go away no matter what anyone thinks of the charges against me; the perjury and other 

crimes stand unexposed and unacknowledged and even suborned  by WEA and AHE refusal to 

do your duty under law as well as fiduciary as well for individual members as well as for the 

membership in not allowing these kinds of serial railroading of people out of public 

employment for doing their duty under law which is all I am guilty of as WEA itself once 

asserted and with the authorization of legal representation in this case. 

  

I expect the union to file for an immediate injunction against the imposition of this order, I have 

due process and stages of appeal pending, this act also serves to cover-up crimes that were 

exposed not by me but by sworn and unrebutted testimonies of Dr. Roi and Mr. Davidson 

acting for WEA and AHE.   I expect the union to take this to PERC as I will be taking it there as 

well. Over and over I have given this union every chance to act like a union and have made 

mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov
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good-faith notice and evidence of and chances to mitigate, real and ongoing damages to me, 

my family and to the students and institution. Please regard this as the same. 

  

This will be sent to law enforcement as real time crimes going on. 

 

From: lkent@clark.edu 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com; BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV 

CC: SWilliams@clark.edu; DerekE@ATG.WA.GOV 

Subject: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

Date: Wed, 22 Oct 2014 16:08:29 +0000 

Good morning, 

  

Please see the attached Final Order from the Clark College Board of Trustees. 

  

Hard copies will be sent to you via USPS today. 

  

  

  

Leigh Kent 

Executive Assistant to the President 

Clark College 

1933 Fort Vancouver Way 

Vancouver, WA  98663 

P:  360-992-2101 

mailto:lkent@clark.edu
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV
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F:  360-992-2871 

  

  

  

Mr. Mc Nett: 

  

Please see the above sent to me today. I am terminated as of October 22,, 2014. 

  

Professor Craven, 

  

I am not in a position to advise you regarding the matter below, nor am I able to access 

the linked files. 

  

Your appeal regarding the denial of continued legal services is now pending at level of 

the WEA Board of Directors. In accordance with the appeal policy and procedures, the 

WEA Board should hear the appeal at their next scheduled meeting. 

  

The next meeting of the WEA Board is slated for November 21st and 22nd at the WEA 

headquarters building in Federal Way. I have been in communication with the WEA 

President’s assistant regarding the specific time and date and hope to be able to give 

you that information soon. The information will be sent to you via certified mail and, per 

your request, by email. 

  

Mike McNett 



Hearing and Appeals Board Staff Consultant 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, October 21, 2014 8:09 AM 

To: Dean Lookinghawk; Mike McNett [WA]; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; Aimee 

Iverson [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Bonnie Terada 

Subject: RE: Response to Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still 

Unaddressed 

  

Dear Mr. Mc Nett: 

  

I just got received this sent to me today  (see AG motion against termination or postponement) on legal representation pending. That this was not 

apparently sent to the union, is indicative of contempt for it and/or coordination and collusion between the union and administration. But the fact is that 

the serial falsehoods, omissions, in this brief and motion the union is in a position to know and has in past sworn submissions provided the evidence of 

some of the falsehoods in the brief. Further, some of the representations conflict directly with those made by WEA and AHE under oath thus there are 

implications here in terms of possible future criminal and civil complaints against the union and named persons acted on behalf of the union. Further, 

refusal to address my pending appeal (and as far as I know I still have a valid pending appeal with WHR and my complaint was supposed to be sent to EEOC 

by WHR as well) as well as formal criminal complaints against those who had knowledge of the evidence of perjury by Bob Knight and not only refused to 

report it per 18 USC 4, but continue, as with this motion, to try to conceal from legal scrutiny and accountability, evidence of serial perjury and obstruction 

of justice by the very person who appointed the investigators to deliver the cover-ups he sought; the very person who acted as "judge" his (words), 

assessor of discipline on complaints he initiated; the very person who initiated and/or recruited complainants and rewarded them with unprecedented 

course loads for which they were not qualified and vetted; the very person who even acted as appeal authority on his own charges, investigations, findings, 

and assessments of discipline through recruited proxies that the WEA and AHE produced evidence of and asked to be reported on the intra-union list. The 

very evidence they say was not provided was in fact provided even with attempts to prevent a record for future use with the last minute hush money offer 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
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followed by the motion to limit any rebuttal or evidence against allegations repeated over and over as either supposed evidence of themselves and or 

properly adjudicated "findings" of "facts." And in no cases were the original and complete documents considered from which partial and shaped quotes 

were taken as somehow self-evidently indicative of charges and conclusions never made in any formal complaints when there were any formal complaints. 

The specifics of my criminal complaint, which includes the Board of Trustees for signing off on the hush money offer based on only one-sided 

representations of the issues and without one word from me, along with their own refusal to act on their acquired knowledge of perjury and obstruction of 

justice evident on the part of Knight or on the part of Dr. Roi and Ms Davidson, make them unfit, and in direct and material conflicts of interest  to continue 

this corrupted process and act on the issue of my termination.   

  

This will be sent to law enforcement as they are being allowed and enabled with union non-responses to all of this, to stack-up and pile on all the 

allegations of the past as somehow proved and stipulated to by the union with non-arbitration, the very stuff the hush money off and motion to limit were 

designed to prevent any rebuttal of--more serial denials of basic due process. 

  

But this process has been corrupted from the beginning and this will not go away not matter what happens. Please read this motion and just look even at 

the brief written by Lisa Lewison to see some of the outright falsehoods and misrepresentations in this motion. Further, I would ask both Dean 

Lookinghawk and Jace Borba to review the transcripts of the hearing on termination with particular reference to the testimony of Joseph Vance as they 

were witnesses to my repeated objections to only two hours allotted for three complaints and cross-complaints and they are witnesses that none of my 

ADA and cross-complaints were ever addressed by Sievert or by Nash and thus witnesses to possible perjury in the testimonies of Joseph Vance and others 

as well. 

  

Please get back to me on this as I just received this today and I know they are intent on a Oct 22 deadline for their own agenda. 

There is no way this process can be saved or the body of corrupted "findings" accepted to be argued from. This is fruit of a highly, serially and intentionally 

poisoned tree that can yield no usable legal fruit except as evidence of conspiracy to obstruct justice, suborn and cover-up perjury, conspiracy to pervert, 

corrupt and engineer the course, outcomes and potential future precedents of justice. 

  

The sworn submissions of WEA and AHE portions of which are in my petition in Appendix 4, directly refute, with supporting evidence and transcripts, many 

representations and assertions of fact in this and other motions submitted on behalf of Clark College and WEA and AHE are well aware of it and have been 

made well aware of falsehoods exposed by their own sworn submissions and evidence. Failure to report these contradictions in sworn testimonies, as in 

the most recent case of conflicting sworn testimonies in the same hearing, constitutes at least two major felonies (18 USC 4 and 73) with each act of willful 

disregard for petitions such as this one to do your duty under law a separate act of contempt for the law and the union's duty.  



  

I expect WEA and AHE to act on my valid appeal for legal representation immediately. Anyone who questions my medical status without taking the due 

diligence to check with my physicians who have been given release to discuss my health, is engaging in reckless and depraved disregard for my health 

condition and showing reckless disregard for facts available but not sought. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

  

  

  

  

James has files to share with you on OneDrive. To view them, click the links below. 

 AG Motion Against Termination or Postponement WEA Notice of Com.pdf 

 AG Motion Against Termination or Postponement WEA Notice of Com.pdf 

 

To Jim and Mr. McNett: 

  

What is this about? I was standing right there when they brought the tape of the hearing that they said 

they could not get to play with audio, I said we would try to see if we could do something, I 

recommended a wide codec package called K-Lite free to download from the internet website, in an 

attempt to try to recover the audio, and it was the chairwoman who said if they and we could not get a 

working copy of the tape the meeting had to be redone and would be redone as to get a audio copy for 

the record. She stated and agreed that audio recording  is critical to have a full record. Including my own 

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx


reporting within the hearing of the many things I have seen personally witnessed; Including  terms of 

cover-ups and more, plus there were several false statements made by the lawyer opposing your 

petition there that I know to be false directly. They need to be repeated or captured on tape. I cannot 

restore it and they now ask us to send them a copy of their own tape that they were responsible to 

making sure was properly made and usable. 

  

As for the charge that you did not fully assist your attorney, I am a direct witness to all your interactions, 

I have read all your exchanges with her and that is a flat-out untruth and there is not one piece of 

evidence to support such statements as you failed to support your attorney. I have also, received all 

correspondence  between you and your attorney as  not only you CC myself as a CC: recipient , but so 

did your attorney. You definitely gave an unquestionable warning that if she did not come with you to 

FBI as I did, and as she was requested by them, to bring the hush money offer and discuss it and the 

perjury by Bob Knight, you would have no choice, as a matter of your understanding of the law 

(continuing a legal defense that involves cover-up and subornation of perjury and other felonies and 

refusal to report felony perjury that has occurred the second time an on her watch?) to terminate her 

representation. And I was present the first time you met her, and again in her office when you stated 

emphatically...  No settlements, sealed or otherwise, no hush money because there are crimes and 

others involved not just you. 

  

Perhaps it takes a special kind of fool to ignore or not even question the many things the many things i 

have witnessed at your many "Hearings" that were later called and referred to just "Meetings" I have 

also been to Law Enforcement with you to report such crimes of perjury, interfering with witnesses, 

abuse of power, etc.. And yet not once have I been interviewed or questioned within any kind of 

investigation or inquiry to determine all possible facts.   

  

Dean Lookinghawk 

  

  

To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.

saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com;aiverson@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org

; dereke@atg.wa.gov; bonniet@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: RE: Response to Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
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Unaddressed 

Date: Mon, 13 Oct 2014 17:47:59 -0700 

Mr. McNett, 

  

Thanks for your response and also for your clarification as to the identity of the attorney as 

from the general counsel for WEA not the AG but the effect was the same as having the AG's 

argument represented. If you have a working copy of the tape I asked for it to be sent. There 

was not agreement to proceed without it; in fact it was the chairperson of this hearing that 

suggested that without the record which I had insisted on waiting for, there was no basis for me 

to appeal and I indicated I would be appealing as that hearing had all the spontaneity and 

impartiality of a bad Gilbert and Sullivan. And I did not get a copy of any written submissions by 

that person. Why was Ms Iverson not present? 

  

I have asked over and over for proof that this has been sent to NEA because of the issues 

involved and that WEA is up to its neck in material conflicts of interest just as Bob Knight was in 

acting as investigator, judge, jury, assessor of punishment and even appeal authority on his own 

charges or those through proxies. 

  

But you still refuse to mention the word perjury and the fact that it was the sworn testimonies 

of two union officers, in two different venues, that exposed the statement "There is no morale 

problem. There will be no morale problem when we get rid of professor Craven." (not reported 

to me for over a year while his plan was being carried out and I--and the membership via 

precedents being set--was serially being denied due process and union representation, all of 

which has been covered-up and is still being covered-up because WEA and AHE are simply in 

the position that Bob Knight was overheard bragging about and counting on: you investigate 

him and his perjury, the better the job the more they expose WEA and AHE lawyers, never mind 

rank-and-file union reps, not only failing to report felony crimes they have evidence of in their 

possession, failing to file against disciplines without Laudermills even, but also actively colluding 

to prevent full examination and final due process in my termination and exposure of perjury by 

the central ringleader in all charges against me, due to acquired "mutuality of interests". This is 

what happens when any form of corruption and dereliction of duty goes on: those who do 

corruption or are derelict in duty to expose and stop it acquire a mutuality of interests in that 

each can and will take down the other if taken down. That is the situation in which the WEA 



and AHE have placed themselves and a whole lot of sunlight and transparency will be coming to 

WEA and AHE for sure. 

  

In any case, I am still a public employee, my pay is still being assessed for membership dues to 

help pay your salary, none of you at WEA own WEA, it is an institution that has seen others 

fired and sued for dereliction of duty and worse in the past, I have a valid appeal pending, there 

are critical union issues and precedents involved in this case, my case was accepted for legal 

assistance, no one has given me one statement from Margaret or anyone, no evidence, no 

specifics of my having failed to assist  her (the opposite is this case), and in any case I expect 

you and WEA to notify the College of my status, that I have been operating without counsel due 

to no fault of my own in terms of timing of WEA appeal procedures, I have definite medical 

disabilities, and any move to push this process forward is more serial denials of due process but 

also more 18 USC 4 and 73 and RCW 42.20. 

  

Further, it is even worse because Dr. Roi and Lynn Davidson, at considerable legal risk to 

themselves, nonetheless testified a second time, this time with awareness (before they, like 

Lisa Lewison during the Whalen hearing were unaware that their sworn testimonies directly 

opposed the sworn testimony of Knight and thus wither their testimonies or Knight's were 

perjury and obstruction of justice per se) that their testimonies would oppose the sworn 

testimony of Knight in the same hearing; they had the courage to do their duty while WEA 

proposes to shut down and refuse to report these serious felonies and aid and abet the position 

of the opposing counsel to do it. 

  

You have evidence of perjury by Bob Knight, what is the language of 18 USC 4 or 73 or the other 

statutes cited that is unclear to you. all at WEA? Finally there are statements made by the WEA 

legal rep that were false and I need a working copy of that tape that I indicated to your 

chairperson would be turned over to law enforcement. You demanded the tape, your 

responsibility was to make sure that I had a working copy of that tape prior to my leaving. Dean 

was unable to do anything with it, where is your copy? If you do not have one, how and on 

what basis did you proceed to make a decision on my appeal without even resolving the issue 

and when you knew I would be appealing? Dean Lookinghawk was a witness to all our 

conversations as well as all my interactions with Margaret.   

  



You see how it gets worse and worse? So far you all appear to be actively colluding and 

coordinating for an Oct 22 deadline and I do apologize that my due process and other legal 

rights are in the way. Bottom line: no need for pretexts and star chambers, prejury, obstruction 

of justice, cover-ups, procedural sandbagging, hush money offers, motions to limit, and the like 

if the case is clean; only if it is dirty; 

  

This  is why I only operate on paper. You give your version, I give mine, you bring your evidence 

and witnesses, I bring mine, and we will see whose accounts survive scrutiny by truly 

independent, dispassionate, disinterested and competent arbiters of facts and law. 

  

Every day you refuse to report to law enforcement the knowledge of felony crimes like perjury 

and obstruction of justice that you have in your possession, in fact generated from the sworn 

testimonies of your own union officers is no more an act of omission but an overt act of 

concealment of the commission of a felony crime and the language of the law is clear which is 

why all of you who have received the materials I submitted and still  persist with this theater 

and refusing to do your duty under law and to the membership will be named personally in civil 

action following being named in criminal complaints after being given chance after chance to 

recognize and obey the law. 

  

Please address these concerns and the questions I have posed not the ones you might have 

preferred to be asked. This will go to law enforcement per my duties under the statute cited 

below--ASAP reporting mandated by law. 

  

James Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

         US Code 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ163/html/PLAW-113publ163.htm
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         Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 

  

  

  

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Mon, 13 Oct 2014 19:48:08 +0000 

Professor Craven, 

  

You were provided a copy of the recording file following the hearing. As we discussed in 

the lobby that afternoon, we were unfortunately unable to play back the recording from 

that file. We do not know what malfunction caused the recording file to be unusable and 

were surprised by that outcome. Our IT staff person was unable to solve the problem 

and, when we parted company, my understanding was that all parties were satisfied 

with Mr. Lookinghawk’s offer to make an attempt to repair the file. Subsequent to that 

discussion, the Hearing and Appeals Board made a decision, sent you notification, and 

you have appealed that decision to the WEA Board. Your appeal is now pending at that 

level of the process. 

  

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=1#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
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We have provided you with a copy of the only recording file that we have from the 

hearing. If Mr. Lookinghawk or others produce a useable file, we will welcome that 

outcome and ask that you send us a functional copy. 

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, October 13, 2014 10:59 AM 

To: Mike McNett [WA]; Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; Jace Borba 

[WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; dereke@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

  

To WEA et al: 

  

I still have not been provided a copy of the tape of the hearing that led to the hearing decision 

against which I have filed a formal appeal as I have with respect to the whistle-blower decision 

by WHR as well as formal notice of referral of my complaint to EEOC per duty of Washington 

Human Rights when federal issues and crimes are also alleged and supporting evidence and law 

given. 

  

This denies me a record, made at the insistence of WEA from which to appeal as well as a 

record I believe, of further evidence of coordinated and collusive conduct between Clark 

College, the AG's office, possibly WHR and WEA who are supposed to be independent and 

impartial in the processing and review of my complaints and those against me. I have requested 

a viable copy of the tape, to repeat the process even, but now it appears to me that the tape 

was made unusable purposely absent evidence to the contrary due to the apparent intrigue 

and serial refusals to even acknowledge let alone answer my legitimate questions. 

  

Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive. 

  

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
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Please provide a written statement as to what happened with the tape of the hearing on my 

WEA representation and why WEA refuses to take legal action stop a dismissal process riddled 

with corruption and felony crimes by the key players according to WEA's own sworn 

submissions in the past, when it knows well I have valid appeals on WEA as well as WHR 

decisions pending as well as formal criminal complaints,that are  longstanding and being 

unaddressed so far not of my doing or fault. 

  

Again, this will be sent to law enforcement. 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.

saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com; jborba@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org; 

dereke@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 16:08:32 -0700 

Dear Mr. McNett: 

  

It is Professor not Dr. Craven. I just got this letter today (I have a public post box and registered 

letters should be sent to be signed for by me personally and/or also sent email as they are time-

sensitive and I have known and documented medical disabilities that this union appears to be 

willfully blind to if not at the level of depraved indifference to the known effects of induced 

toxic stress (such as that which accompanies serial denials of basic due process aided and 

abetted by the union supposed to represent you and not allow precedents clearly intended to 

be used against others) on human health and longevity. 

  

This is to constitute a formal appeal against this decision and to document for the record the 

particulars of this process and decision making: 
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1) At the suggestion of WEA, and witnessed, I was to be provided a correct and full copy of the 

tape of the hearing, requested at the insistence of WEA, and without it and a record to use for 

appeal and to take to law enforcement that I indicated I would send a copy to, and failing that, 

the hearing was to be redone so that a full-record could be obtained for appeal and law 

enforcement uses. This was not done, my repeated inquires on the status of the hearing with 

the tape not having been provided serially ignored, this decision was made again without a 

record to allow me to use to appeal from and for other venues including PERC.  

2) I have never been provided, and none was given at the hearing, of any written allegations 

and supporting specifics, evidence and citations of policy and law, by Margaret Olney or 

anyone, of my having failed to assist her and comply with her directives even once. Just like 

Clark College, with their demonstrated contempt for the law and elementary due process,  WEA 

appears to think that merely restating an allegation is somehow intrinsic evidence of some sort 

for the allegation. Over and over complainants have been allowed to make allegations with no 

transparency, evidence, accountability or even record of who they were and what the said. This 

union is furthering this contempt for due process and serial denial of duty of fair 

representation. 

  

3) It was the sworn testimonies of two WEA and AHE union officers, in two different venues, 

and in one case in the same venue, that exposed the repeated perjury, obstruction of justice, 

declared intent to "get rid" of me by Robert Knight, and every person with knowledge of that 

perjury and related felonies (WEA and AHE members had such knowledge a full year before 

passed on to me), all contained within the materials submitted to the hearing and to be used on 

appeal, contained not simply my allegations, but supporting evidence (tapes and documents I 

had no hand in originating, no prior knowledge of, no influence on the content or timing), texts 

of laws, with invitations to rebuttal in writing and yet none of that has been reported to law 

enforcement  per your duties under law cited to WEA and AHE over and over. 

  

4) Your letter does not mention the opposing general counsel from the AG's office allowed not 

only to be present, but to present provably false statements (another reason why the missing 

tape is very troubling and all of you will be asked about it in future extended depositions in 

other venues) in opposition to funding that the hush money offer alone shows would reveal 

more crimes and cover-ups in any fair and impartial hearing not run by those with "mutuality of 

interests" that I predicted and have come to pass as predicted and when predicted: a serious 



examination of the whole process, each of the stages of progressive discipline, shows not only 

calculated, coordinated, serial denials of due process, obstructions of ADA complaints, and 

more, but also elements of WEA and AHE in active coordination and collusion with those 

against whom they are supposed to be representing not only me, but the whole membership as 

my case is about a lot more than  me. The more serious any investigation, the more WEA and 

AHE are exposed for past serial acts of failure of duty of fair representation, misprision of a 

felony, obstruction of justice, subornation of perjury through cover-up and concealment, 

conspiracy against rights and under color of law and more. The exact "mutuality of interests" 

that Mr. Knight was overhead bragging about and that was reported to Mr. Boyer long ago. 

  

5) I have asked and ask again, what is the legal authority and reasoning behind the union, any 

union, allowing opposing counsel in a current case of dismissal to have any standing or reason 

to be allowed to make such submissions. What is his full name and title as well as the names of 

any persons, in any capacity, whether present in the hearing room or not (one person was 

outside the room but one of the hearing members went out of the room to speak with him 

periodically). 

  

6) Where in writing was I ever given specifics of any alleged failure to assist counsel? What 

about Margaret Olney's own praise of my commitment to education and the like in her last 

message? What about the fact that on the Sunday night before going to the hearing (not 

knowing that a motion to limit was waiting to be "ruled" on orally) I was in her officer putting 

together the files of documents for the case? This merely making an allegation then when 

asked for supporting evidence and law to support it merely repeating the allegation as if 

repeating it now gives evidence for itself, the Clark College modus operandi, along with 

summarily declaring time limits and narrow scopes of allowable evidence and appeal, these are 

all tactics of those who fear any real examination of their allegations and non-specifics and non-

evidence to support them.     

  

7) I asked over and over if this has gone to NEA.. Unions are not the property of labor 

aristocrats who often run them. Just like community colleges, their resources and jobs belong 

to the People, so it is that unions belong to the membership. When locals go rogue or are 

captured by cloistered and self-serving/protecting elites, they compromise the standing, 

reputation, resources, and even survival of the wider unions of which they  are a part. This case 

for sure will go to NEA, but the delays, which only embolden Clark College to more cover-up, 



intransigence and future crimes, are causing real harm to myself, my family, my health and to 

the standing and effectiveness of the union to deal with the just cases of others. 

  

8) These delays in responding to my appeal, setting up the process of appeal and hearing, the 

non-provision of a usable copy of the tape of the hearing, the lack of any due process or 

specificity of charges or what of my responses and evidence to them were even considered, all 

serve to not only serially deny me due process, and cover-up WEA/AHE past dereliction of duty 

to fair representation, but emboldens them to continue a corrupt and corrupted process from 

which and within which only more corruption, more perjury, more subornation of perjury, 

obstruction of justice and cover-ups can follow. 

  

This will go to law enforcement as this decision is but more cover-up and I believe an example 

of coordination between WHR, WEA, AHE, Clark College and the AG's office and I believe more 

discovery and  intrigue like this will only sadly compromise the union that I have tried over and 

over to keep out of this as an institution. 

  

Please accept this as a formal appeal against this decision and notice of my intent to file formal 

criminal complaints against all those present in this decision who will be also named personally 

in civil complaints. and the signed pdf will follow. 

  

I have a long paper trail of legitimate questions posed, laws and evidence cited, all in writing 

with no responses from WEA, AHE and others. This will now for sure all go to PERC and other 

agencies; since elements in this union appear to have such contempt for the law and refuse to 

go to it when it is being serially broken, now it is time for the law (Icivil and criminal) to be 

brought to this union as well as to the Clark College administration and the AG's office. No need 

for perjury and subornation cover-ups, refusal to go to paper, leaving fingerprints and thus 

accountability off of decisions, serial denials of due process if the case against me is clean; only 

if it is dirty.  

  

Sincerely, 



  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

Professor of Economics 

  

  

  

  

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 18:33:58 +0000 

Dr. Craven, 

  

I noted in your message below that you have now requested that any documents sent to 

you by mail also be provided via email. In response to this request, I am attaching an 

electronic copy of my letter to you dated Sept. 30, 2014. This letter was sent by certified 

mail on that date to the address that you provided to us, and you confirmed that address 

at the close of the hearing when it was announced that the decision of the Hearing and 

Appeals Board would be transmitted by mail within six days per the established 

procedures of the Board. We received a USPS return receipt indicating delivery of the 

letter on Oct. 2, 2014. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

mailto:MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


Mike McNett 

Staff Consultant, Hearing and Appeals Board 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 753-7192 cell 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

mcnettm@gmail.com 

Skype: mike_mcnett 

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, October 09, 2014 10:24 AM 

To: Aimee Iverson [WA]; Mike McNett [WA]; Jay Inslee; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Dean Lookinghawk; 

Kevin Saito; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Jace Borba [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA] 

Subject: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

  

To WEA, Washington Human Rights, Washington Attorney General's Office and Clark College 

Board of Trustees: 

  

The following formal requests, with supporting evidence and law, along with requests for 

rebuttal in writing remain unanswered and even unacknowledged. (see attached previous 

submissions). Further, I attended the hearing on my appeal for new counsel to be funded by 

WEA, I allowed taping per WEA request and yet no usable tape was provided of the hearing. I 

indicated that I needed that tape and that I would be turning it over to law enforcement as I 

believe it contained evidence of crimes as well as coordination and collusion between WEA and 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
mailto:mcnettm@gmail.com
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov
mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov


the Attorney General's Office as well as with Washington Human Rights to deny my clear status 

as a whistle-blower in order to avoid timelines as well as hard physical evidence of felony 

crimes having been committed and thus the duty to report them under 18 USC 4 and 73. 

  

I stand unrepresented, with serious medical disabilities, and with a thoroughly corrupt and 

corrupted process being continued with clear evidence of serious and serial felonies by the 

central ringleader of all complaints against me as well as the "judge", assessor of discipline and 

even "appeal" authority on two of three possible levels of appeal (when I ever even got a 

Laudermill hearing to appeal). 

  

The hush money offer, with public monies and resources expended already, especially in the 

context of my having made repeated and sworn submissions to law enforcement (about crimes 

not torts or even gross misdemeanors per 18 USC 4 and 73), all of which preceded the the 

pilings-on of charges and kangaroo courts that followed, represented a criminal solicitation to 

obstruct justice and repudiate or compromise my previous submissions to law enforcement, to 

sign away my free speech and other Constitutional rights, as well as duties under law in 

perpetuity not to disparage or file any kind of legal action or complaint against  any employee 

or  agent of Clark College ever for anything even with cause. This is not only more than one 

affirmative material step in furtherance of objectives and conduct that amount to obstruction 

of justice per se, but this represents more than that: this represents conspiracy not only to 

obstruct justice, but to pervert the course and cause of justice by attempting to create a record 

of contrived and engineered falsehoods and decisions that act as precedent and findings to be 

used against other whistle-blowers as well as to inoculate the participants against future civil as 

well as criminal charges and prosecution. Otherwise why the last minute hush money offer with 

21 days to consider (all of a sudden no time pressures) and why no "ruling" on the motion to 

limit all evidence or stages of progressive discipline until the morning of the hearing and after 

the hush money offer made? 

  

This will be going to EEOC, PERC, Washington DOP, Governor Inslee, Washington Ethics and law 

enforcement. There is no need to fear going to paper with and explaining the law and reasoning 

behind, decisions if they they are clean and defensible; only if they are not. There is no need for 

hush money, perjury, obstruction of justice, motions to limit (hide), displacing fingerprints and 

accountability, lack of transparency and accountability  if the case is clean only if it is dirty. I also 



asked for proof that this case has been sent to NEA because of the precedents and issues 

involved. 

  

The FBI at PDX asked me to bring the hush money offer and attorney Margaret Olney to their 

office. That was their request once they knew the terms of the offer and when it was made, 

they only wanted to know if it was in writing. When Margaret could not or would not 

accompany me, I had not only a right but a duty under law not to continue her representation 

knowing that it would build on more obstruction of justice and perjury to continue. None of 

these issues have been addressed. This hush money offer could not have been made without 

the active sign-off by the Clark College Board of Trustees, Mr. Knight, the AG's Office, Mr. 

Stonier and thus they have all impeached themselves and their fitness to sit and pass on any 

aspect of this case by their own conduct. I have no doubt the three trustees I did not know 

were spoon-fed what the other two (also with material conflicts of interest to sit as "judges" on 

whether I am guilty or not). 

  

Finally, because of the medications I am on, I cannot drive sometimes and thus do not get me 

mail except once a week. Please send a copy of anything sent in the mail also to my email and 

the snail-mail game, if played as it has been on me in the past, also reveals patters which reveal 

connections, intentions as well as mens rea. All of these machinations and attempt to escape 

contradictions and webs of deceit and cover-ups will simply not work; the more the avoidance 

and refusal to recognize and follow the laws cited to you the worse it will be in the other 

venues that will come. Please regard this as a good-faith attempt to apprise of and attempt to 

mitigate, real damages and threats to me health and life,  not only to myself and family, but to 

students who are being defrauded and handed unqualified and unvetted faculty being kept on 

as those who act unlawfully with others become beholden on each other as one goes down can 

and will take down the others. This is a recipe for more cover-ups and serial denials of basic due 

process that the union itself has alleged in past submissions now being taken as the union 

having "stipulated" to previous stages of progressive discipline as duly conducted and charges 

duly made. 

  

sincerely 

  



  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically) 

Professor of Economics       

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

  

  

  

 

  

 

 
From: CBonnell@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: Your Step II Appeal 

Date: Fri, 31 Oct 2014 16:34:02 +0000 

Good morning Mr. Craven, 

  

Please find attached a courtesy copy of the letter from Kim Mead that is being sent to you today 

via certified mail. Also included is a copy of the Hearing and Appeals Procedure. 

  

Thank you. 

Cindy 

  

Cindy Bonnell 

Secretary to the President and Board of Directors 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


Washington Education Association 

v. 253-765-7035 

 

Dear Mr or Ms Mead: 

 

First of all if we are to argue only from what was presented at the hearing, then WEA has a responsibility 

to provide me a working tape or a new hearing producing a working tape, along with the written record 

of the hearing, as I have requested from Mr. McNett over and over with no response. WEA's contempt 

for basic due process, the importance of the precedents being allowed and that will be used against 

other members, the contempt for my own service including to the union is breathtaking and will be 

brought to account in other venues. 

 

Meanwhile, again, you play games with timing, I have been terminated and with the clear and open 

active coordination and collusion of the union charged with supposed to be protecting my rights, those 

of the membership, the contract and the law (again see 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242, RCW 42.20, RCW 42.30 

etc) All this has done is send a green light and enabled as well as covered-up the serial denials of due 

process that have taken place, the felony crimes that your own officers exposed that you continue to 

refuse to report as under your duty under 18 USC 4; this will not go away and it is why I would and could 

never take that $100,000 hush money offer that itself was a crime of criminal solicitation for me to 

repudiate and or neutralize and obstruct previous whistle-blower and other submissions to law 

enforcement about which the union, AG's office and college were well aware; submissions made under 

penalty of perjury and for which I can be held and should be held accountable for their veracity, 

supporting evidence, law and my own motives and intentions. 

 

So please provide me the written record of that hearing or a new hearing, as was agreed with witnesses, 

that will produce an official record for future use and venues, and also, as I requested, please provide 

proof that these issues and my submissions have been sent to NEA. Please also acknowledge and 

address if refusing to answer, the legitimate questions posed to WEA and AHE below. No answer to 

legitimate questions, especially serial non responses become tacit non-rebuttal and legal verities later. 

 

This is for the record and continued intransigence, sandbagging, contrivances with timelines and the rest 

is all being kept for a record and only causes me and my family more and more distress and damages as 

well as suborns and covers-up perjury and other felonies that WEA and AHE sworn testimonies have 

exposed. 

 

Sincerely, 



 

James Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically)  

 

 

Please address these issues as they have been sent and will be sent to law enforcement per 18 USC 4, 

73, 241, 242, 28 USC 455, 28 USC 1361 

 

Mr McNett: 

 

First of all you keep avoiding the fact that WEA and AHE have knowledge of a felony crime exposed 

twice in the sworn testimonies of WEA and AHE officers plus you have direct knowledge, or should 

have, of serial falsehoods and false representations in the submissions of Ms Terada and others that 

directly contradict the sworn submissions by WEA and AHE officers. Further, I have asked that Jace 

Borba be interviewed as he, along with Dean Lookinghawk, are direct witnesses that expose perjury 

in the submissions and testimony of Joseph Nash and others. WEA also has direct knowledge as to 

why my arbitration on one year off was not funded and it had nothing to do with my proved guilt; it 

had to do, and still has to do with any serious defense by WEA now exposes the serial denials of due 

process, lack of predicate Laudermills in earlier stages, and lack of effective representation that I 

and the membership (via precedents set) suffered at the hands of some treacherous individuals in 

both WEA and AHE--acquired "mutuality of interests". the proof of that is what is missing in all the 

submissions by WEA and AHE: the previous reprimand, 7 days off, 8 days off all with no hearings, no 

union representation, no appeals, all summarily imposed while I was on medical leave and critically 

ill and/or off contract and all for protected conversations on an intra-union list that management is 

not supposed to have access to let alone control over. Plus the fact that none of my statements 

when looked in totality and not by a perjurer with malicious intent, it is clear that I was and am 

guilty of nothing other than caring deeply about the students and proper hiring and vetting for all 

teachers. 

 

Then take this to NEA as these delays smell of coordination and collusion with Clark College and the 

AG's office that you are supposed to be representing me and the membership against when these 

kinds of issues are at stake. This will not go away and this is why I do not take phone calls. 

 

In any case, your duty under law is clear and you folks continue to ignore 18 USC 4 and your duty 

under law to report felony crimes especially when it was your own officers, acting in the course of 

their duties, dealing with public employment, and when the consequences of your failure to act are 



irreversible; plus real people are being defrauded right now by individuals hired through backdoor 

hiring and no vetting that the union has opposed and must oppose to protect the membership 

interest against anti-union snitches and scabs undermining the very union-won conditions and 

contracts they take for themselves and their own protection. 

 

This will go to law enforcement and I need the names and mailing addresses of all persons involved 

in the appeal hearing and am still waiting for a usable copy of the tape of that hearing because as 

Dean Lookinghawk noted there were provably false statements made by the representative from 

the general counsel of WEA made and this intransigence and refusal to do even your basic duties 

under law and as WEA employees will be played back to you and you will answer in other venues. 

The facts are clear, the law is clear, your duty under law is clear; that is why I did not take the 

$100,000, even as I have a professorship of economics offered to me in China at Tsinghua 

University, even as my name and credentials have been trashed by those whose own resumes in 

economics and education I am told would not make a footnote on my own resume, because I 

cannot walk way from crimes and see them not reported; Knight's perjury, obstruction of justice 

and conspiracy against rights at a minimum stand independent of my case in a fundamental sense. 

 

Either the appeal process is already fixed, just like all that has transpired up to this point, that going 

further in appeal is pointless, or if the appeal process is valid, then your decision to let this go on 

knowing that felony crimes have been committed and are at the heart of the whole process and 

those administrating it, refusing to challenge and expose it, then this is pure criminal conduct and 

cover-up, as well as aiding and abetting and emboldening an unjust and felony tainted process 

according to WEA and AHE own sworn testimonies and submissions not my supposed rants and 

allegations. All of this will be played out in future venues and I am doing all I can not to damage 

WEA as an institution due to the apparent derelictions of duty and worse by some of its officers 

now in an inherent conflict of interest position in any involvement in the appeal process. 

 

I have given this union every chance to act like a union before having to go to PERC. I waived 

conflict with Margaret Olney even as she had been the attorney on the Watson case on which I was 

one of two whistle-blowers. To say that I did not assist her is a lie and a contemptible one as well. 

Why would FBI immediately ask me if that hush money offer was in writing when they heard the 

terms? Why did they ask for me to bring Margaret Olney and the offer down to their office? Why 

did Margaret not accompany me and how could I keep her on as a my attorney if she would not 

come down to report felony crimes that she had knowledge of and as requested by FBI as well as 

per 18 USC 4 and also concern for me and my family? Was she worried that she might also expose 

crimes by WEA employees as well and was in conflict as she was representing me but through 

WEA? These are but some of the questions ahead for all of you.  



 

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 
Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

         US Code 

         Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.  

 

Please forward this to NEA and please give me the mailing addresses (for legal service) of all those 

at WEA involved in the appeal process. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically) 

 
From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org; JHardie@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

Date: Mon, 27 Oct 2014 19:51:10 +0000 

Professor Craven: 

  

Your appeal concerning the denial of WEA legal services funding is still pending at the 

WEA Board of Directors level. Notice regarding that appeal is forthcoming. However, 

WEA will not be providing you with legal representation until such time, if any, that the 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ163/html/PLAW-113publ163.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=0#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=1#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/3
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/5


WEA Board or NEA determine on the basis of your appeal to reverse the decision of the 

WEA General Counsel and restore funding of legal services to you. WEA will not be 

taking any action to appeal the Clark College Board of Trustees Findings of Fact, 

Conclusions of Law, and Final Order issued on October 21, 2014 within the related time 

frame. Thus, you should not expect, nor rely upon, WEA to do so. 

  

Mike McNett 

Hearing and Appeals Board Staff Consultant 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2014 8:57 PM 

To: Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Bonnie 

Terada; Lisa Lewison [WA]; Jace Borba [WA]; Aimee Iverson [WA]; Info PERC; Mike McNett [WA] 

Subject: FW: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

  

Mr. McNett: 

  

Please see the attached termination order for October 22, 2014. This is despite my having a 

valid appeal for legal assistance pending and my legal reasons for demanding that this 

corrupted process be terminated. This is the order from the same Board of Trustees and AG's 

office that authorized the last minute $100,000 hush money offer that the FBI wanted to see in 

writing and the last minute motion to limit and hide the serial denials of due process and the 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org


failure of the union to document and stop it, as well as the perjury, obstruction of justice and 

serial violations of duty under law to report knowledge of felonies having been committed on 

the part of union officers, lawyers and members of the AG's office. 

  

I will be taking this to FBI tomorrow to file formal criminal complaint. We now have the final 

brief of Ms Terada that is riddled with falsehoods and misrepresentations directly contradicted 

by the sworn submissions of WEA/AHE briefs as well as in a hearing with conflicting sworn and 

very material testimonies in the same hearing as well as previously in separate  venues. This will 

not go away no matter what anyone thinks of the charges against me; the perjury and other 

crimes stand unexposed and unacknowledged and even suborned  by WEA and AHE refusal to 

do your duty under law as well as fiduciary as well for individual members as well as for the 

membership in not allowing these kinds of serial railroading of people out of public 

employment for doing their duty under law which is all I am guilty of as WEA itself once 

asserted and with the authorization of legal representation in this case. 

  

I expect the union to file for an immediate injunction against the imposition of this order, I have 

due process and stages of appeal pending, this act also serves to cover-up crimes that were 

exposed not by me but by sworn and unrebutted testimonies of Dr. Roi and Mr. Davidson 

acting for WEA and AHE.   I expect the union to take this to PERC as I will be taking it there as 

well. Over and over I have given this union every chance to act like a union and have made 

good-faith notice and evidence of and chances to mitigate, real and ongoing damages to me, 

my family and to the students and institution. Please regard this as the same. 

  

This will be sent to law enforcement as real time crimes going on. 

 

From: lkent@clark.edu 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com; BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV 

CC: SWilliams@clark.edu; DerekE@ATG.WA.GOV 

Subject: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

Date: Wed, 22 Oct 2014 16:08:29 +0000 

mailto:lkent@clark.edu
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV
mailto:SWilliams@clark.edu
mailto:DerekE@ATG.WA.GOV


Good morning, 

  

Please see the attached Final Order from the Clark College Board of Trustees. 

  

Hard copies will be sent to you via USPS today. 

  

  

  

Leigh Kent 

Executive Assistant to the President 

Clark College 

1933 Fort Vancouver Way 

Vancouver, WA  98663 

P:  360-992-2101 

F:  360-992-2871 

  

  

  

Mr. Mc Nett: 

  



Please see the above sent to me today. I am terminated as of October 22,, 2014. 

  

Professor Craven, 

  

I am not in a position to advise you regarding the matter below, nor am I able to access 

the linked files. 

  

Your appeal regarding the denial of continued legal services is now pending at level of 

the WEA Board of Directors. In accordance with the appeal policy and procedures, the 

WEA Board should hear the appeal at their next scheduled meeting. 

  

The next meeting of the WEA Board is slated for November 21st and 22nd at the WEA 

headquarters building in Federal Way. I have been in communication with the WEA 

President’s assistant regarding the specific time and date and hope to be able to give 

you that information soon. The information will be sent to you via certified mail and, per 

your request, by email. 

  

Mike McNett 

Hearing and Appeals Board Staff Consultant 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

  

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org


  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, October 21, 2014 8:09 AM 

To: Dean Lookinghawk; Mike McNett [WA]; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; Aimee 

Iverson [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Bonnie Terada 

Subject: RE: Response to Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still 

Unaddressed 

  

Dear Mr. Mc Nett: 

  

I just got received this sent to me today  (see AG motion against termination or postponement) on legal representation pending. That this was not 

apparently sent to the union, is indicative of contempt for it and/or coordination and collusion between the union and administration. But the fact is that 

the serial falsehoods, omissions, in this brief and motion the union is in a position to know and has in past sworn submissions provided the evidence of 

some of the falsehoods in the brief. Further, some of the representations conflict directly with those made by WEA and AHE under oath thus there are 

implications here in terms of possible future criminal and civil complaints against the union and named persons acted on behalf of the union. Further, 

refusal to address my pending appeal (and as far as I know I still have a valid pending appeal with WHR and my complaint was supposed to be sent to EEOC 

by WHR as well) as well as formal criminal complaints against those who had knowledge of the evidence of perjury by Bob Knight and not only refused to 

report it per 18 USC 4, but continue, as with this motion, to try to conceal from legal scrutiny and accountability, evidence of serial perjury and obstruction 

of justice by the very person who appointed the investigators to deliver the cover-ups he sought; the very person who acted as "judge" his (words), 

assessor of discipline on complaints he initiated; the very person who initiated and/or recruited complainants and rewarded them with unprecedented 

course loads for which they were not qualified and vetted; the very person who even acted as appeal authority on his own charges, investigations, findings, 

and assessments of discipline through recruited proxies that the WEA and AHE produced evidence of and asked to be reported on the intra-union list. The 

very evidence they say was not provided was in fact provided even with attempts to prevent a record for future use with the last minute hush money offer 

followed by the motion to limit any rebuttal or evidence against allegations repeated over and over as either supposed evidence of themselves and or 

properly adjudicated "findings" of "facts." And in no cases were the original and complete documents considered from which partial and shaped quotes 

were taken as somehow self-evidently indicative of charges and conclusions never made in any formal complaints when there were any formal complaints. 

The specifics of my criminal complaint, which includes the Board of Trustees for signing off on the hush money offer based on only one-sided 

representations of the issues and without one word from me, along with their own refusal to act on their acquired knowledge of perjury and obstruction of 

justice evident on the part of Knight or on the part of Dr. Roi and Ms Davidson, make them unfit, and in direct and material conflicts of interest  to continue 

this corrupted process and act on the issue of my termination.   

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov
mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov


  

This will be sent to law enforcement as they are being allowed and enabled with union non-responses to all of this, to stack-up and pile on all the 

allegations of the past as somehow proved and stipulated to by the union with non-arbitration, the very stuff the hush money off and motion to limit were 

designed to prevent any rebuttal of--more serial denials of basic due process. 

  

But this process has been corrupted from the beginning and this will not go away not matter what happens. Please read this motion and just look even at 

the brief written by Lisa Lewison to see some of the outright falsehoods and misrepresentations in this motion. Further, I would ask both Dean 

Lookinghawk and Jace Borba to review the transcripts of the hearing on termination with particular reference to the testimony of Joseph Vance as they 

were witnesses to my repeated objections to only two hours allotted for three complaints and cross-complaints and they are witnesses that none of my 

ADA and cross-complaints were ever addressed by Sievert or by Nash and thus witnesses to possible perjury in the testimonies of Joseph Vance and others 

as well. 

  

Please get back to me on this as I just received this today and I know they are intent on a Oct 22 deadline for their own agenda. 

There is no way this process can be saved or the body of corrupted "findings" accepted to be argued from. This is fruit of a highly, serially and intentionally 

poisoned tree that can yield no usable legal fruit except as evidence of conspiracy to obstruct justice, suborn and cover-up perjury, conspiracy to pervert, 

corrupt and engineer the course, outcomes and potential future precedents of justice. 

  

The sworn submissions of WEA and AHE portions of which are in my petition in Appendix 4, directly refute, with supporting evidence and transcripts, many 

representations and assertions of fact in this and other motions submitted on behalf of Clark College and WEA and AHE are well aware of it and have been 

made well aware of falsehoods exposed by their own sworn submissions and evidence. Failure to report these contradictions in sworn testimonies, as in 

the most recent case of conflicting sworn testimonies in the same hearing, constitutes at least two major felonies (18 USC 4 and 73) with each act of willful 

disregard for petitions such as this one to do your duty under law a separate act of contempt for the law and the union's duty.  

  

I expect WEA and AHE to act on my valid appeal for legal representation immediately. Anyone who questions my medical status without taking the due 

diligence to check with my physicians who have been given release to discuss my health, is engaging in reckless and depraved disregard for my health 

condition and showing reckless disregard for facts available but not sought. 

  



Sincerely, 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

  

  

  

  

James has files to share with you on OneDrive. To view them, click the links below. 

 AG Motion Against Termination or Postponement WEA Notice of Com.pdf 

 AG Motion Against Termination or Postponement WEA Notice of Com.pdf 

 

To Jim and Mr. McNett: 

  

What is this about? I was standing right there when they brought the tape of the hearing that they said 

they could not get to play with audio, I said we would try to see if we could do something, I 

recommended a wide codec package called K-Lite free to download from the internet website, in an 

attempt to try to recover the audio, and it was the chairwoman who said if they and we could not get a 

working copy of the tape the meeting had to be redone and would be redone as to get a audio copy for 

the record. She stated and agreed that audio recording  is critical to have a full record. Including my own 

reporting within the hearing of the many things I have seen personally witnessed; Including  terms of 

cover-ups and more, plus there were several false statements made by the lawyer opposing your 

petition there that I know to be false directly. They need to be repeated or captured on tape. I cannot 

restore it and they now ask us to send them a copy of their own tape that they were responsible to 

making sure was properly made and usable. 

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx


  

As for the charge that you did not fully assist your attorney, I am a direct witness to all your interactions, 

I have read all your exchanges with her and that is a flat-out untruth and there is not one piece of 

evidence to support such statements as you failed to support your attorney. I have also, received all 

correspondence  between you and your attorney as  not only you CC myself as a CC: recipient , but so 

did your attorney. You definitely gave an unquestionable warning that if she did not come with you to 

FBI as I did, and as she was requested by them, to bring the hush money offer and discuss it and the 

perjury by Bob Knight, you would have no choice, as a matter of your understanding of the law 

(continuing a legal defense that involves cover-up and subornation of perjury and other felonies and 

refusal to report felony perjury that has occurred the second time an on her watch?) to terminate her 

representation. And I was present the first time you met her, and again in her office when you stated 

emphatically...  No settlements, sealed or otherwise, no hush money because there are crimes and 

others involved not just you. 

  

Perhaps it takes a special kind of fool to ignore or not even question the many things the many things i 

have witnessed at your many "Hearings" that were later called and referred to just "Meetings" I have 

also been to Law Enforcement with you to report such crimes of perjury, interfering with witnesses, 

abuse of power, etc.. And yet not once have I been interviewed or questioned within any kind of 

investigation or inquiry to determine all possible facts.   

 

Dean Lookinghawk 

  

  

To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.

saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com;aiverson@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org

; dereke@atg.wa.gov; bonniet@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: RE: Response to Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still 

Unaddressed 

Date: Mon, 13 Oct 2014 17:47:59 -0700 

Mr. McNett, 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
mailto:lookinghawk@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov
mailto:kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov
mailto:kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov
mailto:info@jayinslee.com
mailto:aiverson@washingtonea.org
mailto:llewison@washingtonea.org
mailto:llewison@washingtonea.org
mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov
mailto:bonniet@atg.wa.gov


  

Thanks for your response and also for your clarification as to the identity of the attorney as 

from the general counsel for WEA not the AG but the effect was the same as having the AG's 

argument represented. If you have a working copy of the tape I asked for it to be sent. There 

was not agreement to proceed without it; in fact it was the chairperson of this hearing that 

suggested that without the record which I had insisted on waiting for, there was no basis for me 

to appeal and I indicated I would be appealing as that hearing had all the spontaneity and 

impartiality of a bad Gilbert and Sullivan. And I did not get a copy of any written submissions by 

that person. Why was Ms Iverson not present? 

  

I have asked over and over for proof that this has been sent to NEA because of the issues 

involved and that WEA is up to its neck in material conflicts of interest just as Bob Knight was in 

acting as investigator, judge, jury, assessor of punishment and even appeal authority on his own 

charges or those through proxies. 

  

But you still refuse to mention the word perjury and the fact that it was the sworn testimonies 

of two union officers, in two different venues, that exposed the statement "There is no morale 

problem. There will be no morale problem when we get rid of professor Craven." (not reported 

to me for over a year while his plan was being carried out and I--and the membership via 

precedents being set--was serially being denied due process and union representation, all of 

which has been covered-up and is still being covered-up because WEA and AHE are simply in 

the position that Bob Knight was overheard bragging about and counting on: you investigate 

him and his perjury, the better the job the more they expose WEA and AHE lawyers, never mind 

rank-and-file union reps, not only failing to report felony crimes they have evidence of in their 

possession, failing to file against disciplines without Laudermills even, but also actively colluding 

to prevent full examination and final due process in my termination and exposure of perjury by 

the central ringleader in all charges against me, due to acquired "mutuality of interests". This is 

what happens when any form of corruption and dereliction of duty goes on: those who do 

corruption or are derelict in duty to expose and stop it acquire a mutuality of interests in that 

each can and will take down the other if taken down. That is the situation in which the WEA 

and AHE have placed themselves and a whole lot of sunlight and transparency will be coming to 

WEA and AHE for sure. 

  



In any case, I am still a public employee, my pay is still being assessed for membership dues to 

help pay your salary, none of you at WEA own WEA, it is an institution that has seen others 

fired and sued for dereliction of duty and worse in the past, I have a valid appeal pending, there 

are critical union issues and precedents involved in this case, my case was accepted for legal 

assistance, no one has given me one statement from Margaret or anyone, no evidence, no 

specifics of my having failed to assist  her (the opposite is this case), and in any case I expect 

you and WEA to notify the College of my status, that I have been operating without counsel due 

to no fault of my own in terms of timing of WEA appeal procedures, I have definite medical 

disabilities, and any move to push this process forward is more serial denials of due process but 

also more 18 USC 4 and 73 and RCW 42.20. 

  

Further, it is even worse because Dr. Roi and Lynn Davidson, at considerable legal risk to 

themselves, nonetheless testified a second time, this time with awareness (before they, like 

Lisa Lewison during the Whalen hearing were unaware that their sworn testimonies directly 

opposed the sworn testimony of Knight and thus wither their testimonies or Knight's were 

perjury and obstruction of justice per se) that their testimonies would oppose the sworn 

testimony of Knight in the same hearing; they had the courage to do their duty while WEA 

proposes to shut down and refuse to report these serious felonies and aid and abet the position 

of the opposing counsel to do it. 

  

You have evidence of perjury by Bob Knight, what is the language of 18 USC 4 or 73 or the other 

statutes cited that is unclear to you. all at WEA? Finally there are statements made by the WEA 

legal rep that were false and I need a working copy of that tape that I indicated to your 

chairperson would be turned over to law enforcement. You demanded the tape, your 

responsibility was to make sure that I had a working copy of that tape prior to my leaving. Dean 

was unable to do anything with it, where is your copy? If you do not have one, how and on 

what basis did you proceed to make a decision on my appeal without even resolving the issue 

and when you knew I would be appealing? Dean Lookinghawk was a witness to all our 

conversations as well as all my interactions with Margaret.   

  

You see how it gets worse and worse? So far you all appear to be actively colluding and 

coordinating for an Oct 22 deadline and I do apologize that my due process and other legal 

rights are in the way. Bottom line: no need for pretexts and star chambers, prejury, obstruction 



of justice, cover-ups, procedural sandbagging, hush money offers, motions to limit, and the like 

if the case is clean; only if it is dirty; 

  

This  is why I only operate on paper. You give your version, I give mine, you bring your evidence 

and witnesses, I bring mine, and we will see whose accounts survive scrutiny by truly 

independent, dispassionate, disinterested and competent arbiters of facts and law. 

  

Every day you refuse to report to law enforcement the knowledge of felony crimes like perjury 

and obstruction of justice that you have in your possession, in fact generated from the sworn 

testimonies of your own union officers is no more an act of omission but an overt act of 

concealment of the commission of a felony crime and the language of the law is clear which is 

why all of you who have received the materials I submitted and still  persist with this theater 

and refusing to do your duty under law and to the membership will be named personally in civil 

action following being named in criminal complaints after being given chance after chance to 

recognize and obey the law. 

  

Please address these concerns and the questions I have posed not the ones you might have 

preferred to be asked. This will go to law enforcement per my duties under the statute cited 

below--ASAP reporting mandated by law. 

  

James Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 
Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

         US Code 

         Notes 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ163/html/PLAW-113publ163.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=0#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=1#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates


prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 

  

  

  

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Mon, 13 Oct 2014 19:48:08 +0000 

Professor Craven, 

  

You were provided a copy of the recording file following the hearing. As we discussed in 

the lobby that afternoon, we were unfortunately unable to play back the recording from 

that file. We do not know what malfunction caused the recording file to be unusable and 

were surprised by that outcome. Our IT staff person was unable to solve the problem 

and, when we parted company, my understanding was that all parties were satisfied 

with Mr. Lookinghawk’s offer to make an attempt to repair the file. Subsequent to that 

discussion, the Hearing and Appeals Board made a decision, sent you notification, and 

you have appealed that decision to the WEA Board. Your appeal is now pending at that 

level of the process. 

  

We have provided you with a copy of the only recording file that we have from the 

hearing. If Mr. Lookinghawk or others produce a useable file, we will welcome that 

outcome and ask that you send us a functional copy. 

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/3
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/5
mailto:MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org


  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, October 13, 2014 10:59 AM 

To: Mike McNett [WA]; Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; Jace Borba 

[WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; dereke@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

  

To WEA et al: 

  

I still have not been provided a copy of the tape of the hearing that led to the hearing decision 

against which I have filed a formal appeal as I have with respect to the whistle-blower decision 

by WHR as well as formal notice of referral of my complaint to EEOC per duty of Washington 

Human Rights when federal issues and crimes are also alleged and supporting evidence and law 

given. 

  

This denies me a record, made at the insistence of WEA from which to appeal as well as a 

record I believe, of further evidence of coordinated and collusive conduct between Clark 

College, the AG's office, possibly WHR and WEA who are supposed to be independent and 

impartial in the processing and review of my complaints and those against me. I have requested 

a viable copy of the tape, to repeat the process even, but now it appears to me that the tape 

was made unusable purposely absent evidence to the contrary due to the apparent intrigue 

and serial refusals to even acknowledge let alone answer my legitimate questions. 

  

Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive. 

  

Please provide a written statement as to what happened with the tape of the hearing on my 

WEA representation and why WEA refuses to take legal action stop a dismissal process riddled 

with corruption and felony crimes by the key players according to WEA's own sworn 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov
mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov


submissions in the past, when it knows well I have valid appeals on WEA as well as WHR 

decisions pending as well as formal criminal complaints,that are  longstanding and being 

unaddressed so far not of my doing or fault. 

  

Again, this will be sent to law enforcement. 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.

saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com; jborba@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org; 

dereke@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 16:08:32 -0700 

Dear Mr. McNett: 

  

It is Professor not Dr. Craven. I just got this letter today (I have a public post box and registered 

letters should be sent to be signed for by me personally and/or also sent email as they are time-

sensitive and I have known and documented medical disabilities that this union appears to be 

willfully blind to if not at the level of depraved indifference to the known effects of induced 

toxic stress (such as that which accompanies serial denials of basic due process aided and 

abetted by the union supposed to represent you and not allow precedents clearly intended to 

be used against others) on human health and longevity. 

  

This is to constitute a formal appeal against this decision and to document for the record the 

particulars of this process and decision making: 

  

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
mailto:lookinghawk@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov
mailto:kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov
mailto:kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov
mailto:info@jayinslee.com
mailto:jborba@washingtonea.org
mailto:llewison@washingtonea.org
mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov


1) At the suggestion of WEA, and witnessed, I was to be provided a correct and full copy of the 

tape of the hearing, requested at the insistence of WEA, and without it and a record to use for 

appeal and to take to law enforcement that I indicated I would send a copy to, and failing that, 

the hearing was to be redone so that a full-record could be obtained for appeal and law 

enforcement uses. This was not done, my repeated inquires on the status of the hearing with 

the tape not having been provided serially ignored, this decision was made again without a 

record to allow me to use to appeal from and for other venues including PERC.  

2) I have never been provided, and none was given at the hearing, of any written allegations 

and supporting specifics, evidence and citations of policy and law, by Margaret Olney or 

anyone, of my having failed to assist her and comply with her directives even once. Just like 

Clark College, with their demonstrated contempt for the law and elementary due process,  WEA 

appears to think that merely restating an allegation is somehow intrinsic evidence of some sort 

for the allegation. Over and over complainants have been allowed to make allegations with no 

transparency, evidence, accountability or even record of who they were and what the said. This 

union is furthering this contempt for due process and serial denial of duty of fair 

representation. 

  

3) It was the sworn testimonies of two WEA and AHE union officers, in two different venues, 

and in one case in the same venue, that exposed the repeated perjury, obstruction of justice, 

declared intent to "get rid" of me by Robert Knight, and every person with knowledge of that 

perjury and related felonies (WEA and AHE members had such knowledge a full year before 

passed on to me), all contained within the materials submitted to the hearing and to be used on 

appeal, contained not simply my allegations, but supporting evidence (tapes and documents I 

had no hand in originating, no prior knowledge of, no influence on the content or timing), texts 

of laws, with invitations to rebuttal in writing and yet none of that has been reported to law 

enforcement  per your duties under law cited to WEA and AHE over and over. 

  

4) Your letter does not mention the opposing general counsel from the AG's office allowed not 

only to be present, but to present provably false statements (another reason why the missing 

tape is very troubling and all of you will be asked about it in future extended depositions in 

other venues) in opposition to funding that the hush money offer alone shows would reveal 

more crimes and cover-ups in any fair and impartial hearing not run by those with "mutuality of 

interests" that I predicted and have come to pass as predicted and when predicted: a serious 

examination of the whole process, each of the stages of progressive discipline, shows not only 



calculated, coordinated, serial denials of due process, obstructions of ADA complaints, and 

more, but also elements of WEA and AHE in active coordination and collusion with those 

against whom they are supposed to be representing not only me, but the whole membership as 

my case is about a lot more than  me. The more serious any investigation, the more WEA and 

AHE are exposed for past serial acts of failure of duty of fair representation, misprision of a 

felony, obstruction of justice, subornation of perjury through cover-up and concealment, 

conspiracy against rights and under color of law and more. The exact "mutuality of interests" 

that Mr. Knight was overhead bragging about and that was reported to Mr. Boyer long ago. 

  

5) I have asked and ask again, what is the legal authority and reasoning behind the union, any 

union, allowing opposing counsel in a current case of dismissal to have any standing or reason 

to be allowed to make such submissions. What is his full name and title as well as the names of 

any persons, in any capacity, whether present in the hearing room or not (one person was 

outside the room but one of the hearing members went out of the room to speak with him 

periodically). 

  

6) Where in writing was I ever given specifics of any alleged failure to assist counsel? What 

about Margaret Olney's own praise of my commitment to education and the like in her last 

message? What about the fact that on the Sunday night before going to the hearing (not 

knowing that a motion to limit was waiting to be "ruled" on orally) I was in her officer putting 

together the files of documents for the case? This merely making an allegation then when 

asked for supporting evidence and law to support it merely repeating the allegation as if 

repeating it now gives evidence for itself, the Clark College modus operandi, along with 

summarily declaring time limits and narrow scopes of allowable evidence and appeal, these are 

all tactics of those who fear any real examination of their allegations and non-specifics and non-

evidence to support them.     

  

7) I asked over and over if this has gone to NEA.. Unions are not the property of labor 

aristocrats who often run them. Just like community colleges, their resources and jobs belong 

to the People, so it is that unions belong to the membership. When locals go rogue or are 

captured by cloistered and self-serving/protecting elites, they compromise the standing, 

reputation, resources, and even survival of the wider unions of which they  are a part. This case 

for sure will go to NEA, but the delays, which only embolden Clark College to more cover-up, 



intransigence and future crimes, are causing real harm to myself, my family, my health and to 

the standing and effectiveness of the union to deal with the just cases of others. 

  

8) These delays in responding to my appeal, setting up the process of appeal and hearing, the 

non-provision of a usable copy of the tape of the hearing, the lack of any due process or 

specificity of charges or what of my responses and evidence to them were even considered, all 

serve to not only serially deny me due process, and cover-up WEA/AHE past dereliction of duty 

to fair representation, but emboldens them to continue a corrupt and corrupted process from 

which and within which only more corruption, more perjury, more subornation of perjury, 

obstruction of justice and cover-ups can follow. 

  

This will go to law enforcement as this decision is but more cover-up and I believe an example 

of coordination between WHR, WEA, AHE, Clark College and the AG's office and I believe more 

discovery and  intrigue like this will only sadly compromise the union that I have tried over and 

over to keep out of this as an institution. 

  

Please accept this as a formal appeal against this decision and notice of my intent to file formal 

criminal complaints against all those present in this decision who will be also named personally 

in civil complaints. and the signed pdf will follow. 

  

I have a long paper trail of legitimate questions posed, laws and evidence cited, all in writing 

with no responses from WEA, AHE and others. This will now for sure all go to PERC and other 

agencies; since elements in this union appear to have such contempt for the law and refuse to 

go to it when it is being serially broken, now it is time for the law (Icivil and criminal) to be 

brought to this union as well as to the Clark College administration and the AG's office. No need 

for perjury and subornation cover-ups, refusal to go to paper, leaving fingerprints and thus 

accountability off of decisions, serial denials of due process if the case against me is clean; only 

if it is dirty.  

  



Sincerely, 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

Professor of Economics 

  

  

  

  

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 18:33:58 +0000 

Dr. Craven, 

  

I noted in your message below that you have now requested that any documents sent to 

you by mail also be provided via email. In response to this request, I am attaching an 

electronic copy of my letter to you dated Sept. 30, 2014. This letter was sent by certified 

mail on that date to the address that you provided to us, and you confirmed that address 

at the close of the hearing when it was announced that the decision of the Hearing and 

Appeals Board would be transmitted by mail within six days per the established 

procedures of the Board. We received a USPS return receipt indicating delivery of the 

letter on Oct. 2, 2014. 

  

mailto:MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


Sincerely, 

  

Mike McNett 

Staff Consultant, Hearing and Appeals Board 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 753-7192 cell 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

mcnettm@gmail.com 

Skype: mike_mcnett 

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, October 09, 2014 10:24 AM 

To: Aimee Iverson [WA]; Mike McNett [WA]; Jay Inslee; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Dean Lookinghawk; 

Kevin Saito; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Jace Borba [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA] 

Subject: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

  

To WEA, Washington Human Rights, Washington Attorney General's Office and Clark College 

Board of Trustees: 

  

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
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The following formal requests, with supporting evidence and law, along with requests for 

rebuttal in writing remain unanswered and even unacknowledged. (see attached previous 

submissions). Further, I attended the hearing on my appeal for new counsel to be funded by 

WEA, I allowed taping per WEA request and yet no usable tape was provided of the hearing. I 

indicated that I needed that tape and that I would be turning it over to law enforcement as I 

believe it contained evidence of crimes as well as coordination and collusion between WEA and 

the Attorney General's Office as well as with Washington Human Rights to deny my clear status 

as a whistle-blower in order to avoid timelines as well as hard physical evidence of felony 

crimes having been committed and thus the duty to report them under 18 USC 4 and 73. 

  

I stand unrepresented, with serious medical disabilities, and with a thoroughly corrupt and 

corrupted process being continued with clear evidence of serious and serial felonies by the 

central ringleader of all complaints against me as well as the "judge", assessor of discipline and 

even "appeal" authority on two of three possible levels of appeal (when I ever even got a 

Laudermill hearing to appeal). 

  

The hush money offer, with public monies and resources expended already, especially in the 

context of my having made repeated and sworn submissions to law enforcement (about crimes 

not torts or even gross misdemeanors per 18 USC 4 and 73), all of which preceded the the 

pilings-on of charges and kangaroo courts that followed, represented a criminal solicitation to 

obstruct justice and repudiate or compromise my previous submissions to law enforcement, to 

sign away my free speech and other Constitutional rights, as well as duties under law in 

perpetuity not to disparage or file any kind of legal action or complaint against  any employee 

or  agent of Clark College ever for anything even with cause. This is not only more than one 

affirmative material step in furtherance of objectives and conduct that amount to obstruction 

of justice per se, but this represents more than that: this represents conspiracy not only to 

obstruct justice, but to pervert the course and cause of justice by attempting to create a record 

of contrived and engineered falsehoods and decisions that act as precedent and findings to be 

used against other whistle-blowers as well as to inoculate the participants against future civil as 

well as criminal charges and prosecution. Otherwise why the last minute hush money offer with 

21 days to consider (all of a sudden no time pressures) and why no "ruling" on the motion to 

limit all evidence or stages of progressive discipline until the morning of the hearing and after 

the hush money offer made? 

  



This will be going to EEOC, PERC, Washington DOP, Governor Inslee, Washington Ethics and law 

enforcement. There is no need to fear going to paper with and explaining the law and reasoning 

behind, decisions if they they are clean and defensible; only if they are not. There is no need for 

hush money, perjury, obstruction of justice, motions to limit (hide), displacing fingerprints and 

accountability, lack of transparency and accountability  if the case is clean only if it is dirty. I also 

asked for proof that this case has been sent to NEA because of the precedents and issues 

involved. 

  

The FBI at PDX asked me to bring the hush money offer and attorney Margaret Olney to their 

office. That was their request once they knew the terms of the offer and when it was made, 

they only wanted to know if it was in writing. When Margaret could not or would not 

accompany me, I had not only a right but a duty under law not to continue her representation 

knowing that it would build on more obstruction of justice and perjury to continue. None of 

these issues have been addressed. This hush money offer could not have been made without 

the active sign-off by the Clark College Board of Trustees, Mr. Knight, the AG's Office, Mr. 

Stonier and thus they have all impeached themselves and their fitness to sit and pass on any 

aspect of this case by their own conduct. I have no doubt the three trustees I did not know 

were spoon-fed what the other two (also with material conflicts of interest to sit as "judges" on 

whether I am guilty or not). 

  

Finally, because of the medications I am on, I cannot drive sometimes and thus do not get me 

mail except once a week. Please send a copy of anything sent in the mail also to my email and 

the snail-mail game, if played as it has been on me in the past, also reveals patters which reveal 

connections, intentions as well as mens rea. All of these machinations and attempt to escape 

contradictions and webs of deceit and cover-ups will simply not work; the more the avoidance 

and refusal to recognize and follow the laws cited to you the worse it will be in the other 

venues that will come. Please regard this as a good-faith attempt to apprise of and attempt to 

mitigate, real damages and threats to me health and life,  not only to myself and family, but to 

students who are being defrauded and handed unqualified and unvetted faculty being kept on 

as those who act unlawfully with others become beholden on each other as one goes down can 

and will take down the others. This is a recipe for more cover-ups and serial denials of basic due 

process that the union itself has alleged in past submissions now being taken as the union 

having "stipulated" to previous stages of progressive discipline as duly conducted and charges 

duly made. 



  

sincerely 

  

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically) 

Professor of Economics       

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

  

  

 

 

 

 Mr McNett: 

 

First of all you keep avoiding the fact that WEA and AHE have knowledge of a felony crime exposed 

twice in the sworn testimonies of WEA and AHE officers plus you have direct knowledge, or should have, 

of serial falsehoods and false representations in the submissions of Ms Terada and others that directly 

contradict the sworn submissions by WEA and AHE officers. Further, I have asked that Jace Borba be 

interviewed as he, along with Dean Lookinghawk, are direct witnesses that expose perjury in the 

submissions and testimony of Joseph Nash and others. WEA also has direct knowledge as to why my 

arbitration on one year off was not funded and it had nothing to do with my proved guilt; it had to do, 

and still has to do with any serious defense by WEA now exposes the serial denials of due process, lack 

of predicate Laudermills in earlier stages, and lack of effective representation that I and the membership 

(via precedents set) suffered at the hands of some treacherous individuals in both WEA and AHE--

acquired "mutuality of interests". the proof of that is what is missing in all the submissions by WEA and 

AHE: the previous reprimand, 7 days off, 8 days off all with no hearings, no union representation, no 

appeals, all summarily imposed while I was on medical leave and critically ill and/or off contract and all 

for protected conversations on an intra-union list that management is not supposed to have access to 

let alone control over. Plus the fact that none of my statements when looked in totality and not by a 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


perjurer with malicious intent, it is clear that I was and am guilty of nothing other than caring deeply 

about the students and proper hiring and vetting for all teachers. 

 

Then take this to NEA as these delays smell of coordination and collusion with Clark College and the AG's 

office that you are supposed to be representing me and the membership against when these kinds of 

issues are at stake. This will not go away and this is why I do not take phone calls. 

 

In any case, your duty under law is clear and you folks continue to ignore 18 USC 4 and your duty under 

law to report felony crimes especially when it was your own officers, acting in the course of their duties, 

dealing with public employment, and when the consequences of your failure to act are irreversible; plus 

real people are being defrauded right now by individuals hired through backdoor hiring and no vetting 

that the union has opposed and must oppose to protect the membership interest against anti-union 

snitches and scabs undermining the very union-won conditions and contracts they take for themselves 

and their own protection. 

 

This will go to law enforcement and I need the names and mailing addresses of all persons involved in 

the appeal hearing and am still waiting for a usable copy of the tape of that hearing because as Dean 

Lookinghawk noted there were provably false statements made by the representative from the general 

counsel of WEA made and this intransigence and refusal to do even your basic duties under law and as 

WEA employees will be played back to you and you will answer in other venues. The facts are clear, the 

law is clear, your duty under law is clear; that is why I did not take the $100,000, even as I have a 

professorship of economics offered to me in China at Tsinghua University, even as my name and 

credentials have been trashed by those whose own resumes in economics and education I am told 

would not make a footnote on my own resume, because I cannot walk way from crimes and see them 

not reported; Knight's perjury, obstruction of justice and conspiracy against rights at a minimum stand 

independent of my case in a fundamental sense. 

 

Either the appeal process is already fixed, just like all that has transpired up to this point, that going 

further in appeal is pointless, or if the appeal process is valid, then your decision to let this go on 

knowing that felony crimes have been committed and are at the heart of the whole process and those 

administrating it, refusing to challenge and expose it, then this is pure criminal conduct and cover-up, as 

well as aiding and abetting and emboldening an unjust and felony tainted process according to WEA and 

AHE own sworn testimonies and submissions not my supposed rants and allegations. All of this will be 

played out in future venues and I am doing all I can not to damage WEA as an institution due to the 

apparent derelictions of duty and worse by some of its officers now in an inherent conflict of interest 

position in any involvement in the appeal process. 

 

I have given this union every chance to act like a union before having to go to PERC. I waived conflict 

with Margaret Olney even as she had been the attorney on the Watson case on which I was one of two 



whistle-blowers. To say that I did not assist her is a lie and a contemptible one as well. Why would FBI 

immediately ask me if that hush money offer was in writing when they heard the terms? Why did they 

ask for me to bring Margaret Olney and the offer down to their office? Why did Margaret not 

accompany me and how could I keep her on as a my attorney if she would not come down to report 

felony crimes that she had knowledge of and as requested by FBI as well as per 18 USC 4 and also 

concern for me and my family? Was she worried that she might also expose crimes by WEA employees 

as well and was in conflict as she was representing me but through WEA? These are but some of the 

questions ahead for all of you.  

 

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

         US Code 

         Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.  

 

Please forward this to NEA and please give me the mailing addresses (for legal service) of all those at 

WEA involved in the appeal process. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically) 

 
From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org; JHardie@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

Date: Mon, 27 Oct 2014 19:51:10 +0000 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ163/html/PLAW-113publ163.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=0#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=1#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/3
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/5


Professor Craven: 

  

Your appeal concerning the denial of WEA legal services funding is still pending at the 
WEA Board of Directors level. Notice regarding that appeal is forthcoming. However, 
WEA will not be providing you with legal representation until such time, if any, that the 
WEA Board or NEA determine on the basis of your appeal to reverse the decision of the 
WEA General Counsel and restore funding of legal services to you. WEA will not be 
taking any action to appeal the Clark College Board of Trustees Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law, and Final Order issued on October 21, 2014 within the related time 
frame. Thus, you should not expect, nor rely upon, WEA to do so. 

  

Mike McNett 

Hearing and Appeals Board Staff Consultant 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, October 22, 2014 8:57 PM 

To: Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Bonnie 
Terada; Lisa Lewison [WA]; Jace Borba [WA]; Aimee Iverson [WA]; Info PERC; Mike McNett [WA] 

Subject: FW: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

  

Mr. McNett: 

  

Please see the attached termination order for October 22, 2014. This is despite my having a 
valid appeal for legal assistance pending and my legal reasons for demanding that this 
corrupted process be terminated. This is the order from the same Board of Trustees and AG's 
office that authorized the last minute $100,000 hush money offer that the FBI wanted to see in 
writing and the last minute motion to limit and hide the serial denials of due process and the 
failure of the union to document and stop it, as well as the perjury, obstruction of justice and 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org


serial violations of duty under law to report knowledge of felonies having been committed on 
the part of union officers, lawyers and members of the AG's office. 

  

I will be taking this to FBI tomorrow to file formal criminal complaint. We now have the final 
brief of Ms Terada that is riddled with falsehoods and misrepresentations directly contradicted 
by the sworn submissions of WEA/AHE briefs as well as in a hearing with conflicting sworn and 
very material testimonies in the same hearing as well as previously in separate  venues. This will 
not go away no matter what anyone thinks of the charges against me; the perjury and other 
crimes stand unexposed and unacknowledged and even suborned  by WEA and AHE refusal to 
do your duty under law as well as fiduciary as well for individual members as well as for the 
membership in not allowing these kinds of serial railroading of people out of public 
employment for doing their duty under law which is all I am guilty of as WEA itself once 
asserted and with the authorization of legal representation in this case. 

  

I expect the union to file for an immediate injunction against the imposition of this order, I have 
due process and stages of appeal pending, this act also serves to cover-up crimes that were 
exposed not by me but by sworn and unrebutted testimonies of Dr. Roi and Mr. Davidson 
acting for WEA and AHE.   I expect the union to take this to PERC as I will be taking it there as 
well. Over and over I have given this union every chance to act like a union and have made 
good-faith notice and evidence of and chances to mitigate, real and ongoing damages to me, 
my family and to the students and institution. Please regard this as the same. 

  

This will be sent to law enforcement as real time crimes going on. 

 

From: lkent@clark.edu 
To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com; BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV 
CC: SWilliams@clark.edu; DerekE@ATG.WA.GOV 
Subject: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 
Date: Wed, 22 Oct 2014 16:08:29 +0000 

Good morning, 

  

Please see the attached Final Order from the Clark College Board of Trustees. 

mailto:lkent@clark.edu
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV
mailto:SWilliams@clark.edu
mailto:DerekE@ATG.WA.GOV


  

Hard copies will be sent to you via USPS today. 

  

  

  

Leigh Kent 

Executive Assistant to the President 

Clark College 

1933 Fort Vancouver Way 

Vancouver, WA  98663 

P:  360-992-2101 

F:  360-992-2871 

  

  

  

Mr. Mc Nett: 

  

Please see the above sent to me today. I am terminated as of October 22,, 2014. 

  

Professor Craven, 

  

I am not in a position to advise you regarding the matter below, nor am I able to access 

the linked files. 



  

Your appeal regarding the denial of continued legal services is now pending at level of 

the WEA Board of Directors. In accordance with the appeal policy and procedures, the 

WEA Board should hear the appeal at their next scheduled meeting. 

  

The next meeting of the WEA Board is slated for November 21st and 22nd at the WEA 

headquarters building in Federal Way. I have been in communication with the WEA 

President’s assistant regarding the specific time and date and hope to be able to give 

you that information soon. The information will be sent to you via certified mail and, per 

your request, by email. 

  

Mike McNett 

Hearing and Appeals Board Staff Consultant 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, October 21, 2014 8:09 AM 

To: Dean Lookinghawk; Mike McNett [WA]; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; Aimee 

Iverson [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Bonnie Terada 

Subject: RE: Response to Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still 

Unaddressed 

  

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
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Dear Mr. Mc Nett: 

  

I just got received this sent to me today  (see AG motion against termination or postponement) on legal representation pending. That this was not 

apparently sent to the union, is indicative of contempt for it and/or coordination and collusion between the union and administration. But the fact is that 

the serial falsehoods, omissions, in this brief and motion the union is in a position to know and has in past sworn submissions provided the evidence of 

some of the falsehoods in the brief. Further, some of the representations conflict directly with those made by WEA and AHE under oath thus there are 

implications here in terms of possible future criminal and civil complaints against the union and named persons acted on behalf of the union. Further, 

refusal to address my pending appeal (and as far as I know I still have a valid pending appeal with WHR and my complaint was supposed to be sent to EEOC 

by WHR as well) as well as formal criminal complaints against those who had knowledge of the evidence of perjury by Bob Knight and not only refused to 

report it per 18 USC 4, but continue, as with this motion, to try to conceal from legal scrutiny and accountability, evidence of serial perjury and obstruction 

of justice by the very person who appointed the investigators to deliver the cover-ups he sought; the very person who acted as "judge" his (words), 

assessor of discipline on complaints he initiated; the very person who initiated and/or recruited complainants and rewarded them with unprecedented 

course loads for which they were not qualified and vetted; the very person who even acted as appeal authority on his own charges, investigations, findings, 

and assessments of discipline through recruited proxies that the WEA and AHE produced evidence of and asked to be reported on the intra-union list. The 

very evidence they say was not provided was in fact provided even with attempts to prevent a record for future use with the last minute hush money offer 

followed by the motion to limit any rebuttal or evidence against allegations repeated over and over as either supposed evidence of themselves and or 

properly adjudicated "findings" of "facts." And in no cases were the original and complete documents considered from which partial and shaped quotes 

were taken as somehow self-evidently indicative of charges and conclusions never made in any formal complaints when there were any formal complaints. 

The specifics of my criminal complaint, which includes the Board of Trustees for signing off on the hush money offer based on only one-sided 

representations of the issues and without one word from me, along with their own refusal to act on their acquired knowledge of perjury and obstruction of 

justice evident on the part of Knight or on the part of Dr. Roi and Ms Davidson, make them unfit, and in direct and material conflicts of interest  to continue 

this corrupted process and act on the issue of my termination.   

  

This will be sent to law enforcement as they are being allowed and enabled with union non-responses to all of this, to stack-up and pile on all the 

allegations of the past as somehow proved and stipulated to by the union with non-arbitration, the very stuff the hush money off and motion to limit were 

designed to prevent any rebuttal of--more serial denials of basic due process. 

  

But this process has been corrupted from the beginning and this will not go away not matter what happens. Please read this motion and just look even at 

the brief written by Lisa Lewison to see some of the outright falsehoods and misrepresentations in this motion. Further, I would ask both Dean 

Lookinghawk and Jace Borba to review the transcripts of the hearing on termination with particular reference to the testimony of Joseph Vance as they 

were witnesses to my repeated objections to only two hours allotted for three complaints and cross-complaints and they are witnesses that none of my 

ADA and cross-complaints were ever addressed by Sievert or by Nash and thus witnesses to possible perjury in the testimonies of Joseph Vance and others 

as well. 



  

Please get back to me on this as I just received this today and I know they are intent on a Oct 22 deadline for their own agenda. 

There is no way this process can be saved or the body of corrupted "findings" accepted to be argued from. This is fruit of a highly, serially and intentionally 

poisoned tree that can yield no usable legal fruit except as evidence of conspiracy to obstruct justice, suborn and cover-up perjury, conspiracy to pervert, 

corrupt and engineer the course, outcomes and potential future precedents of justice. 

  

The sworn submissions of WEA and AHE portions of which are in my petition in Appendix 4, directly refute, with supporting evidence and transcripts, many 

representations and assertions of fact in this and other motions submitted on behalf of Clark College and WEA and AHE are well aware of it and have been 

made well aware of falsehoods exposed by their own sworn submissions and evidence. Failure to report these contradictions in sworn testimonies, as in 

the most recent case of conflicting sworn testimonies in the same hearing, constitutes at least two major felonies (18 USC 4 and 73) with each act of willful 

disregard for petitions such as this one to do your duty under law a separate act of contempt for the law and the union's duty.  

  

I expect WEA and AHE to act on my valid appeal for legal representation immediately. Anyone who questions my medical status without taking the due 

diligence to check with my physicians who have been given release to discuss my health, is engaging in reckless and depraved disregard for my health 

condition and showing reckless disregard for facts available but not sought. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

  

  

  

  

James has files to share with you on OneDrive. To view them, click the links below. 



 AG Motion Against Termination or Postponement WEA Notice of Com.pdf 

 AG Motion Against Termination or Postponement WEA Notice of Com.pdf 

 

To Jim and Mr. McNett: 

  

What is this about? I was standing right there when they brought the tape of the hearing that they said 

they could not get to play with audio, I said we would try to see if we could do something, I 

recommended a wide codec package called K-Lite free to download from the internet website, in an 

attempt to try to recover the audio, and it was the chairwoman who said if they and we could not get a 

working copy of the tape the meeting had to be redone and would be redone as to get a audio copy for 

the record. She stated and agreed that audio recording  is critical to have a full record. Including my own 

reporting within the hearing of the many things I have seen personally witnessed; Including  terms of 

cover-ups and more, plus there were several false statements made by the lawyer opposing your 

petition there that I know to be false directly. They need to be repeated or captured on tape. I cannot 

restore it and they now ask us to send them a copy of their own tape that they were responsible to 

making sure was properly made and usable. 

  

As for the charge that you did not fully assist your attorney, I am a direct witness to all your interactions, 

I have read all your exchanges with her and that is a flat-out untruth and there is not one piece of 

evidence to support such statements as you failed to support your attorney. I have also, received all 

correspondence  between you and your attorney as  not only you CC myself as a CC: recipient , but so 

did your attorney. You definitely gave an unquestionable warning that if she did not come with you to 

FBI as I did, and as she was requested by them, to bring the hush money offer and discuss it and the 

perjury by Bob Knight, you would have no choice, as a matter of your understanding of the law 

(continuing a legal defense that involves cover-up and subornation of perjury and other felonies and 

refusal to report felony perjury that has occurred the second time an on her watch?) to terminate her 

representation. And I was present the first time you met her, and again in her office when you stated 

emphatically...  No settlements, sealed or otherwise, no hush money because there are crimes and 

others involved not just you. 

  

Perhaps it takes a special kind of fool to ignore or not even question the many things the many things i 

have witnessed at your many "Hearings" that were later called and referred to just "Meetings" I have 

also been to Law Enforcement with you to report such crimes of perjury, interfering with witnesses, 

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx


abuse of power, etc.. And yet not once have I been interviewed or questioned within any kind of 

investigation or inquiry to determine all possible facts.   

 

Dean Lookinghawk 

  

  

To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.

saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com;aiverson@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org

; dereke@atg.wa.gov; bonniet@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: RE: Response to Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still 

Unaddressed 

Date: Mon, 13 Oct 2014 17:47:59 -0700 

Mr. McNett, 

  

Thanks for your response and also for your clarification as to the identity of the attorney as 

from the general counsel for WEA not the AG but the effect was the same as having the AG's 

argument represented. If you have a working copy of the tape I asked for it to be sent. There 

was not agreement to proceed without it; in fact it was the chairperson of this hearing that 

suggested that without the record which I had insisted on waiting for, there was no basis for me 

to appeal and I indicated I would be appealing as that hearing had all the spontaneity and 

impartiality of a bad Gilbert and Sullivan. And I did not get a copy of any written submissions by 

that person. Why was Ms Iverson not present? 

  

I have asked over and over for proof that this has been sent to NEA because of the issues 

involved and that WEA is up to its neck in material conflicts of interest just as Bob Knight was in 

acting as investigator, judge, jury, assessor of punishment and even appeal authority on his own 

charges or those through proxies. 
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But you still refuse to mention the word perjury and the fact that it was the sworn testimonies 

of two union officers, in two different venues, that exposed the statement "There is no morale 

problem. There will be no morale problem when we get rid of professor Craven." (not reported 

to me for over a year while his plan was being carried out and I--and the membership via 

precedents being set--was serially being denied due process and union representation, all of 

which has been covered-up and is still being covered-up because WEA and AHE are simply in 

the position that Bob Knight was overheard bragging about and counting on: you investigate 

him and his perjury, the better the job the more they expose WEA and AHE lawyers, never mind 

rank-and-file union reps, not only failing to report felony crimes they have evidence of in their 

possession, failing to file against disciplines without Laudermills even, but also actively colluding 

to prevent full examination and final due process in my termination and exposure of perjury by 

the central ringleader in all charges against me, due to acquired "mutuality of interests". This is 

what happens when any form of corruption and dereliction of duty goes on: those who do 

corruption or are derelict in duty to expose and stop it acquire a mutuality of interests in that 

each can and will take down the other if taken down. That is the situation in which the WEA 

and AHE have placed themselves and a whole lot of sunlight and transparency will be coming to 

WEA and AHE for sure. 

  

In any case, I am still a public employee, my pay is still being assessed for membership dues to 

help pay your salary, none of you at WEA own WEA, it is an institution that has seen others 

fired and sued for dereliction of duty and worse in the past, I have a valid appeal pending, there 

are critical union issues and precedents involved in this case, my case was accepted for legal 

assistance, no one has given me one statement from Margaret or anyone, no evidence, no 

specifics of my having failed to assist  her (the opposite is this case), and in any case I expect 

you and WEA to notify the College of my status, that I have been operating without counsel due 

to no fault of my own in terms of timing of WEA appeal procedures, I have definite medical 

disabilities, and any move to push this process forward is more serial denials of due process but 

also more 18 USC 4 and 73 and RCW 42.20. 

  

Further, it is even worse because Dr. Roi and Lynn Davidson, at considerable legal risk to 

themselves, nonetheless testified a second time, this time with awareness (before they, like 

Lisa Lewison during the Whalen hearing were unaware that their sworn testimonies directly 

opposed the sworn testimony of Knight and thus wither their testimonies or Knight's were 

perjury and obstruction of justice per se) that their testimonies would oppose the sworn 

testimony of Knight in the same hearing; they had the courage to do their duty while WEA 



proposes to shut down and refuse to report these serious felonies and aid and abet the position 

of the opposing counsel to do it. 

  

You have evidence of perjury by Bob Knight, what is the language of 18 USC 4 or 73 or the other 

statutes cited that is unclear to you. all at WEA? Finally there are statements made by the WEA 

legal rep that were false and I need a working copy of that tape that I indicated to your 

chairperson would be turned over to law enforcement. You demanded the tape, your 

responsibility was to make sure that I had a working copy of that tape prior to my leaving. Dean 

was unable to do anything with it, where is your copy? If you do not have one, how and on 

what basis did you proceed to make a decision on my appeal without even resolving the issue 

and when you knew I would be appealing? Dean Lookinghawk was a witness to all our 

conversations as well as all my interactions with Margaret.   

  

You see how it gets worse and worse? So far you all appear to be actively colluding and 

coordinating for an Oct 22 deadline and I do apologize that my due process and other legal 

rights are in the way. Bottom line: no need for pretexts and star chambers, prejury, obstruction 

of justice, cover-ups, procedural sandbagging, hush money offers, motions to limit, and the like 

if the case is clean; only if it is dirty; 

  

This  is why I only operate on paper. You give your version, I give mine, you bring your evidence 

and witnesses, I bring mine, and we will see whose accounts survive scrutiny by truly 

independent, dispassionate, disinterested and competent arbiters of facts and law. 

  

Every day you refuse to report to law enforcement the knowledge of felony crimes like perjury 

and obstruction of justice that you have in your possession, in fact generated from the sworn 

testimonies of your own union officers is no more an act of omission but an overt act of 

concealment of the commission of a felony crime and the language of the law is clear which is 

why all of you who have received the materials I submitted and still  persist with this theater 

and refusing to do your duty under law and to the membership will be named personally in civil 

action following being named in criminal complaints after being given chance after chance to 

recognize and obey the law. 



  

Please address these concerns and the questions I have posed not the ones you might have 

preferred to be asked. This will go to law enforcement per my duties under the statute cited 

below--ASAP reporting mandated by law. 

  

James Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

         US Code 

         Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 

  

  

  

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Mon, 13 Oct 2014 19:48:08 +0000 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ163/html/PLAW-113publ163.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=0#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=1#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/3
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/5
mailto:MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org


Professor Craven, 

  

You were provided a copy of the recording file following the hearing. As we discussed in 

the lobby that afternoon, we were unfortunately unable to play back the recording from 

that file. We do not know what malfunction caused the recording file to be unusable and 

were surprised by that outcome. Our IT staff person was unable to solve the problem 

and, when we parted company, my understanding was that all parties were satisfied 

with Mr. Lookinghawk’s offer to make an attempt to repair the file. Subsequent to that 

discussion, the Hearing and Appeals Board made a decision, sent you notification, and 

you have appealed that decision to the WEA Board. Your appeal is now pending at that 

level of the process. 

  

We have provided you with a copy of the only recording file that we have from the 

hearing. If Mr. Lookinghawk or others produce a useable file, we will welcome that 

outcome and ask that you send us a functional copy. 

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, October 13, 2014 10:59 AM 

To: Mike McNett [WA]; Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; Jace Borba 

[WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; dereke@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

  

To WEA et al: 

  

I still have not been provided a copy of the tape of the hearing that led to the hearing decision 

against which I have filed a formal appeal as I have with respect to the whistle-blower decision 

by WHR as well as formal notice of referral of my complaint to EEOC per duty of Washington 

Human Rights when federal issues and crimes are also alleged and supporting evidence and law 

given. 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov
mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov


  

This denies me a record, made at the insistence of WEA from which to appeal as well as a 

record I believe, of further evidence of coordinated and collusive conduct between Clark 

College, the AG's office, possibly WHR and WEA who are supposed to be independent and 

impartial in the processing and review of my complaints and those against me. I have requested 

a viable copy of the tape, to repeat the process even, but now it appears to me that the tape 

was made unusable purposely absent evidence to the contrary due to the apparent intrigue 

and serial refusals to even acknowledge let alone answer my legitimate questions. 

  

Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive. 

  

Please provide a written statement as to what happened with the tape of the hearing on my 

WEA representation and why WEA refuses to take legal action stop a dismissal process riddled 

with corruption and felony crimes by the key players according to WEA's own sworn 

submissions in the past, when it knows well I have valid appeals on WEA as well as WHR 

decisions pending as well as formal criminal complaints,that are  longstanding and being 

unaddressed so far not of my doing or fault. 

  

Again, this will be sent to law enforcement. 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.

saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com; jborba@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org; 

dereke@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 16:08:32 -0700 

Dear Mr. McNett: 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
mailto:lookinghawk@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov
mailto:kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov
mailto:kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov
mailto:info@jayinslee.com
mailto:jborba@washingtonea.org
mailto:llewison@washingtonea.org
mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov


  

It is Professor not Dr. Craven. I just got this letter today (I have a public post box and registered 

letters should be sent to be signed for by me personally and/or also sent email as they are time-

sensitive and I have known and documented medical disabilities that this union appears to be 

willfully blind to if not at the level of depraved indifference to the known effects of induced 

toxic stress (such as that which accompanies serial denials of basic due process aided and 

abetted by the union supposed to represent you and not allow precedents clearly intended to 

be used against others) on human health and longevity. 

  

This is to constitute a formal appeal against this decision and to document for the record the 

particulars of this process and decision making: 

  

1) At the suggestion of WEA, and witnessed, I was to be provided a correct and full copy of the 

tape of the hearing, requested at the insistence of WEA, and without it and a record to use for 

appeal and to take to law enforcement that I indicated I would send a copy to, and failing that, 

the hearing was to be redone so that a full-record could be obtained for appeal and law 

enforcement uses. This was not done, my repeated inquires on the status of the hearing with 

the tape not having been provided serially ignored, this decision was made again without a 

record to allow me to use to appeal from and for other venues including PERC.  

2) I have never been provided, and none was given at the hearing, of any written allegations 

and supporting specifics, evidence and citations of policy and law, by Margaret Olney or 

anyone, of my having failed to assist her and comply with her directives even once. Just like 

Clark College, with their demonstrated contempt for the law and elementary due process,  WEA 

appears to think that merely restating an allegation is somehow intrinsic evidence of some sort 

for the allegation. Over and over complainants have been allowed to make allegations with no 

transparency, evidence, accountability or even record of who they were and what the said. This 

union is furthering this contempt for due process and serial denial of duty of fair 

representation. 

  

3) It was the sworn testimonies of two WEA and AHE union officers, in two different venues, 

and in one case in the same venue, that exposed the repeated perjury, obstruction of justice, 

declared intent to "get rid" of me by Robert Knight, and every person with knowledge of that 



perjury and related felonies (WEA and AHE members had such knowledge a full year before 

passed on to me), all contained within the materials submitted to the hearing and to be used on 

appeal, contained not simply my allegations, but supporting evidence (tapes and documents I 

had no hand in originating, no prior knowledge of, no influence on the content or timing), texts 

of laws, with invitations to rebuttal in writing and yet none of that has been reported to law 

enforcement  per your duties under law cited to WEA and AHE over and over. 

  

4) Your letter does not mention the opposing general counsel from the AG's office allowed not 

only to be present, but to present provably false statements (another reason why the missing 

tape is very troubling and all of you will be asked about it in future extended depositions in 

other venues) in opposition to funding that the hush money offer alone shows would reveal 

more crimes and cover-ups in any fair and impartial hearing not run by those with "mutuality of 

interests" that I predicted and have come to pass as predicted and when predicted: a serious 

examination of the whole process, each of the stages of progressive discipline, shows not only 

calculated, coordinated, serial denials of due process, obstructions of ADA complaints, and 

more, but also elements of WEA and AHE in active coordination and collusion with those 

against whom they are supposed to be representing not only me, but the whole membership as 

my case is about a lot more than  me. The more serious any investigation, the more WEA and 

AHE are exposed for past serial acts of failure of duty of fair representation, misprision of a 

felony, obstruction of justice, subornation of perjury through cover-up and concealment, 

conspiracy against rights and under color of law and more. The exact "mutuality of interests" 

that Mr. Knight was overhead bragging about and that was reported to Mr. Boyer long ago. 

  

5) I have asked and ask again, what is the legal authority and reasoning behind the union, any 

union, allowing opposing counsel in a current case of dismissal to have any standing or reason 

to be allowed to make such submissions. What is his full name and title as well as the names of 

any persons, in any capacity, whether present in the hearing room or not (one person was 

outside the room but one of the hearing members went out of the room to speak with him 

periodically). 

  

6) Where in writing was I ever given specifics of any alleged failure to assist counsel? What 

about Margaret Olney's own praise of my commitment to education and the like in her last 

message? What about the fact that on the Sunday night before going to the hearing (not 

knowing that a motion to limit was waiting to be "ruled" on orally) I was in her officer putting 



together the files of documents for the case? This merely making an allegation then when 

asked for supporting evidence and law to support it merely repeating the allegation as if 

repeating it now gives evidence for itself, the Clark College modus operandi, along with 

summarily declaring time limits and narrow scopes of allowable evidence and appeal, these are 

all tactics of those who fear any real examination of their allegations and non-specifics and non-

evidence to support them.     

  

7) I asked over and over if this has gone to NEA.. Unions are not the property of labor 

aristocrats who often run them. Just like community colleges, their resources and jobs belong 

to the People, so it is that unions belong to the membership. When locals go rogue or are 

captured by cloistered and self-serving/protecting elites, they compromise the standing, 

reputation, resources, and even survival of the wider unions of which they  are a part. This case 

for sure will go to NEA, but the delays, which only embolden Clark College to more cover-up, 

intransigence and future crimes, are causing real harm to myself, my family, my health and to 

the standing and effectiveness of the union to deal with the just cases of others. 

  

8) These delays in responding to my appeal, setting up the process of appeal and hearing, the 

non-provision of a usable copy of the tape of the hearing, the lack of any due process or 

specificity of charges or what of my responses and evidence to them were even considered, all 

serve to not only serially deny me due process, and cover-up WEA/AHE past dereliction of duty 

to fair representation, but emboldens them to continue a corrupt and corrupted process from 

which and within which only more corruption, more perjury, more subornation of perjury, 

obstruction of justice and cover-ups can follow. 

  

This will go to law enforcement as this decision is but more cover-up and I believe an example 

of coordination between WHR, WEA, AHE, Clark College and the AG's office and I believe more 

discovery and  intrigue like this will only sadly compromise the union that I have tried over and 

over to keep out of this as an institution. 

  

Please accept this as a formal appeal against this decision and notice of my intent to file formal 

criminal complaints against all those present in this decision who will be also named personally 

in civil complaints. and the signed pdf will follow. 



  

I have a long paper trail of legitimate questions posed, laws and evidence cited, all in writing 

with no responses from WEA, AHE and others. This will now for sure all go to PERC and other 

agencies; since elements in this union appear to have such contempt for the law and refuse to 

go to it when it is being serially broken, now it is time for the law (Icivil and criminal) to be 

brought to this union as well as to the Clark College administration and the AG's office. No need 

for perjury and subornation cover-ups, refusal to go to paper, leaving fingerprints and thus 

accountability off of decisions, serial denials of due process if the case against me is clean; only 

if it is dirty.  

  

Sincerely, 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

Professor of Economics 

  

  

  

  

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 18:33:58 +0000 

Dr. Craven, 

  

mailto:MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


I noted in your message below that you have now requested that any documents sent to 

you by mail also be provided via email. In response to this request, I am attaching an 

electronic copy of my letter to you dated Sept. 30, 2014. This letter was sent by certified 

mail on that date to the address that you provided to us, and you confirmed that address 

at the close of the hearing when it was announced that the decision of the Hearing and 

Appeals Board would be transmitted by mail within six days per the established 

procedures of the Board. We received a USPS return receipt indicating delivery of the 

letter on Oct. 2, 2014. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Mike McNett 

Staff Consultant, Hearing and Appeals Board 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 753-7192 cell 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

mcnettm@gmail.com 

Skype: mike_mcnett 

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, October 09, 2014 10:24 AM 

To: Aimee Iverson [WA]; Mike McNett [WA]; Jay Inslee; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Dean Lookinghawk; 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
mailto:mcnettm@gmail.com
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov


Kevin Saito; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Jace Borba [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA] 

Subject: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

  

To WEA, Washington Human Rights, Washington Attorney General's Office and Clark College 

Board of Trustees: 

  

The following formal requests, with supporting evidence and law, along with requests for 

rebuttal in writing remain unanswered and even unacknowledged. (see attached previous 

submissions). Further, I attended the hearing on my appeal for new counsel to be funded by 

WEA, I allowed taping per WEA request and yet no usable tape was provided of the hearing. I 

indicated that I needed that tape and that I would be turning it over to law enforcement as I 

believe it contained evidence of crimes as well as coordination and collusion between WEA and 

the Attorney General's Office as well as with Washington Human Rights to deny my clear status 

as a whistle-blower in order to avoid timelines as well as hard physical evidence of felony 

crimes having been committed and thus the duty to report them under 18 USC 4 and 73. 

  

I stand unrepresented, with serious medical disabilities, and with a thoroughly corrupt and 

corrupted process being continued with clear evidence of serious and serial felonies by the 

central ringleader of all complaints against me as well as the "judge", assessor of discipline and 

even "appeal" authority on two of three possible levels of appeal (when I ever even got a 

Laudermill hearing to appeal). 

  

The hush money offer, with public monies and resources expended already, especially in the 

context of my having made repeated and sworn submissions to law enforcement (about crimes 

not torts or even gross misdemeanors per 18 USC 4 and 73), all of which preceded the the 

pilings-on of charges and kangaroo courts that followed, represented a criminal solicitation to 

obstruct justice and repudiate or compromise my previous submissions to law enforcement, to 

sign away my free speech and other Constitutional rights, as well as duties under law in 

perpetuity not to disparage or file any kind of legal action or complaint against  any employee 

or  agent of Clark College ever for anything even with cause. This is not only more than one 

affirmative material step in furtherance of objectives and conduct that amount to obstruction 

of justice per se, but this represents more than that: this represents conspiracy not only to 

mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov


obstruct justice, but to pervert the course and cause of justice by attempting to create a record 

of contrived and engineered falsehoods and decisions that act as precedent and findings to be 

used against other whistle-blowers as well as to inoculate the participants against future civil as 

well as criminal charges and prosecution. Otherwise why the last minute hush money offer with 

21 days to consider (all of a sudden no time pressures) and why no "ruling" on the motion to 

limit all evidence or stages of progressive discipline until the morning of the hearing and after 

the hush money offer made? 

  

This will be going to EEOC, PERC, Washington DOP, Governor Inslee, Washington Ethics and law 

enforcement. There is no need to fear going to paper with and explaining the law and reasoning 

behind, decisions if they they are clean and defensible; only if they are not. There is no need for 

hush money, perjury, obstruction of justice, motions to limit (hide), displacing fingerprints and 

accountability, lack of transparency and accountability  if the case is clean only if it is dirty. I also 

asked for proof that this case has been sent to NEA because of the precedents and issues 

involved. 

  

The FBI at PDX asked me to bring the hush money offer and attorney Margaret Olney to their 

office. That was their request once they knew the terms of the offer and when it was made, 

they only wanted to know if it was in writing. When Margaret could not or would not 

accompany me, I had not only a right but a duty under law not to continue her representation 

knowing that it would build on more obstruction of justice and perjury to continue. None of 

these issues have been addressed. This hush money offer could not have been made without 

the active sign-off by the Clark College Board of Trustees, Mr. Knight, the AG's Office, Mr. 

Stonier and thus they have all impeached themselves and their fitness to sit and pass on any 

aspect of this case by their own conduct. I have no doubt the three trustees I did not know 

were spoon-fed what the other two (also with material conflicts of interest to sit as "judges" on 

whether I am guilty or not). 

  

Finally, because of the medications I am on, I cannot drive sometimes and thus do not get me 

mail except once a week. Please send a copy of anything sent in the mail also to my email and 

the snail-mail game, if played as it has been on me in the past, also reveals patters which reveal 

connections, intentions as well as mens rea. All of these machinations and attempt to escape 

contradictions and webs of deceit and cover-ups will simply not work; the more the avoidance 

and refusal to recognize and follow the laws cited to you the worse it will be in the other 



venues that will come. Please regard this as a good-faith attempt to apprise of and attempt to 

mitigate, real damages and threats to me health and life,  not only to myself and family, but to 

students who are being defrauded and handed unqualified and unvetted faculty being kept on 

as those who act unlawfully with others become beholden on each other as one goes down can 

and will take down the others. This is a recipe for more cover-ups and serial denials of basic due 

process that the union itself has alleged in past submissions now being taken as the union 

having "stipulated" to previous stages of progressive discipline as duly conducted and charges 

duly made. 

  

sincerely 

  

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically) 

Professor of Economics       

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

  

  

  

 
From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com; 

dereke@atg.wa.gov; bonniet@atg.wa.gov; llewison@washingtonea.org; jborba@washingtonea.org; 

aiverson@washingtonea.org; info@perc.wa.gov; mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

Subject: FW: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

Date: Wed, 22 Oct 2014 20:56:36 -0700 

Mr. McNett: 

 

Please see the attached termination order for October 22, 2014. This is despite my having a valid appeal 

for legal assistance pending and my legal reasons for demanding that this corrupted process be 

terminated. This is the order from the same Board of Trustees and AG's office that authorized the last 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


minute $100,000 hush money offer that the FBI wanted to see in writing and the last minute motion to 

limit and hide the serial denials of due process and the failure of the union to document and stop it, as 

well as the perjury, obstruction of justice and serial violations of duty under law to report knowledge of 

felonies having been committed on the part of union officers, lawyers and members of the AG's office. 

 

I will be taking this to FBI tomorrow to file formal criminal complaint. We now have the final brief of Ms 

Terada that is riddled with falsehoods and misrepresentations directly contradicted by the sworn 

submissions of WEA/AHE briefs as well as in a hearing with conflicting sworn and very material 

testimonies in the same hearing as well as previously in separate  venues. This will not go away no 

matter what anyone thinks of the charges against me; the perjury and other crimes stand unexposed 

and unacknowledged and even suborned  by WEA and AHE refusal to do your duty under law as well as 

fiduciary as well for individual members as well as for the membership in not allowing these kinds of 

serial railroading of people out of public employment for doing their duty under law which is all I am 

guilty of as WEA itself once asserted and with the authorization of legal representation in this case. 

 

I expect the union to file for an immediate injunction against the imposition of this order, I have due 

process and stages of appeal pending, this act also serves to cover-up crimes that were exposed not by 

me but by sworn and unrebutted testimonies of Dr. Roi and Mr. Davidson acting for WEA and AHE.   I 

expect the union to take this to PERC as I will be taking it there as well. Over and over I have given this 

union every chance to act like a union and have made good-faith notice and evidence of and chances to 

mitigate, real and ongoing damages to me, my family and to the students and institution. Please regard 

this as the same. 

 

This will be sent to law enforcement as real time crimes going on. 

 
From: lkent@clark.edu 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com; BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV 

CC: SWilliams@clark.edu; DerekE@ATG.WA.GOV 

Subject: Clark College Board of Trustees Final Order 

Date: Wed, 22 Oct 2014 16:08:29 +0000 

Good morning, 

  

Please see the attached Final Order from the Clark College Board of Trustees. 

  

Hard copies will be sent to you via USPS today. 



  

  

  

Leigh Kent 

Executive Assistant to the President 

Clark College 

1933 Fort Vancouver Way 

Vancouver, WA  98663 

P:  360-992-2101 

F:  360-992-2871 

 

 

 

Mr. Mc Nett: 

 

Please see the above sent to me today. I am terminated as of October 22,, 2014. 

 

Professor Craven, 

  

I am not in a position to advise you regarding the matter below, nor am I able to access 

the linked files. 

  



Your appeal regarding the denial of continued legal services is now pending at level of 

the WEA Board of Directors. In accordance with the appeal policy and procedures, the 

WEA Board should hear the appeal at their next scheduled meeting. 

  

The next meeting of the WEA Board is slated for November 21st and 22nd at the WEA 

headquarters building in Federal Way. I have been in communication with the WEA 

President’s assistant regarding the specific time and date and hope to be able to give 

you that information soon. The information will be sent to you via certified mail and, per 

your request, by email. 

  

Mike McNett 

Hearing and Appeals Board Staff Consultant 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, October 21, 2014 8:09 AM 

To: Dean Lookinghawk; Mike McNett [WA]; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; Aimee 

Iverson [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Bonnie Terada 

Subject: RE: Response to Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still 

Unaddressed 

  

Dear Mr. Mc Nett: 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org


  

I just got received this sent to me today  (see AG motion against termination or postponement) on legal representation pending. That this was not 

apparently sent to the union, is indicative of contempt for it and/or coordination and collusion between the union and administration. But the fact is that 

the serial falsehoods, omissions, in this brief and motion the union is in a position to know and has in past sworn submissions provided the evidence of 

some of the falsehoods in the brief. Further, some of the representations conflict directly with those made by WEA and AHE under oath thus there are 

implications here in terms of possible future criminal and civil complaints against the union and named persons acted on behalf of the union. Further, 

refusal to address my pending appeal (and as far as I know I still have a valid pending appeal with WHR and my complaint was supposed to be sent to EEOC 

by WHR as well) as well as formal criminal complaints against those who had knowledge of the evidence of perjury by Bob Knight and not only refused to 

report it per 18 USC 4, but continue, as with this motion, to try to conceal from legal scrutiny and accountability, evidence of serial perjury and obstruction 

of justice by the very person who appointed the investigators to deliver the cover-ups he sought; the very person who acted as "judge" his (words), 

assessor of discipline on complaints he initiated; the very person who initiated and/or recruited complainants and rewarded them with unprecedented 

course loads for which they were not qualified and vetted; the very person who even acted as appeal authority on his own charges, investigations, findings, 

and assessments of discipline through recruited proxies that the WEA and AHE produced evidence of and asked to be reported on the intra-union list. The 

very evidence they say was not provided was in fact provided even with attempts to prevent a record for future use with the last minute hush money offer 

followed by the motion to limit any rebuttal or evidence against allegations repeated over and over as either supposed evidence of themselves and or 

properly adjudicated "findings" of "facts." And in no cases were the original and complete documents considered from which partial and shaped quotes 

were taken as somehow self-evidently indicative of charges and conclusions never made in any formal complaints when there were any formal complaints. 

The specifics of my criminal complaint, which includes the Board of Trustees for signing off on the hush money offer based on only one-sided 

representations of the issues and without one word from me, along with their own refusal to act on their acquired knowledge of perjury and obstruction of 

justice evident on the part of Knight or on the part of Dr. Roi and Ms Davidson, make them unfit, and in direct and material conflicts of interest  to continue 

this corrupted process and act on the issue of my termination.   

  

This will be sent to law enforcement as they are being allowed and enabled with union non-responses to all of this, to stack-up and pile on all the 

allegations of the past as somehow proved and stipulated to by the union with non-arbitration, the very stuff the hush money off and motion to limit were 

designed to prevent any rebuttal of--more serial denials of basic due process. 

  

But this process has been corrupted from the beginning and this will not go away not matter what happens. Please read this motion and just look even at 

the brief written by Lisa Lewison to see some of the outright falsehoods and misrepresentations in this motion. Further, I would ask both Dean 

Lookinghawk and Jace Borba to review the transcripts of the hearing on termination with particular reference to the testimony of Joseph Vance as they 

were witnesses to my repeated objections to only two hours allotted for three complaints and cross-complaints and they are witnesses that none of my 

ADA and cross-complaints were ever addressed by Sievert or by Nash and thus witnesses to possible perjury in the testimonies of Joseph Vance and others 

as well. 

  



Please get back to me on this as I just received this today and I know they are intent on a Oct 22 deadline for their own agenda. 

There is no way this process can be saved or the body of corrupted "findings" accepted to be argued from. This is fruit of a highly, serially and intentionally 

poisoned tree that can yield no usable legal fruit except as evidence of conspiracy to obstruct justice, suborn and cover-up perjury, conspiracy to pervert, 

corrupt and engineer the course, outcomes and potential future precedents of justice. 

  

The sworn submissions of WEA and AHE portions of which are in my petition in Appendix 4, directly refute, with supporting evidence and transcripts, many 

representations and assertions of fact in this and other motions submitted on behalf of Clark College and WEA and AHE are well aware of it and have been 

made well aware of falsehoods exposed by their own sworn submissions and evidence. Failure to report these contradictions in sworn testimonies, as in 

the most recent case of conflicting sworn testimonies in the same hearing, constitutes at least two major felonies (18 USC 4 and 73) with each act of willful 

disregard for petitions such as this one to do your duty under law a separate act of contempt for the law and the union's duty.  

  

I expect WEA and AHE to act on my valid appeal for legal representation immediately. Anyone who questions my medical status without taking the due 

diligence to check with my physicians who have been given release to discuss my health, is engaging in reckless and depraved disregard for my health 

condition and showing reckless disregard for facts available but not sought. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

  

  

  

  

James has files to share with you on OneDrive. To view them, click the links below. 

 AG Motion Against Termination or Postponement WEA Notice of Com.pdf 

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx


 AG Motion Against Termination or Postponement WEA Notice of Com.pdf 

 

To Jim and Mr. McNett: 

  

What is this about? I was standing right there when they brought the tape of the hearing that they said 

they could not get to play with audio, I said we would try to see if we could do something, I 

recommended a wide codec package called K-Lite free to download from the internet website, in an 

attempt to try to recover the audio, and it was the chairwoman who said if they and we could not get a 

working copy of the tape the meeting had to be redone and would be redone as to get a audio copy for 

the record. She stated and agreed that audio recording  is critical to have a full record. Including my own 

reporting within the hearing of the many things I have seen personally witnessed; Including  terms of 

cover-ups and more, plus there were several false statements made by the lawyer opposing your 

petition there that I know to be false directly. They need to be repeated or captured on tape. I cannot 

restore it and they now ask us to send them a copy of their own tape that they were responsible to 

making sure was properly made and usable. 

  

As for the charge that you did not fully assist your attorney, I am a direct witness to all your interactions, 

I have read all your exchanges with her and that is a flat-out untruth and there is not one piece of 

evidence to support such statements as you failed to support your attorney. I have also, received all 

correspondence  between you and your attorney as  not only you CC myself as a CC: recipient , but so 

did your attorney. You definitely gave an unquestionable warning that if she did not come with you to 

FBI as I did, and as she was requested by them, to bring the hush money offer and discuss it and the 

perjury by Bob Knight, you would have no choice, as a matter of your understanding of the law 

(continuing a legal defense that involves cover-up and subornation of perjury and other felonies and 

refusal to report felony perjury that has occurred the second time an on her watch?) to terminate her 

representation. And I was present the first time you met her, and again in her office when you stated 

emphatically...  No settlements, sealed or otherwise, no hush money because there are crimes and 

others involved not just you. 

  

Perhaps it takes a special kind of fool to ignore or not even question the many things the many things i 

have witnessed at your many "Hearings" that were later called and referred to just "Meetings" I have 

also been to Law Enforcement with you to report such crimes of perjury, interfering with witnesses, 

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx


abuse of power, etc.. And yet not once have I been interviewed or questioned within any kind of 

investigation or inquiry to determine all possible facts. 

 

  

To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.

saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com;aiverson@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org

; dereke@atg.wa.gov; bonniet@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: RE: Response to Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still 

Unaddressed 

Date: Mon, 13 Oct 2014 17:47:59 -0700 

Mr. McNett, 

  

Thanks for your response and also for your clarification as to the identity of the attorney as 

from the general counsel for WEA not the AG but the effect was the same as having the AG's 

argument represented. If you have a working copy of the tape I asked for it to be sent. There 

was not agreement to proceed without it; in fact it was the chairperson of this hearing that 

suggested that without the record which I had insisted on waiting for, there was no basis for me 

to appeal and I indicated I would be appealing as that hearing had all the spontaneity and 

impartiality of a bad Gilbert and Sullivan. And I did not get a copy of any written submissions by 

that person. Why was Ms Iverson not present? 

  

I have asked over and over for proof that this has been sent to NEA because of the issues 

involved and that WEA is up to its neck in material conflicts of interest just as Bob Knight was in 

acting as investigator, judge, jury, assessor of punishment and even appeal authority on his own 

charges or those through proxies. 

  

But you still refuse to mention the word perjury and the fact that it was the sworn testimonies 

of two union officers, in two different venues, that exposed the statement "There is no morale 

problem. There will be no morale problem when we get rid of professor Craven." (not reported 

to me for over a year while his plan was being carried out and I--and the membership via 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
mailto:lookinghawk@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov
mailto:kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov
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mailto:llewison@washingtonea.org
mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov
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precedents being set--was serially being denied due process and union representation, all of 

which has been covered-up and is still being covered-up because WEA and AHE are simply in 

the position that Bob Knight was overheard bragging about and counting on: you investigate 

him and his perjury, the better the job the more they expose WEA and AHE lawyers, never mind 

rank-and-file union reps, not only failing to report felony crimes they have evidence of in their 

possession, failing to file against disciplines without Laudermills even, but also actively colluding 

to prevent full examination and final due process in my termination and exposure of perjury by 

the central ringleader in all charges against me, due to acquired "mutuality of interests". This is 

what happens when any form of corruption and dereliction of duty goes on: those who do 

corruption or are derelict in duty to expose and stop it acquire a mutuality of interests in that 

each can and will take down the other if taken down. That is the situation in which the WEA 

and AHE have placed themselves and a whole lot of sunlight and transparency will be coming to 

WEA and AHE for sure. 

  

In any case, I am still a public employee, my pay is still being assessed for membership dues to 

help pay your salary, none of you at WEA own WEA, it is an institution that has seen others 

fired and sued for dereliction of duty and worse in the past, I have a valid appeal pending, there 

are critical union issues and precedents involved in this case, my case was accepted for legal 

assistance, no one has given me one statement from Margaret or anyone, no evidence, no 

specifics of my having failed to assist  her (the opposite is this case), and in any case I expect 

you and WEA to notify the College of my status, that I have been operating without counsel due 

to no fault of my own in terms of timing of WEA appeal procedures, I have definite medical 

disabilities, and any move to push this process forward is more serial denials of due process but 

also more 18 USC 4 and 73 and RCW 42.20. 

  

Further, it is even worse because Dr. Roi and Lynn Davidson, at considerable legal risk to 

themselves, nonetheless testified a second time, this time with awareness (before they, like 

Lisa Lewison during the Whalen hearing were unaware that their sworn testimonies directly 

opposed the sworn testimony of Knight and thus wither their testimonies or Knight's were 

perjury and obstruction of justice per se) that their testimonies would oppose the sworn 

testimony of Knight in the same hearing; they had the courage to do their duty while WEA 

proposes to shut down and refuse to report these serious felonies and aid and abet the position 

of the opposing counsel to do it. 

  



You have evidence of perjury by Bob Knight, what is the language of 18 USC 4 or 73 or the other 

statutes cited that is unclear to you. all at WEA? Finally there are statements made by the WEA 

legal rep that were false and I need a working copy of that tape that I indicated to your 

chairperson would be turned over to law enforcement. You demanded the tape, your 

responsibility was to make sure that I had a working copy of that tape prior to my leaving. Dean 

was unable to do anything with it, where is your copy? If you do not have one, how and on 

what basis did you proceed to make a decision on my appeal without even resolving the issue 

and when you knew I would be appealing? Dean Lookinghawk was a witness to all our 

conversations as well as all my interactions with Margaret.   

  

You see how it gets worse and worse? So far you all appear to be actively colluding and 

coordinating for an Oct 22 deadline and I do apologize that my due process and other legal 

rights are in the way. Bottom line: no need for pretexts and star chambers, prejury, obstruction 

of justice, cover-ups, procedural sandbagging, hush money offers, motions to limit, and the like 

if the case is clean; only if it is dirty; 

  

This  is why I only operate on paper. You give your version, I give mine, you bring your evidence 

and witnesses, I bring mine, and we will see whose accounts survive scrutiny by truly 

independent, dispassionate, disinterested and competent arbiters of facts and law. 

  

Every day you refuse to report to law enforcement the knowledge of felony crimes like perjury 

and obstruction of justice that you have in your possession, in fact generated from the sworn 

testimonies of your own union officers is no more an act of omission but an overt act of 

concealment of the commission of a felony crime and the language of the law is clear which is 

why all of you who have received the materials I submitted and still  persist with this theater 

and refusing to do your duty under law and to the membership will be named personally in civil 

action following being named in criminal complaints after being given chance after chance to 

recognize and obey the law. 

  

Please address these concerns and the questions I have posed not the ones you might have 

preferred to be asked. This will go to law enforcement per my duties under the statute cited 

below--ASAP reporting mandated by law. 



  

James Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

 US Code 

 Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 

  

  

  

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Mon, 13 Oct 2014 19:48:08 +0000 

Professor Craven, 

  

You were provided a copy of the recording file following the hearing. As we discussed in 

the lobby that afternoon, we were unfortunately unable to play back the recording from 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ163/html/PLAW-113publ163.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=0#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=1#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/3
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/5
mailto:MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org


that file. We do not know what malfunction caused the recording file to be unusable and 

were surprised by that outcome. Our IT staff person was unable to solve the problem 

and, when we parted company, my understanding was that all parties were satisfied 

with Mr. Lookinghawk’s offer to make an attempt to repair the file. Subsequent to that 

discussion, the Hearing and Appeals Board made a decision, sent you notification, and 

you have appealed that decision to the WEA Board. Your appeal is now pending at that 

level of the process. 

  

We have provided you with a copy of the only recording file that we have from the 

hearing. If Mr. Lookinghawk or others produce a useable file, we will welcome that 

outcome and ask that you send us a functional copy. 

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, October 13, 2014 10:59 AM 

To: Mike McNett [WA]; Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; Jace Borba 

[WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; dereke@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

  

To WEA et al: 

  

I still have not been provided a copy of the tape of the hearing that led to the hearing decision 

against which I have filed a formal appeal as I have with respect to the whistle-blower decision 

by WHR as well as formal notice of referral of my complaint to EEOC per duty of Washington 

Human Rights when federal issues and crimes are also alleged and supporting evidence and law 

given. 

  

This denies me a record, made at the insistence of WEA from which to appeal as well as a 

record I believe, of further evidence of coordinated and collusive conduct between Clark 

College, the AG's office, possibly WHR and WEA who are supposed to be independent and 

impartial in the processing and review of my complaints and those against me. I have requested 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov
mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov


a viable copy of the tape, to repeat the process even, but now it appears to me that the tape 

was made unusable purposely absent evidence to the contrary due to the apparent intrigue 

and serial refusals to even acknowledge let alone answer my legitimate questions. 

  

Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive. 

  

Please provide a written statement as to what happened with the tape of the hearing on my 

WEA representation and why WEA refuses to take legal action stop a dismissal process riddled 

with corruption and felony crimes by the key players according to WEA's own sworn 

submissions in the past, when it knows well I have valid appeals on WEA as well as WHR 

decisions pending as well as formal criminal complaints,that are  longstanding and being 

unaddressed so far not of my doing or fault. 

  

Again, this will be sent to law enforcement. 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.

saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com; jborba@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org; 

dereke@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 16:08:32 -0700 

Dear Mr. McNett: 

  

It is Professor not Dr. Craven. I just got this letter today (I have a public post box and registered 

letters should be sent to be signed for by me personally and/or also sent email as they are time-

sensitive and I have known and documented medical disabilities that this union appears to be 
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willfully blind to if not at the level of depraved indifference to the known effects of induced 

toxic stress (such as that which accompanies serial denials of basic due process aided and 

abetted by the union supposed to represent you and not allow precedents clearly intended to 

be used against others) on human health and longevity. 

  

This is to constitute a formal appeal against this decision and to document for the record the 

particulars of this process and decision making: 

  

1) At the suggestion of WEA, and witnessed, I was to be provided a correct and full copy of the 

tape of the hearing, requested at the insistence of WEA, and without it and a record to use for 

appeal and to take to law enforcement that I indicated I would send a copy to, and failing that, 

the hearing was to be redone so that a full-record could be obtained for appeal and law 

enforcement uses. This was not done, my repeated inquires on the status of the hearing with 

the tape not having been provided serially ignored, this decision was made again without a 

record to allow me to use to appeal from and for other venues including PERC.  

2) I have never been provided, and none was given at the hearing, of any written allegations 

and supporting specifics, evidence and citations of policy and law, by Margaret Olney or 

anyone, of my having failed to assist her and comply with her directives even once. Just like 

Clark College, with their demonstrated contempt for the law and elementary due process,  WEA 

appears to think that merely restating an allegation is somehow intrinsic evidence of some sort 

for the allegation. Over and over complainants have been allowed to make allegations with no 

transparency, evidence, accountability or even record of who they were and what the said. This 

union is furthering this contempt for due process and serial denial of duty of fair 

representation. 

  

3) It was the sworn testimonies of two WEA and AHE union officers, in two different venues, 

and in one case in the same venue, that exposed the repeated perjury, obstruction of justice, 

declared intent to "get rid" of me by Robert Knight, and every person with knowledge of that 

perjury and related felonies (WEA and AHE members had such knowledge a full year before 

passed on to me), all contained within the materials submitted to the hearing and to be used on 

appeal, contained not simply my allegations, but supporting evidence (tapes and documents I 

had no hand in originating, no prior knowledge of, no influence on the content or timing), texts 



of laws, with invitations to rebuttal in writing and yet none of that has been reported to law 

enforcement  per your duties under law cited to WEA and AHE over and over. 

  

4) Your letter does not mention the opposing general counsel from the AG's office allowed not 

only to be present, but to present provably false statements (another reason why the missing 

tape is very troubling and all of you will be asked about it in future extended depositions in 

other venues) in opposition to funding that the hush money offer alone shows would reveal 

more crimes and cover-ups in any fair and impartial hearing not run by those with "mutuality of 

interests" that I predicted and have come to pass as predicted and when predicted: a serious 

examination of the whole process, each of the stages of progressive discipline, shows not only 

calculated, coordinated, serial denials of due process, obstructions of ADA complaints, and 

more, but also elements of WEA and AHE in active coordination and collusion with those 

against whom they are supposed to be representing not only me, but the whole membership as 

my case is about a lot more than  me. The more serious any investigation, the more WEA and 

AHE are exposed for past serial acts of failure of duty of fair representation, misprision of a 

felony, obstruction of justice, subornation of perjury through cover-up and concealment, 

conspiracy against rights and under color of law and more. The exact "mutuality of interests" 

that Mr. Knight was overhead bragging about and that was reported to Mr. Boyer long ago. 

  

5) I have asked and ask again, what is the legal authority and reasoning behind the union, any 

union, allowing opposing counsel in a current case of dismissal to have any standing or reason 

to be allowed to make such submissions. What is his full name and title as well as the names of 

any persons, in any capacity, whether present in the hearing room or not (one person was 

outside the room but one of the hearing members went out of the room to speak with him 

periodically). 

  

6) Where in writing was I ever given specifics of any alleged failure to assist counsel? What 

about Margaret Olney's own praise of my commitment to education and the like in her last 

message? What about the fact that on the Sunday night before going to the hearing (not 

knowing that a motion to limit was waiting to be "ruled" on orally) I was in her officer putting 

together the files of documents for the case? This merely making an allegation then when 

asked for supporting evidence and law to support it merely repeating the allegation as if 

repeating it now gives evidence for itself, the Clark College modus operandi, along with 

summarily declaring time limits and narrow scopes of allowable evidence and appeal, these are 



all tactics of those who fear any real examination of their allegations and non-specifics and non-

evidence to support them.     

  

7) I asked over and over if this has gone to NEA.. Unions are not the property of labor 

aristocrats who often run them. Just like community colleges, their resources and jobs belong 

to the People, so it is that unions belong to the membership. When locals go rogue or are 

captured by cloistered and self-serving/protecting elites, they compromise the standing, 

reputation, resources, and even survival of the wider unions of which they  are a part. This case 

for sure will go to NEA, but the delays, which only embolden Clark College to more cover-up, 

intransigence and future crimes, are causing real harm to myself, my family, my health and to 

the standing and effectiveness of the union to deal with the just cases of others. 

  

8) These delays in responding to my appeal, setting up the process of appeal and hearing, the 

non-provision of a usable copy of the tape of the hearing, the lack of any due process or 

specificity of charges or what of my responses and evidence to them were even considered, all 

serve to not only serially deny me due process, and cover-up WEA/AHE past dereliction of duty 

to fair representation, but emboldens them to continue a corrupt and corrupted process from 

which and within which only more corruption, more perjury, more subornation of perjury, 

obstruction of justice and cover-ups can follow. 

  

This will go to law enforcement as this decision is but more cover-up and I believe an example 

of coordination between WHR, WEA, AHE, Clark College and the AG's office and I believe more 

discovery and  intrigue like this will only sadly compromise the union that I have tried over and 

over to keep out of this as an institution. 

  

Please accept this as a formal appeal against this decision and notice of my intent to file formal 

criminal complaints against all those present in this decision who will be also named personally 

in civil complaints. and the signed pdf will follow. 

  



I have a long paper trail of legitimate questions posed, laws and evidence cited, all in writing 

with no responses from WEA, AHE and others. This will now for sure all go to PERC and other 

agencies; since elements in this union appear to have such contempt for the law and refuse to 

go to it when it is being serially broken, now it is time for the law (Icivil and criminal) to be 

brought to this union as well as to the Clark College administration and the AG's office. No need 

for perjury and subornation cover-ups, refusal to go to paper, leaving fingerprints and thus 

accountability off of decisions, serial denials of due process if the case against me is clean; only 

if it is dirty.  

  

Sincerely, 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

Professor of Economics 

  

  

  

  

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 18:33:58 +0000 

Dr. Craven, 

  

mailto:MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org
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I noted in your message below that you have now requested that any documents sent to 

you by mail also be provided via email. In response to this request, I am attaching an 

electronic copy of my letter to you dated Sept. 30, 2014. This letter was sent by certified 

mail on that date to the address that you provided to us, and you confirmed that address 

at the close of the hearing when it was announced that the decision of the Hearing and 

Appeals Board would be transmitted by mail within six days per the established 

procedures of the Board. We received a USPS return receipt indicating delivery of the 

letter on Oct. 2, 2014. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Mike McNett 

Staff Consultant, Hearing and Appeals Board 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 753-7192 cell 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org 

mcnettm@gmail.com 

Skype: mike_mcnett 

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, October 09, 2014 10:24 AM 

To: Aimee Iverson [WA]; Mike McNett [WA]; Jay Inslee; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Dean Lookinghawk; 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
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Kevin Saito; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Jace Borba [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA] 

Subject: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

  

To WEA, Washington Human Rights, Washington Attorney General's Office and Clark College 

Board of Trustees: 

  

The following formal requests, with supporting evidence and law, along with requests for 

rebuttal in writing remain unanswered and even unacknowledged. (see attached previous 

submissions). Further, I attended the hearing on my appeal for new counsel to be funded by 

WEA, I allowed taping per WEA request and yet no usable tape was provided of the hearing. I 

indicated that I needed that tape and that I would be turning it over to law enforcement as I 

believe it contained evidence of crimes as well as coordination and collusion between WEA and 

the Attorney General's Office as well as with Washington Human Rights to deny my clear status 

as a whistle-blower in order to avoid timelines as well as hard physical evidence of felony 

crimes having been committed and thus the duty to report them under 18 USC 4 and 73. 

  

I stand unrepresented, with serious medical disabilities, and with a thoroughly corrupt and 

corrupted process being continued with clear evidence of serious and serial felonies by the 

central ringleader of all complaints against me as well as the "judge", assessor of discipline and 

even "appeal" authority on two of three possible levels of appeal (when I ever even got a 

Laudermill hearing to appeal). 

  

The hush money offer, with public monies and resources expended already, especially in the 

context of my having made repeated and sworn submissions to law enforcement (about crimes 

not torts or even gross misdemeanors per 18 USC 4 and 73), all of which preceded the the 

pilings-on of charges and kangaroo courts that followed, represented a criminal solicitation to 

obstruct justice and repudiate or compromise my previous submissions to law enforcement, to 

sign away my free speech and other Constitutional rights, as well as duties under law in 

perpetuity not to disparage or file any kind of legal action or complaint against  any employee 

or  agent of Clark College ever for anything even with cause. This is not only more than one 

affirmative material step in furtherance of objectives and conduct that amount to obstruction 

of justice per se, but this represents more than that: this represents conspiracy not only to 

mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov


obstruct justice, but to pervert the course and cause of justice by attempting to create a record 

of contrived and engineered falsehoods and decisions that act as precedent and findings to be 

used against other whistle-blowers as well as to inoculate the participants against future civil as 

well as criminal charges and prosecution. Otherwise why the last minute hush money offer with 

21 days to consider (all of a sudden no time pressures) and why no "ruling" on the motion to 

limit all evidence or stages of progressive discipline until the morning of the hearing and after 

the hush money offer made? 

  

This will be going to EEOC, PERC, Washington DOP, Governor Inslee, Washington Ethics and law 

enforcement. There is no need to fear going to paper with and explaining the law and reasoning 

behind, decisions if they they are clean and defensible; only if they are not. There is no need for 

hush money, perjury, obstruction of justice, motions to limit (hide), displacing fingerprints and 

accountability, lack of transparency and accountability  if the case is clean only if it is dirty. I also 

asked for proof that this case has been sent to NEA because of the precedents and issues 

involved. 

  

The FBI at PDX asked me to bring the hush money offer and attorney Margaret Olney to their 

office. That was their request once they knew the terms of the offer and when it was made, 

they only wanted to know if it was in writing. When Margaret could not or would not 

accompany me, I had not only a right but a duty under law not to continue her representation 

knowing that it would build on more obstruction of justice and perjury to continue. None of 

these issues have been addressed. This hush money offer could not have been made without 

the active sign-off by the Clark College Board of Trustees, Mr. Knight, the AG's Office, Mr. 

Stonier and thus they have all impeached themselves and their fitness to sit and pass on any 

aspect of this case by their own conduct. I have no doubt the three trustees I did not know 

were spoon-fed what the other two (also with material conflicts of interest to sit as "judges" on 

whether I am guilty or not). 

  

Finally, because of the medications I am on, I cannot drive sometimes and thus do not get me 

mail except once a week. Please send a copy of anything sent in the mail also to my email and 

the snail-mail game, if played as it has been on me in the past, also reveals patters which reveal 

connections, intentions as well as mens rea. All of these machinations and attempt to escape 

contradictions and webs of deceit and cover-ups will simply not work; the more the avoidance 

and refusal to recognize and follow the laws cited to you the worse it will be in the other 



venues that will come. Please regard this as a good-faith attempt to apprise of and attempt to 

mitigate, real damages and threats to me health and life,  not only to myself and family, but to 

students who are being defrauded and handed unqualified and unvetted faculty being kept on 

as those who act unlawfully with others become beholden on each other as one goes down can 

and will take down the others. This is a recipe for more cover-ups and serial denials of basic due 

process that the union itself has alleged in past submissions now being taken as the union 

having "stipulated" to previous stages of progressive discipline as duly conducted and charges 

duly made. 

  

sincerely 

  

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically) 

Professor of Economics       

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

 

  

  

  

Mr. McNett, 

 

Thanks for your response and also for your clarification as to the identity of the attorney as from the 

general counsel for WEA not the AG but the effect was the same as having the AG's argument 

represented. If you have a working copy of the tape I asked for it to be sent. There was not agreement 

to proceed without it; in fact it was the chairperson of this hearing that suggested that without the 

record which I had insisted on waiting for, there was no basis for me to appeal and I indicated I would be 

appealing as that hearing had all the spontaneity and impartiality of a bad Gilbert and Sullivan. And I did 

not get a copy of any written submissions by that person. Why was Ms Iverson not present? 

 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


I have asked over and over for proof that this has been sent to NEA because of the issues involved and 

that WEA is up to its neck in material conflicts of interest just as Bob Knight was in acting as investigator, 

judge, jury, assessor of punishment and even appeal authority on his own charges or those through 

proxies. 

 

But you still refuse to mention the word perjury and the fact that it was the sworn testimonies of two 

union officers, in two different venues, that exposed the statement "There is no morale problem. There 

will be no morale problem when we get rid of professor Craven." (not reported to me for over a year 

while his plan was being carried out and I--and the membership via precedents being set--was serially 

being denied due process and union representation, all of which has been covered-up and is still being 

covered-up because WEA and AHE are simply in the position that Bob Knight was overheard bragging 

about and counting on: you investigate him and his perjury, the better the job the more they expose 

WEA and AHE lawyers, never mind rank-and-file union reps, not only failing to report felony crimes they 

have evidence of in their possession, failing to file against disciplines without Laudermills even, but also 

actively colluding to prevent full examination and final due process in my termination and exposure of 

perjury by the central ringleader in all charges against me, due to acquired "mutuality of interests". This 

is what happens when any form of corruption and dereliction of duty goes on: those who do corruption 

or are derelict in duty to expose and stop it acquire a mutuality of interests in that each can and will take 

down the other if taken down. That is the situation in which the WEA and AHE have placed themselves 

and a whole lot of sunlight and transparency will be coming to WEA and AHE for sure. 

 

In any case, I am still a public employee, my pay is still being assessed for membership dues to help pay 

your salary, none of you at WEA own WEA, it is an institution that has seen others fired and sued for 

dereliction of duty and worse in the past, I have a valid appeal pending, there are critical union issues 

and precedents involved in this case, my case was accepted for legal assistance, no one has given me 

one statement from Margaret or anyone, no evidence, no specifics of my having failed to assist  her (the 

opposite is this case), and in any case I expect you and WEA to notify the College of my status, that I 

have been operating without counsel due to no fault of my own in terms of timing of WEA appeal 

procedures, I have definite medical disabilities, and any move to push this process forward is more serial 

denials of due process but also more 18 USC 4 and 73 and RCW 42.20. 

 

Further, it is even worse because Dr. Roi and Lynn Davidson, at considerable legal risk to themselves, 

nonetheless testified a second time, this time with awareness (before they, like Lisa Lewison during the 

Whalen hearing were unaware that their sworn testimonies directly opposed the sworn testimony of 

Knight and thus wither their testimonies or Knight's were perjury and obstruction of justice per se) that 

their testimonies would oppose the sworn testimony of Knight in the same hearing; they had the 

courage to do their duty while WEA proposes to shut down and refuse to report these serious felonies 

and aid and abet the position of the opposing counsel to do it. 

 



You have evidence of perjury by Bob Knight, what is the language of 18 USC 4 or 73 or the other statutes 

cited that is unclear to you. all at WEA? Finally there are statements made by the WEA legal rep that 

were false and I need a working copy of that tape that I indicated to your chairperson would be turned 

over to law enforcement. You demanded the tape, your responsibility was to make sure that I had a 

working copy of that tape prior to my leaving. Dean was unable to do anything with it, where is your 

copy? If you do not have one, how and on what basis did you proceed to make a decision on my appeal 

without even resolving the issue and when you knew I would be appealing? Dean Lookinghawk was a 

witness to all our conversations as well as all my interactions with Margaret.   

 

You see how it gets worse and worse? So far you all appear to be actively colluding and coordinating for 

an Oct 22 deadline and I do apologize that my due process and other legal rights are in the way. Bottom 

line: no need for pretexts and star chambers, prejury, obstruction of justice, cover-ups, procedural 

sandbagging, hush money offers, motions to limit, and the like if the case is clean; only if it is dirty; 

 

This  is why I only operate on paper. You give your version, I give mine, you bring your evidence and 

witnesses, I bring mine, and we will see whose accounts survive scrutiny by truly independent, 

dispassionate, disinterested and competent arbiters of facts and law. 

 

Every day you refuse to report to law enforcement the knowledge of felony crimes like perjury and 

obstruction of justice that you have in your possession, in fact generated from the sworn testimonies of 

your own union officers is no more an act of omission but an overt act of concealment of the 

commission of a felony crime and the language of the law is clear which is why all of you who have 

received the materials I submitted and still  persist with this theater and refusing to do your duty under 

law and to the membership will be named personally in civil action following being named in criminal 

complaints after being given chance after chance to recognize and obey the law. 

 

Please address these concerns and the questions I have posed not the ones you might have preferred to 

be asked. This will go to law enforcement per my duties under the statute cited below--ASAP reporting 

mandated by law. 

 

James Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

 US Code 

 Notes 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ163/html/PLAW-113publ163.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=0#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=1#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates


prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 

  

 

 

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

Date: Mon, 13 Oct 2014 19:48:08 +0000 

Professor Craven, 

  

You were provided a copy of the recording file following the hearing. As we discussed in 
the lobby that afternoon, we were unfortunately unable to play back the recording from 
that file. We do not know what malfunction caused the recording file to be unusable and 
were surprised by that outcome. Our IT staff person was unable to solve the problem 
and, when we parted company, my understanding was that all parties were satisfied 
with Mr. Lookinghawk’s offer to make an attempt to repair the file. Subsequent to that 
discussion, the Hearing and Appeals Board made a decision, sent you notification, and 
you have appealed that decision to the WEA Board. Your appeal is now pending at that 
level of the process. 

  

We have provided you with a copy of the only recording file that we have from the 
hearing. If Mr. Lookinghawk or others produce a useable file, we will welcome that 
outcome and ask that you send us a functional copy.  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, October 13, 2014 10:59 AM 
To: Mike McNett [WA]; Dean Lookinghawk; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Kevin Saito; Jay Inslee; Jace Borba 

[WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; dereke@atg.wa.gov 

Subject: Redux: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/3
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/5


  

To WEA et al: 

  

I still have not been provided a copy of the tape of the hearing that led to the hearing decision 
against which I have filed a formal appeal as I have with respect to the whistle-blower decision 
by WHR as well as formal notice of referral of my complaint to EEOC per duty of Washington 
Human Rights when federal issues and crimes are also alleged and supporting evidence and law 
given. 

  

This denies me a record, made at the insistence of WEA from which to appeal as well as a 
record I believe, of further evidence of coordinated and collusive conduct between Clark 
College, the AG's office, possibly WHR and WEA who are supposed to be independent and 
impartial in the processing and review of my complaints and those against me. I have requested 
a viable copy of the tape, to repeat the process even, but now it appears to me that the tape 
was made unusable purposely absent evidence to the contrary due to the apparent intrigue 
and serial refusals to even acknowledge let alone answer my legitimate questions. 

  

Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive. 

  

Please provide a written statement as to what happened with the tape of the hearing on my 
WEA representation and why WEA refuses to take legal action stop a dismissal process riddled 
with corruption and felony crimes by the key players according to WEA's own sworn 
submissions in the past, when it knows well I have valid appeals on WEA as well as WHR 
decisions pending as well as formal criminal complaints,that are  longstanding and being 
unaddressed so far not of my doing or fault. 

  

Again, this will be sent to law enforcement. 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 



From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; 
kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com; jborba@washingtonea.org; 
llewison@washingtonea.org; dereke@atg.wa.gov 
Subject: RE: 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 
Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 16:08:32 -0700 

Dear Mr. McNett: 

  

It is Professor not Dr. Craven. I just got this letter today (I have a public post box and registered 
letters should be sent to be signed for by me personally and/or also sent email as they are time-
sensitive and I have known and documented medical disabilities that this union appears to be 
willfully blind to if not at the level of depraved indifference to the known effects of induced 
toxic stress (such as that which accompanies serial denials of basic due process aided and 
abetted by the union supposed to represent you and not allow precedents clearly intended to 
be used against others) on human health and longevity. 

  

This is to constitute a formal appeal against this decision and to document for the record the 
particulars of this process and decision making: 

  

1) At the suggestion of WEA, and witnessed, I was to be provided a correct and full copy of the 
tape of the hearing, requested at the insistence of WEA, and without it and a record to use for 
appeal and to take to law enforcement that I indicated I would send a copy to, and failing that, 
the hearing was to be redone so that a full-record could be obtained for appeal and law 
enforcement uses. This was not done, my repeated inquires on the status of the hearing with 
the tape not having been provided serially ignored, this decision was made again without a 
record to allow me to use to appeal from and for other venues including PERC.  

2) I have never been provided, and none was given at the hearing, of any written allegations 
and supporting specifics, evidence and citations of policy and law, by Margaret Olney or 
anyone, of my having failed to assist her and comply with her directives even once. Just like 
Clark College, with their demonstrated contempt for the law and elementary due process,  WEA 
appears to think that merely restating an allegation is somehow intrinsic evidence of some sort 
for the allegation. Over and over complainants have been allowed to make allegations with no 
transparency, evidence, accountability or even record of who they were and what the said. This 
union is furthering this contempt for due process and serial denial of duty of fair 
representation. 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
mailto:lookinghawk@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov
mailto:kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov
mailto:info@jayinslee.com
mailto:jborba@washingtonea.org
mailto:llewison@washingtonea.org
mailto:dereke@atg.wa.gov


  

3) It was the sworn testimonies of two WEA and AHE union officers, in two different venues, 
and in one case in the same venue, that exposed the repeated perjury, obstruction of justice, 
declared intent to "get rid" of me by Robert Knight, and every person with knowledge of that 
perjury and related felonies (WEA and AHE members had such knowledge a full year before 
passed on to me), all contained within the materials submitted to the hearing and to be used on 
appeal, contained not simply my allegations, but supporting evidence (tapes and documents I 
had no hand in originating, no prior knowledge of, no influence on the content or timing), texts 
of laws, with invitations to rebuttal in writing and yet none of that has been reported to law 
enforcement  per your duties under law cited to WEA and AHE over and over. 

  

4) Your letter does not mention the opposing general counsel from the AG's office allowed not 
only to be present, but to present provably false statements (another reason why the missing 
tape is very troubling and all of you will be asked about it in future extended depositions in 
other venues) in opposition to funding that the hush money offer alone shows would reveal 
more crimes and cover-ups in any fair and impartial hearing not run by those with "mutuality of 
interests" that I predicted and have come to pass as predicted and when predicted: a serious 
examination of the whole process, each of the stages of progressive discipline, shows not only 
calculated, coordinated, serial denials of due process, obstructions of ADA complaints, and 
more, but also elements of WEA and AHE in active coordination and collusion with those 
against whom they are supposed to be representing not only me, but the whole membership as 
my case is about a lot more than me. The more serious any investigation, the more WEA and 
AHE are exposed for past serial acts of failure of duty of fair representation, misprision of a 
felony, obstruction of justice, subornation of perjury through cover-up and concealment, 
conspiracy against rights and under color of law and more. The exact "mutuality of interests" 
that Mr. Knight was overhead bragging about and that was reported to Mr. Boyer long ago. 

  

5) I have asked and ask again, what is the legal authority and reasoning behind the union, any 
union, allowing opposing counsel in a current case of dismissal to have any standing or reason 
to be allowed to make such submissions. What is his full name and title as well as the names of 
any persons, in any capacity, whether present in the hearing room or not (one person was 
outside the room but one of the hearing members went out of the room to speak with him 
periodically). 

  

6) Where in writing was I ever given specifics of any alleged failure to assist counsel? What 
about Margaret Olney's own praise of my commitment to education and the like in her last 
message? What about the fact that on the Sunday night before going to the hearing (not 



knowing that a motion to limit was waiting to be "ruled" on orally) I was in her officer putting 
together the files of documents for the case? This merely making an allegation then when 
asked for supporting evidence and law to support it merely repeating the allegation as if 
repeating it now gives evidence for itself, the Clark College modus operandi, along with 
summarily declaring time limits and narrow scopes of allowable evidence and appeal, these are 
all tactics of those who fear any real examination of their allegations and non-specifics and non-
evidence to support them.     

  

7) I asked over and over if this has gone to NEA.. Unions are not the property of labor 
aristocrats who often run them. Just like community colleges, their resources and jobs belong 
to the People, so it is that unions belong to the membership. When locals go rogue or are 
captured by cloistered and self-serving/protecting elites, they compromise the standing, 
reputation, resources, and even survival of the wider unions of which they  are a part. This case 
for sure will go to NEA, but the delays, which only embolden Clark College to more cover-up, 
intransigence and future crimes, are causing real harm to myself, my family, my health and to 
the standing and effectiveness of the union to deal with the just cases of others. 

  

8) These delays in responding to my appeal, setting up the process of appeal and hearing, the 
non-provision of a usable copy of the tape of the hearing, the lack of any due process or 
specificity of charges or what of my responses and evidence to them were even considered, all 
serve to not only serially deny me due process, and cover-up WEA/AHE past dereliction of duty 
to fair representation, but emboldens them to continue a corrupt and corrupted process from 
which and within which only more corruption, more perjury, more subornation of perjury, 
obstruction of justice and cover-ups can follow. 

  

This will go to law enforcement as this decision is but more cover-up and I believe an example 
of coordination between WHR, WEA, AHE, Clark College and the AG's office and I believe more 
discovery and  intrigue like this will only sadly compromise the union that I have tried over and 
over to keep out of this as an institution. 

  

Please accept this as a formal appeal against this decision and notice of my intent to file formal 
criminal complaints against all those present in this decision who will be also named personally 
in civil complaints. and the signed pdf will follow. 

  



I have a long paper trail of legitimate questions posed, laws and evidence cited, all in writing 
with no responses from WEA, AHE and others. This will now for sure all go to PERC and other 
agencies; since elements in this union appear to have such contempt for the law and refuse to 
go to it when it is being serially broken, now it is time for the law (Icivil and criminal) to be 
brought to this union as well as to the Clark College administration and the AG's office. No need 
for perjury and subornation cover-ups, refusal to go to paper, leaving fingerprints and thus 
accountability off of decisions, serial denials of due process if the case against me is clean; only 
if it is dirty.  

  

Sincerely, 

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

  

Professor of Economics 

  

  

  

  

 

From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 
To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 
Date: Thu, 9 Oct 2014 18:33:58 +0000 

Dr. Craven, 

  

I noted in your message below that you have now requested that any documents sent to 
you by mail also be provided via email. In response to this request, I am attaching an 
electronic copy of my letter to you dated Sept. 30, 2014. This letter was sent by certified 
mail on that date to the address that you provided to us, and you confirmed that address 
at the close of the hearing when it was announced that the decision of the Hearing and 

mailto:MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org
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Appeals Board would be transmitted by mail within six days per the established 
procedures of the Board. We received a USPS return receipt indicating delivery of the 
letter on Oct. 2, 2014. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Mike McNett 

Staff Consultant, Hearing and Appeals Board 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 753-7192 cell 

(253) 765-7098 office 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org  

mcnettm@gmail.com  

Skype: mike_mcnett  

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, October 09, 2014 10:24 AM 

To: Aimee Iverson [WA]; Mike McNett [WA]; Jay Inslee; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; Dean Lookinghawk; 
Kevin Saito; dereke@atg.wa.gov; Jace Borba [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA] 

Subject: Formal Appeals and Requests Still Unaddressed 

  

To WEA, Washington Human Rights, Washington Attorney General's Office and Clark College 
Board of Trustees: 

  

The following formal requests, with supporting evidence and law, along with requests for 
rebuttal in writing remain unanswered and even unacknowledged. (see attached previous 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
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submissions). Further, I attended the hearing on my appeal for new counsel to be funded by 
WEA, I allowed taping per WEA request and yet no usable tape was provided of the hearing. I 
indicated that I needed that tape and that I would be turning it over to law enforcement as I 
believe it contained evidence of crimes as well as coordination and collusion between WEA and 
the Attorney General's Office as well as with Washington Human Rights to deny my clear status 
as a whistle-blower in order to avoid timelines as well as hard physical evidence of felony 
crimes having been committed and thus the duty to report them under 18 USC 4 and 73. 

  

I stand unrepresented, with serious medical disabilities, and with a thoroughly corrupt and 
corrupted process being continued with clear evidence of serious and serial felonies by the 
central ringleader of all complaints against me as well as the "judge", assessor of discipline and 
even "appeal" authority on two of three possible levels of appeal (when I ever even got a 
Laudermill hearing to appeal). 

  

The hush money offer, with public monies and resources expended already, especially in the 
context of my having made repeated and sworn submissions to law enforcement (about crimes 
not torts or even gross misdemeanors per 18 USC 4 and 73), all of which preceded the the 
pilings-on of charges and kangaroo courts that followed, represented a criminal solicitation to 
obstruct justice and repudiate or compromise my previous submissions to law enforcement, to 
sign away my free speech and other Constitutional rights, as well as duties under law in 
perpetuity not to disparage or file any kind of legal action or complaint against  any employee 
or  agent of Clark College ever for anything even with cause. This is not only more than one 
affirmative material step in furtherance of objectives and conduct that amount to obstruction 
of justice per se, but this represents more than that: this represents conspiracy not only to 
obstruct justice, but to pervert the course and cause of justice by attempting to create a record 
of contrived and engineered falsehoods and decisions that act as precedent and findings to be 
used against other whistle-blowers as well as to inoculate the participants against future civil as 
well as criminal charges and prosecution. Otherwise why the last minute hush money offer with 
21 days to consider (all of a sudden no time pressures) and why no "ruling" on the motion to 
limit all evidence or stages of progressive discipline until the morning of the hearing and after 
the hush money offer made? 

  

This will be going to EEOC, PERC, Washington DOP, Governor Inslee, Washington Ethics and law 
enforcement. There is no need to fear going to paper with and explaining the law and reasoning 
behind, decisions if they they are clean and defensible; only if they are not. There is no need for 
hush money, perjury, obstruction of justice, motions to limit (hide), displacing fingerprints and 
accountability, lack of transparency and accountability  if the case is clean only if it is dirty. I also 



asked for proof that this case has been sent to NEA because of the precedents and issues 
involved. 

  

The FBI at PDX asked me to bring the hush money offer and attorney Margaret Olney to their 
office. That was their request once they knew the terms of the offer and when it was made, 
they only wanted to know if it was in writing. When Margaret could not or would not 
accompany me, I had not only a right but a duty under law not to continue her representation 
knowing that it would build on more obstruction of justice and perjury to continue. None of 
these issues have been addressed. This hush money offer could not have been made without 
the active sign-off by the Clark College Board of Trustees, Mr. Knight, the AG's Office, Mr. 
Stonier and thus they have all impeached themselves and their fitness to sit and pass on any 
aspect of this case by their own conduct. I have no doubt the three trustees I did not know 
were spoon-fed what the other two (also with material conflicts of interest to sit as "judges" on 
whether I am guilty or not). 

  

Finally, because of the medications I am on, I cannot drive sometimes and thus do not get me 
mail except once a week. Please send a copy of anything sent in the mail also to my email and 
the snail-mail game, if played as it has been on me in the past, also reveals patters which reveal 
connections, intentions as well as mens rea. All of these machinations and attempt to escape 
contradictions and webs of deceit and cover-ups will simply not work; the more the avoidance 
and refusal to recognize and follow the laws cited to you the worse it will be in the other 
venues that will come. Please regard this as a good-faith attempt to apprise of and attempt to 
mitigate, real damages and threats to me health and life,  not only to myself and family, but to 
students who are being defrauded and handed unqualified and unvetted faculty being kept on 
as those who act unlawfully with others become beholden on each other as one goes down can 
and will take down the others. This is a recipe for more cover-ups and serial denials of basic due 
process that the union itself has alleged in past submissions now being taken as the union 
having "stipulated" to previous stages of progressive discipline as duly conducted and charges 
duly made. 

  

sincerely 

  

  

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically) 



Professor of Economics       

  

 
From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com 

Subject: Memorandum for Record WEA Appeal Hearing Sept 26, 2014 

Date: Sat, 27 Sep 2014 00:40:42 -0700 

Dear Mr. Hurst (and to Appropriate Law Enforcement): 

 

As a citizen and public employee of an Agency the Government of the State of Washington Per my 

responsibilities under 18 USC 4, 73, 241,242 and RCW 42.20:  

 

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

 US Code 

 Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court 

of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same 

to some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, 

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 

 

 

 

 

Please accept new evidence only gained knowledge and evidence of on Friday September 26, 2014 

during a hearing with WEA on my accepted appeal for a new attorney to be funded by WEA and to 

answer with evidence, the false and unsupported with even one example, of my having failed to assist 

my attorney in my defense as the only answer and pretext given for not authorizing funding of a new 

attorney immediately. As you can see from the header info above, this was sent immediately to WEA 

without my knowing how they would rule on my petition and answer to WEA's response so far. Further, 

after dismissal of my attorney, I obtained new documents directly relevant, probative and evidence of 

present criminal conduct related to the issues in my complaint to WHR that were blocked by my own 

previous public records requests and only obtained with subpoena. Please also route this to EEOC 

(federal statutes cited and as individuals within and representing the AG's office are involved). I also 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ163/html/PLAW-113publ163.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=0#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=1#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/3
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/5


have now additional and probative evidence, submitted in the hearing on Friday, to add to the thumb 

drive of evidence already given to the investigator (with whom I have avoided ex parte contact unless 

initiated by the investigator) and I will bring the amended thumb-drive with the additional evidence 

submitted at the hearing to your office. 

 

Further, present at the hearing was a representative of the AG's office arguing against funding a new 

attorney and my reasons for having no choice but to dismiss my counsel at the time, while the AG's 

office is representing Clark College, the Board of Trustees and by proxy others named in a criminal 

complaint that included the offer of $100,000 of hush money, mutual non-disparagement, and never to 

file any kind of complaint (and thus repudiate or fail to further present complaints) civil or criminal 

against any and all Clark College employees or agents of Clark College--ever, and for any cause. This 

could not have been offered to me (on Friday the last day before the hearing was to commence on 

Monday and, with an offer to delay the process for 21 days for me to consider the offer that I refused 

immediately in writing to my attorney with the legal and moral reasons why that offer was a criminal 

solicitation for me to knowingly participate in obstruction of justice and several other felonies) without 

the authorization from the Clark College Board of Trustees and the AG's office who now propose to 

continue a process riddled with corruption and major felonies with themselves still to decide if or if not 

the Clark College administration process and recommendations should be affirmed. The direct and 

material conflicts of interest were created by their own conduct  whether some of them were lied to 

and handed contrived representations of supposed evidence or not. 

 

 

From the sworn deposition of former Dean Fulton in the case of Aleyamma Thomas v Clark College, 

1994:  

  

"I did, in fact, ask our state attorney who handles Craven affairs--that's different from our state attorney 

general who handles everything else from the college--a man named Jim Tuttle who is stationed up in 

Seattle. I did ask him what kind of protection I could get from the state. His reaction was legally there was 

nothing the state attorney could do, that I would have to handle those affairs on my own." (Deposition of 

Dean Richard Fulton p. 10)  

 

From the open and four times non-rebutted letter and sworn testimonies of of Emma Kim: 

 

While I was an employee in Personnel, I was asked by Donna Kelly to engage in 

a task that involved the violation of Jim Craven's civil and employee 

rights.  The specific task was to send all his emails to the AG's office. 



(Mind you, not Dennis Watson's or anyone else's emails, just Jim Craven's 

stuff.   

 

For those of you who might be wondering what's wrong with that, it is illegal 

to keep separate files on employees.  It is also illegal to keep a separate 

file on anyone practicing their freedom of speech as a dissenter or 

activist.) 

 

It is important for the reader to know what my filters were at the time when 

Donna tried to get me involved in violating his rights.  I was highly 

critical, vocal in my criticism and fearful of Jim.  I said and held many of 

the negative sentiments that I continue to hear on campus and continue to 

read and sense in print.  After all, I trusted my new supervisors and 

coworkers when I was given the run down that Jim was litigious, slanderous, 

manipulative, a trouble maker, unreasonable, potentially violent and mean. I 

also asked about Dennis Watson since his emails were being distributed on the 

master list at the same time as Jim's.  Unlike with Jim, I was given an 

objective run down on Dennis, that he was caught with child pornography using 

state resources.  There was no subjective demonization like, "Dennis is a 

creepy slime bag who will eyeball your underage children with a gleam in his 

eye." 

 

Equally important for the reader to know in order to understand that Craven 

bashing is an indoctrination process that all new employees go through as 

part of an informal orientation is how I felt about working in Personnel for 

Donna and Katrina.   I thought I'd found two of the best bosses ever in my 

work history.  Given those filters, I could see exactly what my department 

was talking about in Jim's emails. 

 

Despite my own prejudices which were extreme by my own admission, I clearly 

understood that Jim's rights were being violated by the very officer assigned 

to protect the college from discrimination and harassment.  I refused and 

asked Donna why we were doing something we weren't suppose to do to which she 

promptly replied with back peddling, "Oh, that's okay.  You don't have to do 

it."  And that was the end of it, so I thought. 

 

RCW 49.44.010 

Blacklisting — Penalty. 

 

Every person in this state who shall wilfully and maliciously, send or deliver, or make or 

cause to be made, for the purpose of being delivered or sent or part with the possession of 



any paper, letter or writing, with or without name signed thereto, or signed with a fictitious 

name, or with any letter, mark or other designation, or publish or cause to be published any 

statement for the purpose of preventing any other person from obtaining employment in this 

state or elsewhere, and every person who shall wilfully and maliciously "blacklist" or cause 

to be "blacklisted" any person or persons, by writing, printing or publishing, or causing the 

same to be done, the name, or mark, or designation representing the name of any person in 

any paper, pamphlet, circular or book, together with any statement concerning persons so 

named, or publish or cause to be published that any person is a member of any secret 

organization, for the purpose of preventing such person from securing employment, or who 

shall wilfully and maliciously make or issue any statement or paper that will tend to influence 

or prejudice the mind of any employer against the person of such person seeking 

employment, or any person who shall do any of the things mentioned in this section for the 

purpose of causing the discharge of any person employed by any railroad or other 

company, corporation, individual or individuals, shall, on conviction thereof, be adjudged 

guilty of misdemeanor and punished by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars nor more 

than one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not less than ninety 

days nor more than three hundred sixty-four days, or by both such fine and imprisonment. 

 

 

 

18 U.S. Code Chapter 73 - OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

 US Code 

 Notes 

prev | next 

  

 § 1503. Influencing or injuring officer or juror generally 

 § 1504. Influencing juror by writing 

 § 1505. Obstruction of proceedings before departments, agencies, and 

committees 

 § 1506. Theft or alteration of record or process; false bail 

 § 1509. Obstruction of court orders 

 § 1510. Obstruction of criminal investigations 

 § 1511. Obstruction of State or local law enforcement 

 § 1512. Tampering with a witness, victim, or an informant 

 § 1513. Retaliating against a witness, victim, or an informant 

 § 1514. Civil action to restrain harassment of a victim or witness 

 § 1514A. Civil action to protect against retaliation in fraud cases 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ163/html/PLAW-113publ163.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/part-I/chapter-73?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=0#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/part-I/chapter-73?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=1#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/part-I/chapter-71
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/part-I/chapter-74
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1503
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1504
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1505
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1505
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1506
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1509
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1510
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1511
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1512
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1513
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1514
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1514A


 § 1515. Definitions for certain provisions; general provision 

 § 1518. Obstruction of criminal investigations of health care offenses (See Fite 

Memo on Med Benefits) 

 § 1519. Destruction, alteration, or falsification of records in Federal investigations 

and bankruptcy 

 § 1520. Destruction of corporate audit records 

 

8 U.S. Code § 241 - Conspiracy against rights 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

 US Code 

 Notes 

 Authorities (CFR) 

prev | next 

If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate any person 

in any State, Territory, Commonwealth, Possession, or District in the free exercise or 

enjoyment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Constitution or laws of the 

United States, or because of his having so exercised the same; or 

If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway, or on the premises of another, 

with intent to prevent or hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege 

so secured— 

They shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both; and 

if death results from the acts committed in violation of this section or if such acts 

include kidnapping or an attempt to kidnap, aggravated sexual abuse or an attempt to 

commit aggravated sexual abuse, or an attempt to kill, they shall be fined under this 

title or imprisoned for any term of years or for life, or both, or may be sentenced to 

death. 

18 U.S. Code § 242 - Deprivation of rights under color of 
law 

Current through Pub. L. 113-163. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

 US Code 

 Notes 

prev | next 

Whoever, under color of any law, statute, ordinance, regulation, or custom, willfully 

subjects any person in any State, Territory, Commonwealth, Possession, or District to 

the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured or protected by the 

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1515
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1518
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1519
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1519
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1520
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ163/html/PLAW-113publ163.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/241?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=0#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/241?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=1#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/241?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=2#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/242
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ163/html/PLAW-113publ163.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/242?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=0#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/242?qt-us_code_temp_noupdates=1#qt-us_code_temp_noupdates
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/241
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/243


Constitution or laws of the United States, or to different punishments, pains, or 

penalties, on account of such person being an alien, or by reason of his color, or race, 

than are prescribed for the punishment of citizens, shall be fined under this title or 

imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and if bodily injury results from the acts 

committed in violation of this section or if such acts include the use, attempted use, or 

threatened use of a dangerous weapon, explosives, or fire, shall be fined under this title 

or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both; and if death results from the acts 

committed in violation of this section or if such acts include kidnapping or an attempt to 

kidnap, aggravated sexual abuse, or an attempt to commit aggravated sexual abuse, or 

an attempt to kill, shall be fined under this title, or imprisoned for any term of years or 

for life, or both, or may be sentenced to death. See Medical evidence on known medical 

disabilities and see ESD exchanges plus hearing transcript testimony of John Fite, 

Adnan Hamideh also please request transcript of hearing with the Clark College Board 

on termination that I advised was contaminated with serial and serious corruption and 

its continuance, and my participation in it, would involve crimes and further obstruction 

of justice, misprision of a felony etc. 

This will also be sent to law enforcement per my duties under the statutes cited above. 

This is to document my good-faith basis for my allegations with some supporting 

evidence of knowledge of felonies having been committed and that none of my acts 

have been with any intent to obstruct any legitimate investigation, misuse law 

enforcement or any agency of government for my own agenda; quite the opposite as 

evidenced by my immediately  turning down the hush money offer, but I am a tenured 

professor, 68 years old with known and potentially life-threatening disabilities, 

operating now pro se against large sums of the people's money is being used by the 

AG's office as Consigliere for administrators that have been the subjects of several 

criminal complaints, with no rebuttals, when the duty of the AG's office is to serve the 

law and not act immediately,  with no investigation like I am enduring with my union as 

to continue to represent me, to represent administrators and faculty against whom 

formal criminal complaints have been sworn and with full supporting physical evidence 

(transcripts, documents and tapes) fully available to the Board of Trustees and sent 

repeatedly to the AGs Office and the Governor's Office with no acknowledgement or 

rebuttal of the material sent. 

For as long as this process is tolerated and not stopped, I have presented fully and 

complete evidence of students being currently defrauded from the students themselves, 

that public monies have been used to attempt to silence me and repudiated  past sworn 

criminal complaints that as far as I know are pending or could be with new evidence. I 

have had no input on any of the timelines or scheduling of the hearings or appeal 

processes, I have a valid appeal with the union and will appeal again if there is a no 

vote to come, I have made all of my submissions, as I do this one, under oath and 



penalty of perjury, that all statements and submissions are true and complete to the 

best of my knowledge and belief. 

My rights under the First, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth and 14th Amendments of the U.S. 

Constitution, along with the federal and state statutes cites, have been, are being and 

will continue to be serially, consciously, intentionally and in coordinated acts among 

various named individuals, and likely some to be discovered, violated as in the case of 

others as well. I am trying to stop real harm to real people and real crimes and have 

provided, still non-rebutted, hard, physical evidence, 

 

Sincerely, 

 

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii (signed electronically and as addendum to Memo 

of Understanding attached)  

  

 

 

 

 
From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: kwishkoski@washingtonea.org; jborba@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org; 

aiverson@washingtonea.org; bonniet@atg.wa.gov; stoniers@cni.net; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; 

info@jayinslee.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov 

Subject: FW: Postponement of Hearing for Sept 12th and Response to WEA Hearing & Appeals Board 

Meeting on September 26, 2014 

Date: Tue, 9 Sep 2014 21:01:30 -0700 

To WEA: 

 

This is priceless. I have, as you all well know, a termination hearing with the Board of Trustees scheduled 

for September 12, 2014 at 1 pm and now you schedule my appeal for change of attorney after the 

termination hearing? This is immediate grounds for a postponement as you are leaving me again, as was 

done with the reprimand, the 7 days off and 8 days off with no union representation, pro se and unlike 

the previous cases where I had no Laudermill hearings let alone appeals (with the same ones that 

caused the complaints in the first place), this time I get a "hearing" with the same Board that authorized 

the last minute $100,000 hush money offer after I had already been many times to law enforcement and 

made formal written complaints for which I could and should be prosecuted if there were any kind of 

deception, lies, perjury, stacked witnesses, stacked investigations and documents, misuse of public 

resources, contrived and false allegations of the kinds that the submissions of Clark College are riddled 



with, thus this offer, to supposedly buy out my property rights in tenure is pure criminal solicitation to 

join-in a conspiracy to continue to obstruct justice and cover-up the apparent perjury and related 

felonies of Bob Knight (according to the twice-sworn testimonies of Lynn Davidson and Dr. Marcia Roi, 

once in the same hearing as the opposing sworn testimony of Robert Knight) and they are already 

named in the attached criminal complaint that has been submitted to FBI, Clark County Prosecutor 

(again), Clark County Sheriff, Vancouver Police, Governor Inslee's office, and Washington Human Rights. 

Because of my ill health and having to deal with all of this pro se, my submissions to EEOC, PERC, 

Washington Ethics Commission, Washington DOP have been delayed but will be filed as they all have 

jurisdictions with felonies like perjury, obstruction of justice, hush money offers,  in public employment 

and with uses of public monies. 

 

In any case, I expect WEA to file an immediate motion for postponement of this hearing with members 

of the Board of Trustees who are full of direct and material conflicts of interest not of my making but 

from their own conduct and intrigue. If not, this will be more proof of outright "collusion and capture" of 

the union by those against whom it has a duty to fairly  represent (and report to law enforcement under 

18 USC 4 and 73) its members who are victims of unfair labor practices and even outright conspiracy to 

engineer their dismissal under pretexts and piled-up and false charges (according to WEA's own sworn 

submissions in this and previous cases). 

 

Because there are crimes involved here not merely torts, these documents and this email will also be 

routed to law enforcement and to WA Human Rights Commission as this is current and this involves 

more serial breaches of my 14th Amendment rights to due process that I have been serially denied with 

the active collusion and enabling of some elements of WEA and AHE that will be named personally in 

civil actions as well as named in criminal complaints. My evidence is partly the last-minute hush money 

offer with an offer for 21 days delay in the process, followed by a motion to limit on the fly and ruled-on 

on the fly orally, that would not allow examination of all the stages of previous progressive discipline 

(that Clark College was allowed to bring up and pile-on as if past WEA/AHE non-representation, 

"dropping the ball" and non-arbitration on one year off meant their stipulation to the charges and how 

they were established and dealt with--as I predicted--and giving them precedents to be used against 

other whistle-blowers to boot) along with the serial perjury of Knight. There is also perjury in the 

testimonies of others in that hearing and I need Jace Borba's testimony as he was present when I asked 

Joseph Nash for more time, that two hours limit, no matter what developed, was per se not enough 

time to properly cover 3 complaints which what was promised, and he like Dean Lookinghawk is a 

witness to apparent perjury by Nash and basic documents expose apparent perjury by Blake Bowers, I 

need to explore all of this with another attorney and the claim that I failed to assist Margaret Olney is 

pure falsehood; the opposite is true: I was never allowed full participation in and to assist in my own 

defense as is a basic right and essential to due process. I wrote to Margaret several times that FBI in PDX 

asked to see her, myself and the written hush money offer and Margaret failed to respond leaving me 

alone and with my credibility compromised as I assured them she would come and she did learn--from 

me--what misprision of a felony means, 18 USC 4 and the concrete legal reasoning behind the 

imperatives and mandates of 18 USC 4. 

 



That you would send me this two days before my hearing and make no attempt to even postpone the 

hearing says volumes that will be the subject of extended, detailed, document driven and filmed 

depositions in the future and in other venues. Now it is time to fess-up and clean-up because the serial 

denials of the most basic due process to which I have been denied (partly addressed in WEA/AHE sworn 

submissions but also others where WEA/AHE allowed themselves to be played revealingly omitted); the 

timings of the hush money offer and motion to limit; the refusal to address my own formal complaints 

along with  the hiring and background/associations of Nash and other investigators hired by the College; 

the fraud by wire (keeping my name as professor to draw in students when I had already been taken out 

of the classroom my replacements hired without being vetted by me the senior economist and all 

BEFORE the very stacked hearing to determine if or if not I would be teaching;); the criminal solicitation 

of me as Department Head to unwittingly endorse a contrived and fraudulent work-plan by John Fite to 

obtain medical benefits while on unpaid leave under false pretexts; and so much more that has been 

reported to law enforcement with supporting documentation and evidence;  and all of this was allowed 

and even facilitated (along with  my being forced out of my office of 14 years) by elements in WEA/AHE. 

These are facts not opinion and evident in WEA/AHE sworn submissions (blocked out by the motion to 

limit) and no matter what happens, this will not be dropped because there is simply  too much at stake: 

 

12/10/13 

ECON 101 

Good Quality 

Easiness2 

Helpfulness3 

Clarity4 

Rater Interest3 

Grade ReceivedN/A 

James Craven was a wonderful teacher, and the way he disappeared was all too strange. I 
wish I would have had the pleasure of being taught by him all quarter, but it seemed as 
though bigger powers were at play. Unusual man with big opinions, but he knew how to 
get a message through, he was incredibly helpful and I was enjoying economics. 

Report this rating 

12/10/13 

Econ 101 

Good Quality 

http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/flagRating.jsp?rid=22500340


Easiness1 

Helpfulness4 

Clarity3 

Rater Interest2 

Grade ReceivedN/A 

Mr. Craven is an unusual teacher, however, if you want to learn the subject he is 
excellent. I had him fall 2013 at Clark and after about 5 weeks in he disappeared. Clark 
fired him because of departmental politics. There was no notice to students and the sub i 
received was horrible. I regret spending tuition here to have inconsistent teaching. 

Report this rating 

6/8/13 

Econ 201 

Good Quality 

Easiness2 

Helpfulness4 

Clarity5 

Rater Interest5 

Grade ReceivedN/A 

Interesting man. Somewhat controversial. Sort of a renegade. I attended Clark College for 
a few years, and then transferred to UW. I've had a lot of good, great, bad, extremely 
bad professors, but Professor Craven was one of the most memorable. If you want to be 
enlightened, take his intro classes (that's if Clark College hasn't got rid of him.) 

Report this rating 

10/3/12 

econ203 

Good Quality 

Easiness1 

Helpfulness5 

http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/flagRating.jsp?rid=22496228
http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/flagRating.jsp?rid=21876005


Clarity5 

Rater Interest4 

Grade ReceivedN/A 

Craven is one of a kind, and i wonder often what he thinks on many issues. He has a kind 
should, and indiscriminate way of presenting Econ ,yet his political views arise from 
passion, and smarts. One of Clarks finest, and highly recommended. Me...got an AA at 
Clark, 1996, with a certif in Business, 98 BA..WSUV. 

Report this rating 

5/23/12 

ECON201 

Good Quality 

Easiness3 

Helpfulness5 

Clarity5 

Rater Interest3 

Grade ReceivedN/A 

Excellent professor! Definitely one of my favorite professors that I've had at Clark 

College.  

 

Report this rating 

2/1/12 

ECON201 

Good Quality 

Easiness3 

Helpfulness5 

Clarity5 

Rater Interest3 

http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/flagRating.jsp?rid=20676881
http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/flagRating.jsp?rid=20337382


Grade ReceivedN/A 

Craven is one of the most memorable professors I ever had at Clark. He is an extremely 
intelligent man with quite an eventful life that colors both his personality and his 
teaching. Is a fair grader, teaches clearly, and showed me how to apply economics to the 
world around me. 

Report this rating 

12/13/11 

ECON201 

Good Quality 

Easiness2 

Helpfulness4 

Clarity5 

Rater Interest5 

Grade ReceivedN/A 

Simply one of the best teachers I've ever had. Went on to get a PhD in economics at a 
very prestigious school. He will teach you more about economics at an undergraduate 
level than anyone I know of. 

Report this rating 

 

My health situation is well known to the union; imagine how all this last-minute hush money offers, 

motion to limit (obstruct justice and cover-up felonies like perjury) coupled with WEA/AHE acquiring a 

"mutuality of interests" manifested in this last minute and late answer to my evidence and law-based 

appeal for new counsel coming two days before a scheduled hearing and with the hearing for new 

counsel to take place two weeks AFTER the hearing for termination which also serves the interests of 

the Clark Administration as 

continuing the cover-up of WEA/AHE allowing themselves to get played on timelines with the result of 

reprimand, 7 days off, 8 days off, while on medical leave and in absentia, with no union representation, 

no Laudermill hearings, no appeals and even with my discipline timed upon my return to take me out of 

the classroom, even as students had signed up for me and were given ads that I would be the teacher, 

and my classes assigned to backdoor hires and scabs undermining the very contract and hiring 

procedures, let alone discipline procedures, the union is mandated to protect, the students and society 

have as right and imperative to demand, and the law says must be obeyed and if not obeyed, reported 

to law enforcement: 

http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/flagRating.jsp?rid=19792279
http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/flagRating.jsp?rid=19482352


 

18 U.S. Code ? 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-142, except 128. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

 US Code 
 Notes 
 Updates 

PREV | NEXT 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court of 

the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same to 

some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, shall be 

fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 

  

What exactly is unclear in this statute and the legal reasons for the mandates in it? 

 

 

From: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: Hearing & Appeals Board Meeting on September 26, 2014 

Date: Tue, 9 Sep 2014 21:39:31 +0000 

Dear Mr. Craven, 

  

Good afternoon. Attached please find a letter regarding the scheduling of your denial of 
funding appeal for Friday, September 26, 2014.  Attached please also find a copy of the Legal 
Defense Policy and WEA Hearing & Appeals Procedure as referenced in the letter. 

  

Thank you very much,  

  

Kelly Wishkoski, Paralegal  

Office of the General Counsel 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ142/html/PLAW-113publ142.htm
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-128publ/html/PLAW-128publ.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_tabs=0#qt-us_code_tabs
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_tabs=1#qt-us_code_tabs
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_tabs=2#qt-us_code_tabs
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/3
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/5


Washington Education Association 

P.O. Box 9100 

Federal Way, WA 98063-9100 

253-765-7025 (direct) 

253-946-7232 (fax) 

 

  

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  THIS COMMUNICATION MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION SUBJECT 

TO ATTORNEY PRIVILEGES &/OR OTHERWISE BE OF A CONFIDENTIAL NATURE.  IF YOU HAVE 

RECEIVED THIS MESSAGE IN ERROR, PLEASE ADVISE THE SENDER BY REPLY E-MAIL & 

IMMEDIATELY DELETE THE MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS WITHOUT COPYING OR 

DISCLOSING THE CONTENTS.  THANK YOU. 

  

 RE: FIRE Case No. 160580971 Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of Possible 

Crimes in the Decision and Purported Reasons Given for Denial  

 

Mr. Mc Nett: 

 

Thank you for the response but Clark College and their sui generis "judge" seem not to get or even care 

about the picture. They have a termination meeting set for September 12th despite knowing well about 

this turn of events and why. I have also made a formal criminal complaint with FBI and Clark County 

Sheriff that includes the members of the Board not only for dereliction of duty, misprision of a felony, 

trading in public employment, etc, but they had to sign off on the $100,000 hush money offer which the 

FBI was interested in because I had already been to law enforcement per my own duties under RCW 

42.20 and 18 USC 4 and 73 thus that was also a criminal solicitation for me to become a part of 

obstruction of justice, misprision of a felony and repudiating my good-faith and credible, evidence-

backed submissions to law enforcement. 

 



So can you at least get someone to tell Clark College and their paid agents that the hush money offer 

was intended to permanently immunize from any civil or criminal actions or complaints (that too will be 

explored under what legal authority can public monies be used to give blanket immunities to any and all 

employees or agents for any reason ever)  that I am being again, denied due process as I was when WEA 

denied my arbitration on one year off, setting a precedent that I warned against at the time and how it 

would be used, and I was given no chance to even know, let alone respond to the arguments of Mr. 

Boyer who said he would and did oppose arbitration. Instead I got one half hour, it was already fixed 

even the Clark Admin for the first time agreed to timeline changes so that I would get my hearing, while 

I was bleeding from a biopsy that went bad and I got one-half hour. Just like the Clark college Admin--try 

to bury or bully what they can't answer. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii   

 
From: MMcNett@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KMead@WashingtonEA.org; AIverson@WashingtonEA.org; JHardie@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: RE: FIRE Case No. 160580971 Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of 

Possible Crimes in the Decision and Purported Reasons Given for Denial 

Date: Wed, 20 Aug 2014 20:54:42 +0000 

Mr. Craven, 

  

We will be getting back to you soon with a date for your appeal to the WEA Hearings 
and Appeals Board.  

  

  

Mike McNett 

Advocacy Specialist 

Washington Education Association 

(253) 753-7192 cell 

(253) 765-7098 office 



mmcnett@washingtonea.org  

  

  

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, August 18, 2014 6:52 PM 
To: Mike McNett [WA]; Aimee Iverson [WA]; Jace Borba [WA]; Lisa Lewison [WA]; Dean Lookinghawk; 

dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; cases@thefire.org 
Subject: FIRE Case No. 160580971 Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of 

Possible Crimes in the Decision and Purported Reasons Given for Denial 

  

  

 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
Subject: FW: Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of Possible Crimes in 
the Decision and Purported Reasons Given for Denial 
Date: Mon, 18 Aug 2014 18:47:04 -0700 

FW: Board of Trustees Hearing 

 

FW: Board of Trustees Hearing 

James Craven 

  

  

 
  

10:21 AM 

mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


 Documents 

To: Dean Lookinghawk, dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov, Lisa Lewison, A Iverson, Jason Borba, Kim Sullivan, cases@thefire.org 

  

 

  

Outlook.com Active View  

  

2 attachments (total 8.6 MB) 

 

Notice of Oral Argument and Report of Hearing Examiner.pdf 

View online 

 

WHR Clark College Findings of Fact and Conclusions RE.pdf 

View online 

Download all as zip 

Thank you for your assistance. This will also be referred to law enforcement for all that transpired 

and that is not in this report; perjury and obstruction of justice along with other apparent felonies 

the hearing examiner is bound by laws cited to note as well as report to law enforcement. 

  

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov
mailto:cases@thefire.org
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855


Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 

From: lkent@clark.edu 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KSullivan@clark.edu 

Subject: RE: Board of Trustees Hearing 

Date: Mon, 18 Aug 2014 17:00:31 +0000 

As requested. 

  

Leigh 

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Friday, August 15, 2014 7:48 PM 

To: Kent, Leigh; Jason Borba; Lisa Lewison; Dean Lookinghawk; A Iverson; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; 

Kevin Saito 

Subject: FW: Board of Trustees Hearing 

  

Please resend the documents attached with this email as I had a computer problem and lost 

them. Please also send any documents sent to me also to AHE and WEA as there are precedents 

and union issues relevant to all faculty in this case no matter what NEW/WEA decide to do with 

respect to change of legal representation. Any decision made by WEA or AHE in the back-rooms 

or some star chamber process, and without my right to confront and answer all representations 

and allegations, will result in the whole AHE and WEA executives named in both civil and 

criminal complaints--each personally.  

  

I reiterate that as of yet I have received no formal communication from WEA and AHE on the 

status of my appeal for new legal representation as is my right; I remain in a process that has 

exposed perjury and other serial obstructions of justice and other crimes all on the official 

record (no mention made or report to law enforcement by any attorneys, Mr. Stonier, Ms 

mailto:lkent@clark.edu
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:KSullivan@clark.edu
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov


Terada per RCW 42.20 and 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242, 28 USC 455, 28 USC 1361) yet no legal 

representation and with serious medical disabilities that have all been documented repeatedly. 

  

thank you 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 

  

  

 

From: lkent@clark.edu 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: Board of Trustees Hearing 

Date: Fri, 15 Aug 2014 19:51:27 +0000 

Good afternoon, Mr. Craven, 

  

Attached is a copy a Notice of Oral Argument and Report of the Hearing Examiner connection 

with your case. 

  

The hearing has been scheduled for: 

  

Friday, September 12, 2014 

1:00 pm 

Room GHL 205 

mailto:lkent@clark.edu
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


  

Hard copies of this material will be sent to you on Monday, August 18, 2014. 

  

Thank you. 

  

Leigh 

  

Leigh Kent 

Executive Assistant to the President 

Clark College 

1933 Fort Vancouver Way 

Vancouver, WA  98663 

P:  360-992-2101 

F:  360-992-2871 

  

 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
Subject: FW: Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of Possible Crimes in 
the Decision and Purported Reasons Given for Denial 
Date: Mon, 18 Aug 2014 18:44:42 -0700 

  

 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
To: aiverson@washingtonea.org; jborba@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org; 
mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov; 
olneym@bennetthartman.com 
Subject: Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of Possible Crimes in the 
Decision and Purported Reasons Given for Denial 
Date: Thu, 10 Jul 2014 13:15:04 -0700 

Please advise that this decision not to fund continued appeal (with no cited foundation, law, 
evidence  or reasoning) and refusal to respond to my reasons for having to terminate 
representation by Margaret, plus Ms Iverson's refusal to recuse herself from any part in the 
decision to fund or not fund with no rebuttal to causes for demand of recusal given, the refusal 
to do her duty per Officer of the Court, Member of the Bar and 18 USC 4 (Misprision of a 
Felony) when having knowledge of crimes committed and committed again in this hearing,  all 
combine to effectively aid and abet the cover-up of federal and state crimes (that I was offered 
and turned down to join in) and therefore this also will go to law enforcement as well as the 
Washington State Bar per my own duties under RCW 42.20 and 18 USC 4 and 73. 

  

You also have documentation on my medical condition and disabilities coupled with the easily 
available information, showing the links between induced and toxic stress and life expectancies 
given my known and past cardiac and other incidences and conditions. This decision, in addition 
to aiding and abetting the cover-up of past crimes as well as ones committed recently in this 
hearing, and gives a green light and enabling of future crimes. This will go to the appropriate 
agencies that I am mandated by laws cited here and elsewhere to go to. 

  

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-121. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

 US Code 
 Notes 
 Updates 

PREV | NEXT 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court of 

the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same to 

some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, shall be 

fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com
mailto:aiverson@washingtonea.org
mailto:jborba@washingtonea.org
mailto:llewison@washingtonea.org
mailto:mmcnett@washingtonea.org
mailto:lookinghawk@hotmail.com
mailto:kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov
mailto:olneym@bennetthartman.com
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ121/html/PLAW-113publ121.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_tabs=0#qt-us_code_tabs
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_tabs=1#qt-us_code_tabs
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_tabs=2#qt-us_code_tabs
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/3
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/5


  

RCW 42.20.040 

False report. 

 

Every public officer who shall knowingly make any false or misleading statement in any 
official report or statement, under circumstances not otherwise prohibited by law, shall be 
guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 
 
[1909 c 249 § 98; RRS § 2350.] 

  

I swear, under penalty of perjury and all laws governing filing a false report to or attempted 
misuse of law enforcement, that  all statements by me are true and complete to the best of my 
knowledge, due diligence to verify and belief. 

  

RCW 42.20.080 

Other violations by officers. 

 

Every officer or other person mentioned in RCW 42.20.070, who shall willfully disobey any 
provision of law regulating his or her official conduct in cases other than those specified in 
said section, shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 
 
[2012 c 117 § 116; 1909 c 249 § 318; RRS § 2570.] 

  

RE: Receipt of Appeal 

 

RE: Receipt of Appeal 

James Craven 

  

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=42.20.070


  

7/22/14 

  

To: Kelly Wishkoski [WA] 

Cc: A Iverson, Dean Lookinghawk, stoniers@cni.net, Bonnie Terada, Jason Borba, Lisa Lewison, 

olneym@bennetthartman.com, Kevin Saito, Jay Inslee 

  

 

  

Thank you for this response. Please note that the hearing examiner Mr. Stonier, and Ms Terada are 

continuing this star chamber even with clear perjury (not noted or reported to the committee or 

law enforcement asap per 18 USC 4 and 73) with my having documented medical disabilities and on 

prescribed medications that were thoroughly documented to Mr.Stonier who refused to even 

contact my physician for further comment on how this whole process (he would never comment on 

the correctness or incorrectness of the allegations) only my overall medical condition and what the 

medications do in terms of limiting cognitive and other capacities. 

  

In any case, it was with great sadness, that I had to call for a new attorney as I had made a formal 

inquiry to Portland FBI, the Special Agent with whom I spoke asked if I had the "settlement offer" in 

writing, I said I did, and he asked me to come with my attorney (also a witness) and bring it down to 

the Vancouver office of the FBI. That was enough for me to know that I had a basis to believe that 

my duties under RCW 42.20 (Conduct and Misconduct of a Public Employee or Officer) and 18 USC 4 

(Misprision of a Felony) and 73 (Obstruction of Justice) mandated that I not wait for later civil 

action, nor for the WA Human Rights Commission complaint I have formally filed, crimes, unlike 

torts, must be reported immediately or "asap" as the statute says because real people are being 

victimized, investigation and justice await, and those who get away with crimes take it as a green 

light they are safe to do more of the same; so future victims await. 

  

mailto:stoniers@cni.net
mailto:olneym@bennetthartman.com
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855


Please understand that my medical situation is not some ruse or gambit; it takes a long time just to 

compose write this. 

  

Finally there is a reason for 18 USC 4 and 73. A crime is an offense against society as well as against 

particular persons and property. Law enforcement cannot be everywhere at all times and few 

would want to live in the kind of society where they were. That mean that law enforcement must 

do their duty no matter what they think of the person bringing credible evidence of a crime to 

them; that means citizens and  public employees must do their duty no matter what they think of 

the institutions or persons to whom they are bringing credible evidence of a crime having been 

committed, or what experiences they  may have had with them; and that means unions have a duty 

of fair and competent representation of a member no matter what some in the union or union 

hierarchy may think of that person, because there are precedents being set that may and likely will 

be used against others in the future or even the present. Also, in a case-law-based system, 

fraudulent and engineered legal decisions set precedents that compound injustices for others, in 

other cases, and in the body of law itself, that can only corrupt and cause more of the same in the 

future. 

  

Thank you for your response. This will also be sent to Mr. Stonier and Ms Terada not only under the 

duty under Tort Law to give notice of ongoing damages, the basis for the allegation or damages 

from behavior of persons to be named, and opportunity to mitigate damages and to make a good-

faith attempt to do that: mitigate damages; this is to give notice to try to stop what I believe to be a 

continuing cornucopia of crimes as well as torts and this poses more danger for the union, the 

members of the committee unaware of the behind-the-scenes with implications on them and their 

own future legal liabilities, but also to stop real harem to real people that I am mandated by law, 

my own morality, my duty as a teacher and public employee to do no matter what the costs. 

  

Sincerely, 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii    

 

From: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

mailto:KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


CC: AIverson@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: Receipt of Appeal  

Date: Tue, 22 Jul 2014 17:38:13 +0000 

Dear Mr. Craven, 

  

Please let this email confirm that we are in receipt of your appeal. We will be in contact with a hearing 

date as soon as we are able to secure a meeting date for the committee. 

  

Thank you, 

  

Kelly Wishkoski, Paralegal 

Office of the General Counsel 

Washington Education Association 

P.O. Box 9100 

Federal Way, WA 98063-9100 

253-765-7025 (direct) 

253-946-7232 (fax) 

 

  

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  THIS COMMUNICATION MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION SUBJECT 

TO ATTORNEY PRIVILEGES &/OR OTHERWISE BE OF ACONFIDENTIAL NATURE.  IF YOU HAVE 

RECEIVED THIS MESSAGE IN ERROR, PLEASE ADVISE THE SENDER BY REPLY E-MAIL & 

mailto:AIverson@WashingtonEA.org


IMMEDIATELY DELETE THE MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS WITHOUT COPYING OR DISCLOSING 

THE CONTENTS.  THANK YOU. 

  

James Crraven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii  

  

 

 
From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: FW: Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of Possible Crimes in the 

Decision and Purported Reasons Given for Denial 

Date: Mon, 18 Aug 2014 18:47:04 -0700 

FW: Board of Trustees Hearing 

 

FW: Board of Trustees Hearing 

James Craven 

  

  

 
  

10:21 AM 

 Documents 

To: Dean Lookinghawk, dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov, Lisa Lewison, A Iverson, Jason Borba, Kim Sullivan, cases@thefire.org 

 

 

 

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855


 

 

Outlook.com Active View  

 

 

2 attachments (total 8.6 MB) 

 

Notice of Oral Argument and Report of Hearing Examiner.pdf 

View online 

 

WHR Clark College Findings of Fact and Conclusions RE.pdf 

View online 

Download all as zip 

Thank you for your assistance. This will also be referred to law enforcement for all that transpired 

and that is not in this report; perjury and obstruction of justice along with other apparent felonies 

the hearing examiner is bound by laws cited to note as well as report to law enforcement. 

 

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 
From: lkent@clark.edu 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KSullivan@clark.edu 

Subject: RE: Board of Trustees Hearing 

Date: Mon, 18 Aug 2014 17:00:31 +0000 

As requested. 

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855


  

Leigh 

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Friday, August 15, 2014 7:48 PM 

To: Kent, Leigh; Jason Borba; Lisa Lewison; Dean Lookinghawk; A Iverson; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; 

Kevin Saito 

Subject: FW: Board of Trustees Hearing 

  

Please resend the documents attached with this email as I had a computer problem and lost 

them. Please also send any documents sent to me also to AHE and WEA as there are precedents 

and union issues relevant to all faculty in this case no matter what NEW/WEA decide to do with 

respect to change of legal representation. Any decision made by WEA or AHE in the back-rooms 

or some star chamber process, and without my right to confront and answer all representations 

and allegations, will result in the whole AHE and WEA executives named in both civil and 

criminal complaints--each personally.  

  

I reiterate that as of yet I have received no formal communication from WEA and AHE on the 

status of my appeal for new legal representation as is my right; I remain in a process that has 

exposed perjury and other serial obstructions of justice and other crimes all on the official 

record (no mention made or report to law enforcement by any attorneys, Mr. Stonier, Ms 

Terada per RCW 42.20 and 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242, 28 USC 455, 28 USC 1361) yet no legal 

representation and with serious medical disabilities that have all been documented repeatedly. 

  

thank you 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 



  

  

 

From: lkent@clark.edu 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: Board of Trustees Hearing 

Date: Fri, 15 Aug 2014 19:51:27 +0000 

Good afternoon, Mr. Craven, 

  

Attached is a copy a Notice of Oral Argument and Report of the Hearing Examiner connection 

with your case. 

  

The hearing has been scheduled for: 

  

Friday, September 12, 2014 

1:00 pm 

Room GHL 205 

  

Hard copies of this material will be sent to you on Monday, August 18, 2014. 

  

Thank you. 

  

Leigh 

mailto:lkent@clark.edu
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


  

Leigh Kent 

Executive Assistant to the President 

Clark College 

1933 Fort Vancouver Way 

Vancouver, WA  98663 

P:  360-992-2101 

F:  360-992-2871 

 

 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: FW: Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of Possible Crimes in the 

Decision and Purported Reasons Given for Denial 

Date: Mon, 18 Aug 2014 18:44:42 -0700 

 

 
From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: aiverson@washingtonea.org; jborba@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org; 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov; 

olneym@bennetthartman.com 

Subject: Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of Possible Crimes in the Decision 

and Purported Reasons Given for Denial 

Date: Thu, 10 Jul 2014 13:15:04 -0700 

Please advise that this decision not to fund continued appeal (with no cited foundation, law, 

evidence  or reasoning) and refusal to respond to my reasons for having to terminate representation by 

Margaret, plus Ms Iverson's refusal to recuse herself from any part in the decision to fund or not fund 

with no rebuttal to causes for demand of recusal given, the refusal to do her duty per Officer of the 

Court, Member of the Bar and 18 USC 4 (Misprision of a Felony) when having knowledge of crimes 

committed and committed again in this hearing,  all combine to effectively aid and abet the cover-up of 

federal and state crimes (that I was offered and turned down to join in) and therefore this also will go to 



law enforcement as well as the Washington State Bar per my own duties under RCW 42.20 and 18 USC 4 

and 73. 

 

You also have documentation on my medical condition and disabilities coupled with the easily available 

information, showing the links between induced and toxic stress and life expectancies given my known 

and past cardiac and other incidences and conditions. This decision, in addition to aiding and abetting 

the cover-up of past crimes as well as ones committed recently in this hearing, and gives a green light 

and enabling of future crimes. This will go to the appropriate agencies that I am mandated by laws cited 

here and elsewhere to go to. 

 

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-121. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

 US Code 
 Notes 
 Updates 

PREV | NEXT 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court of 

the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same to 

some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, shall be 

fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 

 

RCW 42.20.040 

False report. 

 

Every public officer who shall knowingly make any false or misleading statement in any 

official report or statement, under circumstances not otherwise prohibited by law, shall be 

guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

 

[1909 c 249 § 98; RRS § 2350.] 

 

I swear, under penalty of perjury and all laws governing filing a false report to or attempted misuse of 

law enforcement, that  all statements by me are true and complete to the best of my knowledge, due 

diligence to verify and belief. 

 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ121/html/PLAW-113publ121.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_tabs=0#qt-us_code_tabs
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_tabs=1#qt-us_code_tabs
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_tabs=2#qt-us_code_tabs
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/3
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/5


RCW 42.20.080 

Other violations by officers. 

 

Every officer or other person mentioned in RCW 42.20.070, who shall willfully disobey any 

provision of law regulating his or her official conduct in cases other than those specified in 

said section, shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

 

[2012 c 117 § 116; 1909 c 249 § 318; RRS § 2570.] 

 

RE: Receipt of Appeal 

 

RE: Receipt of Appeal 

James Craven 

  

  

7/22/14 

  

To: Kelly Wishkoski [WA] 

Cc: A Iverson, Dean Lookinghawk, stoniers@cni.net, Bonnie Terada, Jason Borba, Lisa Lewison, 

olneym@bennetthartman.com, Kevin Saito, Jay Inslee 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for this response. Please note that the hearing examiner Mr. Stonier, and Ms Terada are 

continuing this star chamber even with clear perjury (not noted or reported to the committee or 

law enforcement asap per 18 USC 4 and 73) with my having documented medical disabilities and on 

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=42.20.070
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855


prescribed medications that were thoroughly documented to Mr.Stonier who refused to even 

contact my physician for further comment on how this whole process (he would never comment on 

the correctness or incorrectness of the allegations) only my overall medical condition and what the 

medications do in terms of limiting cognitive and other capacities. 

 

In any case, it was with great sadness, that I had to call for a new attorney as I had made a formal 

inquiry to Portland FBI, the Special Agent with whom I spoke asked if I had the "settlement offer" in 

writing, I said I did, and he asked me to come with my attorney (also a witness) and bring it down to 

the Vancouver office of the FBI. That was enough for me to know that I had a basis to believe that 

my duties under RCW 42.20 (Conduct and Misconduct of a Public Employee or Officer) and 18 USC 4 

(Misprision of a Felony) and 73 (Obstruction of Justice) mandated that I not wait for later civil 

action, nor for the WA Human Rights Commission complaint I have formally filed, crimes, unlike 

torts, must be reported immediately or "asap" as the statute says because real people are being 

victimized, investigation and justice await, and those who get away with crimes take it as a green 

light they are safe to do more of the same; so future victims await. 

 

Please understand that my medical situation is not some ruse or gambit; it takes a long time just to 

compose write this. 

 

Finally there is a reason for 18 USC 4 and 73. A crime is an offense against society as well as against 

particular persons and property. Law enforcement cannot be everywhere at all times and few 

would want to live in the kind of society where they were. That mean that law enforcement must 

do their duty no matter what they think of the person bringing credible evidence of a crime to 

them; that means citizens and  public employees must do their duty no matter what they think of 

the institutions or persons to whom they are bringing credible evidence of a crime having been 

committed, or what experiences they  may have had with them; and that means unions have a duty 

of fair and competent representation of a member no matter what some in the union or union 

hierarchy may think of that person, because there are precedents being set that may and likely will 

be used against others in the future or even the present. Also, in a case-law-based system, 

fraudulent and engineered legal decisions set precedents that compound injustices for others, in 

other cases, and in the body of law itself, that can only corrupt and cause more of the same in the 

future. 

 

Thank you for your response. This will also be sent to Mr. Stonier and Ms Terada not only under the 

duty under Tort Law to give notice of ongoing damages, the basis for the allegation or damages 

from behavior of persons to be named, and opportunity to mitigate damages and to make a good-

faith attempt to do that: mitigate damages; this is to give notice to try to stop what I believe to be a 



continuing cornucopia of crimes as well as torts and this poses more danger for the union, the 

members of the committee unaware of the behind-the-scenes with implications on them and their 

own future legal liabilities, but also to stop real harem to real people that I am mandated by law, 

my own morality, my duty as a teacher and public employee to do no matter what the costs. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii    

 
From: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: AIverson@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: Receipt of Appeal  

Date: Tue, 22 Jul 2014 17:38:13 +0000 

Dear Mr. Craven, 

  

Please let this email confirm that we are in receipt of your appeal. We will be in contact with a hearing 

date as soon as we are able to secure a meeting date for the committee. 

  

Thank you, 

  

Kelly Wishkoski, Paralegal 

Office of the General Counsel 

Washington Education Association 

P.O. Box 9100 

Federal Way, WA 98063-9100 

253-765-7025 (direct) 



253-946-7232 (fax) 

 

  

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  THIS COMMUNICATION MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION SUBJECT 

TO ATTORNEY PRIVILEGES &/OR OTHERWISE BE OF ACONFIDENTIAL NATURE.  IF YOU HAVE 

RECEIVED THIS MESSAGE IN ERROR, PLEASE ADVISE THE SENDER BY REPLY E-MAIL & 

IMMEDIATELY DELETE THE MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS WITHOUT COPYING OR DISCLOSING 

THE CONTENTS.  THANK YOU. 

 

James Crraven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii  

  

 

FW: Board of Trustees Hearing 

 

FW: Board of Trustees Hearing 

James Craven 

  

  

 
  

10:21 AM 

 Documents 

To: Dean Lookinghawk, dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov, Lisa Lewison, A Iverson, Jason Borba, Kim Sullivan, cases@thefire.org 
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Outlook.com Active View  

 

 

2 attachments (total 8.6 MB) 

 

Notice of Oral Argument and Report of Hearing Examiner.pdf 

View online 

 

WHR Clark College Findings of Fact and Conclusions RE.pdf 

View online 

Download all as zip 

Thank you for your assistance. This will also be referred to law enforcement for all that transpired 

and that is not in this report; perjury and obstruction of justice along with other apparent felonies 

the hearing examiner is bound by laws cited to note as well as report to law enforcement. 

 

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 
From: lkent@clark.edu 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KSullivan@clark.edu 

Subject: RE: Board of Trustees Hearing 

Date: Mon, 18 Aug 2014 17:00:31 +0000 

As requested. 

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
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Leigh 

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Friday, August 15, 2014 7:48 PM 

To: Kent, Leigh; Jason Borba; Lisa Lewison; Dean Lookinghawk; A Iverson; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; 

Kevin Saito 

Subject: FW: Board of Trustees Hearing 

  

Please resend the documents attached with this email as I had a computer problem and lost 

them. Please also send any documents sent to me also to AHE and WEA as there are precedents 

and union issues relevant to all faculty in this case no matter what NEW/WEA decide to do with 

respect to change of legal representation. Any decision made by WEA or AHE in the back-rooms 

or some star chamber process, and without my right to confront and answer all representations 

and allegations, will result in the whole AHE and WEA executives named in both civil and 

criminal complaints--each personally.  

  

I reiterate that as of yet I have received no formal communication from WEA and AHE on the 

status of my appeal for new legal representation as is my right; I remain in a process that has 

exposed perjury and other serial obstructions of justice and other crimes all on the official 

record (no mention made or report to law enforcement by any attorneys, Mr. Stonier, Ms 

Terada per RCW 42.20 and 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242, 28 USC 455, 28 USC 1361) yet no legal 

representation and with serious medical disabilities that have all been documented repeatedly. 

  

thank you 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 



 

  

  

 

From: lkent@clark.edu 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: Board of Trustees Hearing 

Date: Fri, 15 Aug 2014 19:51:27 +0000 

Good afternoon, Mr. Craven, 

  

Attached is a copy a Notice of Oral Argument and Report of the Hearing Examiner connection 

with your case. 

  

The hearing has been scheduled for: 

  

Friday, September 12, 2014 

1:00 pm 

Room GHL 205 

  

Hard copies of this material will be sent to you on Monday, August 18, 2014. 

  

Thank you. 

mailto:lkent@clark.edu
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


  

Leigh 

  

Leigh Kent 

Executive Assistant to the President 

Clark College 

1933 Fort Vancouver Way 

Vancouver, WA  98663 

P:  360-992-2101 

F:  360-992-2871 

 

 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: FW: Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of Possible Crimes in the 

Decision and Purported Reasons Given for Denial 

Date: Mon, 18 Aug 2014 18:44:42 -0700 

 

 
From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: aiverson@washingtonea.org; jborba@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org; 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov; 

olneym@bennetthartman.com 

Subject: Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of Possible Crimes in the Decision 

and Purported Reasons Given for Denial 

Date: Thu, 10 Jul 2014 13:15:04 -0700 

Please advise that this decision not to fund continued appeal (with no cited foundation, law, 

evidence  or reasoning) and refusal to respond to my reasons for having to terminate representation by 



Margaret, plus Ms Iverson's refusal to recuse herself from any part in the decision to fund or not fund 

with no rebuttal to causes for demand of recusal given, the refusal to do her duty per Officer of the 

Court, Member of the Bar and 18 USC 4 (Misprision of a Felony) when having knowledge of crimes 

committed and committed again in this hearing,  all combine to effectively aid and abet the cover-up of 

federal and state crimes (that I was offered and turned down to join in) and therefore this also will go to 

law enforcement as well as the Washington State Bar per my own duties under RCW 42.20 and 18 USC 4 

and 73. 

 

You also have documentation on my medical condition and disabilities coupled with the easily available 

information, showing the links between induced and toxic stress and life expectancies given my known 

and past cardiac and other incidences and conditions. This decision, in addition to aiding and abetting 

the cover-up of past crimes as well as ones committed recently in this hearing, and gives a green light 

and enabling of future crimes. This will go to the appropriate agencies that I am mandated by laws cited 

here and elsewhere to go to. 

 

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-121. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

 US Code 
 Notes 
 Updates 

PREV | NEXT 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court of 

the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same to 

some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, shall be 

fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 

 

RCW 42.20.040 

False report. 

 

Every public officer who shall knowingly make any false or misleading statement in any 

official report or statement, under circumstances not otherwise prohibited by law, shall be 

guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

 

[1909 c 249 § 98; RRS § 2350.] 

 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ121/html/PLAW-113publ121.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_tabs=0#qt-us_code_tabs
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_tabs=1#qt-us_code_tabs
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_tabs=2#qt-us_code_tabs
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/3
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/5


I swear, under penalty of perjury and all laws governing filing a false report to or attempted misuse of 

law enforcement, that  all statements by me are true and complete to the best of my knowledge, due 

diligence to verify and belief. 

 

RCW 42.20.080 

Other violations by officers. 

 

Every officer or other person mentioned in RCW 42.20.070, who shall willfully disobey any 

provision of law regulating his or her official conduct in cases other than those specified in 

said section, shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

 

[2012 c 117 § 116; 1909 c 249 § 318; RRS § 2570.] 

 

RE: Receipt of Appeal 

 

RE: Receipt of Appeal 

James Craven 

  

  

7/22/14 

  

To: Kelly Wishkoski [WA] 

Cc: A Iverson, Dean Lookinghawk, stoniers@cni.net, Bonnie Terada, Jason Borba, Lisa Lewison, 

olneym@bennetthartman.com, Kevin Saito, Jay Inslee 

 

 

 

 

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=42.20.070
https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
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Thank you for this response. Please note that the hearing examiner Mr. Stonier, and Ms Terada are 

continuing this star chamber even with clear perjury (not noted or reported to the committee or 

law enforcement asap per 18 USC 4 and 73) with my having documented medical disabilities and on 

prescribed medications that were thoroughly documented to Mr.Stonier who refused to even 

contact my physician for further comment on how this whole process (he would never comment on 

the correctness or incorrectness of the allegations) only my overall medical condition and what the 

medications do in terms of limiting cognitive and other capacities. 

 

In any case, it was with great sadness, that I had to call for a new attorney as I had made a formal 

inquiry to Portland FBI, the Special Agent with whom I spoke asked if I had the "settlement offer" in 

writing, I said I did, and he asked me to come with my attorney (also a witness) and bring it down to 

the Vancouver office of the FBI. That was enough for me to know that I had a basis to believe that 

my duties under RCW 42.20 (Conduct and Misconduct of a Public Employee or Officer) and 18 USC 4 

(Misprision of a Felony) and 73 (Obstruction of Justice) mandated that I not wait for later civil 

action, nor for the WA Human Rights Commission complaint I have formally filed, crimes, unlike 

torts, must be reported immediately or "asap" as the statute says because real people are being 

victimized, investigation and justice await, and those who get away with crimes take it as a green 

light they are safe to do more of the same; so future victims await. 

 

Please understand that my medical situation is not some ruse or gambit; it takes a long time just to 

compose write this. 

 

Finally there is a reason for 18 USC 4 and 73. A crime is an offense against society as well as against 

particular persons and property. Law enforcement cannot be everywhere at all times and few 

would want to live in the kind of society where they were. That mean that law enforcement must 

do their duty no matter what they think of the person bringing credible evidence of a crime to 

them; that means citizens and  public employees must do their duty no matter what they think of 

the institutions or persons to whom they are bringing credible evidence of a crime having been 

committed, or what experiences they  may have had with them; and that means unions have a duty 

of fair and competent representation of a member no matter what some in the union or union 

hierarchy may think of that person, because there are precedents being set that may and likely will 

be used against others in the future or even the present. Also, in a case-law-based system, 

fraudulent and engineered legal decisions set precedents that compound injustices for others, in 

other cases, and in the body of law itself, that can only corrupt and cause more of the same in the 

future. 

 



Thank you for your response. This will also be sent to Mr. Stonier and Ms Terada not only under the 

duty under Tort Law to give notice of ongoing damages, the basis for the allegation or damages 

from behavior of persons to be named, and opportunity to mitigate damages and to make a good-

faith attempt to do that: mitigate damages; this is to give notice to try to stop what I believe to be a 

continuing cornucopia of crimes as well as torts and this poses more danger for the union, the 

members of the committee unaware of the behind-the-scenes with implications on them and their 

own future legal liabilities, but also to stop real harem to real people that I am mandated by law, 

my own morality, my duty as a teacher and public employee to do no matter what the costs. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii    

 
From: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: AIverson@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: Receipt of Appeal  

Date: Tue, 22 Jul 2014 17:38:13 +0000 

Dear Mr. Craven, 

  

Please let this email confirm that we are in receipt of your appeal. We will be in contact with a hearing 

date as soon as we are able to secure a meeting date for the committee. 

  

Thank you, 

  

Kelly Wishkoski, Paralegal 

Office of the General Counsel 

Washington Education Association 

P.O. Box 9100 



Federal Way, WA 98063-9100 

253-765-7025 (direct) 

253-946-7232 (fax) 

 

  

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  THIS COMMUNICATION MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION SUBJECT 

TO ATTORNEY PRIVILEGES &/OR OTHERWISE BE OF ACONFIDENTIAL NATURE.  IF YOU HAVE 

RECEIVED THIS MESSAGE IN ERROR, PLEASE ADVISE THE SENDER BY REPLY E-MAIL & 

IMMEDIATELY DELETE THE MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS WITHOUT COPYING OR DISCLOSING 

THE CONTENTS.  THANK YOU. 

 

James Crraven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii  

  

 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: FW: Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of Possible Crimes in the 

Decision and Purported Reasons Given for Denial 

Date: Mon, 18 Aug 2014 18:47:04 -0700 

FW: Board of Trustees Hearing 

  

 

 
From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: FW: Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of Possible Crimes in the 

Decision and Purported Reasons Given for Denial 

Date: Mon, 18 Aug 2014 18:47:04 -0700 



FW: Board of Trustees Hearing 

 

FW: Board of Trustees Hearing 

James Craven 

  

  

 
  

10:21 AM 

 Documents 

To: Dean Lookinghawk, dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov, Lisa Lewison, A Iverson, Jason Borba, Kim Sullivan, cases@thefire.org 

 

 

 

 

 

Outlook.com Active View  

 

 

2 attachments (total 8.6 MB) 

 

Notice of Oral Argument and Report of Hearing Examiner.pdf 

View online 
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WHR Clark College Findings of Fact and Conclusions RE.pdf 

View online 

Download all as zip 

Thank you for your assistance. This will also be referred to law enforcement for all that transpired 

and that is not in this report; perjury and obstruction of justice along with other apparent felonies 

the hearing examiner is bound by laws cited to note as well as report to law enforcement. 

 

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 
From: lkent@clark.edu 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: KSullivan@clark.edu 

Subject: RE: Board of Trustees Hearing 

Date: Mon, 18 Aug 2014 17:00:31 +0000 

As requested. 

  

Leigh 

  

From: James Craven [mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com]  

Sent: Friday, August 15, 2014 7:48 PM 

To: Kent, Leigh; Jason Borba; Lisa Lewison; Dean Lookinghawk; A Iverson; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; 

Kevin Saito 

Subject: FW: Board of Trustees Hearing 

  

Please resend the documents attached with this email as I had a computer problem and lost 

them. Please also send any documents sent to me also to AHE and WEA as there are precedents 

and union issues relevant to all faculty in this case no matter what NEW/WEA decide to do with 

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855


respect to change of legal representation. Any decision made by WEA or AHE in the back-rooms 

or some star chamber process, and without my right to confront and answer all representations 

and allegations, will result in the whole AHE and WEA executives named in both civil and 

criminal complaints--each personally.  

  

I reiterate that as of yet I have received no formal communication from WEA and AHE on the 

status of my appeal for new legal representation as is my right; I remain in a process that has 

exposed perjury and other serial obstructions of justice and other crimes all on the official 

record (no mention made or report to law enforcement by any attorneys, Mr. Stonier, Ms 

Terada per RCW 42.20 and 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242, 28 USC 455, 28 USC 1361) yet no legal 

representation and with serious medical disabilities that have all been documented repeatedly. 

  

thank you 

  

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

 

  

  

 

From: lkent@clark.edu 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: Board of Trustees Hearing 

Date: Fri, 15 Aug 2014 19:51:27 +0000 

Good afternoon, Mr. Craven, 

  

Attached is a copy a Notice of Oral Argument and Report of the Hearing Examiner connection 

with your case. 

mailto:lkent@clark.edu
mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


  

The hearing has been scheduled for: 

  

Friday, September 12, 2014 

1:00 pm 

Room GHL 205 

  

Hard copies of this material will be sent to you on Monday, August 18, 2014. 

  

Thank you. 

  

Leigh 

  

Leigh Kent 

Executive Assistant to the President 

Clark College 

1933 Fort Vancouver Way 

Vancouver, WA  98663 

P:  360-992-2101 

F:  360-992-2871 

 



 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: FW: Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of Possible Crimes in the 

Decision and Purported Reasons Given for Denial 

Date: Mon, 18 Aug 2014 18:44:42 -0700 

 

 
From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: aiverson@washingtonea.org; jborba@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org; 

mmcnett@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov; 

olneym@bennetthartman.com 

Subject: Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of Possible Crimes in the Decision 

and Purported Reasons Given for Denial 

Date: Thu, 10 Jul 2014 13:15:04 -0700 

Please advise that this decision not to fund continued appeal (with no cited foundation, law, 

evidence  or reasoning) and refusal to respond to my reasons for having to terminate representation by 

Margaret, plus Ms Iverson's refusal to recuse herself from any part in the decision to fund or not fund 

with no rebuttal to causes for demand of recusal given, the refusal to do her duty per Officer of the 

Court, Member of the Bar and 18 USC 4 (Misprision of a Felony) when having knowledge of crimes 

committed and committed again in this hearing,  all combine to effectively aid and abet the cover-up of 

federal and state crimes (that I was offered and turned down to join in) and therefore this also will go to 

law enforcement as well as the Washington State Bar per my own duties under RCW 42.20 and 18 USC 4 

and 73. 

 

You also have documentation on my medical condition and disabilities coupled with the easily available 

information, showing the links between induced and toxic stress and life expectancies given my known 

and past cardiac and other incidences and conditions. This decision, in addition to aiding and abetting 

the cover-up of past crimes as well as ones committed recently in this hearing, and gives a green light 

and enabling of future crimes. This will go to the appropriate agencies that I am mandated by laws cited 

here and elsewhere to go to. 

 

18 U.S. Code § 4 - Misprision of felony 

Current through Pub. L. 113-121. (See Public Laws for the current Congress.) 

 US Code 
 Notes 
 Updates 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-113publ121/html/PLAW-113publ121.htm
http://thomas.loc.gov/home/LegislativeData.php?n=PublicLaws
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_tabs=0#qt-us_code_tabs
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_tabs=1#qt-us_code_tabs
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/4?qt-us_code_tabs=2#qt-us_code_tabs


PREV | NEXT 

Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court of 

the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same to 

some judge or other person in civil or military authority under the United States, shall be 

fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both. 

 

RCW 42.20.040 

False report. 

 

Every public officer who shall knowingly make any false or misleading statement in any 

official report or statement, under circumstances not otherwise prohibited by law, shall be 

guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

 

[1909 c 249 § 98; RRS § 2350.] 

 

I swear, under penalty of perjury and all laws governing filing a false report to or attempted misuse of 

law enforcement, that  all statements by me are true and complete to the best of my knowledge, due 

diligence to verify and belief. 

 

RCW 42.20.080 

Other violations by officers. 

 

Every officer or other person mentioned in RCW 42.20.070, who shall willfully disobey any 

provision of law regulating his or her official conduct in cases other than those specified in 

said section, shall be guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

 

[2012 c 117 § 116; 1909 c 249 § 318; RRS § 2570.] 

 

RE: Receipt of Appeal 

 

RE: Receipt of Appeal 

James Craven 

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/3
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/5
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=42.20.070


  

  

7/22/14 

  

To: Kelly Wishkoski [WA] 

Cc: A Iverson, Dean Lookinghawk, stoniers@cni.net, Bonnie Terada, Jason Borba, Lisa Lewison, 

olneym@bennetthartman.com, Kevin Saito, Jay Inslee 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for this response. Please note that the hearing examiner Mr. Stonier, and Ms Terada are 

continuing this star chamber even with clear perjury (not noted or reported to the committee or 

law enforcement asap per 18 USC 4 and 73) with my having documented medical disabilities and on 

prescribed medications that were thoroughly documented to Mr.Stonier who refused to even 

contact my physician for further comment on how this whole process (he would never comment on 

the correctness or incorrectness of the allegations) only my overall medical condition and what the 

medications do in terms of limiting cognitive and other capacities. 

 

In any case, it was with great sadness, that I had to call for a new attorney as I had made a formal 

inquiry to Portland FBI, the Special Agent with whom I spoke asked if I had the "settlement offer" in 

writing, I said I did, and he asked me to come with my attorney (also a witness) and bring it down to 

the Vancouver office of the FBI. That was enough for me to know that I had a basis to believe that 

my duties under RCW 42.20 (Conduct and Misconduct of a Public Employee or Officer) and 18 USC 4 

(Misprision of a Felony) and 73 (Obstruction of Justice) mandated that I not wait for later civil 

action, nor for the WA Human Rights Commission complaint I have formally filed, crimes, unlike 

torts, must be reported immediately or "asap" as the statute says because real people are being 

victimized, investigation and justice await, and those who get away with crimes take it as a green 

light they are safe to do more of the same; so future victims await. 
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Please understand that my medical situation is not some ruse or gambit; it takes a long time just to 

compose write this. 

 

Finally there is a reason for 18 USC 4 and 73. A crime is an offense against society as well as against 

particular persons and property. Law enforcement cannot be everywhere at all times and few 

would want to live in the kind of society where they were. That mean that law enforcement must 

do their duty no matter what they think of the person bringing credible evidence of a crime to 

them; that means citizens and  public employees must do their duty no matter what they think of 

the institutions or persons to whom they are bringing credible evidence of a crime having been 

committed, or what experiences they  may have had with them; and that means unions have a duty 

of fair and competent representation of a member no matter what some in the union or union 

hierarchy may think of that person, because there are precedents being set that may and likely will 

be used against others in the future or even the present. Also, in a case-law-based system, 

fraudulent and engineered legal decisions set precedents that compound injustices for others, in 

other cases, and in the body of law itself, that can only corrupt and cause more of the same in the 

future. 

 

Thank you for your response. This will also be sent to Mr. Stonier and Ms Terada not only under the 

duty under Tort Law to give notice of ongoing damages, the basis for the allegation or damages 

from behavior of persons to be named, and opportunity to mitigate damages and to make a good-

faith attempt to do that: mitigate damages; this is to give notice to try to stop what I believe to be a 

continuing cornucopia of crimes as well as torts and this poses more danger for the union, the 

members of the committee unaware of the behind-the-scenes with implications on them and their 

own future legal liabilities, but also to stop real harem to real people that I am mandated by law, 

my own morality, my duty as a teacher and public employee to do no matter what the costs. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii    

 
From: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: AIverson@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: Receipt of Appeal  

Date: Tue, 22 Jul 2014 17:38:13 +0000 



Dear Mr. Craven, 

  

Please let this email confirm that we are in receipt of your appeal. We will be in contact with a hearing 

date as soon as we are able to secure a meeting date for the committee. 

  

Thank you, 

  

Kelly Wishkoski, Paralegal 

Office of the General Counsel 

Washington Education Association 

P.O. Box 9100 

Federal Way, WA 98063-9100 

253-765-7025 (direct) 

253-946-7232 (fax) 

 

  

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  THIS COMMUNICATION MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION SUBJECT 

TO ATTORNEY PRIVILEGES &/OR OTHERWISE BE OF ACONFIDENTIAL NATURE.  IF YOU HAVE 

RECEIVED THIS MESSAGE IN ERROR, PLEASE ADVISE THE SENDER BY REPLY E-MAIL & 

IMMEDIATELY DELETE THE MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS WITHOUT COPYING OR DISCLOSING 

THE CONTENTS.  THANK YOU. 

 

James Crraven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii  



  

 
From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: aiverson@washingtonea.org; jborba@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org; 

lookinghawk@hotmail.com; dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov; kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov; stoniers@cni.net; 

bonniet@atg.wa.gov; info@jayinslee.com; kimberlysullivan@comcast.net; 

ldavidson@washingtonea.org; drmarciaroi@gmail.com 

Subject: FW: To WEA/AHE FW: Original Transcripts 

Date: Fri, 8 Aug 2014 09:06:26 -0700 

 

 
From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: To WEA/AHE FW: Original Transcripts 

Date: Fri, 8 Aug 2014 08:54:47 -0700 

 

 
From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: Original Transcripts 

Date: Fri, 8 Aug 2014 08:51:32 -0700 

To WEA/AHE: 

 

I keep getting these notes from Mr. Stonier not sent to the union even as I still have a valid appeal for 

new counsel and as I have indicated over and over, will not and cannot as a  matter of law participate in 

any process, pro se or not, that has already been thoroughly corrupted with perjury and other felonies, 

the law has been cited to Mr. Stonier and Ms Terada over and over, the physical evidence of perjury is in 

the transcripts themselves versus the documents that were not allowed under the motion to limit,  that 

have been sent to Washington HR and other venues as well as law enforcement; they show perjury by 

Joseph Vance, Blake Bowers, Tim Cook and of course Mr. Knight (in two different venues and times). 

None of this reported to law enforcement per 18 USC 4, 73 and RCW 42.20 the statutes and texts of 

which have been cited over and over along with the physical evidence of perjury and other felonies 

during this star chamber masquerading as some kind of legal hearing. 

 

This causes more stress on my health and each and every one of these petulant responses from 

Mr.Stonier and his serial refusal to address or respond to issues being raised is itself another tort as well 

as crime under 18 USC 4, 73 etc. This alone is enough for his recusal that he refused to even deny in 



writing with accompanying legal authority and reasoning per 28 USC 455 if he is indeed even acting in a 

legally binding process that has any real judicial quality to it. 

 

But I expect a response to this and the longer you folks appear to hide out and pretend this is just going 

to be a fait accompli, and send green light after green light to the administration and Stonier/Terada 

that I am fair game and will not be represented, and I will just go away the worse it will be later in other 

venues; this will not happen. The evidence is clear; the law is clear; the process is rotten and corrupted 

from its inception and design; the $100,000 hush money offer was another crime especially in the 

context of my having already gone to law enforcement about the very issues that the hush money offer 

would have prevented my follow-up on and/or repudiation of my previous submissions to law 

enforcement; that is criminal solicitation and conspiracy to obstruct justice in the future as well as 

present. 

 

The more these games go on now,with serial cover-ups and obstruction of justice (according to WEA and 

AHE letters and submissions themselves) the worse this will get not only for my family and those who 

will be named personally in civil action as well as in criminal complaints, but more so for the students 

who are already being horribly defrauded and harmed with patently unqualified and unvetted adjuncts 

being hired as a reward for their own services rendered as recruited complainants. 

 

Sending this package of materials to the Board, with no mention or report of perjury and other felonies 

committed by Knight or Dr. Roi and Ms Davidson (but there is all the other evidence that the perjurer 

was Knight not Roi and Davidson) and this is simply ignored and not passed on to law enforcement but is 

passed on to the Board that includes Royce Pollard who got Knight his job with no competition and 

without Knight meeting even the minimum qualifications for the job? 

 

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

Professor of Economics 

 

This was sent before also to Mr.Stonier and Ms Terada and with no response: 

 

Addendum 4 WHR Complaint of James M. 

Craven/OmahkohkiaaiipooyiiFW: Receipt of Appeal 

RE: Proposed Findings and Conclusions 



 

FW: Clark College/craven Findings and Conclusions 

 

 

FW: Clark College/craven Findings and Conclusions 

James Craven 

  

  

 
  

8/07/14 

 Documents 

To: Dean Lookinghawk, A Iverson, olneym@bennetthartman.com, Jason Borba, Lisa Lewison, dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov, Kevin 

Saito, stoniers@cni.net, Bonnie Terada, Jay Inslee, Info PERC 
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craven drc ff.docx 

View online 

Download as zip 

Please note that this was not sent to WEA or AHE where I still have a valid appeal on change of 

counsel yet they have gone ahead with more cover-up of perjury and other crimes by Knight and 

others; more cover-up of serial denials of duty of fair representation by AHE and the non-funding of 

arbitration later used against me as I noted in writing over and over ( acquired "mutuality of 

interests") would happen and this has given a green-light to more corruption and serial denials of 

due process. 

 

Mr. Stonier and Ms Terada just move forward impervious to any argument, determined to rule out 

of discussion any facts contrary to running a little kangaroo court to ratify and cover-up the series of 

previous kangaroo courts leading up to this point. I and others will be seeing them again in other 

venues where I as the complainant will not get to turn my own allegations into a formal complaint; 

then become the one to "investigate" or appoint my own "investigators" of my own complaint; then 

become the one to make my own "findings" from my own "investigation" of my own complaint; 

then become the assessor of punishment from my own findings from my own investigation of my 

own complaint; then, for the piece de resistance, become the appeal authority on two of three 

possible levels of appeal against my pre-assessed discipline from my findings of my investigation of 

my own complaints formed from my own allegations or those of proxies I have recruited and 

rewarded with public jobs and benefits that are not mine to confer or use. All of that and more, 

aided and abetted by some in AHE and in WEA, has been done over and over in my case leading up 

to this point of termination through a protracted, coordinated, multi-party campaign (conspiracy) 

aimed at my removal from public employment under pretexts, false pretenses, contrived and piled-

on charges and serial denials of basic due process and the grievance procedures in the Contract as 

well as serial abridgment of and contempt for my Constitutional rights as a public employee and 

tenured professor, as well as whistle-blower on serious issues. 

 

"Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive." Sir Walter Scott. 

 

This will go to law enforcement and the other agencies I have mentioned. My health has been and 

is being seriously damaged and I get no answers from the union, just as with Stonier and Terada, to 

the concrete submissions of law, reasoning and documentary evidence submitted. That's fine, it 

only shows pattern, mens rea and desperation just like the last minute $100,000 hush money offer ( 

a crime when it is known that I have already made submissions to law enforcement for which I am 

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855


and should be legally accountable) and the last-minute motion to limit when the hush money was 

turned down. 

 

The longer this goes on, the worse the damages to students, the institution, my family and to my 

own health will be. Again, please regard this as a good-faith attempt to give notice of and 

opportunity to mitigate, ongoing torts as well as felony crimes such as those listed in the formal 

complaint to Washington Human Rights and to various law enforcement officers and courts per 18 

USC 4, 73, 241, 242, RCW 42.20, 28 USC 455, 28 USC 1361 as it is the duty of all law enforcement 

officers and courts to take and consider properly such submissions as when the citizenry fears the 

police more or respects the police less than the criminals, we have only more crime, lawlessness, 

corruption and danger to the police themselves. 

 

I swear all statements in this submission under penalty of perjury to be true and complete to the 

best of my knowledge and belief. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

Professor of Economics 

 

 

 

RE: Proposed Findings and Conclusions 

James Craven 

  

  

 
  

7/30/14 

 Documents 
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To: Stonier Family, Bonnie Terada, 'James Stonier ', Dean Lookinghawk, Lisa Lewison, Jason Borba, 

dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov, Kevin Saito, A Iverson, olneym@bennetthartman.com 
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Appeal of Denial of Further Legal Representation and Notice of Possible Crimes in the Decision and Purported 

Reasons Given for Denial.pdf 

View online 

 

DrSantiano372.pdf 

View online 

 

WHR Medical Condition.pdf 

View online 

Download all as zip 
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Please note that I have a valid and pending appeal on new counsel and have filed formal Human 

Rights Complaint. Perjury and other related crimes were committed prior to, during and after this 

process. I have formally challenged Mr. Stonier's continued presence for cause and no rebuttal has 

been given and he has refused to recuse himself or give a written argument to me and WEA as to 

why not. 

 

My health condition has been serially ignored and again without gathering information from my 

physician Dr. Santiano that he offered to elaborate on. 

 

I have also given argument why, participation in this process in any way, would make me an 

accomplice to cover-ups of crimes and torts against many people, not just me and my family, and 

that is why I would never take the $100,000 hush money and that the offer itself was in my view, 

and others with whom I have consulted, to be a crime in itself as I have been and will continue to go 

to law enforcement per my responsibilities under 18 USC 4, 73 RCW 42.20 as well as to the students 

and the institution. 

 

This is serial harassment and refusal to deal with substantive arguments and clear evidence of 

criminal conduct before, during and now after this fraud of a hearing. This will go on to other 

venues and the damages will only mount and lead to criminal not just the civil courts that for sure 

will get this case as will the media eventually. 

 

For the record, I get help with my typing responses and having to respond to these pathetic 

attempts to continue a cover-up and aid and abet apparent perjurers from legal accountability will 

not work. But in the meantime, real people, real students, are being harmed and defrauded with 

unqualified and unvetted adjuncts hired through the back door and outside of standardized 

processes of hiring. I do not recognize this process as anything other than more criminal conduct 

and cover-up of the apparent perjury and intrigue of Mr. Knight and his proxies that has corrupted 

and tainted the whole process along with the intentions and machinations prior to its 

commencement. 

 

12/10/13 

ECON 101 

Good Quality 



Easiness2 

Helpfulness3 

Clarity4 

Rater Interest3 

Grade ReceivedN/A 

James Craven was a wonderful teacher, and the way he disappeared was all too strange. I 

wish I would have had the pleasure of being taught by him all quarter, but it seemed as 

though bigger powers were at play. Unusual man with big opinions, but he knew how to 

get a message through, he was incredibly helpful and I was enjoying economics. 

Report this rating 

12/10/13 

Econ 101 

Good Quality 

Easiness1 

Helpfulness4 

Clarity3 

Rater Interest2 

Grade ReceivedN/A 

Mr. Craven is an unusual teacher, however, if you want to learn the subject he is 

excellent. I had him fall 2013 at Clark and after about 5 weeks in he disappeared. Clark 

fired him because of departmental politics. There was no notice to students and the sub i 

received was horrible. I regret spending tuition here to have inconsistent teaching. 

Report this rating 

6/8/13 

Econ 201 

Good Quality 

http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/flagRating.jsp?rid=22500340
http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/flagRating.jsp?rid=22496228


Easiness2 

Helpfulness4 

Clarity5 

Rater Interest5 

Grade ReceivedN/A 

Interesting man. Somewhat controversial. Sort of a renegade. I attended Clark College for 

a few years, and then transferred to UW. I've had a lot of good, great, bad, extremely 

bad professors, but Professor Craven was one of the most memorable. If you want to be 

enlightened, take his intro classes (that's if Clark College hasn't got rid of him.) 

Report this rating 

10/3/12 

econ203 

Good Quality 

Easiness1 

Helpfulness5 

Clarity5 

Rater Interest4 

Grade ReceivedN/A 

Craven is one of a kind, and i wonder often what he thinks on many issues. He has a kind 

should, and indiscriminate way of presenting Econ ,yet his political views arise from 

passion, and smarts. One of Clarks finest, and highly recommended. Me...got an AA at 

Clark, 1996, with a certif in Business, 98 BA..WSUV. 

Report this rating 

5/23/12 

ECON201 

Good Quality 
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Easiness3 

Helpfulness5 

Clarity5 

Rater Interest3 

Grade ReceivedN/A 

Excellent professor! Definitely one of my favorite professors that I've had at Clark 

College. 

Report this rating 

2/1/12 

ECON201 

Good Quality 

Easiness3 

Helpfulness5 

Clarity5 

Rater Interest3 

Grade ReceivedN/A 

Craven is one of the most memorable professors I ever had at Clark. He is an extremely 

intelligent man with quite an eventful life that colors both his personality and his 

teaching. Is a fair grader, teaches clearly, and showed me how to apply economics to the 

world around me. 

Report this rating 

12/13/11 

ECON201 

Good Quality 

Easiness2 
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Helpfulness4 

Clarity5 

Rater Interest5 

Grade ReceivedN/A 

Simply one of the best teachers I've ever had. Went on to get a PhD in economics at a 

very prestigious school. He will teach you more about economics at an undergraduate 

level than anyone I know of. 

 

 

James Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

Professor of Economics 

 

 

From: cjstonier@gmail.com 

To: BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV; Stoniers@cni.net 

CC: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: Proposed Findings and Conclusions 

Date: Wed, 30 Jul 2014 10:27:56 -0700 

The parties should submit signed proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law. Respectfully, James J. 

Stonier 

  

From: Terada, Bonnie (ATG) [mailto:BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV]  

Sent: Tuesday, July 29, 2014 10:39 PM 

To: James Stonier  

Cc: James Craven (omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com) 

Subject: Proposed Findings and Conclusions 

  

Mr. Stonier, 



  

At one of the pre-hearing conferences, you asked Ms. Olney and I to consider submitting proposed 

findings and conclusions.  Attached please find findings of fact and conclusions of law proposed by 

the College. 

  

Please let me know if you would like a signed original and 5 copies on Thursday. 

 

 

Addendum 4 WHR Complaint of James M. 

Craven/OmahkohkiaaiipooyiiFW: Receipt of Appeal 

James Craven 

  

  

7/23/14 

  

To: dean.hurst@hum.wa.gov 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: kwishkoski@washingtonea.org 
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CC: aiverson@washingtonea.org; lookinghawk@hotmail.com; stoniers@cni.net; 

bonniet@atg.wa.gov; jborba@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org; 

olneym@bennetthartman.com; kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov; info@jayinslee.com 

Subject: RE: Receipt of Appeal 

Date: Tue, 22 Jul 2014 15:56:41 -0700 

Thank you for this response. Please note that the hearing examiner Mr. Stonier, and Ms Terada are 

continuing this star chamber even with clear perjury (not noted or reported to the committee or 

law enforcement asap per 18 USC 4 and 73) with my having documented medical disabilities and on 

prescribed medications that were thoroughly documented to Mr.Stonier who refused to even 

contact my physician for further comment on how this whole process (he would never comment on 

the correctness or incorrectness of the allegations) only my overall medical condition and what the 

medications do in terms of limiting cognitive and other capacities. 

 

In any case, it was with great sadness, that I had to call for a new attorney as I had made a formal 

inquiry to Portland FBI, the Special Agent with whom I spoke asked if I had the "settlement offer" in 

writing, I said I did, and he asked me to come with my attorney (also a witness) and bring it down to 

the Vancouver office of the FBI. That was enough for me to know that I had a basis to believe that 

my duties under RCW 42.20 (Conduct and Misconduct of a Public Employee or Officer) and 18 USC 4 

(Misprision of a Felony) and 73 (Obstruction of Justice) mandated that I not wait for later civil 

action, nor for the WA Human Rights Commission complaint I have formally filed, crimes, unlike 

torts, must be reported immediately or "asap" as the statute says because real people are being 

victimized, investigation and justice await, and those who get away with crimes take it as a green 

light they are safe to do more of the same; so future victims await. 

 

Please understand that my medical situation is not some ruse or gambit; it takes a long time just to 

compose write this. 

 

Finally there is a reason for 18 USC 4 and 73. A crime is an offense against society as well as against 

particular persons and property. Law enforcement cannot be everywhere at all times and few 

would want to live in the kind of society where they were. That mean that law enforcement must 

do their duty no matter what they think of the person bringing credible evidence of a crime to 

them; that means citizens and  public employees must do their duty no matter what they think of 

the institutions or persons to whom they are bringing credible evidence of a crime having been 

committed, or what experiences they  may have had with them; and that means unions have a duty 

of fair and competent representation of a member no matter what some in the union or union 

hierarchy may think of that person, because there are precedents being set that may and likely will 

be used against others in the future or even the present. Also, in a case-law-based system, 



fraudulent and engineered legal decisions set precedents that compound injustices for others, in 

other cases, and in the body of law itself, that can only corrupt and cause more of the same in the 

future. 

 

Thank you for your response. This will also be sent to Mr. Stonier and Ms Terada not only under the 

duty under Tort Law to give notice of ongoing damages, the basis for the allegation or damages 

from behavior of persons to be named, and opportunity to mitigate damages and to make a good-

faith attempt to do that: mitigate damages; this is to give notice to try to stop what I believe to be a 

continuing cornucopia of crimes as well as torts and this poses more danger for the union, the 

members of the committee unaware of the behind-the-scenes with implications on them and their 

own future legal liabilities, but also to stop real harem to real people that I am mandated by law, 

my own morality, my duty as a teacher and public employee to do no matter what the costs. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii    

 
From: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: AIverson@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: Receipt of Appeal  

Date: Tue, 22 Jul 2014 17:38:13 +0000 

Dear Mr. Craven, 

  

Please let this email confirm that we are in receipt of your appeal. We will be in contact with a hearing 

date as soon as we are able to secure a meeting date for the committee. 

  

Thank you, 

  

Kelly Wishkoski, Paralegal 



Office of the General Counsel 

Washington Education Association 

P.O. Box 9100 

Federal Way, WA 98063-9100 

253-765-7025 (direct) 

253-946-7232 (fax) 

 

  

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  THIS COMMUNICATION MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION SUBJECT 

TO ATTORNEY PRIVILEGES &/OR OTHERWISE BE OF ACONFIDENTIAL NATURE.  IF YOU HAVE 

RECEIVED THIS MESSAGE IN ERROR, PLEASE ADVISE THE SENDER BY REPLY E-MAIL & 

IMMEDIATELY DELETE THE MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS WITHOUT COPYING OR DISCLOSING 

THE CONTENTS.  THANK YOU. 

 

 

From: cjstonier@gmail.com 

To: BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV; omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

Subject: Original Transcripts 

Date: Fri, 8 Aug 2014 08:11:40 -0700 

  

Ms Terada: Please confirm that you have the original transcripts in your 
possession.  Respectfully, James J. Stonier 

 

FW: Emergency Formal Response to Mr. Stonier and Ms Terada 

Please Be Advised 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 law not "choice" 



 

FW: Emergency Formal Response to Mr. Stonier and Ms Terada 

Please Be Advised 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242 law not "choice" 

James Craven 

  

  

 
  

7/23/14 

 Documents 

To: James Craven 
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View online 
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sig page for response to Mr Stoniere and Ms Terada Scan.pdf 

View online 

 

pdf of Transcript of termination hearing combined Craven 1.pdf 

View online 

Download all as zip 

 

 

RE: Receipt of Appeal 

 

RE: Receipt of Appeal 

James Craven 

  

  

7/22/14 

  

To: Kelly Wishkoski [WA] 

Cc: A Iverson, Dean Lookinghawk, stoniers@cni.net, Bonnie Terada, Jason Borba, Lisa Lewison, 

olneym@bennetthartman.com, Kevin Saito, Jay Inslee 
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Thank you for this response. Please note that the hearing examiner Mr. Stonier, and Ms Terada are 

continuing this star chamber even with clear perjury (not noted or reported to the committee or 

law enforcement asap per 18 USC 4 and 73) with my having documented medical disabilities and on 

prescribed medications that were thoroughly documented to Mr.Stonier who refused to even 

contact my physician for further comment on how this whole process (he would never comment on 

the correctness or incorrectness of the allegations) only my overall medical condition and what the 

medications do in terms of limiting cognitive and other capacities. 

 

In any case, it was with great sadness, that I had to call for a new attorney as I had made a formal 

inquiry to Portland FBI, the Special Agent with whom I spoke asked if I had the "settlement offer" in 

writing, I said I did, and he asked me to come with my attorney (also a witness) and bring it down to 

the Vancouver office of the FBI. That was enough for me to know that I had a basis to believe that 

my duties under RCW 42.20 (Conduct and Misconduct of a Public Employee or Officer) and 18 USC 4 

(Misprision of a Felony) and 73 (Obstruction of Justice) mandated that I not wait for later civil 

action, nor for the WA Human Rights Commission complaint I have formally filed, crimes, unlike 

torts, must be reported immediately or "asap" as the statute says because real people are being 

victimized, investigation and justice await, and those who get away with crimes take it as a green 

light they are safe to do more of the same; so future victims await. 

 

Please understand that my medical situation is not some ruse or gambit; it takes a long time just to 

compose write this. 

 

Finally there is a reason for 18 USC 4 and 73. A crime is an offense against society as well as against 

particular persons and property. Law enforcement cannot be everywhere at all times and few 

would want to live in the kind of society where they were. That mean that law enforcement must 

do their duty no matter what they think of the person bringing credible evidence of a crime to 

them; that means citizens and  public employees must do their duty no matter what they think of 

the institutions or persons to whom they are bringing credible evidence of a crime having been 

committed, or what experiences they  may have had with them; and that means unions have a duty 

of fair and competent representation of a member no matter what some in the union or union 

hierarchy may think of that person, because there are precedents being set that may and likely will 

https://bay175.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855
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be used against others in the future or even the present. Also, in a case-law-based system, 

fraudulent and engineered legal decisions set precedents that compound injustices for others, in 

other cases, and in the body of law itself, that can only corrupt and cause more of the same in the 

future. 

 

Thank you for your response. This will also be sent to Mr. Stonier and Ms Terada not only under the 

duty under Tort Law to give notice of ongoing damages, the basis for the allegation or damages 

from behavior of persons to be named, and opportunity to mitigate damages and to make a good-

faith attempt to do that: mitigate damages; this is to give notice to try to stop what I believe to be a 

continuing cornucopia of crimes as well as torts and this poses more danger for the union, the 

members of the committee unaware of the behind-the-scenes with implications on them and their 

own future legal liabilities, but also to stop real harem to real people that I am mandated by law, 

my own morality, my duty as a teacher and public employee to do no matter what the costs. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii    

 
From: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 

To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

CC: AIverson@WashingtonEA.org 

Subject: Receipt of Appeal  

Date: Tue, 22 Jul 2014 17:38:13 +0000 

Dear Mr. Craven, 

  

Please let this email confirm that we are in receipt of your appeal. We will be in contact with a hearing 

date as soon as we are able to secure a meeting date for the committee. 

  

Thank you, 

  

Kelly Wishkoski, Paralegal 



Office of the General Counsel 

Washington Education Association 

P.O. Box 9100 

Federal Way, WA 98063-9100 

253-765-7025 (direct) 

253-946-7232 (fax) 

 

  

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  THIS COMMUNICATION MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION SUBJECT 

TO ATTORNEY PRIVILEGES &/OR OTHERWISE BE OF ACONFIDENTIAL NATURE.  IF YOU HAVE 

RECEIVED THIS MESSAGE IN ERROR, PLEASE ADVISE THE SENDER BY REPLY E-MAIL & 

IMMEDIATELY DELETE THE MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS WITHOUT COPYING OR DISCLOSING 

THE CONTENTS.  THANK YOU. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

To: stoniers@cni.net; bonniet@atg.wa.gov; aiverson@washingtonea.org; 

jborba@washingtonea.org; llewison@washingtonea.org; kevin.saito@ic.fbi.gov; 

lookinghawk@hotmail.com; info@jayinslee.com 



Subject: Emergency Formal Response to Mr. Stonier and Ms Terada Please Be Advised 18 USC 4, 73, 

241, 242 law not "choice" 

Date: Thu, 17 Jul 2014 14:59:07 -0700 

To Mr. Stonier and Ms Terada: 

 

You have been given recent information on my medical condition with an invitation from my 

physician Dr. Rene Santiano to further elaborate on and document fully, and invitation you have 

refused to follow up on--this crosses the line from Willful Blindness to Depraved Indifference to my 

medical condition made worse, even life-threatening with this serial refusal to address the issues of 

law, reason, and corruption of the whole process even before it began, in writing, with your own 

accompanying citations of law, reason and evidence, responding to the evidence and law I gave (to 

the hearing and law enforcement) of felonies having been committed during the process, as well as 

before and at present. I have given you both, over and over, the texts of 18 USC4, 73, 241 and 242, 

on the duties of all citizens, let alone Officers of the Court, ex-Judges, Members of the Bar. 

 

I regard each and every one of these summary decrees and refusal to address the serious issues 

raised, as a separate felony act as well as compounded by being part of a coordinated common plan 

at engineering unlawful dismissal by those who have every interest to try to hide in motions to 

limit, hard-evidence of past, present and likely continuing future felonies if not exposed and 

stopped immediately. 

 

In any case, Mr.Stonier's refusal to even address the demands first that he recuse himself as 

mandated by the spirit and intent, if not strict applicability to a hearing examiner, 28 USC 455 along 

with 18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242. You have irrefutable evidence of several felonies within this hearing 

alone (Knight vs Davidson/Roi) and that occurred not only in this hearing, but the same 

contradictory sworn testimonies in different venues and times as well. That alone is enough to shut-

down the process, then you want to bring in an alternate to make this intentionally, serially and 

extensively "poisoned tree" to yield more of what can only be highly poisoned fruit? That is some 

more felonies ongoing as I have to respond to this intrigue. The same applies with respect to Ms 

Terada whose whole career will be explored no doubt as she is named, and knows she will be 

named personally, in civil action as well as she knows well she has named personally (along with 

Colleen Warren AAG) in criminal complaints (18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242, RCW 42.20), and to various 

agencies of the Washington State Government (never covertly or clandestinely, but always for her, 

as with you,  to have a chance to rebut just as I have done in all cases quashed from review by the 

motion to cover-up and obstruct justice, suborn perjury badly disguised as  a motion to limit and 

with probative and revealing timing).  

 



Ms Terada's past association with the Watson case in which I was one of two whistle-blowers, her 

role on my ex-wife's case, all are grounds that she should have never been allowed on the case, 

with public resources, with the direct and provable, never mind appearance of, material conflicts of 

interest on many levels.  Further, Ms Terada knows well that I have made submissions of 

documents, law and argument to various law enforcement agencies, their non-response may not be 

taken as evidence of no substance in or malice behind my submissions; I can be and should be 

charged if there is any evidence of malicious intent and no substance in my arguments that any 

reasonable and prudent person would or should know are frivolous or without basis to proceed. But 

Ms Terada knows, or is expected to know even if not an attorney, as is Mr.Stonier, that after I have 

made submissions to law enforcement, under oath and under laws governing deception in dealing 

with law enforcement, then any offer such as that made, is no "settlement offer", it is criminal 

solicitation to commit myself, felonies like 18 USC 4, 73, RCW 42.20 etc as I would be repudiating, 

and thus making not usable in the future when the threat matrixes of law enforcement allow 

looking at my case, by taking that money; I would be leaving in place, with public hush money, 

those who used public resources and monies to escape exposure and justice (otherwise, why the 

offer only at the last minute the day before going to the hearing (Friday I was notified with 21 days 

to consider and shut-down the process for 21 days; no concern for time and timelines then) 

followed by a motion to limit, "ruled on" orally and summarily, without asking for even a word from 

me, to suppress all the predicates, how they were established and by whom, that would have 

exposed and/or deterred the perjury that I  believe is evident in the transcript when compared with 

the documents suppressed or would have been suppressed under the last minute motion to limit. 

 

I have given you more than enough evidence, law, rebuttal, in writing, making myself fully 

accountable under law for all my submissions, you have more than enough that if you proceed 

further with this corrupted and perjury-riddled process, a process I cannot as a matter of law ratify 

or legitimate with my participation in any way and will not, you will both, along with those from 

WEA and AHE just named in a Human Rights Commission to be formally filed tomorrow (whether 

you believe it or want to believe it or not, even writing this is extremely difficult and painful given 

the meds I am on and pain I am in) you will simply face more civil complaints and claims for punitive 

as well as compensatory, and I will of course push for criminal charges and investigation and will do 

the same on anyone who resists doing their duty under the very same laws they demand for their 

own protection of their loved ones, themselves and any cronies. 

 

Please cease and desist this fraudulent and corrupted process, and each note like this one, is a 

separate and serious tort as well as crime. This will go to law enforcement under my duties under 

18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242, and RCW 42.20 

 

Sincerely, 



 

 

James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 

Professor Economics   

 

For Law Enforcement: 

 

 

Emergency Request for Clark College Time Extension and other is 

- 

hush money Settlement Proposal 4 

- 

TENURE PURCHASE AGREEMENT 

Memo in Support of Motion in Limine 

- 

Memo in Opposition to Motion in Limine 

- 

Memo in Opposition to Motion in Limine 

- 

Ruling on Motion in Limine — Exh 14 

- 

See 18 USC 4 (Misprision of a Felony), Chapter 73 (Obstruction of Justice), Chapter 13 parts 

241 (Conspiracy Against Rights) and 242 (Conspiracy Against Rights Under Color of Law), 

RCW 42.20 (Misconduct of a Public Employee)… 

- 

Note to Readers: As the documents on this subject on this website will attest, I have made 

good-faith, fully accountable and evidence/law/reason-supported submissions to various 

federal and state law enforcement agencies on apparent crimes and a climate of corruption 

were I work as a public employee of the Government of the State of Washington. This is per 

https://jimcraven10.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/emergency-request-for-clark-college-time-extension-and-other-is.pdf
https://jimcraven10.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/hush-money-settlement-proposal-4.pdf
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my legal responsibilities as a citizen and public employee under 18 USC 4 (Misprision of 

a Felony), 18 USC 73 (Obstruction of Justice), and RCW 9A.080.10 (Official 

Misconduct), RCW 42. 40.030 (Right to Disclose Improper Governmental 

Actions–Interference Prohibited), 18 USC 241 and 242 (Conspiracy Against 

Rights and Under Color of Law) and other possible felonies. 

 

Those in law enforcement that turned a blind-eye to legitimate and good-

faith, law-mandated submissions of potential crimes being committed and or 

being planned or admitted to, are guilty of the above-mentioned crimes along 

with others. I will be publishing all my submissions to law enforcement along 

with supporting evidence presented along with any responses. As I do with all 

posts, I will drag some of them named out into the sunlight, transparency and 

accountability of the law and clear supporting evidence for the allegations 

made.  

 

II. STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE 

The Association and the College stipulated to the following issue statement: 

“Did Clark College have just cause to impose a 108-day (2-term) suspension to Professor 

Craven? If no, what is the appropriate remedy?” 

“WEA-Riverside Director Lynn Davidson and AHE President, Dr. Marcia Roi testified to a 

labor management meeting they attended with President Bob Knight and Vice President 

Rassoul Dastmozd on Friday, November 9, 2007. AHE President Roi testified she told 

President Knight there was a “…morale problem on the campus.” President Knight 

responded “There is not a morale problem; morale will improve when we get 

rid of Professor Craven.” This was never refuted by management in the 

hearing. Ms. Davidson testified she was “shocked” President Bob Knight 

would say something like this to union representatives, and based on her 

expertise was troubled because his statements showed the union “should 

expect animosity by the President and the College in future dealings” related 

to Mr. Craven. 

 

This testimony of Dr. Marcia Roi and Ms. Lynn Davidson, at the arbitration 

hearing subsequent to the ESD appeal hearing with ALJ Knutson, directly 

contradicts the sworn testimony of President Knight that he never made nor 



would ever make the statement “There is not a morale problem; morale will 

improve when we ‘get rid’ of Professor Craven” These contradictory sworn 

testimonies were then repeated this time in the same hearing recently toward 

my termination of employment at Clark College. Further. Mr Knight, on tape, 

when asked about this apparent perjury on his or those whose sworn 

testimonies oppose his own, four times, on tape, refused to answer (when one 

or both Ms Davidson or Dr, Roi were in the room and could have been 

rebutted on the spot); yet the one time Mr. Knight did answer the question 

was denied as he did again in sworn testimony in this hearing opposed 

again,by the sworn testimonies of Dr. Roi and Mr. Davidson. That alone is 

enough for criminal investigation to be launched. 

 

VERSUS THIS SWORN TESTIMONY OF CLARK COLLEGE PRESIDENT ROBERT 

KNIGHT: 



 

https://jimcraven10.wordpress.com/2012/11/29/documents-from-clark-college-vancouver-wa-public-sworn-under-penalty-of-perjury-accountable-and-unrebutted/epson-scanner-image-77/
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https://jimcraven10.wordpress.com/2012/11/29/documents-from-clark-college-vancouver-wa-public-sworn-under-penalty-of-perjury-accountable-and-unrebutted/epson-scanner-image-82/


LISA LEWISON’S BRIEF CONTINUES: 

 

 

 

https://jimcraven10.wordpress.com/2011/10/04/open-letter-for-my-students-and-all-

clark-college-students/ 

https://jimcraven10.wordpress.com/2013/10/25/an-open-letter-to-washington-state-

attorney-general-ferguson-and-governor-inslee-on-allegations-of-a-climate-of-corruption-

and-repression-at-clark-college-and-in-clark-county/ 

https://jimcraven10.wordpress.com/2014/03/15/18-usc-4-misprision-of-a-felony-18-usc-

73-obstruction-of-justice-and-18-usc-241-and-242-conspiracy-against-rights-and-under-

color-of-law/ 

 

 What would you do if say you were a cook ordered to serve un-inspected meat and 

you had already seen someone suffer food poisoning from it? 

 What would you do if say you were a co-pilot and your captain, a close friend and 

mentor, who had once saved your job, showed up for a flight drunk? 

 What would you do if you were a real teacher and saw all sorts of unvetted, 

unqualfied–even on paper–persons hired through the back door, in public 

employment, to “teach” subjects they had never taught nor had even the minimum 

qualifications to even apply for a full-time position in the subject in some cases, and 

students were losing opportunities for real teachers? 

 What would you do if you were a senior surgical nurse and saw a botched operation 

that resulted in a patient’s death caused by a new surgeon, hired through the 

backdoor by the chief of surgery, his uncle, and that was being covered-up by all who 

saw it? 

  

Hush Money Offer–Never! 

 

There are times when you have to obey a call which is the highest of all, i.e. the voice of 

conscience even though such obedience may cost many a bitter tear, and even more, 
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separation from friends, from family, from the state, to which you may belong, from all that 

you have held as dear as life itself. For this obedience is the law of our being. ~ Mahatma 

Gandhi 

 

Real Victims, Real Crimes: 

 

Craven was a wonderful teacher, and the way he disappeared was all too strange. I wish I 

would have had the pleasure of being taught by him all quarter, but it seemed as though 

bigger powers were at play. Unusual man with big opinions, but he knew how to get a 

message through, he was incredibly helpful and I was enjoying economics. 

 

Mr. Craven is an unusual teacher, however, if you want to learn the subject he is excellent. I 

had him fall 2013 at Clark and after about 5 weeks in he disappeared. Clark fired him 

because of departmental politics. There was no notice to students and the sub i received was 

horrible. I regret spending tuition here to have inconsistent teaching. 

 

From: michael. Sent: Saturday, September 24, 2011 12:10 PM To: Craven, 

JimSubject: Macro Economics Hi, my name is Michael . I took your micro economics class 

last spring quarter. I was registered for your macro economics class this fall, but I recently 

checked my schedule and I’ve been switched to a guy named Kraley. This isn’t okay with me, 

I was wondering if there was a reason, that you knew about, why I was transferred. It also 

could have been a glitch in the system, and I could still be registered for your class. It’s 

unlikely though, and I would really like to take your class, not Kraley’s class. I left you a 

message on your answering machine, but you may not get it until Monday. I will try to catch 

you on Monday, and hopefully we can figure this out. -Michael I responded to Michael (see 

below) which prompted this response from him: Date: Sun, 25 Sep 2011 06:14:13 +0000 

From: michael To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com Subject: Re: Macro Economics Oh my 

Gosh! This is some crazy stuff! Although, I can’t say I’m surprised. You never hold back 

when it comes to speak the TRUTH! That’s what I loved about your class. I will mention this 

to as many of the students I know about from your previous classes as I can. Anything I can 

do to help. As far as Clark lying to me about who my professor for Economics would be, I 

feel very ripped off, and wish there was something I could do. I wish you the best of luck on 

your hearing, and I hope that no injustice is found so that you can continue to teach in the 

incredible way that you do! I thoroughly enjoyed your micro econ class. You truly are a 

mailto:omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com


fantastic teacher! -Michael (P.S. if anything I’ve said in my emails thus far can help you in 

any way, feel free to use them!) 

 

From: Terada, Bonnie (ATG) [mailto:BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV] Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 8:58 

AM To: Margaret Olney Cc: Darcy Rourk; Tim Cook Subject: Files and proposal 

 

Margaret, 

 

The duplicated official personnel file was mailed overnight yesterday afternoon. 

 

Attached is a Tenure Purchase Agreement and Settlement and Release Agreement for your client’s 

consideration.  The May 2, 2014 date reflects 21 days from this Friday and as you are know is required 

by the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.  Please let me know by 1:00 PM Friday whether Prof. 

Craven wishes to have the 21 days to consider the agreement.  I think its best to inform Mr. Stonier by 

that time so he can inform the 6 faculty members and the College can inform all of their substitutes that 

the hearing may be rescheduled to allow for the 21 day consideration period.  

 

Bonnie Y. Terada 

Senior Counsel |Office of the Attorney General 

Regional Services Division, Vancouver 

1220 Main Street, Suite 510 |Vancouver, WA  98660-2964 

360-759-2111 

 

1.      $100,000 buy-out of your tenure 

2.      Waiver of all claims against the College  (paragraphs 4 and 5) 



3.      Agreement not to lodge complaints against College (and its officers/employees) 

withany state agency (paragraph 6) ever for anything 

4.      Mutual agreement to not disparage the other (paragraph  7) 

5.    Non-disclosure of even the existence of the agreement 

 

Bonnie, 

 

Thank you for putting together a settlement proposal.  I have had an opportunity to review your 

settlement offer with my client.  We are particularly concerned about the gag orders contained in the 

proposal.   Simply put, Prof. Craven is unwilling to compromise his legal and ethical obligations to 

identify and report malfeasance.  

 

Again, thank you for taking the time to make an offer.  

Of Counsel 

 

https://jimcraven10.wordpress.com/2012/12/19/attempts-to-report-felony-crimes-per-18-usc-4-28-

usc-1361-exchanges-with-clark-county-sheriff-gary-lucas/ 

 

My response (took less than 21 seconds not 21 days to consider and reject the $100,000): 

Under progressive discipline, each stage, the correctness and specificity of the charges,  

 

 

From: Stoniers@cni.net 

To: BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV 

CC: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 

https://jimcraven10.wordpress.com/2012/12/19/attempts-to-report-felony-crimes-per-18-usc-4-28-usc-1361-exchanges-with-clark-county-sheriff-gary-lucas/
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Subject: RE: Location for distribution of transcripts/arguments 

Date: Thu, 17 Jul 2014 13:08:57 -0700 

I think we should allow them to have copies of the admitted exhibits with a cover letter indicating that 

they need to be returned and their privacy maintained. We also need to confirm that we agree as to the 

admitted exhibits. Having reviewed the reporter’s list of exhibits, the transcript and my notes I believe 

that exhibits 15 and A15 were admitted in addition to those indicated on the court reporter’s list. After I 

have heard from you I will email the DRC to inform them that they may pick up these matters in Rm 159, 

Baird Administration Bldg. Respectfully, James J. Stonier 

  

From: Terada, Bonnie (ATG) [mailto:BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV]  

Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2014 2:12 PM 

To: 'Stoniers' 

Cc: 'James Craven' 

Subject: RE: Location for distribution of transcripts/arguments 

  

5 copies of the transcripts and final closing arguments will be available in Administrative Services, 

Baird Administration Bldg, Rm 159 on July 23.  1 copy of admitted Exhibits will also be available, but I 

can have 5 copies of those notebooks available for the DRC if requested.    

  

Administrative Services staff members who will be available next week to check out material are: 

Theresa, Rose and Kimberly. 

  

  

Bonnie Y. Terada 

Senior Counsel |Office of the Attorney General 

Regional Services Division, Vancouver 

1220 Main Street, Suite 510 |Vancouver, WA  98660-2964 

360-759-2111 



  

  

  

From: Stoniers [mailto:Stoniers@cni.net]  

Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2014 1:08 PM 

To: Terada, Bonnie (ATG) 

Cc: 'James Craven' 

Subject: RE: Location for distribution of transcripts/arguments 

  

Thank you. 

  

From: Terada, Bonnie (ATG) [mailto:BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV]  

Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2014 8:59 AM 

To: Stoniers 

Cc: James Craven 

Subject: Re: Location for distribution of transcripts/arguments 

  

I will check with the Administrative Services office if they have a secure location and will get back to you 

as soon as I can confirm a specific location.  

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

On Jul 15, 2014, at 8:54, "Stoniers" <Stoniers@cni.net> wrote: 

We will need to designate a location for DRC members to pick up their copies of the transcript and final 

arguments. It needs to be on campus and with a custodian to insure the copies are given only to a DRC 

member. Mailing might take a few days and I want to get the information to them as close  to 23 July as 

possible. Your thoughts on this issue? Respectfully, Jim Stonier 

 

 FW: Clark College/craven Findings and Conclusions  

mailto:Stoniers@cni.net
mailto:BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV
mailto:Stoniers@cni.net


Please note that this was not sent to WEA or AHE where I still have a valid appeal on change of 
counsel yet they have gone ahead with more cover-up of perjury and other crimes by Knight 
and others; more cover-up of serial denials of duty of fair representation by AHE and the non-
funding of arbitration later used against me as I noted in writing over and over ( acquired 
"mutuality of interests") would happen and this has given a green-light to more corruption and 
serial denials of due process. 
 
Mr. Stonier and Ms Terada just move forward impervious to any argument, determined to rule 
out of discussion any facts contrary to running a little kangaroo court to ratify and cover-up the 
series of previous kangaroo courts leading up to this point. I and others will be seeing them 
again in other venues where I as the complainant will not get to turn my own allegations into a 
formal complaint; then become the one to "investigate" or appoint my own "investigators" of 
my own complaint; then become the one to make my own "findings" from my own 
"investigation" of my own complaint; then become the assessor of punishment from my own 
findings from my own investigation of my own complaint; then, for the piece de resistance, 
become the appeal authority on two of three possible levels of appeal against my pre-assessed 
discipline from my findings of my investigation of my own complaints formed from my own 
allegations or those of proxies I have recruited and rewarded with public jobs and benefits that 
are not mine to confer or use. All of that and more, aided and abetted by some in AHE and in 
WEA, has been done over and over in my case leading up to this point of termination through a 
protracted, coordinated, multi-party campaign (conspiracy) aimed at my removal from public 
employment under pretexts, false pretenses, contrived and piled-on charges and serial denials 
of basic due process and the grievance procedures in the Contract as well as serial abridgment 
of and contempt for my Constitutional rights as a public employee and tenured professor, as 
well as whistle-blower on serious issues. 
 
"Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive." Sir Walter Scott. 
 
This will go to law enforcement and the other agencies I have mentioned. My health has been 
and is being seriously damaged and I get no answers from the union, just as with Stonier and 
Terada, to the concrete submissions of law, reasoning and documentary evidence submitted. 
That's fine, it only shows pattern, mens rea and desperation just like the last minute $100,000 
hush money offer ( a crime when it is known that I have already made submissions to law 
enforcement for which I am and should be legally accountable) and the last-minute motion to 
limit when the hush money was turned down. 
 
The longer this goes on, the worse the damages to students, the institution, my family and to 
my own health will be. Again, please regard this as a good-faith attempt to give notice of and 
opportunity to mitigate, ongoing torts as well as felony crimes such as those listed in the formal 
complaint to Washington Human Rights and to various law enforcement officers and courts per 
18 USC 4, 73, 241, 242, RCW 42.20, 28 USC 455, 28 USC 1361 as it is the duty of all law 
enforcement officers and courts to take and consider properly such submissions as when the 
citizenry fears the police more or respects the police less than the criminals, we have only more 
crime, lawlessness, corruption and danger to the police themselves. 



 
I swear all statements in this submission under penalty of perjury to be true and complete to 
the best of my knowledge and belief. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
James M. Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii 
Professor of Economics 
 

 
From: cjstonier@gmail.com 
To: BonnieT@ATG.WA.GOV; omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
Subject: Clark College/craven Findings and Conclusions 
Date: Wed, 6 Aug 2014 15:34:43 -0700 

Attached are the findings of fact and conclusions of law that have been signed by the Chair of 
the DRC. The DRC findings of fact and conclusions of law as signed by the chair were 
unanimous. The parties have the right to submit exceptions to these findings and conclusions. 
Any and all exceptions must be received by me by 12 August 2014. I anticipate delivering the 
final report to the Board of Trustees on 14 August 2014.  Respectfully James J. Stonier 

  

 

Thank you for this response. Please note that the hearing examiner Mr. Stonier, and Ms Terada 
are continuing this star chamber even with clear perjury (not noted or reported to the 
committee or law enforcement asap per 18 USC 4 and 73) with my having documented medical 
disabilities and on prescribed medications that were thoroughly documented to Mr.Stonier 
who refused to even contact my physician for further comment on how this whole process (he 
would never comment on the correctness or incorrectness of the allegations) only my overall 
medical condition and what the medications do in terms of limiting cognitive and other 
capacities. 
 
In any case, it was with great sadness, that I had to call for a new attorney as I had made a 
formal inquiry to Portland FBI, the Special Agent with whom I spoke asked if I had the 
"settlement offer" in writing, I said I did, and he asked me to come with my attorney (also a 
witness) and bring it down to the Vancouver office of the FBI. That was enough for me to know 
that I had a basis to believe that my duties under RCW 42.20 (Conduct and Misconduct of a 
Public Employee or Officer) and 18 USC 4 (Misprision of a Felony) and 73 (Obstruction of 
Justice) mandated that I not wait for later civil action, nor for the WA Human Rights 
Commission complaint I have formally filed, crimes, unlike torts, must be reported immediately 
or "asap" as the statute says because real people are being victimized, investigation and justice 



await, and those who get away with crimes take it as a green light they are safe to do more of 
the same; so future victims await. 
 
Please understand that my medical situation is not some ruse or gambit; it takes a long time 
just to compose write this. 
 
Finally there is a reason for 18 USC 4 and 73. A crime is an offense against society as well as 
against particular persons and property. Law enforcement cannot be everywhere at all times 
and few would want to live in the kind of society where they were. That mean that law 
enforcement must do their duty no matter what they think of the person bringing credible 
evidence of a crime to them; that means citizens and  public employees must do their duty no 
matter what they think of the institutions or persons to whom they are bringing credible 
evidence of a crime having been committed, or what experiences they  may have had with 
them; and that means unions have a duty of fair and competent representation of a member 
no matter what some in the union or union hierarchy may think of that person, because there 
are precedents being set that may and likely will be used against others in the future or even 
the present. Also, in a case-law-based system, fraudulent and engineered legal decisions set 
precedents that compound injustices for others, in other cases, and in the body of law itself, 
that can only corrupt and cause more of the same in the future. 
 
Thank you for your response. This will also be sent to Mr. Stonier and Ms Terada not only under 
the duty under Tort Law to give notice of ongoing damages, the basis for the allegation or 
damages from behavior of persons to be named, and opportunity to mitigate damages and to 
make a good-faith attempt to do that: mitigate damages; this is to give notice to try to stop 
what I believe to be a continuing cornucopia of crimes as well as torts and this poses more 
danger for the union, the members of the committee unaware of the behind-the-scenes with 
implications on them and their own future legal liabilities, but also to stop real harem to real 
people that I am mandated by law, my own morality, my duty as a teacher and public employee 
to do no matter what the costs. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jim Craven/Omahkohkiaaiipooyii    

 
From: KWishkoski@WashingtonEA.org 
To: omahkohkiaayo@hotmail.com 
CC: AIverson@WashingtonEA.org 
Subject: Receipt of Appeal  
Date: Tue, 22 Jul 2014 17:38:13 +0000 

Dear Mr. Craven, 

  



Please let this email confirm that we are in receipt of your appeal. We will be in contact with a 
hearing date as soon as we are able to secure a meeting date for the committee. 

  

Thank you, 

  

Kelly Wishkoski, Paralegal  

Office of the General Counsel 

Washington Education Association 

P.O. Box 9100 

Federal Way, WA 98063-9100 

253-765-7025 (direct) 

253-946-7232 (fax) 

 

  

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  THIS COMMUNICATION MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION SUBJECT 

TO ATTORNEY PRIVILEGES &/OR OTHERWISE BE OF A CONFIDENTIAL NATURE.  IF YOU HAVE 

RECEIVED THIS MESSAGE IN ERROR, PLEASE ADVISE THE SENDER BY REPLY E-MAIL & 

IMMEDIATELY DELETE THE MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS WITHOUT COPYING OR 

DISCLOSING THE CONTENTS.  THANK YOU. 

  

  

 

 

  



 


